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Like a few others in this
business we've successfully
avoided becoming
a household word.
For more than a decade, we've

played to relatively small, yet highly

appreciative audiences. But now, thanks

to the Cal Audio Labs CL-5 Multi-Disc
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carousel design, its Delta Sigma D/A

Converter or proprietary Digital

Servo Mechanism. Perhap

the design's CL-I 0 heritage and an

astounding accuracy that belies its

accessible price.Whatever.The result

is quality you can hear—and more

than afew can afford. Play on.
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hat the heck is that icon
trying to tell me?" Ihad
switched on Denon's new
DVD-3000 player — acute "Welcome to
DVD World" message scrolled across its
display — and put adisc in its drawer. The
icon, which looked at best like aJapanese
character and at worst like achild's drawing of ahouse (complete with windows),
was lit up in light blue on the display. But
the game was given away by the magic
words "96kHz 24 bit" illuminated in red
below the mysterious icon. For this was
no DVD movie, but a test pressing of
Chesky's new Super Audio Disc, The Super
Audio Collection & Professional Test Disc,
which makes use of the DVD-Video specification's provision for including atwochannel, linear-PCM signal encoded with
a96kHz sampling rate and aword depth
of up to 24 bits. (Contrary to what you
may have read in the popular press, using
DVD-Video to carry high-definition
sound quality does not introduce anew
and incompatible standard.)
The disc features nine tracks from
Chesky's recent catalog, all originally recorded by engineers Bob Katz or Barry
Wolfson. It also contains test tones assembled by Muse Electronic's Kevin Halverson. Like the first four SAD releases from
Classic Records (see "Quarter Notes,"
Stereophile, March '98, p.169), the disc was
"authored" for the DVD-Video medium
by Steve Thompson, once with Dolby.
Most of my previous experience of
96/24 sound quality had been with the
Classic Records DVDs, which were mastered from analog tapes. However, Ialso
have the 96kHz versions of Stereophile
Inc.'s Rhapsody Nag-ra-D digital master
tapes, which, courtesy of Canorus and
dCS, we were able to record in parallel
with the 44.1kHz/24-bit tapes used for
the CD. And nothing Iheard from the
new Chesky SAD ran counter to my earlier impressions: that even without surround sound, two-channel 96kHz/24-bit
sound quality represents asignificant step
forward from CD. From the sheer tangibility of the opening double-bass notes on
Sara IC's "Brick House" on the Chesky
DVD to the realistic string tone of David
Chesky's orchestral Psalm H(Reflection), the
higher-resolution digital signal produced a
sound more akin to that from good analog
or from reality than to what you get from
CD—even from very good CD.
And this, remember, was from a
relatively inexpensive DVD-Video player.
Stereophile, June 1998
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Advancing High Performance Audio &
Video, and Andy Regan, vice president of
Meridian America, will talk about the
basics of buying and setting up your first
high-quality audio system. In addition,
Stereophile columnist Lisa Astor will lead a
discussion on how the High End shoots
itself in the foot with its "Toys for Boys"
attitude; High Definition Television
authority Joel Brinkley of the New York
Times and Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
will give his perspective on developments
in HDTV; Russ Herschelmann, conFrom opening time
tributing editor of Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater will share his extensive knowledge
to closing time,
on how to tune aroom; designers of analog components, amplifiers, and loudHI Fl '98 will feature
speakers will discuss the art and science
behind their creations; and the editors of
acontinuous program
both Stereophile and Stereophile Guide to Home
of live music,
Theater will be on hand to answer questions.
And don't forget the real thing: From
all free
the time the Show opens at 10am on
Friday to the time it closes at 6pm on
to Showgoers.
Sunday, there will be acontinuous program of live music, all free of charge to
Showgoers. The 22 concerts include: M'A
concede that the high-resolution digital
Recordings, sponsoring Miroslav Tadie
audio data will not be available outside the
and Vlatko Stefanovski; Martin-Logan,
box "in the clear," as it is in the CD world.
the Uptown Mandolin Quartet; AudioThe Denon player's linear-PCM output,
Quest and Vandersteen, Robert Lucas;
for example, is restricted to 48kHz/16-bit
AudioQuest, Audio Power Industries, and
data. k will be possible to transfer the
VTL, Doug MacLeod; and Stereophile,
96/24 datastream from one box to another in encrypted form via something like a pianist Robert Silverman, the Water Lily
Gospel Trio, and violinist Ida Levin preFireWire link, but at the time of writing
miering the works on her new Duet CD.
that still lies in the future.
(See the in-depth article on the making of
Chesky's SAD is scheduled to reach
this recording on p.71.) Friday night sees
stores in May, and Irecommend that those
the Bill Holman Band performing in the
of you with DVD players pick one up. But
Westin's Grand Ballroom, sponsored by
those who want to hear 96/24 first will
have plenty of opportunities at HI-FI '98, JVC Music/XRCD, and on Saturday
night, AudioQuest and NHT will present
which takes place at the Westin Los
soul singer Terry Evans — an event not to
Angeles Airport Hotel from June 12 to 14
he missed. See you there.
(for details, see the ad on p.66 or log on to
www.hifishow.com). In addition to asemGoodbye SS
inar on the new media, both Classic
With his review of the Accuphase DG-28
Records and Chesky will be playing their
Digital Voicing Equalizer in this issue, we
Super Audio Discs. And Sony will not be
bid farewell to Steven Stone as amember
backward in coming forward to show
of this magazine's reviewing staff. He
what their DSD-based Super Audio CD
made his Stereophile debut in our October
can do. Come to Los Angeles and listen to
1993 issue with areview of equipment
the sonic future!
racks from Arcici, AudioStream, and
Like with previous Shows, HI-FI '98
RoomTune, joining us from The Absohete
will have afull schedule of seminars and
Sound. Steven, who regularly records the
workshops: English reviewer Paul Miller,
Boulder Philharmonic with J. Gordon
Stereophile's test & measurement consulHolt, will concentrate his energies on
tant, will show how digital measurements
reviewing home-theater components for
reveal the problems lurking behind the
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater. We wish
16-bit/44.1kHz CD standard, and Joe
him well in his future endeavors.
Piccirilli, president of The Academy

While it was operating at 96kHz, even the
best digital decoders are noisefloor-limited
to at most 19-20-bit performance. Iknow,
of course, what you're thinking: that if
96/24 sounds this good from an integrated DVD-Video player, what would it
sound like if the 96/24 datastream was fed
to aseparate processor with high-end pretensions? That, unfortunately, isn't currently possible. Pressure from the record
industry has led DVD manufacturers to
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If you're like most of us, recreating the emotions of alive musical
experience in our homes is more adream than areality.
The single-ended series of triode amplifiers from Cary Audio
genuinely brings that dream closer to reality.

i
'davte.

The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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"The Servo-15 Rules!"
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

"The Servo-15 will do things that no other
subwoofer I've heard will, especially play
very loud and clean at the lowest
frequencies...extraordinary deep

bass output...prodigious andg
extended...for clean bas
lower than you can_ hea
and louder than you ca
stand, the Servo-15 rules.
-Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide
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ici years of design expertise and astate-of-the-art in-house R&D
facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build the
world's finest subwoofer, regardless of cost! The result is the Paradigm
Reference Servo-15... ahighly advanced patented design using
revolutionary new Closed-Loop-Servo technology. This spectacular new
subwoofer system singlehandedly redefines high-end bass performance.
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And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer enjoyment of
music, it is equally important for the best in home theater sound, especially
now with the arrival of digital AC-3 and DIS.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm Reference Dealer
and experience this astonishing new reference standard in subwoofers for
yourself!
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Letters
Good stuff
Editor:
I'm alaw student trying to figure out
which system to buy when Ifinally get
out of school and start earning asalary. I
was recently back at my parents' house in
Japan on spring break. To my delight,
they told me that they miss having music
in the house and that they wanted me to
choose asystem for them.
In the next two days Iacquired the following system: Sonus Faber Guarneri
Homage speakers, Cary 300SE Signature
amplifiers (no preamp), Wadia 850 CD
player, and Kimber 8AG and 4AG biwired
speaker cables. The sound was just about
the most realistic I've ever heard. Violins,
voices, and harpsichord were especially
seducing. My family and Ipractically
spent the rest of my break captivated in
front of the speakers.
The nice twist to the story is the price
for which Iwas able to assemble this system —about $18k for all new equipment!
The recession has hit hard in Japan, and
high-end audio dealers here were very
anxious to get rid of inventory, especially
since it was right before the end of the
Japanese fiscal year on March 31.
As aclassical music nut, Ican't wait to
assemble my own system when Imove
to New York after graduation this June.
I'm flirting with the idea of getting a
similar system with perhaps Cary CAD805Cs instead of the 300SEs. Not that
Ididn't love the latter. Idid! But there
were so many instances where the lack of
power was noticeable. Perhaps more sensitive speakers would help (the Guarneri
is 87dB/W/m), but then Iwould miss
the amazing violin sounds that this speaker re-creates. And then there is the Jadis
300SE, which sounds very good on paper,
although Ihave yet to audition it.
Let me just say "thank you" for introducing me to this wonderful world of
hi-fi (single-ended hi-fi, to be exact). I've
been reading Stereophile from cover to
cover every month, with aspecial emphasis on Sam Tellig's column. Taki Saito
tsaito@leland.stardivd.edu
The same old stuff?
Editor:
Can't you guys review some new and
different gear? It's the same old stuff—
Stereophile, June 1998

even Sam Tellig is stuck. Come on, big
Sam, get off the Cary kick!! Wes Phillips
is abig letdown — Ithought he would
pick up the ball and run with it for
Stereophile. Too bad he's all talk, no show.
Imiss the old guys; they were sharp
writers and fun. They also loved music.
Idropped my Stereophile sub last year...
you guys are going to let Fi steal the
show from you. Too bad; you were a
butt-kicking, top-dog audio magazine
that used to be fun.
Bill Glenn
bgletin@ridgecrest.ca.us

who has apassion for audio to have.
Thanks.
Mark Stranczek
MStranczek@aol.com
Too serious
Editor:
Stereophile doesn't have to be so darned
serious all the time. Music is supposed to
be fun. k's supposed to make us happy.
Ralph B. Piening
rbpiening@email.msn.com

Not serious
Editor:
Ifound myself laughing at Wes Phillips,
Serious
Larry Archibald, and John Atkinson in
Editor:
Iwould like to thank you for aquality
the April issue (VoI21 No.4, p.221)
magazine and web site. Ihave been a while they had "... hoots of laughter at
subscriber for several years and Ilove
the sight of $330 [Polk] speakers
reading Stereophile. There is no other attached to $15,000 Kimber Black Pearl
periodical that Iknow of that brings
speaker cables."
Rick Shapiro
together the world of hi-fi the way
Luthervilk MD
Stereophile does. From reviews to news
Bigger is better?
within the industry; product updates,
music reviews, etc., you put out ahigh- Editor:
Americans live by the motto "bigger is
quality publication.
better." Just look around: car engines are
Even though Idon't always agree
with some of the reviews, or the
getting bigger, SUVs are getting bigger,
golf drivers are getting bigger, boobs are
comments made by the staff, you stick
getting bigger —heck, Bill's scandals are
to your guns and publish what you
believe to be the honest truth about getting bigger. It seemed only logical
what you have reviewed or seen, or that, sooner or later, the High End
about whatever seems to be on your would be hit by the BIG craze.
mind. The fact that you publish letters
A few articles into the April
that vehemently trash just about Stereophik and Ineeded to rant. What is
everything you do speaks volumes
it with the trend to create gazillionabout your integrity.
watt—capable amplifiers? Read the April
I was fortunate to work in the
report from the 1998 International CES
high-end audio industry for awhile.
and prepare to laugh and be amazed:
As a salesperson, Ican think of no
Krell, 1000W into 8ohms or 8000W
other more valuable tool — or, come
(!) into 1ohm; Boulder, 1000W; Pass
to think of it, weapon — for anyone
Labs, 1000W —but can be "linked" to
create a32,000W monster!!!
Of course, the price tags don't fail to
astonish any less, but the real question is,
how much is too much? When does the
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
law of diminishing returns kick in?
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Who has been calling out in desperate
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail: Letters@
cries, "Please, more power, we need
stereophile.com . Unless marked
more power"? The answer is, nobody.
otherwise, all letters are assumed to be
This illogical trend has been carefully
for possible publication. If you have
orchestrated by an industry that appears
problems with your subscription, call
more lost and clueless than ever.
(800) 444-8908 or visit www.
Let me give you aclear example: In
stereophile.com
the same issue, Sam Tellig confidently
claims that the only amplifier that can
9
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Letters
"replicate real music" is the 15W — oh,
excuse me, 25W — Cary Audio
Design 300SE Signature monoblock.
Now tell me: If afresh, new, confused
would-be audiophile picks up the
April issue of Stereophile, won't he be
totally confused as to what his choices
in amplification are?
An industry that capitalizes on a
known "weakness" can't be called dumb
or right, but when the critics with the
loudest and most visible voices (magazines) make nary a comment about
such an obviously ridiculous trend, then
shame on them. The gigawatt amplifier,
what ajoke.
Sergio Rivera
Miami, FL
Srivera@topptelecom.com
Bigger is better
Editor:
I have been enjoying Sam Tellig's
recent columns extolling the virtues of
single-ended triode (SET) amplifiers. I
concur: single-ended is frequently the
way to go. But Ialso think that a"fleasized" amplifier is about as silly as a
"flea-sized" dog.
My favorite dog is a 95-lb Jewish
Shepherd/Wolf hybrid named Shayna.
My favorite amplifier is a75W highcurrent SET amplifier named Melos.
Shayna isn't single-ended (she's more of
a pull-pull design). Otherwise, they
have alot in common. Both are typically incredibly sweet and lovable. Both
can bark and woof with the best of
them when appropriate. And neither
becomes too hot to pet.
So, Iput it to you: Why would one
fool with a3, 5, 7, or (wow!) 20W SET,
put up with snide remarks from friends
("So, you shelled out how much for a
3W amplifier?"), be limited to using a
very short list of speakers, and be forced
to listen in averitable closet, when the
Melos can drive the majority of the best
of what's out there with beauty and
authority?
Try one on for size, Sam. Iwager that
it will be aperfect fit. Lennie Birnbaum
Levittown, NY
melosmanl@aoLcom
No Threshold?
Idaol.
The Lte of Threshold Corporation may
be much grimmer than the "reorganization" reported in the April Stereophile
(Vol21 No.4, p23). My Stasis 2power
amplifier failed after 16 years. My
attempts to get repair info from Threshold resulted in an e-mail from Chris
English saying Threshold is "essentially
out of business," and asking if Iwould
Stereophile, June 1998

be interested in buying any of their leftover stuff. He said he has forwarded my
repair request. Ihave heard no response
on this.
Bob Shay
bob shay@emaitursit.com

the audio purist. J. Gordon Holt led the
way on this, and Itotally agree with
him. There have been several good
units for correctly decoding astereo into a
surround soundfield that more closely
represented that original acoustical
Shame on us
space. Early on were the [Sansui] QS
Vario-Matrix and Fosgate Tate II units,
Editor:
followed by even better Fosgate verIthink it is suspect that the only news
sions. Citation and Lexicon now reign
you gave on the problems Threshold
was having was some PR blather from a supreme in this area. Sadly, these were
never given the attention they deserved.
company spokesman ("Industry Update," April '97, p23), while Internet The vast majority of magazines focus on
resources were breaking the news that minutiae but ignore the giant leap forThreshold was liquidating its assets and,
ward in audio reality made possible by
in effect, was "gone."
surround sound.
Ihope some poor budding audioThings brightened as Stereophile pubphile didn't go out and purchase a lished good news about new surroundThreshold, Forté, or PS Audio comsound technology such as DTS.
ponent based on this disinformation.
Ironically, there was more exposure of
DTS in Stereophile before any hardware or
Shame on all of you.
Ron Newton
rnewton@cmpumet software was actually available. But,
with awhimper, Stereophile has seemed
With respect paid to Mr. Newton's callfor our to move back into the dark ages, leaving
shame, he seems to be forgetting that apaper surround sound as asubject more suitpublication requires acertain lead time When
able for Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.
We prepared our story on Threshold in early
Quite frankly, Igag at the thought
February, the information was accurate. Not of yet another Krell/Pass/Levinson
stated in the story was thefact that an investor preamp/power-amp/jitter reducer/
was ntgotiating to buy a major stake in
cable article. Yes, this is fine equipment.
Threshold
,, and keep it in existence.The pros- But can we move on to quantum leaps
pects for the company then:five appeared reaforward?
BillJensen
Phoenix, AZ
sonably good. Given the assurances 11 C were
given by ashareholder in the company, Chris
And another
English (calish@ix.netcom.com), rtgarding service, I
felt it appropriate to publish the story in
Editor:
the April issue of Stereophile, scheduled to Being in the PC audio industry, Ifind it
reach newsstands in mid-March. Ican only always interesting to keep up with the
assume that the collapse of the Far Eastern
High End and their "perception" of
market, where Threshold had enjoyed considemerging audio platforms and formats.
erable success, was asignjlicant factor in their Having moved recently, I did not
subsequent_financial problems.
—JA
receive the April Stereophile in time
before a business trip last week to
One way forward
Silicon Valley. Fortunately Iwas able to
pick up a copy at The Audible DifEditor:
A recent garage sale had me poring over ference —a great group of guys, even in
decades' worth of my collection of the chaos of remodeling —in Palo Alto,
audio and electronics magazines. I California. Iwas able to finish the mag
from front to back on my flight back to
scanned each one to determine which
would be of future reference value and
Silicon Hills (aka Austin, Texas). After a
which could be disposed of cheap to
week of peddling the benefits of my
free up all those banker's boxes. So
company's high-performance 18-bit
many copies of Stereo Review, Audio, High
codec for soundcards, Itook some satisFidelity, and even The Absohme Sound faction in that both Michael Fremer and
were thrown to the wolves. So many
Wes Phillips mentioned soundcards,
even if in an ugly manner.
Stereophile issues remained. Iwas reminded of the genius and insights that
Gentlemen, even though I laugh
when my customers tell me their cusexisted in many great articles. Iwas also
reminded that Ihaven't purchased a tomers (k, consumers) are happy with
PC audio, and that a90dB S/N ratio
Stereophile since April 1997.
from aDAC is more than enough, I
What Ifound most fascinating in the
preceding 10 years of your magazine
really have to take asecond look at this
was the move toward the notion that emerging user group. Call them
Generation X or whatever, but they are
surround sound for music was not crass
or crude but actually agood thing for the future consumers of audio gear. The
,
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PC will be their means of accessing
audio as they access data off the web.
Ireally think WP hit it right on the
head when he mentioned to John
Atkinson about Stereophile starting to
look at soundcards (and by the way,
Mikey, soundcards are now incorporating 18-bit codecs). Iknow the plastic PC speakers with their crappy little
amplifiers are a weak link, but who
knows how long it will be before some
vendor comes along to provide something better? Powered "high-end" speakers are becoming more prevalent — the
Paradigm Active/20 comes to mind —
so what's to say this push technology
can't be applied to PC speakers? A lot
of these GenXers won't spend $2k$5k on ahome audio system, but they
sure will spend it on ahigh-end multimedia PC system. A $300-$500 powered high-end PC speaker wouldn't be
out of line.
If you guys are seriously thinking
about this, Isuggest anew rag (with
younger reviewers and contributors than
the current average age of Stereophile
reviewers — sorry, guys!) sporting a
catchy name that reviews video graphics
cards and audio soundcards/speakers.
You could also include associated software reviews for games and music
(focusing primarily on new music never,
everio be reviewed in Stewophile).
Interested? Don't say Ididn't warn
you. Imay just have to go out and start
it myself.
Fred Valenzuela
fvalenzuela@sigmatetcom
And yet another
Editor:
In the April Stereophile, Michael Fremer
states in his great column, "Analog
Corner," the opinion that Stereo Review
has almost single-handedly destroyed
mainstream audio with its "everything
pretty much sounds the same" philosophy. While Iagree with him, there
are acouple of other more important
reasons the High End is so little known
to the majority of people in the US.
Ihave seen the "enemy" of the High
End and audiophiles in general, and it is
the Consumer's Union (CU) and their
magazine, Cotuumer Reports (CR). In
CU's world, there are no components
outside receivers, loudspeakers, CD
changers, and cassette decks. No mention is ever made of amplifier and digital separates, interconnects, speaker
wire, power-line conditioners, or any of
the other components and accessories
that we audiophiles know can make systems sound more musical. And vinyl is
adead issue to them. CR's readers are
12

discouraged from spending more than a
few hundred dollars on any given component, the magazine stating that anything more is awaste of money and that
any improvements are so small and
irrelevant that only a "golden-eared"
few can hear them. Stereo Review at least
reviews separates and some higherpriced components.
The negative impact of Consumer
Reports on high-end audio cannot be
overstated. Ibelieve thousands of music
lovers who could have been potential
audiophiles have been turned away from
our hobby by CU. I've known alot of
people who consider CR an authority
on just about anything they might be
thinking of buying. My comments that
the magazine knows absolutely nothing
about good sound are met with incredulous stares, skepticism, and even ridicule!
That someone would dare to criticize or
question Consumer Reports on anything
borders on blasphemy to many in the
uninformed mainstream! They see CU
as achampion of the consumer, not the
ignorant and arrogant organization it
really is.
If our hobby is to overcome the pernicious influence of Consumer Reports
and widen its consumer base, aggressive
methods must be employed. To put it
bluntly, it's time to take on the
Consumer's Union! Heck, even Julian
Hirsch criticized CR's testing methods
years ago! Articles and ads exposing
CU's bias and ignorance need to be
published, not just in audio magazines,
but in mainstream, entertainment, and
any publication likely to be read by
music lovers....
And manufacturers, distributors, and
dealers need to get involved in some
serious advertising. Iknow that many of
them advertise in audio magazines, but
let's face it, that's preaching to the choir.
They need to widen the scope of their
advertising to include mainstream publications, as well as travel, entertainment, lifestyle, and other specialty
magazines directed at affluent people.
It's no accident that luxury-car builders,
fashion designers, and others who cater
to upscale consumers advertise heavily
in these magazines. Most potential customers for audiophile components and
accessories have not only never heard of
most high-end manufacturers, they
have no idea how much better their
equipment sounds, or even where to
hear it and get it....
Finally, all audiophiles need to serve
as ambassadors for their hobby. We
must spread the word to all the music
lovers we know that there are alterna-

fives to the rack systems so many of
them buy in their ignorance. Have them
listen to your system so they can hear
what is possible. From my experience
advising people, Ican put together an
entry-level audiophile system for
$1500-$2000 that will sound far better
than any of that mid-fi garbage out
there.... The more people we get to get
into our hobby, the better it will be for
us all.
Ralph A. Perrini
Miami, FL
Don't ignore Generation X
Editor:
/was disturbed by Michael Zeugin's
comment in hisJanuary letter regarding
Generation X (Vol21 Nol, pp.13-17).
Yes, most of Generation X don't even
know what hi-fi is. And yes, most of
Generation X aren't buying hi-fi. Admit
it, mid-fi companies are taking large
shares of the market away from the
audio industry, not because they're
making products that have a high
value/price ratio, but because of their
successful advertising campaigns! When
you open amagazine or go to amusic
event, you don't see Mark Levinson's or
Wilson Audio's names anywhere. On
the contrary, names like Sony, JVC, and
Yamaha are everywhere.
High-end dealers don't help either. I
stopped visiting the local high-end
stores because most of the salespeople
have attitude problems. If you do not fit
their typical "audiophile" profile —
middle-aged, driving abig luxury car —
you don't deserve any service. Ihave yet
to meet a high-end salesperson who
would explain to me the meaning of
soundstage, imaging, and dynamics
without giving me adirty look like I
was wasting his time! — or, even better
yet, asalesperson who would spend 20
minutes helping me select the right
component.
Generation X is not just asmall blip
in the population fluctuations. The
entire nation's economy is currently
hinged on the success brought by the
Generation X workforce in Silicon
Valley. Generation X is amarket demographic that should not be ignored by
the high-end industry. Most of my peers
here in Silicon Valley have six-digit
salaries and could easily afford asystem
that most of the baby-boomer generation can only dream of— Ihave two
systems myself.
Generation X just doesn't have any
means of being exposed to the High
End.
Frank Cheng
•
Palo Alto, CA
gundam91@best.com
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Ode To Joy!

Beethoven wrote amasterpiece.

"Rotel's products, at all
prices, are so impressive that
it is safe to think of Rotel as
agold standard against
which we can confidently
measure the industry's
performance as awhole."
Tom Miiler
Audio Adventure Magazine
Vol. 3Issue 9

We'll play it for you. Masterfully.
There's music. Then there's music that connects
with the soul. Written with some perspiration
and alot of inspiration, it transcends the
ordinary to become amasterpiece.
That's how we at Rotel feel about hi-fi. The real
joy of owning an audio system is to experience
the pleasure of agreat performance by
reproducing it exactly as the artist intended.
To achieve that excellence, we build our own
custom transfomers, select high grade
components from around the world, and
design the circuits to ensure superb stereo
reproduction. We then check our results with
critical listening. It's apolicy we've
adhered to for nearly forty years and
one for which we've earned hundreds
of international awards and critical acclaim.
There are many choices in audio components.
Few, however, that bring so much joy.
Rotel. Real hi-fi.

Rotel's RT940 Tuner and RA971 Integrated Amp
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54 Concord Street
N. Reading. MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
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GRANDE UTOPIA

For me, this is truly
the ultimate
desert-island loudspeaker"
Jack English,
Stereophile, Vol.19 No.5
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Letters
Exposure is everything
1:Llitoi:
Iwould like to respond to Michael
Zeugin's "black hole" letter in the
January Stereophile's "Letters." At the
tender age of 29, Ihave the misfortune
of being lumped into the Generation X
category. Granted, most of the people I
know think Kenwood is the ultimate in
home audio, but we are not all ignorant
of the High End. While you can blame
the media for this, advertising does
work. When was the last time any highend audio manufacturer advertised on
TV? Isee ads for Sony and Aiwa all the
time. There's no exposure because most
dealers are in small, out-of-the way
places where X-ers don't go, and they
don't advertise in newspapers.
Instead of blaming the media, work
with them. Exposure is everything,
because word of mouth doesn't work
like it used to. Instead of everybody
thinking McIntosh is a [misspelled]
computer, let them know McIntosh is
actually high-end audio equipment
designed to last the life of the owner. If
Generation X-ers haven't heard of
Krell, Wadia, Pass Labs, Thiel, etc., how
can you expect them to purchase this
equipment?
Jason Flammond
OlFordBuff@aotcom

like calling on the phone to discuss
room placement or turntable setup or
equipment Ihear about. Someone who
understands something about equipment and music.
Things Idon't expect but secretly
want: Someone who carries every component in the universe and loves to
spend hours connecting and disconnecting it for me. Someone who will
play Bach on the violin so Ican compare it with the recording.
What Iget:
•Full of Money: They look at me as
if asnail had crawled in off the sidewalk
because Idon't look as if Ihad shopping
bags of cash in the car. ("You're in the
wrong neighborhood, my friend.")
•Full of Opinion: There are two
rooms in the store. Each room has one
system in it: the cheap system ($10,000)
and the expensive system ($30,000).
These are the only systems worth listening to, so why have anything else?
•Full of Attitude: They won't let me
listen to anything, and almost literally
won't talk to me, because it doesn't
look as if I'm going to buy something
that day. Or maybe there's mucus on
my shirt. Idon't know.
•Business-Oriented: No matter what
goes on, for some mystical reason the
recommended system always includes
the component they themselves manuThanks for listening, guys
facture. Equipment they don't carry
Editor:
doesn't exist in their universe.
So I'm having a movie night at my
Something of an education
•Earless, Version 1: Itell them explace, right, and we're listening to my
actly what Iam looking for. They igEditot:
newest laserdisc — Phenomenon in DTs.
nore what Isay. After an hour of audI've gotten something of an education
Ihad just got a new set o' speaker
reading Stereophiles snappy and enjoyitioning, they say "I'm starting to get
cables broken in — I couldn't afford
able reviews and discussions. (My an idea of what you need," and repeat
them (MIT Terminator 4s), but they're
back to me what Itold them when I
favorite was Rick Rosen's interview
pretty nice. Ihad finally got around to
moving my sub according to the dic- with Milt Jackson.) But what Ireally walked in.
•Earless, Version 2: Idon't like what
tates of my real-time analyzer and was
need is reviews of equipment dealers.
Even in such alarge city as Los Angeles,
I'm hearing, and they keep trying difgetting an admirably flat response with
I've not been able to find adealer that I ferent components. Finally they say
some nice feel. One of my friends is
felt like going back to. Maybe it's just
"You know, you're one of those people
floored. He stays after, and Istart him
who are cursed with good ears."
me, maybe there is no real summer
out on various stuff— a little John
• Earless, Version 3: They know
Williams, some Wallflowers, etc. If I camp like the Triple R-Bar, but Iread
about manufacturers and can talk about
reviews of dozens of brands, and Iread
said Kind of Blue to him, he'd say
components, but don't seem aware of
about auditioning equipment and get"Ultramarine?" but he's loving it. He
sound. If Italk about what I'm hearing
ting good advice and something called
leaves with apunch-drunk grin.
instead of the reputations of the com"taking equipment home to audition it
A month later he's got himself anew
there," but what Ifind is different from
ponents, they give me a look like,
receiver — aYamaha 793, on my urg"What?" even though the component is
ing, so over time he can hook up sepawhat Iwant.
playing at that very moment.
What Iwant:
rate amplifiers and eventually move to
Things Iexpect: Someone who likes
•Earless, Version 4: "Sit on the sofa,
all separates. He's looking for a CD
have acup of coffee. No, we don't have
equipment and likes music and has
player and speakers —a stereo pair to
any classical CDs. All we have is
start, then the center, etc. So we go in a some experience with both. Someone
Mannheim Steamroller."
who enjoys their business. Someone
local store I've never been to, and we're
Icould go on. But you get the idea.
who listens to what Isay and knows
looking around. I'm 23, he's 24, we're
Do you think you'll run regular articles
what it means. Someone Ifeel satisfied
kicking tires, or in this case woofers.
about dealers?
Bill Fishman
doing business with.
He's looking at the pair of baby ProAcs,
Los Angeles, CA
Things Iwould like: Someone who
checking out what they're hooked to.
likes to talk. Someone Ilike and feel
billfish@deltanet.rom
He goes to do the classic move — take
Stereophile, June 1998

off the grille and check the cones. A
salesman comes up to us and says,
"Don't touch those; the grilles are delicate." Iroll my eyes, but hey, they're
pricey for us young folk.
Imove off alittle as the salesman
starts to prequalify. Iwas kinda checking out the D/A converters. Maybe a
Chroma... My friend's telling the guy
what he's got and what he wants and
asking what the salesman suggests. The
guy replies, "I suggest throwing away
the receiver and getting some real
equipment."
We're out the door in 10 seconds,
maybe less. Itake him to another shop
where he gets some better help, but I
can still see he's soured. And worse,
that's ashop we can't, won't, go back to.
And they had beautiful tackle, too —
Theta, ProAc, Audio Research. The
moral of the story, Iguess, is that us
young'uns are trying to do High End —
but salesmen should realize we need
more help and attention than the guys
who have had equipment for 20 years,
'cause we're new to this, with only a
couple of years under our belt. Salesmen who prequalify me into the cheap
stuff before the door has closed have lost
asale in my case — but in cases like my
friend, they would have scared someone
away from the High End entirely.
Thanks for listening, guys.
Bishop
Kapswan@aolcom
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Isn't it time you invested in a
higher yielding CD player.
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Well, duh, Mr. Baird! Iguess the last
1000 years of Western and Indian classical music don't count for much, do
they? Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde is
arguably the greatest piece of music
ever written. Why? Because it's about
the emptiness, meaninglessness, and
futility of material existence. Its composer wondered whether it would provoke suicide, and, indeed, Ihave twice
felt that way when listening to it.
So tell me, Mr. Baird, is there any bit
of rock'n'roll that tackles the same subject so profoundly? Or tackles it at all, in
any sort of meaningful way? Not likely.
Duh.
Robert Baird is of that generation
that was abandoned by its parents to the
TV set, and wound up creating its own
"culture" — aculture that thinks it is the
first to think of anything and is blissfully unaware of any continuity with the
past 3000 years of human existence.
Hence his belief that rock'n'roll represents something artistically unique.
And John Atkinson, if you decide to
comment, none of that "elitist classical
listener" crap, please.
William Sommenverck
Bellevue, WA
No "elitist classical listener" comment.

—JA

What's the poop?
Editor:
Please explain why products rated in
Class K in Stereophikes "Recommended
Components" listing are dropped,
seemingly never to be heard from
again? Specifically, you listed the Merch
tonearm awhile back but have never
followed up. What's the poop?
Ron Franks
franks@mindspring.com
What does it all mean?
Editor:
I am confused. In the October '97
"Recommended Components," the
Spectral SDR-3000 CD transport was
listed as Class K, meaning "not yet
reviewed but worth watching." In the
April '98 "Recommended Components," the unit doesn't appear at all, but
you haven't yet published areview of
the unit in the meantime. So what does
it all mean?
Michael Steinberg
Bethesda, MD
stei7141@juno.com
We list products in Class K in "Recommended
Grinporrents" when one of our 20-strong
reviewing team has had sufficient experience of
it to feel that it would be recommended ff it
were to bePrmally reviewed in the magazine.
Stereophile, June 1998

brought uncounted hours of pleasure.
(I bought the speakers entirely on faith;
they sounded utterly horrible in the
store.) Ihave watched with regret as
LA withdrew as an active reviewer, his
duties as publisher apparently leaving
no time for the time necessary to do
justice to equipment. Too bad. He was
one of the best reviewers in the entire
field of subjective criticism of stereo
products.
As we all know, LA now limits himself to a monthly contribution to
Stereophilc's content — his "The Final
Word" column. In April (p290), LA
used this forum to print arather disjointed and hysterical comment conNo politics!
cerning the Starr investigation of
Clinton. He prefaced his words with the
Edito:
Please, don't let Stereophile become a statement that he had "a burning need
political rag, especially one supporting to sound off," and that doing so would
"incur your wrath." Having read LA's
President Clinton ("The Final Word,"
April'98, p290). Irealize that Larry Arattack on Starr, Ifeel no wrath, only sadness. I'm not saddened that he is among
chibald is not alawyer and clearly has
the multitude of Americans who supno understanding of what aspecial proport Bill Clinton and castigate Starr, I'm
secutor (actually independent counsel)
only saddened that he would drag this
does or is empowered to do, or how the
unfolding national disgrace into the
legal system works. However, has he no
pages of my magazine.
grasp of simple logic? If aparty that was
Yes, Santa Fe, Isaid my magazine. LA
involved in an activity makes astatebought the right to publish Stereophile
ment to that effect, then it is not hearsay.
from J. Gordon Holt in 1982, but he
Many parts of the president's current
doesn't own it. Iown it — me and all of
problems are hearsay and many are not.
the tens of thousands who read it each
(The Lewinsky tapes are not.)
month. And LA, old friend, here's a
Furthermore, boiling everything
news flash for you — we don't subdown to his word against her word — ie,
scribe to Stereophile so you and your staff
including only the testimony of the
can tell •
us your views about what's
principals — is adisastrous prescription
going on in Washington. Your opinions
(and would be so for most every legal
about all matters concerning music and
and civil case in America). This is espeits reproduction interest us — your polcially true when one of the principals
makes it clear that he won't testify, then
itics don't.
Having stated my view that politics
sends his taxpayer-funded minions out
should be kept off these pages, Ifeel
to attack.
compelled to now violate that princiLarry might find tenacious criminal
investigation un-American, but, person- ple. Like LA before me, Ihave aburning need to sound off. A stated opinion
ally, Ifind a lying, serial philanderer
that is not rebutted can leave the
who refuses to own up to his misbehavimpression that the opinion is supportior remaining president to be uned. So for LA and anyone else who
American. Even ascoundrel like Nixon
had the decency to go. When National cares, my view is that the Starr investigation should continue, and that Starr is
Review and The Nation start writing
about amplifiers and speakers, Stereophile doing agood job under very difficult
circumstances. I've no idea where this
can feel free to talk politics. Until then,
whole mess will end, but it seems
stick to audio —it's what you're good at.
Brett Moss unlikely that justice will prevail, as jusbmoss@tidalwavemet tice in this case would seem to demand
that some irate husband or father or
brother or boyfriend take Mr. Bill out
Disjointed, hysterical comments?
behind the woodshed and whip the
Editor:
bejesus out of him. This is not likely to
Ihave always had avery warm place
happen to aman who is protected by
in my heart for Larry Archibald, because it was his June 1989 review [of state troopers, much less the secret service. And now that Ithink of it, that
the Mirage M 1] that convinced me to
probably explains why anyone would
buy apair of loudspeakers that have

However, ifthat reviewer leaves our staffbefore
writing the expected review, ive have no option
but to drop the produa from the listing.
Take, for example, the Spectral transport
mentioned by Mr. Steinberg. It was listed in
Class K based on the advocacy of Robert
Harley, who had not yet reviewed the piecefor
Stereophile. However, RH left the magazine
last June bore writing the intended review,
and as no one else here has had any direct
experience of the Spectral, we had no option
but to drop it from "Recommended Components." This does not mean we don't think
the piece worthy of recommendation, only that
we don't have any experience on which to base
arecommoidation.
—JA
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do what Bill Clinton apparently does
from time to time to various women —
he does it because he thinks he can get
away with it.
Well, now that I've had my say (and
in about as hysterical afashion as LA
had his), can anyone tell me what any of
this has to do with music or its reproduction? Not adamn thing, I'd say.
So here's my su 14 :
estion: John Atkinson,
why don't you, Larry, and any of the
other staff you choose, sit down and
have along talk about introducing politics into the editorial content of our
magazine. Upon reflection, I think
you'll agree that it's best to keep it out.
If you do decide to publish more tirades
like LA wrote for the April issue, well,
so be it. Iwon't like it, but heck, look on
the bright side: at least I'll be able to
write and tell you what Ireally think of
Bill and Hillary.
Tom Gibson
tgibsonesh.net

allow that staff to undergo the humiliation of prosecution (again without any
evidence) and the stress of accumulating
massive legal bills. Most of all, it's
indescribably evil for a president to
stand in the way of the will of the people on something called "partial birth
abortion," agrisly horror that would
make even the likes of Mengele,
Stalin, and Hitler blush.
Ken West
Santee, CA
Kenw@adnc.com

man, and Mr. Moss, for taking the time to
sound offon some subjects ofyour own. Please
note, however, that Ididn't call the actions of
Kenneth Starr "wrongheaded and unethical."
He seems to be doing avery prosecutorlikejob
ofpursuing what he's been told to pursue.
What Iobject to is the very idea of a
prosecutor assigned to any American who
just sits there and waits for evidence of unknown crimes to show up. If there is, indeed,
needfor aspecial prosecutor (which Idoubt),
that person should have aspecific purview.
If the Justice Department comes up with
When Larry Archibald gave me the diskette evidence that some new crime has been comwith his April "71w Final Word" column, I mitted, then the Justice Department can
sucked in my teeth. "Good piece Isaid, "but decide whether a new special prosecutor
there'll be trouble."
needs to be commissioned. There has to be
"I know," said LA, "but this is something I some kind of threshold that new alleged
am not seeing said anywhere else. And it needs crimes must rise above in order to trigger a
to be said."
new investigation.
Iagree. As aresident alien, Icannot vote, so
Although Starr did seek guidancefrom the
you might think Ihave no interest in domes- Justice Department, and it was given, Ido not
tic politics. But Ihave been intentlyfollowing feel that the law as currently set up provides
the American political scene since the Nixon/ for the kind of threshold effect referred to
Cancel my subscription!
Kennedy campaigns in 1960, and the issue above. Who among us could not providefodEditor:
here would seem to be one of due process.
der for aspecial prosecutor if there was one
Ihave subscribed to Stereophile for over
Whether or not Clinton's behavior and moral just waiting for us to do something wrong?
five years. I read the magazine for standards are reprehensible, he is entitled to That's what's un-American—a law that eminsight into hi-fi, not for "political corthe sanie consideration under law —"inno- powers aprosecutor to just sit and wait. —LA
rectness." The only information your
cent until proved guilty"— as any other citimagazine should provide is about audio;
zen. Allegations of impropriety are not suffiSave the sturgeons?
nothing else, period. If Larry Archibald
cient reason to overcome the will of the people Editor:
wants to spout off about some issue that
as expressed in an election result; otherwise,
In the April 1998 Stereophile (p.11), Harhe feels strongly about, he can write a the US would start to descend to the level of vey "Dr. Gizmo" Rosenberg mentioned
letter to the editor of the local newspa"democracy" typical of pre-1989 Eastern
that he had agreat time quaffing down
per. Ilet slide the PC issue last fall when
Europe.
10-gallon buckets of Beluga caviar at
LA wrote about homosexuality. Now
Isee no correlation between personal Stereophile's party at the Las Vegas
that he is at it again, Iam voting with
morality and performance as president.
Consumer Electronics Show.
lily dollars: cancel my subscription and
Truman, Ford, Bush, and Carter all apIt happens that the Beluga whales are
refund my money.
Jon Beckman peared to have had high moral standards —
having avery hard time trying to stay
Madison, WI the latter even using his presidency as a alive right now. After many years of
broncobra@worldnetattmet stepping stone to personal greatness, in my PCB poisoning and senseless capture in
opinion — yet not one would be ranked the Saguenay river in Quebec, Canada,
Burning needs
among the "best" presidents. Roosevelt,
they have made asmall comeback after
Editor:
Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Reagan, and the Canadian government forbade their
Mr. Archibald's closing comments in
Clinton all had or have questionable charhunting and declared the region a
April's "The Final Word" column gave
acters, yet most of these names wouldfigure national aquatic park.
me a"burning need to sound off about
highly on anyone's list of outstanding presEating Beluga caviar is killing the
some recent deficits in our national life"
idents. Given the recent revelations about speciestimit
of my own.
his personal relationships in Europe during
[Time passes]
You may be right, sir — the actions
WWII, even Eisenhower would fail the Editor:
of the unnamed prosecutor may well
test for character that Mr. Gibson would By "Beluga" in my previous e-mail, I
be wrongheaded and unethical. It's
apply. Ibelieve that America gets the presmeant the whale, not the Beluga sturalso wrong for an administration to
ident it deserves, one who best illustrates geon referred to by Dr. Gizmo. Anyway,
request private FBI files of law-abidthe complex character of this great experiIfind eating fish eggs gross.
ing citizens they regard as political
ment in democracy. And in this, William
Furthermore, regarding the Beluga
enemies and allow staff members Jefferson Clinton is no worse and no better sturgeon: "It has become so rare that
without even the most rudimentary
than his predecessors.
only 100 are caught every year." (page
security clearance to peruse those files.
Having got something off my chest that I 1of 1of the Gourmet Club web page,
It's wrong for an administration to use feel needs to be said (and probably having www.gourmetclub.com/htmlast/
that same FBI to investigate an entire
upset even more ofyou), I'll return to discussing caviar3htm )
travel-office staff without any evithe minutiae of high-end audio and let LA
Dr. Gizmo said that "10-gallon buckdence of wrongdoing for the sole purhave "thefinal word" on this subject.
—.IA
ets of real Beluga caviar were found
pose of firing that staff to reward politeverywhere" at the Stereophile party. I
ical supporters with patronage, and to
'Thanks, Mr. West, Mr. Gibson, Mr. Beck- can only imagine the senseless killing
20
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integrated electronics that

degrade the entire system's perfgirmance as well as the bass. 13&W has taken
the high road in electronics by employing discrete power amplifier designs that
have won dozens of international awards for audiophile grade components.
Further. these designs are augmented by B&W's world-renowned driver
technology and include our proprietary

- Flow

Port - venting system. Ail
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innovative tuning port that virtually eliminates air drag to reduce distortion
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current ioroiflal
discrete 175
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amplifier

while increasing bass extension and output sensitivity over closed box
The result of all this zealous attention to detail? Bass that's %
.
isceral. accurate.
awl al.\ eall. ino-ical.
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thing less wouldn't be B&W.

B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864-2699 978-664-2870 tel

978-664-4109 fax

Listen and You'll See
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On RSC Decade Interconnect: The detail,
nuance and tonal balance were so superbly balanced,
the transparency so enhanced, that as an entire musical
construct and experience, Ifelt I'd never heard it better...
Its sweetness of presentation seemed born of an
Ilibp.......;;,....„ utter neutrality and a smooth frequency
/
response that let the music out of
the bag in all its glory."

illierhb.m... , 41
1111fti,

RSC Decade
;nealrer Cable:
;images were never
shadowy, wispy or lacking
in body. The Decade was
quiet, wide-band, lithe,
and agile: fast enough
to deliver the detail
•necessary to hang such

• %

a palpable image before
me, as they always did."

' RSC Decade Interconnect: S795/in pair
Digital: 9395/m
SpeaketCable: 52,700/10 ft. pair

See your Certified TARA Labs Dealer for RSC Decade
and the complete line of Rectangular Solid Core cables.

TARA L413S
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com
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Letters
of this poor endangered species for
man's needless luxury.
Lorrain Mador
Lorrai@nt.com
Dear Lorrain: Larry Archibald told use the
followhe story, which must be true:
It seems that there was widespread depression atnong Russian stueon et after the/all
of the Communists, because sturgeon truly
believed in the revolution. According to Larry,
he was able to buy enormous quantities of real
Russian Belie caviar for the Stereophile
party at CES because so many pregnant sturgeon were committing suicide as aresult oftheir
depression. Rather than let these carcasses go to
waste, radical post-morrems were pefonned to
salvage their eus, and the proceeds of the sale
went to the Moscow Orphan Fund. Ithink
that Stereophile is to be congratulated for
sendite desperately needed hard currency to the
Soviet Union.
Sorry for the confusion, and Icompletely
agree with you about the need to protect
endangered species... including audiophiles.
— Dr. Gizmo

The final frontier
Editor:
I have subscribed to Stereophile for

the Krell ICAV stack and the Mai-unLogan Aerius is that Iwas listening to,
but Ican't afford them. Iam trying to
find a decent preamp ... not a new
stack. So Igrabbed my speakers and
started playing my reference tracks.
Bonus tweak, dude!
"Then Isaw her face, now I'm a
believer!" Ithink I
just got $2000 worth
Editor:
Alright, alright, I'm lazy. When I of difference. Moved them two more
feet from the back wall, toed 'em in a
moved, Ididn't change my address, and
eight months later Iam still walking up
little, and Radiohead explodes out of my
the street to get my magazine. When I humble setup. Steve Turre is right here
cook dinner, it usually comes from a giving me trombone lessons. And Miles
box. My dishes should be examined by
is making that Harmon buzz like crazy.
Bonus tweak, dude.
people with Geiger counters. My speakers are not optimally located.
So why am Iwriting? Everybody
knows about speaker placement. What
WHAT!?!? Yeah, Iknow how much
Iwant is more info. Iwant to know
speaker location matters, but surely not
basics, Iwant to know advanced formuwith my humble gear (Parasound
lae. Iwant to know how to set speakers
HCA-1000A, Velodyne ULD-12,
up just right. (At this point I'm guessing
Marantz CD65SE, Paradigm 7SE
from the tidbits dropped in Stereophik
Mk.III), right?
reviews.) Could we get a little setup
Wrong! Istayed home from classes
basics column? Please?
with the stomach flu today, after along
Daniel Sandmeier
spring-break trip to several audio dealsand9579@uidaho.edu
ers, and found ... my soundstaging ain't
that great, I have annoying midbass
room resonances, and the dynamics just Jonathan Scull will be contributing aregular
cohunn about basic setup and room-tuning
ain't there.
—JA
Bummer. Isuppose Ishould just buy starting in ourJuly issue.
about three years. Your equipment
reviews are great, but I notice that
there is little written on room tuning.
Joseph Lieu ,
ykliew@tm.net.my

SEE AND HEAR BURMESTER EQUIPMENT AT LYRIC HIF .
1 NEW YORK OR CONTACT US
FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER OR INTERNATIONAL SALES CONTACT: BURMESTER AUDIOSYSTEME GMB FI
PHONE +49-30-787 96 80 • FAX +49-30-787 96 868 • EMAIL: MAIL @ BURMESTER.DE
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System

Design:
Ultimate expresion
of NNI philosophy.
System accuracy:
Acoustical accuracy
rivaling fine,.t audio
electronics.
Resolution:
Spatial/spectral
soundfield fully
responsive to
recording.
Enclosure:
Radical enclosure
optimizes radiation
over full audio
frequency range.
Componentry:
Individually matched
components assure
laboratory precision

Everything you hear is true. Audio: SuperZero • SuperOne • 1.5 •

within 0.3dB.

Patrick

Smitj,.

Music Mixer, The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno.
Berklee College of Music
grad. Husband. Formula 1
racing fan.
Big proponent
of NHT 3.3s and the rather
sizeable hand-wrapped
Dominican torpedo.
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Industry
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
The Absohrte Sound has been officially revived. TAS will be operated under anew
company, Absolute Multimedia, owned
by Tom Martin, avice president at Dell
Computer. Martin has reportedly arranged serious financing for the new
venture, which will be based in Austin,
Texas. The first issue to be published by
Absolute Multimedia went to the printer in mid-April and should have reached
newsstands by the time you hold this
issue of Stereophile in your hands.
TAS founder Harry Pearson will continue as editor-in-chief, as will longtime
staffer Sallie Reynolds, as managing editor. (She returns to TAS from the now
defunct Audio Adventure magazine.) Mark
Fisher, who was Stereophile's publisher in
the early '90s and was instrumental in
organizing our annual HI-FI Show, has
been named TAS publisher. Fisher has
moved from Santa Fe to Austin to assume his new position.
Pearson, aka HP, reputedly coined
the adjective "high-end." He is one of a
small core of major figures who shaped
the industry now known by his pet
term. In 1997, while his own publication
was foundering, HP was recruited as a
contributor to Fi, where he has continued to review products and philosophize about the listener's relationship to
recorded music. We understand that HP
will work out his contractual relationship
with Fi.

Although the new TAS will cover
more than traditional audio —including
new technologies, convergence, and
multimedia — its editorial focus will
continue to be "uniquely rigorous investigative listening." Martin has installed
"professional financial management"
that he hopes will guide TAS safely
through its rebirth. Describing the venture as "exciting," Martin expressed his
commitment "to provide the stable
foundation that TAS will need to regain
awell-deserved leadership position in
the industry, and to enhance its reputation as the `go-to' source book for serious-minded listeners."
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Members of San Francisco's legendary
Grateful Dead will reunite for asix-week,
25-city tour beginning this month. The
group — whose core consists of original
Dead members Phil Lesh (bass), Bob
Weir (guitar), and Mickey Hart (drums) —
will call itself The Other Ones, after an
old Dead tune. The group will headline
the third annual "Furthur" tour.
Group members have pursued various solo projects since the death of lead
guitarist Jerry Garcia in 1995. Recently,
several of them have performed together informally at Bay Area venues: the
Fillmore Auditorium and the Shoreline
Amphitheater in Mountain View.
They have recruited guitarist Stan
Franks for the new project. Franks, a

Update
virtuoso performer who teaches classes
in heavy-metal guitar, is comfortable with
awide range of musical genres. He has
played with acts as diverse as jazz trumpeter Don Cherry and rapper Tupac
Shakur. Deadheads may be both disappointed and relieved that he isn't expected to play the role Jerry Garcia made
his own. Dead charter member Bob
Weir said Franks' only musical similarity to Garcia is that "he is extremely open.
He's willing to and capable of exploring
any direction." Weir mentioned that
Franks' dissimilarity to Garcia made him
"exactly the right place to look."
The upcoming tour won't attempt to
re-create the Dead concerts of old, according to Mickey Hart, who mentioned
that the group will rework some old
material into instrumentals. "We can
never be the Grateful Dead again. But I
know we can get the feeling." The Dead's
concert signature was the extended group
improvisation, something that will be
amply supplied to fans this summer.
Additions to the group will include
Bruce Hornsby, who has been afrequent
collaborator, and John Molo, Homsby's
drummer. Saxophonist Dave Ellis has also
signed on. Drummer Bill Kreut2mann is
the only surviving original member who
has declined to participate.
UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
The Lenbrook Group of Pickering, Ontario, Canada announced at the end of

Calendar
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, wherç and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event — ie, Ifyou're putting on
something in August 1998, you should get the
information to Debbie no later than June 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible. We
will fax back aconfirmation ofyour event—
Stereophile, June 1998

you do not receive one within 24 hours,
pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

•Tuesday, May 26, 7pm: Sounds Like
Music will host a meeting of The
Arizona Audiophile Society featuring
the new Revel loudspeakers. Dave
Wiggs will demonstrate three new systems, including Arizona's first HDTV
showing. The public is welcome. For
more information, call (602) 993-3351.
•Tuesday, June 30, 7pm: The Arizona

Audiophile Society is hosting Jack
Bybee and Carl Brinkman of Bybee
Tedmology, who will discuss how to
improve audio and video system performance with Bybee AC line-conditioning products. The public is welcome. For
more information, call (602) 417-0223.
CALIFORNIA

• Thursday, May 14, 6-830pm: Ambrosia Audio & Video (2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6, Los Angeles) is
hosting a "Meet the Editors" open
25

(obsessed

with

sound)

ith over 220 watts and 60 peak amps in each of its 5channels, our THXcertified HCA-2205A is afoundation-shaking, hold-onto-your-chair,
ultra-high-current power amplifier. To get there, we start with a2.0
kVA power transformer and 150,000 µF of filter capacitance. Which
means that when something explodes in amovie you'll get nicely
plastered against your back wall.
But awesome power is only part of the Parasound story. The
HCA-2205A guarantees the flawless reproduction of musical detail
and subtle special effects.

In other so-called high end amplifiers,

music must work its way through capacitors and inductors that block
harmful direct current and maintain stability. Unfortunately, these
parts also smear the sound and limit your bass oomph. Not so with
Parasound amplifiers. Audio design legend, John Curl, has created
circuits that are inherently stable and are DC-protected with active
servos operating outside of the signal path. This means you get movie
dialog that's fully articulate and bass that reaches all the way down into the nether regions.
Every detail has been thought through and refined to reproduce the original event. Look at our use of hand-matched complementary JFET inputs and MOSFET drivers. You see, Field Effect Transistors offer the warm, sweet sound of vacuum tubes and the crisp,
tight bass of transistors. Our heat sinks are so massive, we've eliminated the need for anoisy fan. So visit your Parasound dealer and get
the power of your dreams. Without having to pour all that concrete. Parasound has always had areputation for superior quality and
our 10-year limited warranty backs it up.

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.com •950 Battery Street • San Francisco, CA 94111 •415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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March it was to acquire Sonic Frontiers
of Oakville, Ontario, Canada on May 1,
1998. A new company, Sonic Frontiers
International (SF!), will be formed to
leverage Lenbmok's strengths with Sonic
Frontiers' market position in the highend segment of the audio business.
Sonic Frontiers was founded 10
years ago by president and CEO Christopher Johnson and vice president of
international sales and marketing Chris
Jensen, who will form the senior management team of the new initiative.
Their goal will be to develop ahighend, multibrand organization within
The Lenbrook Group through international marketing alliances or brand acquisition. SF! will develop these brands
and appoint qualified distributors to
sell these products in markets around
the world.
Chris Johnson emphasized that although the distribution channel for
Sonic Frontiers and its subsidiary brand,
Anthem, is changing, the current product line and day-to-day operations of
the company remain the same. He did,
however, hint at "a slate of upper-tier
home-theater products" to be launched
later in the fall. These include three
products that will likely be shown as
prototypes at the CEDIA show in
September. Johnson also expressed excitement about being able to expand the
Assemblage line of kit offerings as a
result of the deal.
When asked about developing other
markets, Johnson hinted at possible
high-end solid-state and speaker lines.
New brands or more acquisitions?
Johnson wouldn't say, but added: "In
making this deal with Lenbrook, we
are very pleased that all options remain
on the table for future product and
brand opportunities."

Gordon Simmonds, executive vice
president of The Lenbrook Group, commented, "Our investment in Sonic
Frontiers is logical considering Lenbrook's overall audio/video segment
strategy. This gives us immediate pres-

Lenbrook America has
formed anew division,
Lenbridge Technologies,
which will market
Sonic Frontiers and,
eventually, additional
high-end brands to

Update

Sonic Frontiers International will appoint Lenbrook America as its North
American distribution partner. Lenbrook
America has formed a new division,
Lenbridge Technologies, which will
market Sottie Frontiers and, eventually,
additional high-end brands to specialty
A/V dealers in the US and Canada.
The Lenbrook Group has interests in
specialty audio and video, wireless communications, solar power, and consumer
telephones. It owns the PSB loudspeaker brand and is the North American
marketing partner for NAD Electronics.
Lenbrook America, asubsidiary, controls Home Systems Plus of Baltimore,
Maryland. The Lenbrook Group also
represents Bang & Olufsen and Marantz
in the Canadian market.

specialty A/V dealers

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
in the US and Canada.
For the first 20-odd years of its existence, Rep Research managed to create
roughly one new product ayear. Three
ence in the High End with two highly
years back —in ayear when principal
respected brands (Sonic Frontiers and
Roy Gandy took an unusual amount of
Anthem). At the same time, we gain an
vacation — the company developed no
extremely capable management team
fewer than five. Now the record is comwho we will partner and invest with
in order to grow this new part of prehensively broken again, with five new
designs introduced in the first three
Lenbrook's organization. And the commonths of 1998.
pany will now have the resources to
The key model is probably the Mira
move ahead aggressively in its homeamplifier, anatural partner for the very
theater product developments."
successful Planet CD player. Named after
Chris Johnson commented, "We have
the first star to be discovered radiating
built Sonic Frontiers consistently and
carefully over the past several years so
variable power, it's an integrated model
rated at 60Wpc, costs £475 sterling, and
that we are now well positioned for the
features remote-control volume and infuture. However, to achieve our ultimate
put selection, the latter courtesy of anew
goal of taking Sonic Frontiers to its full
potential and then adding the strength of motor switch from Alps. More interesting for Stereophile readers might be the
multibrand international marketing, we
derivative separate pre-/power combo,
needed apartner like Lenbrook with
code named Cursa and Maia, respectheir strategic, financial, and operational
tively. The Cursa's vinyl input may be
strength. It's aperfect fit!"

Calendar
house featuring Stereophile senior contributing editor Michael Fremer and
Stereophile Guide to Honte Theater editor at
large Maureen Jenson. Neil Sinclair of
Theta Digital will also be on hand to
demonstrate the DaViD (DVD/CD
transport), Casanova (Baby Casablanca),
and Reference Voyager (DVD/Laser/
CD transport). Please RSVP to Heather
Tanouye, tel. (310) 440-5522; fax (310)
440-5526; http://www.ambrosia.com.
• Friday, May 15, 7-9pm: Definition
A/V (2901 West 182nd Street, Redondo Beach) is hosting a"Meet the
Stereophile, June 1998

Editors" open house featuring Stereophile
senior contributing editor Michael
Fremer and Stereophile Guide to Home
Theater editor at large Maureen Jenson.
For more information, call Chais Anderson at (310) 371-0019.
• Friday, June 12 through Sunday, June
14: HI-FI '98 takes place at the Westin
Los Angeles Airport Hotel. See the ad
elsewhere in this issue for details about
exhibitors, events, and ordering tickets
in advance. Full information and online
registration are available on the Show's
web site: www.hifishow.com

COLORADO
• Friday, May 30, 7pm: Chorus Audio
Video (123 North Main Street, Pueblo)
will host Alasdair Patrick of AudioQuest for adiscussion of cable design
and ademonstration of his company's
latest products. For more information,
call (719) 542-1980.
• Thursday, June 4, 7-8pm: Cherry
Creek Audio will host aseminar with
Doug Blackwell of Transparent Audio.
(Cocktails at 6pm.). For reservations,
call (303) 758-4434.
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Industry
largest ever, and its estimates are therefore the most accurate figures available.
In 1997, sales volume for the 32 sampled companies rose 7% to $256 million, including exports, which went up
10% to $73 million despite the beginnings of economic difficulties in Asia.
Typically, high-end companies export
40 percent of their output, half of which
goes to Asia, the other half going to
Europe. CEMA's figures indicate that
the High End's sales growth didn't suffered terribly in 1997 because of Asian
economic woes. Continuing problems
indicate that 1998 may prove to be quite
adifferent story
Some companies that participated in
CEMA's survey perfonned well above
the average. One was Conrad-Johnson
Design, whose vice president, Lew Johnson, is also chairman of CEMA's Specialty Audio Subdivision. C-J enjoyed
"an almost 25% increase in business in
1997," said Johnson.
UNITED STATES
Larry Archibald
In the May issue's "Final Word" (p.194),
Icriticized David Patrick Stearns for his
apparent mis-citation of change in classical music sales in his April article,
"Splintering the Classics" (Vo121 No.4,
p.165). Looking at the latest RIAA statistics, it turns out he was right. While
the volume of business almost doubled
between 1988 and the end of 1997 (see
Table 1), classical music, as apercentage
of the music industry, dropped to 2.8%.
This is the lowest market share enjoyed
by the genre in the 10-year span covered
by the RIAA report, and possibly the
lowest share ever.
Classical's market share (see Table 2)
varied from 3.5% at the beginning of
the period (1988) to 2.8% in 1997, with

Jazz did worse, from the trend standpoint. For the three-year period of 19881990, jazz's market share averaged 4.8%.
1991-92 saw jazz drop down to an

1995 being the other year in which
market share was lower than 3%. The
average for the 10-year period is
3.32%.

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Update

$10,046.60
$12,068.00
$12,320.30
$12,533.80
$12,236.80

1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

$6,254.80
$6,579.40
$7,541.10
$7,834.20
$9,024.00

e,e,e§eeeeee
Rock 46.2

41.7

36.1

34.8

31.6

30.2

35.1

33.5

32.6

32.5

Country

7.4

7.3

9.6

12.8

17.4

18.7

16.3

16.7

14.7

14.4

R&B

9.1

9.5

11.6

9.9

9.8

10.6

9.6

11.3

12.1

11.2

Rap

4.2

6.4

8.5

10.0

8.6

9.2

7.9

6.7

8.9

10.1

Pop 15.2

15.0

13.7

12.1

11.5

11.9

10.3

10.1

9.3

9.4

Gospel

2.5

3.1

2.5

3.8

2.8

3.2

3.3

3.1

4.3

4.5

Classical

3.5

3.6

3.1

3.2

3.7

3.3

3.7

2.9

3.4

2.8

Ian

4.7

4.9

4.8

4.0

3.8

3.1

3.0

3.0

3.3

2.8

Oldies

1.0

0.9

0.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

0.8

0.8

Soundtracks

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.0

0.9

0.8

1.2

New Age

na

1.4

1.1

1.3

1.2

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.7

0.8

Children's

0.5

0.3

0.5

03

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.7

0.9

*Other

4.0

4.0

5.6

4.2

5.4

4.6

5.3

70

5.2

5.7

Full-length Cassettes 60.4

54.8

54.7

49.8

43.6

38.0

32.1

25.1

19.3

18.2

Full-length CDs 18.6

25.1

31.1

38.9

46.5

51.1

58.4

65.0

68.4

70.2

Vinyl LPs 13.9

9.2

4.7

1.7

1.3

0.3

0.8

0.5

0.6

0.7

Singles (all types)

6.7

10.7

8.7

8.8

7.5

9.2

7.4

7.5

9.3

9.3

Music Videos

na

na

na

0.4

1.0

1.3

0.8

0.9

1.0

0.6

Table 1(top) RIM breakdown of 1997 recorded media sales, based on monthly telephone survey data.
Table 2(bottom) Overall size of the US sound recording industry (in millions), 1988-1997. RIM figures
based on manufacturer shipments at suggested list prices.

Calendar
cacao of Tributaries will discuss the
way video systems interface with DSS,
laser discs, and DVD, and give abrief
historical perspective on video technology at the Evanston store. Call (847)
864-9565 for reservations.
•Wednesday, July 15,7-9pin: Jeff Boccaccio of Tributaries will discuss the
way video systems interface with DSS,
laser discs, and DVD, and give abrief
historical perspective on video technology at the Chicago store. Call (312) 6425950 for reservations.
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MINNESOTA

• Moni y, May 18: Geoffrey Poor of
Balanced Audio Technology will be
at Great Plains Audio (11210 Wayzata
Boulevard, Suite E, Minnetonka) for a
factory seminar. For more information,
please call (612) 545-3232.
11
• Thursday, June 18: Freehold StereoVideo (3585 Rt. 9North, Freehold) is
hosting Richard Segal of Synergistic
Research for ademonstration of how to
use Synergisties system-dependent cable

technology to match cables for your system. Call (732) 866-9500 for details.
• Friday through Sunday, June 19-21:
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) is hosting
Fuse '98 in conjunction with Atlantic
City's Beachfest festival. Fuse will combine "the hottest in car sound and electronics" with cutting-edge music, sports,
and mobile electronics training and testing. For more information, call (703)
907-7600.
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C.reating anew balance ()I'
power in high-end audio

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

PHONO PREAMPLIFIERS

Since its world debut at CES '95, Balanced Audio Technology
has garnered critical acclaim for creating aseries of
innovative components that capture the soul of aagreat
musical performance.
À Whether your source requirements are digital or analog,
or your system demands ultimate performance or utmost
flexibility—Balanced Audio Technology offers awide
variety of solutions, both tube and solid-state, that bring
joy to the reproduction of music.
À Call for our informative 1998 product line catalog or visit
your BAT audio specialist. All you need to do is listen.
LINE PREAMPLIFIERS
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.255.4228 tc 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.8855 5 info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

Industry
audio system. No pressure, and willing
to help me learn." —Bill Ehring
"Butternut Audio in Essex Junction, Vermont, run by the husband-and
-wife team of Tom and Cathy Dodge —
Icouldn't have done it without you."
—John M. Crossett III
"Stereo Design of San Diego. Rich
and Dan are the best!" —Kurtt
"Audio Alternative, near Atlanta,
Georgia, has allowed me to listen critically and compare components. He set
up the system, shut the door, and left us
in peace. 'This is far preferable to having
aguy standing over your shoulder telling
you what you're hearing!" — Curt Simon
"Audio Ensemble in Nashua, New
Hampshire. They talk with you, help
with setup, leave you alone, then talk
with you some more. No pressure to
buy. Idrive an hour and ahalf to visit
them." —Miles Ferguson
"Accutronics of Ann Arbor, Michigan, gets my vote. They make shopping
apleasure, and make this hobby most
enjoyable. They really know their stuff."
— Sami Rifat
"American Audio in Greenville,
South Carolina. Simply the best audio/
video retailer in the country. Knowledgeable staff, good equipment selection, great service, qualified technicians."
—Edward Metz, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
"Elliot Kallen's Tweak Shop in Santa
Rosa, California. He is not just your
dealer, but your friend. Tweak on, man!"
— Matt Eiffert
"I travel from NYC to Philadelphiajust
to go to Soundex. Ihave more choices in
10 miles than most of the country does
in 200. My consultant adds his opinion
without barring mine —a rarity in the audio railing environment."—Josh Tarnow
"Underground Sound, Memphis,

Tennessee. George Merrill is great. Excellent store with excellent service. Love
it!" —Robert Brown
"Underground Sound is an audiophile's heaven, and they have afabulous
dedicated listening room!" —Brad Parsley
"NYC is agreat place to listen to and
buy audio gear: Lyric Hi-Fi has great
equipment and rooms, and Sound by
Singer has the competing brands." —
horannyc@aol.com

Audiophiles have
areputation for being
fanatically loyal,
but we were surprised
by the overwhelmingly
positive response
to our question.
"Bay Area Audio: Iregularly pay
'social calls' independent of a specific
item of interest. They know my tastes,
my interests, and my pocketbook, and
they make recommendations on equipment and tuning based upon that association." —JKH, Santa Clara, California
"Denver has three local audio shops
that do agood job: Listen-Up, Cherry
Creek Audio, and Soundings. Each
store has some great salespeople who
can do tweaks and help serious consumers make good choices with good
products." —Brian Boehler
"Home Theater & Sound Concepts
in Roswell, Georgia epitomizes the finest
in knowledge and customer service. My
hat is off to Scott, Jennifer, and Kevin."
— Michael A. Natbony
"Audio One in Concord, Ontario

Update

(northwest Toronto) is atopnotch highend retailer. They have agood trade-in
policy, allow equipment loans for home
audition, and have only high-quality gear
in their store. Ihave always found Linn
dealers to be the most knowledgeable
and easy to get along with in the business.
Iconfidently recommend Audio One to
friends." — Mike Parenteau
"There is no equal to Gene Rubin
Audio in Ventura, California ... extraordinary customer service and dedication to getting the best sound for his
customers, rather than getting the most
money from them. He's given me so
many great deals on equipment that
every time Iventure into another dealer
just to see what else is going on, Ifeel like
I'm being unfaithful!!!" — Marc Phillips
"Longplayer Stereo in Goshen, New
York: Rich and Jason have been terrific.
They provide real answers to my questions, and genuinely care about their
customers." — Stephen Fabian
"Stereo Unlimited, San Diego: Good
choice of equipment, competent dealer,
and alot of patience." —Alex Polinsky
"Sounds Like Music in Phoenix,
Arizona makes the hobby enjoyable
and accessible. They don't talk down
to customers or make upgrading gear
a hassle. Highly Recommended!"
—Michael Franks
"Barney Miller's, Lexington, Kentucky. Knowledgeable, helpful, patient,
good products." — Mike Littlefield
"I have found the folks at Ambrosia (Los Angeles) to be great"— Cornac
Kehoc
"Essential Hi-Fi in Chicopee, Massachusetts. Knowledgeable and courteous staff" — Peter Soldato
"Atlantic Stereo in Costa Mesa,
California. They offer 100% trade-in
value when upgrading, and are also very

Calendar
• 6:30pm Vantage on "Automation
Systems"
• 7:30pm Vidikron on "What is
HDTV"
• 7:30pm Perreaux on "Digital
Surround, AC3 or DTS"
To reserve aseminar space, call (206) 2929262 or e-mail info@madisonaudio.com
CANADA

•Robert Silverman will perform all 32
of Beethoven's piano sonatas in both
Vancouver and Toronto. The Vancouver
cycle will continue at the new, ARTECStereophile, June 1998

designed Chan Center for the Performing Arts on September 20, October
18, November 22, and December 8. In
Toronto, Silverman will perform on July
8, 9, 15, and 16, with the remaining
recitals to be scheduled in 1999. For more
information, visit his web site, www.
sloth.com/silverrnan .
Silverman's Stereophile recordings of piano works by Liszt,
Brahms, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin,
and Bach can be obtained by calling (800)
358-6274 —see the ad elsewhere in this
issue for details or visit the Stereophile web
site: www.stereophile.com .He also will

perform three of the Beethoven sonatas
at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles in June.
GERMANY

• Thursday through Sunday, May 21
through 24: The 17th Frankfurt High
End Show. The Kempinslci hotel will
host most of the two-channel exhibits;
the Frankfurt Holiday Inn will host
multichannel and surround exhibits.
First day is for the trade only. For information, call the German High End
Society (49) 202 702022 or fax (49)
202 703700.
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The speaker only
Jim Thiel could create
Introducing the new THIEL CS7.2
Jim Thiel's 12 "Speaker of the Year"
and 15 "Design and Engineering"
awards are just afew of the reasons
to own his new model CS7.2.
Audio Magazine's Anthony
Cordesman describes Jim Thiel as
"clearly the kind of speaker
designer who just never stops
improving his products. Each new
generation of Thiel speakers has
sounded more detailed, more
coherent, and more transparent ...
Each added refinement has been
another step toward making the
musical experience more real."
Hear Jim Thiel's newest
masterpiece, the CS7.2, at your
nearest THIEL dealer. It's the next
great loudspeaker from the man
whose sonic passion has made him
alegend in audio.

11-IIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
11-11EL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Visit the THIEL Web Site at http://www.thielaudio.com

Industry
informative ... makes the home-theater
experience easier and more enjoyable."
— Phil Dade
"Absolute Sound & Vision, Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Without them Iwould
have never got hooked on this hometheater thing." —Carl Fedders
"Two great shops in my area (Columbus, Ohio): Progressive Audio, amidto ultra-hi-fi shop with agreat selection
of home-theater and hi-fi gear. Genesis
Audio also offers agreat selection of hifi and home theater from other manufacturers. The great thing about these
shops is they allow me to try in-home
demo equipment, which is really the
test for any equipment purchase.
Nothing beats the hands-on experience
at local shops." — Andy Adams
"Audible Elegance (Cincinnati, Ohio)
also does home theater ... an invaluable
resource for information, ideas, and assistance when Ineed it. They also allow
me to try out equipment before Icommit the cash to buy it. (Try talking your
'sales counselor' at the local Best Buys
or Circuit City to go along with that
notion!) It's no accident that Ispend the
vast bulk of my H/T dollars in this store."
— C. Andrew Jackson
"Hi-Fi House in Wilmington, Delaware. Ask for Tony. Great prices, no sales
tax. Is this agreat country or what!!!"
— Kevin Gillespie
"Premier Audio Video in Charlotte,
North Carolina is first-rate when it comes
to customer service and high-end appeal/
selection. Thank you, Mike, for developing quite ahome-theater paradise!"
— R. Bennett Owen
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
When Musical Fidelity first introduced
its cylindrical components ayear or so
back, Idoubt if even company founder
Anthony Michaelson anticipated how
large or how quickly the range would
grow. What started out as afew cutelooking and useful little accessories has
rapidly evolved to incorporate afull line
of flexible amplification, complete with
clever stacking brackets to keep everything neat and tidy. Budget phono
stages and headphone amps might have
limited appeal to the serious audiophile,
but the latest two announcements could
well stimulate some serious high-end
interest.
The first of these is the Nu-Vista preamplifier, which, as its naine suggests, is
probably unique in using nuvistor tubes.
These tiny (20mm high) metal-jacket
devices were the last throw of the thermionic dice back in the 1940s. Originally
Stereophiie, June 1998

intended for missile guidance systems,
their development was quickly curtailed
after the invention of the transistor and
the rapid subsequent development of
solid-state electronics.
Consequently, there aren't many nuvistor tubes around. Anthony has bought
as many as he could, but MF's Nu-Vista
production run is restricted to 500 pieces,
with aspare set of tubes held in stock for
every one sold. The press release claims
atypical tube life of 12-15 years, which
should guarantee aproduct life of 25-30
years. It also claims very low noise and

Musical Fidelity
feels that its X-Tract
monoblock phono stage
has pretensions to
state-of-the-art sound,
and flexible compatibility
with awide range of highor low-output cartridges.
microphony, high linearity and consistency, and asound that combines the
acknowledged virtues of both tube and
solid-state devices.
The Nu-Vista has aUK price of £1200,
and is packaged in one of the "wide"
(XA-1-style, lozenge-shaped fascia) cylinders, alongside an external "standard"
cylindrical power supply. It incorporates
avinyl stage, five line inputs and tape
monitoring, and full remote control of
volume and input.
Musical Fidelity claims uniqueness for
its other new package as well. The X-Tract
is amonoblock phono stage built into
three "standard" cylinders —one for each
channel, and aseparate dual power supply. Scheduled for September release at
an expected UK price of £800, Musical
Fidelity feels the X-Tract has pretensions
to state-of-the-art sound, alongside flexible compatibility with awide range of
high- or low-output cartridges. The MC
stage has low noise and ahigh overload
margin, with four options of input impedance (10,100,200, and 1k ohms). The
MM stage has the standard 47k ohms
impedance with switchable matching capacitance, and the option to choose between RIAA and IEC equalization. At
high frequencies, the RIAA rolloff is
continued right up to 80kHz. The low
output impedance is suitable for driving
active or passive preamplifiers.

Update

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
More than 50 independent music labels
("indies") have signed on with Liquid
Audio, the leading provider of music
downloads over the Internet. The announcement was made March 19 at
South by Southwest (SXSW), an annual
music and media conference in Austin,
Texas (see RB's report in this issue's
"Aural Robert" column).
Labels that have committed to Liquid
Audio's technology include 911 Entertainment, Aegean Records, Art & Soul,
Ark 21, PopMafia, Dedicated Records,
Rounder Records, Twin/Tone Records,
Razor & Tie Entertainment, and S1V
Sessions. All are participants in Liquid
Audio's Indic 1000 program, which was
begun last year.
Indic 1000's intention was to provide
the music industry with asecure system
for promoting and distributing its products over the Internet. Indic 1000 is the
basis for the Liquid Music Network, to
be launched later this spring. According
to acompany press release, LMN will
be "a Web-wide syndication program
and digital distribution network designed to create a new presence for
artists and labels on the Internet that will
help them establish a community of
music buyers as well as generate visibility and sales for artists, labels, and retailers." Music delivered over the Net directly to music lovers should significantly lower the cost of "breaking" anew
band — estimated at over $1 million by
executives at some major labels.
Retailers, of course, aren't greeting this
development with open arms. Many of
them see Liquid Audio and similar operations as direct competition. Their fear
is that such systems will cut them out
of the delivery chain. Scott Burnett,
Liquid Audio's marketing vice president,
tried to reassure them, saying record
labels would benefit by using "the technology .... to cross-promote and enhance
their traditional retail efforts."
N2K's Phil Ramone made similar
soothing noises to assembled retailers in
his keynote address at the National Association of Recording Merchandisers'
40th annual convention, held recently in
San Francisco. "N2K wants to revive the
single as aviable format in the music
business," Ramone said. "Think of it as a
new form of advertising."
In Austin, PopMafia founder Ame
Frager agreed: "Liquid Audio allows us
to both promote and sell our albums on
the Internet as acomplementary strategy to our retail efforts." Indic executives
like Edith Bellinghausen of Razor &
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FAMILY PÔRTRAIT
Like all families, the Sonic Frontiers collection has
a common connection of unsurpassed value.
While our products were known for their exceptional parts quality, build quality, and pricing,
Sonic Frontiers has evolved to something far
greater.

Agge

In digital, our offerings include the award-winning
SFCD 1 CD player, our new reference
PROCESSOR 3digital processor and our stunning
TRANSPORT 3 CD Turntable (the latter two are
designed to be future proof in the event of anew
digital audio standard being agreed upon and
implemented). These two new products will
debut the new 1
2 S-enhaneed digital interface
which solves jitter as an issue between digital
separates.

TRANSPORT 3

The new line-up of Sonic Frontiers preamplifiers
set new standards in engineering sophistication
which not only improves each unit's sonic and
technical performance, but also provides today's
increasingly demanding audiophile the flexibility
they need for 2 channel, home theater and
headphone environments, with ready access to
features previously unavailable on high-end
equipment. Whether it be the UNE 1, LINE 2, or
reference LINE 3, the SF preamps are the new
paradigms by which all others will be judged.

LINE 2

Often dismissed as being highly colored due to
their rolled-off frequency extremes, and
uncontrolled bass performance, few if any tube
power amps have been able to achieve the
requisite technical performance to overcome
these flaws. Well, at Sonic Frontiers, we took up
this challenge and advanced the state-of-the-art.
The POWER Series of amplifiers has finally shown
that tube amplifiers can have controlled and
extended bass performance with detailed and
extended high frequencies. The POWER 1 55
watt, POWER 2 110 watt and POWER 3 220
watt mono amplifiers have essentially the same
sonic signature — all you need to choose is the
appropriate power and price.

CD TURNTABLE

PREAMPLIFIER

POWER 2

'The Pre-1L has more features, ...higher build quality, greater ease of
use, more compatibility... and ... better sound than you've got any right
to expect at this price point -maybe even double. Very highly recom-

AMPLIFIER

Natural Selection

IN1

The Best within Boundaries -that was the
goal when Sonic Frontiers conceived the idea
of developing a line of affordable high-end
tube electronics as a step up from mid-fi
solid-state.

PRE 1L
"...ithel Anthem Ampl excels at just about every parameter. You \
oughta go hear one "

The challenge was simple - design a
"full" line of tube electronic products which
maintain the sonic signature and performance
sought from tubes by making intelligent design
choices which maximize sonic bang for the
buck -quality, without the carefree excess of
acost-no-object attitude.

-Lonnie Brownell, Stereophile, Vol. 21, No. 2, Feb. 1998

PRE 1P

Pre 1P Phono Stage

CD 1 CD Changer

CD 1

....
Pre 1L Linestage Preamp

Integrated 1 Integrated Amplifier

And so, ANTHEM was born. Comprising
source, preamp and power amp products, the
five piece ANTHEM line re-defines the term
VALUE in audio. Whether its the unit's parts
quality, construction craftsmanship, technical
sophistication, warranty, price or unparalleled
sonics. the ANTHEM stable of products is
without equal.
You need not sacrifice when owning an
ANTHEM product - it embodies the finest
principles of the high-end, without requiring
you to mortgage the family home!
Whatever your high-end electronics needs
are, ANTHEM is the natural selection.

DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED E •
SONIC FRONTIERS INC

I
L

Amp 1 Power Amplifier

111110THEM

Contact Sonic Frontiers for product information or for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 51'4

For more information on the ANTHEM
formation of products, or to receive a copy of
our A TASTE OF TUBES booklet, please Call,
Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

(905) 829-3838

THE

e (905) 829-3033 esn,„,„„,cfrontiers.con,

KEY

TO

HIGH

END

AUDIC

El http://www.sonicfrontiers.com -'
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Industry
Tie Entertainment called the agreement
with Liquid Audio a"win-win situation
for everybody." In her view, Liquid
Audio "offers asecure solution for protecting our artists' content and alegitimate way to promote and sell music on
the Internet... and fans have amediarich experience."
Redwood City, California-based Liquid Audio provides consumers with the
ability to preview and purchase CDquality music over the Internet, while
ensuring copyright protection and tracking royalties. You can download the
Liquid MusicPlayer 3.0 at no charge,
and learn more about the company at
www.liquidaudio.com
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FRANCE
Peter van Willenswaard
In the '80s, Ivisited almost annually the
Paris spring audio show, then called Son
et Video. There wasn't much video in
sight at that time; the show concentrated on French hi-fi, which distinguishes
itself from the British and German varieties in styling and philosophy. One factor of influence for such differences was
the existence of the (almost) underground
magazine ¡'Audiophile, guided by the ideas
ofJean Hiraga, one of the few people in
Europe intimately acquainted with what
was going on in Japanese high-end circles.

In the '90s, Son et Video changed its
name to Images & Son, which reflected
the move of audio to asecondary priority.
At the show itself, noise levels went up
and ambiance went down. Igradually lost
interest; the last I&S Ivisited must have
been four to five years ago. /Audiophile
collapsed three years ago, and Ilost contact with what went on in France.
This year, though, Idid get to Paris,
though Ididn't attend the big Images &
Son at Porte de Versailles. From what I
heard, Isaved myself adisappointment:
the words most often used were "cacophony" and "catastrophic." Instead, Iwent
to the Maison de l'Audiophile, and to a
dealer's shop not far from there where
Jadis had taken refuge.
To start with the more familiar, Jadis
surprised with an entire new line of

PI1010 ,

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Nordic Entertainment Worldwide announced in April that it has adopted
ARIS Technologies' MusiCode audio
watermarking system. The Napa, California-based company operates the
Downloadable Music Site (www.nordic
dms.com), one of the Internet's most extensive music archives. MusiCode is an
attempt to discourage piracy by embedding signals in recorded music, which
can later be extracted for tracking the
recording's origin.
"Every piece of music sold online
can contain recipient and transaction
information specific to the sale, such as
purchaser identity and the conditions of
permitted use," said David E. Leibowitz,
ARIS Technologies' vice chairman.
"With this embedded information, MusiCode serves as apowerful deterrent to
unlawful distribution and incriminates
those who engage in this practice."
MusiCode is claimed to survive successive generations of copying, whether
analog or digital, regardless of the
copies' quality.
Widely perceived as atechnology that
takes digitally recorded and distributed
music several steps backward, watermarking is aserious issue in the highend audio industry. Its persistence is so
strong that it supposedly can be detected on acassette tape playing on aboombox. Yet its effects are also claimed to be
transparent to users. This obvious contradiction has yet to be explained.
Although free music downloads
(whether of pirated products or the
music of unsigned bands) have been
available sporadically for approximately
three years now, Nordic Entertainment
was one of the first companies to successfully offer authorized music over the
Internet. In business more than ayear,
Nordic offers material from many in-

dependent artists in several genres, as
well the works of classic performers like
Chuck Berry, Louis Armstrong, and the
Beach Boys.

Update

Onken four-way horn system

The stereo 30013 Legacy amplifier designed by Maison de l'Audiophile
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"Not for
The all new
from Ener
is aradical
design, whe
meets hi-tec

those shy

:XL - Series"
oudspeakers
parture in speaker
high-fashion

am

The "e:XL - Series" uses
all new tweeter, woofer,
baffle and cabinet

about wanting
an extraordinary
sound

experience."

construction technologies
to vastly improve
dispersion and combat
distortion.

John Tchilingtiirian
Enetgy Chief Engineer

Naturally, for home theater
lovers, this powerful,
magnetically shielded line
also features matching center
and rear speakers making the
assembly of completely timbre
matched "e:XL -"home theater
systems, asnap.
Never before has this level of
high performance sound
looked so good — at such
an attractive price!

LOUDSPEAKERS

Listen to the full line of "E:XL SeriesTM spe
3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1X 1G5

.

Tel. (416)

at your nearest Enerç,v retailer!
321-1800

Fax (416) 321-1500

www.energy-speakers.com
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equipment. Until now, Jadis power
amplifiers like the JA 30, JA 80, JA 200,
JA 500, and JA 1000 all followed asimilar scheme: an ECC81 tube followed by
an ECC83, driving KT88s. Now, anew
schematic has been developed featuring
four preamp/driver tubes and various
numbers of ICT90 output tubes. Because
of the different power tubes, anew range
of output transformer had to be designed. The first new model presented
was the JA 100 monoblock (conservatively specified at 90W), to be followed
by the JA 50 (50W) and the JA 250
(200W). Also shown was aset ofJP 800
mono preamplifiers, totally remote-controlled and featuring output transformers. The output transformers are cathode-coupled for low output impedance
without feedback. Each mono JP 800
comes with its own power supply.
The Jadis CD 1has found its successor in the Super CD1, complete with its
dedicated external Super Power Supply.
The Super CD 1now uses the Philips
CDM12 Professional transport. Also
with its own external power supply is
the new JS 1Mk.II D/A converter, featuring multibit DACs, differential tube
electronics, and cathode-follower outputs. Definitive prices had not been
determined, nor was any printed information available at the time of writing.
The new models will probably not be
distributed in the US until next season.
Before it folded, and way before the
single-ended craze hit Europe or the US,
l'Audiophile demonstrated the subtlety
and dynamics possible from amplifiers
featuring single-number output powers.
The magazine published many DIY designs using esoteric components imported mainly from Japan, and it needed ashop where people could buy these.
That was La Maison de l'Audiophile,
and it still exists, though at anew address: 11-17 Rue de la Chine, 75020 Paris,
just northeast of Pre Lachaise.
As early as 1979, the magazine discussed the construction of a300B SE amplifier —a Japanese design by Anza Zaka.
The driver stage consisted of a6SJ7 tube
in pentode mode, and the power supply
featured a5U4 rather than silicon diodes. In 1983 they published a DIY
design named "Le Monstre" —a 8Wpc
solid-state power amplifier. Ionce saw
one: a50cm cube filled with transformers, chokes, and power-supply capacitors. The amp's electronics themselves
were on atiny circuit board measuring
only 60mm by 70inm (approximately 2"
by 3"), plus asmall outboard heatsink for
the plastic power transistors. Iheard it,
too: amazing!
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It must have been 1985 when Ifirst
heard alow-power SE tube amplifier: in
the l'Audiophile room at the spring show
of that year. The speakers used were a
pair of Voice of the Theater +100dB/
W/m horn systems formerly used in
cinemas. An 8W, 300B SE almost blew
our ears off. And these horns didn't sound
like horns —no coloration! Then, with
asmile, Jean Hiraga turned to the audience: "And now we'll let you hear our
2W tube amplifiers ..." Even that proved
easily loud enough for the 40 or so listeners. Iwalked away totally puzzled.

If you happen to be
in Paris during the
Images &Son show next
March, drop by 11-17 Rue
de la Chine to get your
brains washed.
This interlude serves to explain why
Iwas drawn to Paris again this year. A
friend had relayed an e-mail to me announcing this year's demo at Maison de
l'Audiophile: a big horn system with
Onken W bass enclosures (two Altec
416 8B 15" drivers per side), huge wooden sand-filled Onken 255 lower-mid
horns with M5200 compression drivers,
asmaller Onken TAD2001 upper-mid
horn with Dauphin drivers, and, above
11kHz, Onken 0S5000T horn supertweeters.
Four stereo amps drove these speakers: one 50Wpc solid-state class-A Kaneda for the bass, while three stereo
300B Legacy amps (design by Maison
de l'Audiophile) had each of their channels connected to the six horns. The
crossover was amodified BSS FDS-388
digital unit, which in turn had to be driven by aKrell dual-mono preamp (with
double supply units) because of the BSS's
lowish 10k ohm input impedance. Digital source consisted of aC.E.C. TL 1
x
belt-driven transport followed by aStax
X1 TM K2 converter. Analog source:
Verdier platter with magnetic suspension, SME 3012 arm, and DL103 cartridge, plus L312 step-up transformer
and acustom KIAA amp.
The sound? Very natural, subtle, effortless. The units even integrated well
if the listening position was about twice
the distance between the speakers. But
the word was speed —from the highest to
the lowest frequencies. With the right CD
or LP, it was as if packages of sound were
being fired at me. Incredibly dynamic.

Update

The moral: If you happen to be in
Paris during the Images & Son show
next March, drop by 11-17 Rue de la
Chine to get your brains washed.
UNITED STATES
John Atkinson
Available on the Madrigal Audio Laboratories wcbsite (www.madrigal.com) is
La Fvlia, amusic webzine. Edited by Mike
Silverton, La Folia sets out to supplement
the audiophile press by directing its emphasis at recordings elsewhere neglected: present-day art music (aka "classical"),
free and improvisational jazz, categorydefying hybrids, and whatever else strikes
their "clutch of sweet-spot stuckees as
rare and well done."
"Look, too," Mike tells us, "for talk
about core repertoire, good-sounding
bargains, aspects of pop, and whatever
else inspires comment. And perhaps
most important, discussion of developments in multichannel sound (and the
bells, whistles, baubles, and distractions
thereto attaching) in terms of what this
means for — what to call it? —music!"
In his elementary-school graduation
album, Mike listed Prokofiev's Alexander
Nevsky as his favorite music (a Columbia
LP, Ormandy conducting the Philadelphia, with the magnificent mezzo, Jennie
Tourd), thus documenting geekhood at
the tender age of 12. He has been reviewing CDs for Fanfare for about a
dozen years, as well writing on modern
music for The Absohne Sound and the
long-since-departed EAR.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Last November ("Industry Update," Vo120
No.11), Ireported on some interesting
new developments in speaker drive-units
involving the use of rare-earth magnets,
which I've felt for some time might have
real potential for reducing the bulk of the
magnet structure behind the cone, and
which in turn could substantially improve
sound quality. Seven months late4 it's time
for an update.
The original piece was sparked by
new products from Japanese in-car electronics specialist Alpine, and this update
is again prompted by an in-car development. Since starting to review in-car
speakers acouple of years ago, I've become increasingly aware that they usually represent the leading edge of driveunit design. The reason isn't difficult to
figure out: You don't get to see much of
the drive-units in adomestic hi-fi speaker, but the raw in-car driver has to carry
the whole sales and marketing message
to the customer.
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The new in-car speaker that prompted this piece comes from major US
brand Infinity, which recently launched
its Uni-Plane drivers in Britain. These
use several radical techniques in order to
create asuper-slim profile that will facilitate mounting in acar's tight confines.
In fact, the 8" bass driver Ireviewed is
only le deep — less than half the depth
of most of the competition.
Such adesign goal is irrelevant to
the domestic hi-fi speaker — though I
wouldn't be surprised if something similar didn't appear in the custom-install
sector in due course — but the techniques used to achieve it are nonetheless
interesting. The cone is reversed, so that
the center part is ahead of the edge. This
puts the voice-coil in the same plane as
the cone surround, which allows the
suspension/spider to be discarded completely. As aresult, the acoustic "shadow" of the magnet is only 225" in diameter, obscuring only asmall percentage of the cone area, or afraction of that
covered by aconventional motor.
Before any DIY speaker builders start
getting too excited, I'd better make a
few qualifications. Even my relatively
crude test regime reveals that this driver
shows resonances at 700-800Hz and
1.2-13kHz, presumably because of the
compromises involved in making the surround control the compliance, center the
voice-coil, and terminate the cone edge.
Itelephoned Craig Mills of Wilson
Benesch to tell him about this intriguing
new driver, just as Ihad seven months
before about the Alpine, only to discover
that WB was actually working on just
such adriver project as Ihad envisaged.
This time Icaught him right in the middle of writing apress release to announce
the imminent launch of the Tactic
dynamic driver system, which is featured
in the company's new two-box flagship
loudspeaker, the Bishop, due to debut at
the Frankfurt high-end show in May.
The carbon-fiber top surface is shaped
like abishop's mitre (I saw the prototype at Ramada) — further evidence of
the sense of humor up there in Full
Monty country. It's somewhat deeper
than the highly regarded A.C.T. One
speaker, and again uses ultra-stiff curved
carbon-fiber panels alongside an aerated
wood composite for the enclosure behind the baffle.
"Tactic" refers to acone material just
as radical, jointly developed with Professor Ward of Leeds University. A white
paper is promised by the end of April;
it should provide more details of something called an "atactic" polypropylene,
claimed to be "an order of magnitude
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stiffer than polypropylene," and to be
woven and compacted in aspecial process to provide "very high levels of damping at both the structural and molecular
level."
The motor uses an axially magnetized neodymium/iron/boron ring, and
is half the size and weight of the drivers
used in VVB's A.C.T. One, yet 30%
more powerful. The motor metalwork
is shaped to "gas-flow" rearward vibrations and pressures, and the basket is
also machined from solid to minimize
the "reflective shadow."

The Bishop uses no fewer
than 10 Tactic drivers:
eight mounted in
face-to-face pairs and
operated in push-pull
Isobarik mode, plus two
in the upper enclosure.
The new speaker uses no fewer than
10 Tactic drivers: eight mounted in faceto-face pairs and operated in push-pull
Isobarik mode to handle the bass frequencies, plus two more with shorter
voice-coils in the upper enclosure. Wilson Benesch products are distributed in
the US by Pro Audio, 111 South Drive,
Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: (847) 5261660. Fax: (847) 526-1669.
UNITED STATES
ion Iverson
Not long after the single-disc CD player was introduced, the multidisc changer followed, with products from companies like Sony and Pioneer. Shortly after
the changer was introduced, it became
the most popular version of the new
hardware format. In the past eight years,
changers have consistently outsold singledisc machines. The high-end market was
characteristically slow to embrace changers, but companies like California Audio
Labs have been successful in this category with products like the CL-10, afivedisc carousel changer. (See Robert Harley's review in the November 1996 Stereophile, Vol.19 No.11)
The DVD appears to be following the
reverse path. The first high-end DVD
changer was announced on the Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater web site back in
December: a200-disc, $14,000 Runco
machine built on aSony platform. At
that time, affordable DVD changers were
still on the drawing board.

Update

Recently, however, several consumer
electronics companies have announced
DVD changers clearly intended as replacements or upgrades for current midpriced CD machines. These devices can
play amix of CD and DVD material,
including shuffling mixes of DVD
music videos.
"We expect consumers who currently have afive-disc CD carousel to look
to the five-disc CD/DVD-Video carousel
as anatural upgrade to integrate highquality audio and video in asingle unit,"
said Mike Fidler, vice president of DVD
marketing at Sony Electronics. "Sony's
five-disc CD/DVD-Video changer is a
solution to the 'I don't have any more
room' syndrome as components compete for real estate in home entertainment cabinets."
Both Yamaha and Sony have announced 5-disc carousel DVD changers,
to be introduced by late summer. Although they have been designed and
built independently of each other, they
share several common features. Each
sports an internal 961cHz/24-bit D/A
converter for audio decoding. Unfortunately, there is no place on the backs
of these machines to take adirect digital
output for decoding with an outboard
converter. External decoding is acontentious issue with record labels, who fear
digital pirating of the higher-quality signal. MPEG1/2 and Linear PCM (twochannel) outputs are included on the Yamaha, however.
The players have built-in Dolby Digital decoders, along with the standard
Dolby Digital output for use with outboard processors. Also included are component video outputs, with an S-Video
connector on the Yamaha. The Sony
machine features avariable-coefficient
digital filter to allow adjustment of the
sound characteristics of CDs to suit personal tastes, as well as "Digital Cinema
Sound" technology, in which a"virtual"
rear-channel effect is created with only
two stereo speakers.
What all of this is leading to, of course,
is asingle machine in most homes for
both CD audio and DVD audio and
video. Will this hybrid, multidisc format
catch on with high-end audio consumers?
UNITED STATES
Barry 1Nillis
The coming wave in digital audio is 32bit resolution. While the CD standard
specifies 16-bit words, most CD playback uses digital filters and DIA converters operating with 18- or 20-bit
words. Professional audio equipment is
starting to operate with 20- or 24-bit
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The Proceed audio
opreamplifier and five
channel amplifier team up to solve problems you
may not know you have. Here are the solutions:
Decode any format you want:
Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital
(AC-3), DTS and Stereo Surround
modes all come standard;
Future surround enhancements
and new features are easily
obtained from the Internet of
floppy disk;
Hardware designed to handle
future digital recordings
(e.g. 24-bit/96 kHz);

Madrigal Audio Laboratories

MADRIGAL

We define products for your
ears, eyes, and mind.

Plenty of inputs and outputs to let
you configure your system
however you want; connect analog
and digital audio sources of all
types; eight video inputs (including four S-video) are handled with
broadcast-quality video switching
so you won't lose picture quality,
even with the future of Digital
Television standard;
High performance in the first five
channel amplifier package which
truly delivers the power you need.

The Proceed AVP and AMP 5are
also the easiest to use because
many of the operations are
automatic. In fact, we think you'll
find them as easy to use as alight
switch—but alot more fun.
No Problem.
Proceed products are only
available through
Proceed dealer
Designed to last, built to perform,
by Madrigal.

-Proceed

Proceed products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A. www.madrigal.com
FAX (860) 346-1540
li A Harman International Company
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words, with 24-bit signal processing the
norm. 24-bit processing is just beginning to make inroads in the High End,
and continuing advancements in integrated circuits promise to bring down
the cost of high-performance electronics. On March 26, Analog Devices announced the world's first 32-bit High
Definition Compact Disc decoder. The
new chip, designated the ADSP-21061
SHARC, is aprogrammable 32-bit floating-point general-purpose digital signal
processor with one megabyte of onboard memory.
The highly integrated SHARC is
being marketed for use in home-theater
equipment, autosound, and portable
audio products. The agreement with
Berkeley, California-based Pacific Microsonics to include HDCD decoding
in the new processor will likely bring
the benefits of both HDCD and 32-bit
internal resolution to awide market.
"The HDCD decoder enables the more
than 40 million HDCD-encoded CDs
already in consumers' hands to deliver
the performance enhancements of this
technology with the emerging 32-bit
audio systems," said Mike Haider, general manager ofAnalog Devices' Software
and Technology Division. Using the
SHARC, "OEMs can future-proof their
products by offering support for higherresolution content, as such content is
enabled by new formats," Haider added.
With six DMA channels and two serial ports, Analog Devices' chip is claimed
to be capable of 150 million floatingpoint operations per second (MFLOPS),
and will support bit rates from 32kbps
to 640kbps and sampling rates of 32,
44.1, and 44.8kHz. It is also compatible
with all existing surround-sound formats, including Dolby Digital, Dolby
Pro Logic, DTS, THX, and MPEG. Its
built-in memory cache allows it to decode surround and HDCD signals simultaneously, according to acompany
press release.
The popularity of HDCD processing
among recording artists, producers, and
engineers continues to grow. "It produces the best-sounding CDs when played
on any CD player," said Denny Purcell
of Georgetown Masters, who mastered
Garth Brooks' hit album Sevens using
HDCD. "With the SHARC DSP, more
consumers than ever before will be able
to enjoy the enhanced sound quality of
decoded HDCD recordings in their
playback systems," Purcell commented.
Cirrus Logic's Crystal Semiconductor
division, which unveiled the first combination Dolby Digital/DTS decoder
chip, the CS4296, at the Consumer
Stereophiie, June 1998

Electronics Show in January, announced
two new products in late March and
early April that will further blur the line
between consumer-grade products and
high-end gear.
Crystal's new CS4334 is claimed to
be the world's smallest 24-bit/96kHz
D/A converter. The eight-pin deltasigma DAC is intended for use in settop boxes, automotive and portable
audio equipment, and in DVD systems.
The CS4334 boasts impressive specs:
96dB dynamic range, -88dB THD+
noise, and support for sampling rates up

Dataquest estimates
shipments of 4.5 million
DVD players this year,
with projections of 21
million units in 2001.
to 96kHz and word lengths from 16 to
24 bits. Available to manufacturers in
June at $1.95 each (in 1000-unit lots),
the CS4334 incorporates its own internal voltage reference and power-transient control circuit, resulting in the need
for fewer external parts.
Increased integration = fewer parts =
simpler designs = lower cost. That's also
the thrust behind Crystal's new CR3700
DVD Drive Manager, which it calls "the
industry's most highly integrated mixedsignal chip solution for the DVD-ROM
drive and DVD-player markets... the
first single-chip drive solution." The
massively integrated CR3700 is a208pin flat-pack device incorporating an RF
amplifier, aservo controller, acontent
scramble system, aDVD error-correction
code, apartial-response-maximum-likelihood (PRML) read-channel, and direct
interfaces to MPEG2 audio and video
decoders. These functions previously required as many as five chips.
"DVD is an exciting technology with
tremendous growth potential," said
Cirrus Logic's president and CEO, Michael L Hackworth. "Our initial entry
into this market underscores our commitment to shift our product focus away
from the PC motherboard." Dataquest
estimates shipments of 4.5 million DVD
players this year, with projections of 21
million units in 2001. In addition, International Data Corporation predicts
that as many as 11 million DVD-ROM
drives will be shipped worldwide this
year, with growth expected to reach 123
million annually by 2001. IDC analyst

Update

Christopher Dawe observed, "A key
factor in the growth of DVD will be the
availability of lower-cost drives and players. With its single-chip solution, Cirrus
Logic has appropriately placed its priorities on integration, which should allow
manufacturers to reduce the costs of
future DVD systems."
While companies like Analog Devices
and Cirrus Logic push the home-entertainment envelope, National Semiconductor Corporation is driving down the
cost of personal computers. On April 6,
the Santa Clara, California-based company announced development of a
densely integrated "PC on achip" that
could drop base prices on computers
below $400. With the exception of memory, the new chip will reportedly perform all the functions now required of
several, including keyboard and printer
control, and network and modem operation. Single-chip operation is claimed
to be extremely energy-efficient; anotebook computer so configured could run
nine hours on asingle battery charge.
Last year, National acquired microprocessor manufacturer Cyrix Corporation of Richardson, Texas, whose Media
GX two-chip set is used in Compaq
Computer's under-$1000 models, which
took off like rockets in January 1997. The
Media GX chip set, running at 233MHz,
supports audio, video, and graphics functions. National's new IC will include
all the Media GX functions, plus networking and communications, on al
b"
wafer running at 300MHz — as fast as
current-production mainstream computers. Analysts predicted that the chip
will sell for approximately $50 in quantity,
.
Shattering the $1k barrier brought a
huge influx of first-time buyers into the
computer market. Sub-$1k computers
now account for 30% of all new computer sales. A price-lowering infusion of
massively integrated processors into consumer electronics should create asimilar
upsurge in the audio/video market.
SWEDEN
Markus Sauer
You may remember my October 1996
piece on the Lundahl magnetic amplifier
(Vol.19 No.10, p.39). In my humble opinion, this is one of the most interesting
new designs, technologically and musically, in along time. So, when an opportunity arose to visit the Lundahl factory
in Sweden,' I
jumped at the chance.
This occasion was my first visit to
Sweden. It's anice country, somewhat
1AB Lars Lundahl, Tiheliuseistan 7, S-761 50 Sweden.
Tel: (46) 176 13930. Fax: (46) 176 13935.
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similar to the hillier parts of the American northwest, only with fewer Saabs. 5
Sweden has many of the economic
problems most European nations are
facing right now, but seems fundamentally well prepared for the future. The
Swedes are afriendly people. While the
native tongue doesn't seem all that hard
to master, there's little need to learn it —
practically everybody speaks at least one
foreign language, usually English. Indeed,
the only national trait that reliably tells
you you're not in the northwestern United States is apredilection for weirdly
shaped urinals and liquid soap dispensers.
On the evening of our arrival we had
asmorgasbord. The traditional Swedish
nutrition is herring, served raw with
about 634 different dressings, and cooked
potatoes. It's delicious. A true smorgasbord also offers other fish, meat, vegeta- Lars Lundahl at his workplace. His magnetic
bles, bread, cheese, and sweets. For- amplifier was developed with not much more
than an oscilloscope.
tunately, it was watered down for us foreigners: very little schnapps, no singing.
But I'm sure you want to hear about the itants in winter and 50,000 during the
Lundahl company and the magnetic summer, when Stockholmites descend
upon the rest of the country like abibliamp, not my travel itinerary.
The company's founder is Lars Lun- cal plague to spend their time on one of
dahl. Born in 1928, he received an M.Sc. the myriad lakes Sweden is famous for.
in electrical engineering from Stock- Isaw Norrtdlje in winter, it is acharmholm University (While working as a ing and quiet town where all social activresearch assistant there, his colleague was ities seem to end about four or five hours
Stig Carlsson of direct/reflecting Sonab after sundown—which sounds okay until
loudspeakers fame.) After leaving the you realize that the sun sets at 3pm.
Two years after the move to Norrtdlje,
university, he went to work in private
living quarters were added right next to
industry. While working at AGA — then
ahuge Swedish conglomerate including the factory for Lundahl, his wife, and
radio, TV, and recording studios under their three kids, and in 1994 athird
its umbrella — he set up shop in his base- floor was added to the factory. This inment in 1960 to manufacture transfor- tensely used building seems alot bigger
mers. He thought manufacturing tech- from the inside than from the outside —
niques at the time were suboptimal and each square inch is used for manufacturing purposes. Even the former
produced mediocre transformers.
A year later, he got lucky. AGA pro- children's rooms have been converted for
moted ascheme for introducing stereo production. I'm sure Lundahl practiced
sound into households where the radio "lean production" long before some
functioned as one stereo speaker and clever academic coined aword for it.
Ienjoyed visiting the factory immenthe TV set as the other (ah, innocence!).
To avoid hum, the TV had to be isolat- sely. Everywhere Ilooked, Isensed that
ed from the electrical ground. One way acreative mind had attacked problems
of doing it was through atransformer. with alogical and unpretentious imagiOver the next three and ahalf years nation, and had for avery long time.
Lundahl produced 70,000 simple trans- Many machines arc of Lundahl's own
formers, which were built into TV sets. design and manufacture, and those he
(I can't imagine that all 70,000 sets were didn't build outright he has modified
actually used as audio speakers, but it and adapted for his standards and purwas an advertisement feature that had poses. Even the electronics and programs
to be provided in the sets.) With the for the computer-controlled manufacmoney he earned from this venture, and turing have been developed in-house.
from some contracts with the Swedish The machines arc made — in-house, of
military, Lundahl bought some land in course —from high-grade, rustproof steel
and will probably last longer than huNorrtdlje and, in 1964, built afactory.
Norrtdlje is some 45 miles from Stock- manity. They're not painted because
holm and the Arlanda airport, with aport there's no need for it. This is old-world
on the Baltic Sea; there are 12,000 inhab- craftsmanship combined with cuttingStereophile, June 1998

Update

The almost-final version of the Lundahl magnetic
amp; some shielding of the power supply will
be added for compliance with EC regulations
regarding electromagnetic radiation.

edge technology.
In the early '70s Lundahl was approached by Swedish Radio to make
transformers for their studio mixing
desks. Lundahl declined — he thought
the design he'd been asked to produce
was unsatisfactory — but offered to make
something better. He designed three
types of input and output transformers,
and ayear later Swedish Radio came
back to order athousand units of each
type. This launched Lundahl into the
small group of studio outfitters. For over
adecade now, Lundahl studio gear has
been available through the British corn47
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Living with loudspeakers isn't easy for an
audiophile. Sonic wonder comes at the price
of visual clutter, even for stereo! If you're
planning to add home theater, most choices
for high-end sound are just plain ugly. But
now, there's agraceful system audiophiles
can be proud of. If you love big sound more
than big ugly boxes, Anthony Gallo's new Nucleus
Dittos are for you. Derived from the spherical compression technology in our patented Nucleus designs,

our Dittos offer the seamless soundstage
that can only come from both genuine
point source radiation and the total absence
of crossovers above 120 Hz. Depth of field
and resolution of inner detail are unbounded. Dynamics are so astonishing that you
can enjoy truly satisfying emotional music,
even at listening levels your neighbors can live with.
Even late at night, in an apartment or condo, even
with home theater.

Satellite spheres you can hold in your hand, and in your heart. They sit on ashelf, mount on astand, or on a
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pany Canford Audio.2 Larger quantities
can be ordered direct from Lundahl. One
especially neat product is a1:1 transformer inside an XLR plug.
Studio transformers make up asubstantial portion of Lundahl's business.
Iwould have thought that the rise of
digital technology in the studio would
make balancing and isolation transformers largely redundant, but apparently it hasn't worked out like that.
Isolation transformers are actually
gaining in importance as more digital
devices are added to studios because of
their tendency to muck up the electrical ground with spurious output. Also,
most studios—or at least those catering to rock and pop recording — are
actually buying more analog than digital gear, further broadening Lundahl's
business base.
In recent years more and more business has also come from manufacturers
of consumer tube amps. Lundahl has a
complete range of designs for all standard applications (push-pull and singleended output transformers at several
power levels, chokes, and drive transformers), and can do prototypes and
small runs of customer-specific designs.3
Of particular interest is apower transformer with asmall air gap. This blocks
most of the DC contaminating the power supply these days — amuch more
elegant solution than having to buy a
mains conditioner or isolation transformer. To this day, Lundahl has never advertised — all his business growth has
come via word of mouth.
Lars's son Per joined the company in
1993 and is now managing director.4
Having Per on board gave Lars Lundahl
the opportunity to develop the design of
the magnetic amp, aconcept he'd been
toying with for several decades. The first
prototype looked like asteam machine
and gave off about as much heat, but
had unusual sonic promise. The second
could be listened to for only 20 minutes
before it became so hot it had to be
turned off.
My training is in law, not in engineering, so forgive me if my explanation of Lundahl's magnetic amp con2Canford Audio, Crowter Road, Washington, Tyne &
Wear NE 38 013W. UK. Internet address: www.can
ford.co.
3Data sheets arc available on the World Wide Web at
www.lundahl.se
4In my previous piece Imixed up father and son. Mea
culpa. Per holds an MSc. in applied physics and pt part
of his education in the US — in Cleveland, to be precise. After completing his studies, he worked in advanced computer processing at the Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm and in several privately held
companies.
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tains no circuit diagrams. While Ican
read normal circuits fairly well, I'm
afraid this amp is beyond me. The basic
principle is as given in my previous
article: The amplifying element in a
magnetic amp is achoke in series with
a diode, modulated with a pulsewidth-controlled signal. The control
signal is provided by the output of a
line-level source such as atuner or CD
player. Lundahl currently has no plans

The amplifying element
in amagnetic amp
is achoke in series
with adiode, modulated
with apulse-width —
controlled signal provided
by the output of a
line-level source.
to make aphono stage. The choke has
an amorphous core that is easily magnetized and thus easily saturated. When
the core is saturated, the impedance of
the choke is very low, and thus the current through the choke is large. In an
unsaturated state the impedance is
high, and thus the current through the
choke is small.
An amplifying unit works as acontrolled rectifier consisting of two amplifying elements, one for each phase of
the drive current. Four amplifying elements are required for afull-wave signal. The controlling signal affects the
chokes when they're in rest phase. With
asmall current, usually applied on aseparate winding, the degree of magnetization of the core is set. In the next working phase, the choke will be in ahighimpedance state until the core is saturated. Thus, with asmall signal current, the
pulse width of the output in the next
working phase is set.
So far, the circuit is as described in
old (1950s) electrical engineering handbooks. Lundahl's stroke of genius lies
in his addition to the circuit: He recycles the power-supply voltage. The
current flowing toward the midpoint
of the transformer is fed back to the
switching system. This innovation is
what allowed Lundahl to overcome
the heat problems mentioned above;
without it, amagnetic amp would be
of theoretical interest but unusable for

Update

music reproduction.
One of the problems of this technology is that it has never been applied to
music amplification before — there is no
body of experience in interpreting the
measurements (Lars Lundahl, of course,
has accumulated plenty). One way of
looking at the history of hi-fi and the
High End is seeing it as atrial-and-error
effort to come up with meaningful
measurements to accurately quantify
what is heard, and this journal works
hard to further the art. When the transistor era began, the new technology
delivered superb results in the traditional measurements (such as THD) developed for the old tube amps. It took a
long time to come up with the concept
of TIM and the spectral content of distortion, for example. Similarly, digital
excelled in the areas where analog was
weakest, such as channel separation and
frequency-response linearity. Again, it
took time to come up with concepts
such as jitter, and phantom frequencies
mirrored from brickwall output filters,
to explain audible phenomena in the
new technology.
Well, applying traditional measurements to the magnetic amp gives fairly
weird results. To avery small extent, the
output is still pulsed. It is only the integration provided by the loudspeaker
cone's inertia that eliminates the last
traces. The frequency response is also
not quite linear (but depends on the
loudspeaker's modulus of impedance to
amuch lesser extent than with singleended tube amps). What I'm trying to
say is, you can't yet show on a'scope
why this amp sounds as good as it does.
Subjectively, the magnetic amp appears
to have distortion an order of magnitude lower than that of normal amps.
And while high frequencies are abit
attenuated, the dynamic response — ie,
the fidelity to small and large changes in
loudness — seems very accurate. This is
especially apparent at the low end of the
spectrum, where the amp is quite free
from the stickiness that practically all
amps seem to suffer from. Most amps
seem to have acutoff point below which
all output ceases — one of the reasons
voices are so heavily compressed and
noise-gated on modern studio productions. The magnetic amp avoids this.
Lundahl is in the process of establishing anet of distributors. Future developments will probably include higher-power
monoblocks as well as apreamp. When
Lundahl's magnetic amplifier reaches the
market, the intrigued customer will have
avery interesting new option for his or
her amplification needs.
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Acurus RL 11

so small changes and exact settings (without overshoot) are po:
sible. And the remote control itself is amodel of intuitive di

Manufacturer: Mondial Designs Ltd., 20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs
Ferry, NY 10522; 914/693-8008
Price: $795
Source: Manufacturer loan
Reviewer: Gregory Koster

sign: volume and balance buttons form acompass with enoug
room to feel your way in the dark. Below the compass is amut
button, for the telephone and other family emergencies. The bo
tom button is power — this turns off the RL 11, and if you als
buy the RPC-120 power strip/AC line filter ($199) it can switc
your entire system.
Missing from the remote is the ability to change source c
tape selection, but except for oddball reviewers you are unlikel
to want to make those changes except at the console anyway unless you know how to load CDs or change tapes remotel)
The benefit of eschewing remote switching is the elimination
additional contacts that could create distortion and noise.
Tone controls were also deliberately omitted, again to avois
distortion and noise (and phase shift). Balanced inputs and out
puts are also missing, but this would add cost and complexit
that few people would use.
The only missing control that Iconsider valuable is molt'
mode. Mono mode is very useful to reviewers to check imag
centering before comparing components, but it can also be help
ful in general listening to mono CDs. It doesn't need to be on th
remote, but Ireally miss it when the feature isn't there at all. Bu
hey — if that's the only difference between the Acurus and thi
reference, which costs almost twice as much, you can probabl:
live without it.
Sound and Measurements: I've left this to last because yot
already know how it's going to go. Careful measuring and lis
tening with the Acurus RL 11 and five other current solid stab
preamps costing two to four times as much produced not awhi
of difference. You get the same quiet background, the same clear
sound, the same dynamics and imaging — whether you pay a;
little as $795 or as much as $3,500.
Conclusion: The Acurus RL 11 Remote Line Preamp get.
my top recommendation. Its sound equals units costing far more
its construction quality needs no excuses, and its features ant
ergonomics include everything you need. Plug your system intc
an RL 11 and the RPC-120 AC control, sit back, and enjoy.

This all started when Icalled KWN for advice on aremote
control preamp to replace an aging piece in my system. Rather
than tell me what to buy, he signed me up with UPS for aneverending stream of deliveries of increasingly expensive preamps.
And as I've concluded in my recent series of preamp reviews,
they all sound great and remote control is so useful that Inow
consider it anecessity. But it's really hard to recommend preamps
that cost over $2,000 as $ensible, and many readers probably
disagree that even my top-value reference Legacy (at $1,500)
fits that bill.
Enter the Acurus RL 11, claiming to provide the same pure
sound, top-quality construction, and remote versatility as the
big boys for only $795. Could this be the giant-killer $ensible
remote preamp that would lead me out of the jungle? In aword,
yes. In another word, absolutely. To go on: hoo boy! But you get
the picture.
Speaking of pictures, take alook at the one printed with
this review. Trimly handsome, no nonsense, but aquiet air of
quality — Iliked this unit the minute Iunpacked it.
What you can't see from the picture is the quality inside:
pure discrete class A circuitry; high quality laser-trimmed volume and balance controls; one single switch in the circuit, with
silver-to-silver contacts; 1% metal-film resistors; polypropylene
caps; matched pairs of transistors; double-sided glass epoxy circuit boards; and dual-mono power supply with low-noise transformer. Inputs include two tape loops, and there are two sets of
line outs.
You can also get the LS 11 preamp, which offers all the
sonic benefits of the RL 11 without the remote control, for $150
less. So the remote had better be worth it.
How's this? Motors added to both the volume and balance
pots, so the remote can offer full soundstage control without
compromising the sound. Microprocessor control of the motors
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igh-quality audio is no
longer adestination," said
Richard Watson in aMarch
19 New lb& TiMO article about tabletop radios. Mr. Watson is senior product
designer of Hannan International's
JBL division.
JBL:s Harmony radio may be fine as
far as table-top radios go, but at $400, I
think I'll pass—just as I'll pass on the
Bose Wave Radio.
Still, it would be nice if companies
like Harman International did more to
snake high-quality audio a destination
for more people —to heighten public
awareness of, say, the products of
Madrigal Audio Laboratories: Mark
Levinson and Proceed. (Madrigal, too, is
aHannan International company.)
As it is, nonaudiophiles —those who
love music and have money — buy
table-top radios instead of component hifi, while audiophiles often spend sums of
money that "normal" people consider
absurd. There's too little stuff, and too
few people in the middle.
In case you haven't looked lately, the
situation is getting worse. Few companies make traditional two-channel
receivers any more (Yamaha is one of
them). And fewer companies than
before offer high-quality integrated
amplifiers — especially in North America, where the conventional wisdom is
that integrateds don't sell.
Denon PMA-2000R: $999
Do anonaudiophile friend afavor. Tell
your friend that he or she can get veryhigh-quality sound —and convenience —
for areasonable sum of money with
an integrated amplifier. Like the $999
Denon PMA-2000R. It's an alternative
to the more Spartan, generally less powerful British integrateds.
Most Britegrateds top out at 60Wpc
or less. The PMA-2000R is rated at
80Wpc into 8ohms and 160Wpc into
4ohms; in other words, there are few
speakers it shouldn't be able to drive.'
Kudos to Denon for resisting the temptation to soup this up into a 100Wpc
INext time you read that apair of speakers "needs"
200Wpc to "come alive," go right on to the next
review. Something is wrong with the speaker.
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Denon PMA-2000R integrated amplifier

amp for those audiophiles who just
gotta have 100W, as if there's some
magic in the number. By keeping the
power rating down to 80Wpc, Denon
has been able to use asingle pair of
MOSFET output transistors per channel. There's no need for multiple paralleled pairs of transistors to be matched.
Circuitry is simplified. Sound quality is
enhanced. Trust me: with solid-state,
too, power corrupts.
Denon calls the output devices
UHC-MOS devices, the UHC standing for Ultra-High Current. They're
said to handle higher current levels than
typical bipolars while retaining the linearity of FETs. Now you've heard all
this before, I'm sure — miracle FETs —
so you may be skeptical. Ihave to tell
you, though, that the Denon PMA200OR delivers uncommonly fine
sound for a $1000 integrated amp:
sweet, full-bodied, rich, almost tubelike.
Totally nonfatiguing.
Back to the sound in aminute. Let's
talk about features, since many folks
tend to want features when they buy an
integrated amp. (If all you want is good
sound, you can buy a British-made
integrated.)
The PMA-2000R is full of useful features but mercifully free of anything
frivolous. There are bass and treble tone
controls. Turnover points are fixed at
100Hz for the bass, 10kHz for the treble. Pushing in the Source Direct button
defeats the tone and balance controls. (I

have to tell you, though: Ican't hear any
difference with the tone controls
switched in ... and set at their null
points, of course.)
Thrown in for good measure are
three line-level inputs, two tape loops,
and a phono stage — moving-magnet
and moving-coil. (You can switch from
MM to MC at the push of abutton —
no internal adjustments needed.) Oh
yes, there's aremote control, and aheadphone output whose signal is obtained
off the power-amp section via padding
resistors. Ichecked the headphone signal
with my Sennheiser HD600s, and the
headphone sound is very good indeed.
The Denon is large and heavy compared with typical British integrateds,
which tend to weigh in at 20 lbs or so.
Still, at 7" high by 17" wide by 17 1
/"
4
deep and weighing 44 lbs, the PMA200OR is not so big you need to place it
on the floor. And while some ventilation is agood idea (an enclosed cabinet
would be abad idea), the PMA-2000R
runs quite cool.
Two sets of speaker terminals are
provided on the back: proper copperclad metal terminals, not the dinky plastic-covered, CE-approved type. There
are three auxiliary inputs, plus aphono
input with amoving-magnet/movingcoil switch, and two tape loops. There
are also three AC receptacles (two
switched, one unswitched) for plugging
in other components, like aCD player
or tuner.
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... joins the
ff-liEhiL winning team.
Fidelity of tones, increased clarity, consistent dynamics
and guaranteed stability of the musical image in space.
Incomparably priced. No other solid state line on the
market compares for the value and beauty.

New! Tube Preamp
TU10 $2,995
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Clockwise from left:
JPS2 Preamplifier with tube power supply $13,995;
Orchestra $2,995; JD3 CD Player $4,295;
JD3 Tube Deluxe CD Player with external power supply $7,995;
Defy 7world famous Stereo Tube Amplifier.
Our best seller! $8,495

As alover of High Fidelity.., haven't you ever
dreamed of owning Cabasse equipment? For 45 years. the
ground rule at Cabasse has been to aim for "total quality".
Because the loudspeaker system is the only remaining
"mechanical" component in our all-digital era, it is inevitably
the most fragile link in the chain. Cabasse has always
offered audiophiles aflawlessly uncompromising response.
Farella 400 $1,995

Brick 500 $2,995

Catalane 500 $3,995

Northstar Leading The Way, Inc. is the exclusive importer and distributor in the continental
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The full-function remote will also
control the matching Denon DCD1605AR CD player, should you opt for
the pair. The PMA-2000R is thus areal
clutter-buster. Plus, you won't need any
interconnect from the preamp section
to the power amp. Figuring that you
need to spend at least $100 on apair of
interconnects that won't screw up the
sound, that's abig plus.
The Denon delivers clean, clear, articulate sound that is totally nonfatiguing
and free of grit, grunge, and glare. Yet
Ifind the sound just alittle uninvolving.
Perhaps its better with an inexpensive
component to be safe than sorry — providing too much in the way of detail and
resolution might not be agood idea with
the typical source components and speakers with which the unit will be used.
Ihad achance to hear, very briefly,
the more Spartan, less powerful 50Wpc
Creek 5250 integrated ($795 without
phono stage; add $200 for full-function
remote). Ithought the Creek sounded
more alive, involving —almost like a
single-ended triode in the immediacy of
its sound. The Creek may kick butt in
the bass alittle better, too — it grabs onto
the notes faster and lets them go quicker. But the Denon has asmoothness,
afull-bodied texture, aharmonic richness that the more lively —and lifelike —
Creek seems to lack. Plus, the Denon has
more power and more features.
With an integrated, it's very hard to
evaluate the phono stage, line stage, and
power-amp sections separately —particularly when, as with the PMA2000R, there's no set of preamp outputs. (Not that most users will feel any
need. This really isn't aproduct that will
appeal to the tweak crowd.)
How to evaluate the phono stage?
Well, obviously, Ihad to listen through
the line amp and the power amp. Idid
compare the Ron Sutherland—designed
AcousTech Electronics PH-1 phono
stage (available for $1200 direct from
Acoustic Sounds, and akiller)? Turntable
was an AR ES-1 with aShure Ultra 500
cartridge in an SME 309 arm. (I didn't
have the chance to ny amoving-coil.) I
plugged the PH-1 into one of the PMA200OR's auxiliary inputs.
Ifelt that the PH-1 was superior—
more resolution, more definition, less
opaqueness, and therefore more transparency. Who knows? I'm sure Ilost
something of the PH-1's stellar performance through the PMA-200OR's linestage and power amp. But the Denon
2Also see Wles revicw of the AcousTech elsewhere in
this issue.
—JA
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integrated's own phono stage was no
slouch — there was only aslight loss of
definition and detail, less there there. As
part of the integrated amplifier's total
package, the phono stage was quite
good, fully appropriate, and especially
suitable for those for whom phono is a
secondary source.
If high-end audio had more products
like this, maybe fewer people would be
buying $400 table-top radios. You could
instead put the money toward areally
fine hi-fi system.
Again, tell your nonaudiophile friends.
(I'm assuming you've gotta have separates.)
They could put together anice system
around the PMA-2000R for around
$5000, excluding analog source. Add the
DCD-1650AR CD player (see below) for
$1000, apair of Martin-Logan Aerius i
speakers, for example, some cable — hell,
you'd probably get some change back
from your $5k. Help your friends out:
give them your last year's speaker cables.
If the PMA-2000R were asolid-state
80Wpc power amp selling for $999, I'd
be quite big on it. Since it's an integrated, it probably won't sell. You get the
phono stage and the remote-controlled
line stage thrown in. Too much for your
money — maybe that's why audiophiles
don't go for integrateds.
You may get better sound than with
separates, too — because the entire single chassis will be at the same ground
potential. You've simplified your system
and uncomplicated your life. That's
exactly what many American audiophiles don't want, apparently.
So, again ... tell your friends.
Denon DCD 1650AR CD player: 8999
Does it make sense to spend big bucks
now on aCD player when the CD format may become obsolete in atwinkling of John Atkinson's eye? (You can
tell he's hot on 96k.)
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Hell, no.
Not that I'd rush out and embrace
any new digital technology. Remember
"perfect sound forever"? Those who
bought the first generation of CD players found out that better and cheaper
players soon became available. Idon't
think it ever pays to become an early
adopter. Meanwhile, you may need to
buy anew CD player, and if your system is any good, you don't want apiece
ofjunk. So where do you turn?
You might look at the new Denon
DCD-1650AR. It's ahoney of aplayer
for $999 that weighs over 26 lbs and
feels more like a$1500—$2000 machine.
The tray and the transport mechanism
function with exceptional smoothness
and quietness. Ijust loved using this
machine. It reminded me of aJapanese
luxury car —one of the Brass Ear's
Infinitis (he's always getting me to take
atest drive), for instance.
And the sound?
Well, what to compare it to?
Compared to my reference Micromega Stage 6 ($1595), the Denon has
neither the smoothness in the midrange nor the immediacy: the sound
in the upper midrange, in particular,
seemed a little thin and pinched by
comparison. But harmonic presentation
is the glory of the Micromega Stages.
Few other CD players can match this
series when it comes to getting the
tonal color just right.3
Itried an Anthem CM, also priced at
$1595. There was afullness, arichness —
nay, aripeness —to the harmonic presentation that was quite different from the
Denon. But the Anthem didn't seem to
have quite the low-level resolution of the
Denon (or the Micromega).
3 Perhaps what I'm hearing, too, is the difference
between the Denon's multi-bit conversion and the
Mnyomega's single-bit conversion.

Denon DCD-1650AR CD player
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Home Theater Components
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uperb audio/video performance demands the
finest in separate components and Marantz

The AV-550 features Lucasfilm's Cinema Re-EQTM

delivers. For example, our AV-550 Dolby Digital®

and Dolby Digital processing with afull array

A/V pre-amp tuner and MA-700 THX® amplifiers set
anew standard for power and versatility.
Each MA-700 delivers 200 room-shaking RMS watts

of pure THX certified power. Its renowned Marantz
sound quality led Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
to conclude, "...the MA-700 exhibits awonderful

for precisely tailored home theater performance
of audio and video inputs.
Multi-room, multi-source capability make
the AV-550 ideal as the centerpiece of even
the most sophisticated home entertainment
environment.

sense of rhythm, drive, and dynamics that propel it

Visit your Marantz audio/video specialist and
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Sam's
Only a few readers wrote in to
ridicule —apparently without bothering
to listen.
Hey, guys—lighten up! Ido hear a
difference, although Idid put you on
about having George Washington face
up.4 It doesn't matter. Anyway, one reader e-mailed me that he was going to use
my article as toilet paper. You meet the
nicest and the nastiest people on the Net!

Contacts
Denon Electronics, 222 New
Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054. Tel:
(973) 575-7810. Fax: (973) 8081608. www.del.denon.com.
Osiris Audionics, 18 20th Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11232. Tel: (718)
499-8826. Fax: (718) 499-8926.
info@osiris-audionics.com
—Sam Tail;

Thanks, Ricardo. I'm in complete
agreement.
"Maybe the $120 price is for nothing
more than the license to hear whatever
improvements you want. Ichoose focus
and depth," opined Scott McSwain.
One reader suggested that Canadian
coins work better because of the greater
purity of the mineral content. Another
reader told me that he asked his teenage
son whether he could hear adifference
with the coins on or off the speakers.
Crazy Dad, huh? The kid heard adifference, and so did Dad. But they
wouldn't tell Mom.
"This is insane," commented one
reader, who — you guessed it — heard a
difference.

The ToiletPaper Tweak
Which brings up yet another tweak,
from Michau J. Yuen, vice president of
Osiris Audionics, Inc., manufacturers of
the superb Osiris speaker stands:
Toilet paper!
This is even cheaper than the $120
tweak. And while you won't get an
instant refund if you don't take to this
tweak, you can (heh-heh) always use
the paper for the purpose originally
intended.
Here's what you do. Place asingle
layer of single-ply toilet paper over the
top platform of your speaker stands.
Make sure that none of the paper overlaps. Remove any Fun Tack, Stick Tack,
4But don't have him face up on one quarter and face
down on the other!
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Blu-Tack, or other such sticking material. Now put the speakers over the toilet paper. If you want to secure the
speakers with Fun Tack, you can use
some around the corners of the platform after the speaker is firmly seated
on the toilet... paper. (Sorry, but you'll
lose most of the Fun Tack's ability to
secure the speaker to the stand —a
problem, perhaps, if you have unruly
kids or careless cleaning persons.)
"I always use rectangles," says
Michau. "Haven't tried triangles yet.
The size of the toilet paper should be
slightly smaller than the top plate of the
speaker stand. And single-ply paper
sounds totally different from two-ply
paper. Two-ply paper will soften the
sound and lean toward the `warm' side.
Single-ply sounds more natural and
punchy, and gives the best midrange.
"I suspect the fibers of the toilet
paper act like gaskets between the surfaces. And asingle-ply sheet will not
store energy like globs of Fun Tack."
I used Charmin.® Works like a
charm in my system.
If you have any comments (I can do
without the bathroom jokes) or additional tweaks, send them to Sam. That's
samtellig@mindless.com

"8TC -The most accurate performer

"

Hi-Fi News & Record Review -lien Duncan -February 1997 issue
The TC series loudspeaker cables use
individual conductors that are Hyperpure
copper, arranged in our VariStrandm
conductor geometry. The insulating
dielectric is ahigh pressure, low
temperature extruded. Teflonrm.
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4TC consists of eight individual TCSS
conductors, four blue and four black.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #I3
conductors. The focus, transparency,
and transient speed of 4TC is stunning.
4TC continues to receive enthusiastic
reviews and recommendations from
consumers and critics worldwide.

KIM3ER KABLE

Revealing the Nature of Music
2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84401
801-621-5530 -fax 801-627-6980 -www.kimbercom
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8TC consists of sixteen individual
TCSS conductors, eight blue and eight
black, arranged in alarge format braid.
Aggregate wire gauge size is two #9
conductors. 8TC continues to receive rave
reviews and recommendations, ranking
as one of the best high end audio
values of all time.
4TC and 8TC are without question. the best
sounding "sensible" cables on the market.
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7B ST

"The Bryston 7B ST rates a solid Class A recommendation."
Dr. Larry Greenhill, Stereophile Magazine, October 1996

Without question, one of the most musical, powerful and versatile amplifiers available.

The 7B ST monaural amplifier has the power to drive, with breath-taking ease and clarity, loud-

speakers which have been considered "impossible" loads in the past. Call now, or visit our \rE,E-,`Me

for afree product brochure, 1-800-632-8217, www.bryston.ca
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H,

Michael

sheer fantasy. You ought to be ashamed of
ow was your month? Mine was
yourself You're on your own on this one.
•ialogo bizarro.
You'll get no help from me.... Iam just
But before getting to this
shocked at your lack of professionalism."
month's promised story—my visit to
I'll leave it to you, "Analog Corner"
the Library of Congress — Ihave to
clear the deck: Ireceived an e-mail
reade4 to decide if Ishould be ashamed of
myself, or if my naming names was unfrom an individual, fairly well known
in the grooved world, telling me that I professional, but my attempt to get the
"may not have had all the information" facts certainly wasn't. One of the stories
going around (and it is going around; a
when Iwrote in my February R2D4
that Alto Analogue's Ataulfo Argenta very well known, once-powerful audio
writer volunteered to me at CES that
Edition (AA006) boxed set was mastered
by Nick Webb at Abbey Road from the
the Argenta set was "digital") is that there
original analog master tapes.
That's what was claimed in the set's
booklet, and what was told to me by the
producer. But according to this individual,
"The Alto set of Argenta was not issued
from original master tapes, nor was the z
final product mastered at Abbey Road."
That's apretty serious charge, don't
you think? He went on to say that
"There were problems with the mastered originals (the metal masters I
believe), so, in Germany, copy tapes
were used for the final production issues.
Also, the recordings, while very upfrontsounding, were also digitally processed."
Look, compared to Yeltsin's firing his Above: The Library of Congress Reading Room. Right: Atranscription
government, or the upcoming attemptmaster from the Library's collection.
ed right-wing coup d'état over some
alleged BJs (or the dastardly "coverup"
of same), this isn't much of astory. But was a problem with the
in our little analog corner of the world,
Abbey Road-aft lacquers
it is. Idon't like being snookered, and I that went undiscovered
until the plating process in
don't like passing bad info on to you.
Germany. The cost of flying
Get the picture? So after responding
the hand-carried tapes back to
to this individual with "Unless you can
Abbey Road from Spain and recutback this up with factual information,
ting them was deemed to be too great, so
you ought to be careful what you say
copies of the tapes were made and flown
and write," and after getting aresponse
to the Pallas pressing plant (the premier
that was basically hearsay and innuendo,
German pressing plant, equivalent to
Icalled Alto Analogue principals Ying
Tan and Joachim Btise to confront them
America's RTI), where they were used to
cut new lacquers. Since Pallas' playback
with the charges.
decks (the story goes) don't have analog
Now, normally, when Ireceive information from an individual who has a preview heads,' the signal had to go
through aDDL (digital delay line) and
published byline, as this individual does,
therefore was "digitally processed." In a
unless I'm specifically told that something's being passed on to me in strictest system without apreview head, the signal
must be electronically delayed to give the
confidence, Iassume it's on the record.
Wrong, Watergate Breath! When
lathe's computer achance to make the
change. Ironic, isn't it? The computer gets
word got back to this individual that I'd
analog, the cutter head, digital.
actually used his name in relating the
charges, he came back with, "Disregard
Those passing this story along claim
anything Isaid to you today. It was all
that the some effects of the digital delay
Stereophile, June 1998
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line are easily audible on the boxed set.
(An alternate version has the problems
occurring in the plating process, necessitating the same scenario.)
Tan and Biise admit that there were
problems with the plating and that asecond pass was required, but they vehemently deny the allegations of tape copies
and digital processing. While the issue is
moot—the boxed set is sold out (dealers
may still have some) —Alto's credibility
and honesty have been called into question. That is avery serious issue for anyone in the reissue business—or in any business,
for that matter.
Ireceived two pieces
of evidence corroborating Alto's side of the
story. One was a fax
from Carola Wutschig,
Pallas Group customer
service representative,
which reads:
"Dear Mr. Bose:
"Herewith we confirm, that we got all of
the lacquers for the
productions as listed
above [matrix numbers listed correspond
to those on the LPs.]
from Abbey Road
Studio, London, in
January 1997.
"We already informed you in the
past, there is no possibility to do any kind of mastering at Pallas, nor had there ever been
such apossibility.
"We hope, to have been of assistance
to you.
"With best regard [signed] Carola
Wutschig"
In addition, Ireceived another, unrelated reissue mastered by Nick Webb
at Abbey Road. Fortunately, Webb had
handwritten the matrix numbers on the
inner grooves of the Argenta LPs (along
with the letters "NW"), and on this

1Apreview head reads the signal afraction of asecond
before it reaches the cutter head, giving the lathe time
to coinpensate for heavily modulated grooves by
increasing the pitch — the space between grooves.
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Analog
unrelated issue as well. It doesn't take an
FBI handwriting expert to sec that the
same person inscribed both.
Is that the end of the story? Well,
conspiracy theorists might say Pallas is
engaged in acoverup on behalf of Alto
Analogue, but that seems farfetched to
me. So, unless those spreading these
"copies of master tapes/digital processing" allegations can put up some credible
evidence (send it my way, c/o Stereophilt),
they should shut up. Until and unless
they do, case closed for Mikey.
As for the audible "digital processing"
claimed by some, Idon't hear it. If that
makes me abad listener, so be it. As one
well-known turntable manufacturer said
to me when Itold him this story, "If that
box is digital, I'll take digital every time!"
Mega-dittos.
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it worked perfectly. The 'table spun quietly at the correct speed, and the arm
behaved flawlessly. Amazing. Don't try
that with aCD player. Cosmetically, it
looked as good as new —which means
that, in the right light, you can see where
the dealer (who shall remain anonymous) used a blue Magic Marker to
cover abig, ugly scratch on the plinth
when he sold my friend the 'table "new."
Other turntable news: Immedia announced their new, lower-priced RPM
1, which sells for $2495. The 'table,
finished in piano-black, features
acomposite high-mass platter,
isolated motor, the same sapphire disc-and-ball bearing system used in the $5995 RPM 2,
and adedicated clamp. Unlike
the RPM 2, the 1 features
changeable arniboards. Speed
change is via astepped pulley,
Hang 'em high!
or the user can upgrade mechIhad to pass this one on: In astory about
anically and sonically to the
the upsurge in table-top radio sales enRPM 2's electronic drive systitled "Big Sound, Little Boxes" in the
tem. For a limited time, 1m"Home" section of the March 19, 1998
media is offering the RPM 1
Magazines in the LOC's Magnetic Recording Laboratory.
New York Times, Phil Patton writes: "For
packaged with the RPM 2toneyears, improvements in audio acoustics
arm (which Ireviewed in the May 1997
have produced such tiny differences that SOTA products, parts, accessories, and
Stereophde) for $4495. As the arm alone
upgrades are available both factoryfew mortal ears can appreciate them.
sells for $2495, this is a $500 saving.
direct and from SOTA dealers.
The huge speakers and towers of comSOTA S&SC offers atune-up service
This has been another recording.
ponents have therefore become hard to
for all SOTA turntables. The cost is
justify to the spouse."
Mr. Mikey goes to Washington
$150 for nonvacuum 'tables and $175
Phil's ignorance can almost be exBack in Febniary, Simon Yorke, whose
for vacuum models, including a new
cused. (I say "almost" to encourage you to
belt —itself a$25 item. SOTA will check
Series 7turntable Iwas in the process
take the time to write him and straightof reviewing (see review elsewhere in
en the dude out before he does serious and retune the suspension, check the
motor and drive-unit, the vacuum systhis issue), flew in to Washington, DC
damage! Write New York Times, 229 W.
to install two more of his transcription
43rd Street, New York, NY 10036.) But tem, and all other components —includturntables in the Magnetic Recording
what excuse does Richard Watson,
ing the 'table's cosmetics. Cost for anew
box, if you don't have your original, is
Laboratory of the Library of Congress'
senior product designer for JBL, have
an additional $65. According to Donna
Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Refor saying, in the same piece, "Highcorded Sound Division — aperfect opquality audio is no longer adestination"? Bodinet, there are approximately 75,000
SOTA 'tables in the field around the
portunity for a one-on-one with the
Speak for your own products, Dick.
world. This has been arecording.
British-based designer. The lure of
According to Patton, "Bose has sold
Speaking of SOTA, how's this for a 3,000,000 mostly unplayed records
about amillion and ahalf of its $350
stored in the Library's archives cinched
testimonial? My friend Gary's SOTA
Waves [radios]." I've heard from some
Star Sapphire/Shure SME V ended up
the deal, and off Iwent.
marketing people that last year Bose
Always looking to support outmoded
under two feet of water four years ago
spent more money advertising that one
and outdated technologies, Itook Amproduct than the combined advertising when the basement of the house he'd
trak — which, of course, had engine
dollars spent by the entire high-end just bought —part of an Amagansett,
Long Island inn he has since restored and
trouble and left almost an hour late.
audio industry. Oy Voy!
Still, it was far more pleasant than a
rents out —was flooded in afreak storm.
Some good news, already
The silt-encrusted SOTA sat on a plane flight, and, by the time you factor
shelf until Icleaned it up last weekend. I in getting to and from the airport, not
Good news for you SOIA owners,
took the entire 'table apart and wiped
really that much longer. Plus, when you
past, present, and future. Kirk and
exit Union Station and the Capitol
down every surface with Formula 409
Donna Bodinet of the SOTA Sales and
dome is staring you in the face, you
Service Center2 announced March 8 or Endust for electronic components.
know you're there, not stranded in some
(Great stuff, by the way —and try the
that they are now producing the entire
godforsaken beltway airline terminal.
$49.98 one-ounce size Signature version,
SOTA line, including the Comet, the
You know how some things are just
formulated for high-end audio prodMoonbeam,' and the top-of-the-line
meant to be? Well, get this: When I
ucts.) Luckily, the power supply and vacMillennia" (which Ihad here for rearrived at the sprawling facility, Iwas
uum pump had escaped the deluge.
Once Ihad it back together again, I informed by Samuel Brylawski, head
2SOTA S&SC, 10830 South Nalde, P.O. Box 247, Worth.
of the Recorded Sound Division, that
replaced the cartridge, fired it up... and
IL 60482. Tel: (708) 246-9815. Fax: (708) 246-9778.
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view before it looked like SOTA was
headed south). The company also manufactures two record clamps and avacuum-operated LP-cleaning machine.
SOTA S&SC has been handling
SOTA parts, repairs, and upgrades since
1997. Before that, the Bodinets were
"primary subcontractors," providing
subassemblies and "design guidance" for
the above-mentioned products. Original SOTA designer and principal Dave
Fletcher consults for the company, and
designs electronics for SOTA products.
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Thomas Edison had received his patent
on the phonograph 120 years to the day
of my visit! How cool is that?
During my daylong stay Igot an
insider's look at many aspects of the
Library's operations and archives, starting with the facility where Yorke's transcription 'tables have been installed. As I
report in my review of the Simon Yorke
Designs Series 7, Mark Levinson had
won the bid to outfit the room, so it's
stocked with Cello electronics, the giant
Cello loudspeaker towers, and the
Yorke 'tables, a consumer version of
which Levinson sells to his customers
who still play records. The room is way
too small for the system; there are plans
to move the facility, and indeed the
entire recorded-sound archive, to aseparate building outside of DC —perhaps
to the former Federal Reserve building
in Culpepper, Virginia.
For now, the Recorded Sound Division is conveniently located down the
hall from the current record, tape, CD,
and 8-track —yes, 8-track! —archives.
Yorke's 'tables, which feature two 12"
tonearms and oversized platters to
accommodate any size transcription disc,
sit on Vibraplane isolation tables. The
turntables are fitted with special motors
and electronic speed controls that allow
the user to dial in any speed between 0
and 99.9rpm, and in either direction.
The room is extremely well equipped:
Isaw Nagra analog and digital recorders, Schoeps mikes, Apogee converters, and other gear usually found only
in the best recording studios. Across
the hall was an equally well-equipped
video playback facility. Among the
experts with whom Ispoke was Allan
D. McConnell, Jr., whose official title
is "Head, Magnetic Recording Laboratory." McConnell told me that, for
the time being, 1
/"analog tape was the
4
preferred "preservation format." Digital
is too new and as yet unproven. Archivists and preservationists are very
conservative.
Iasked Mr. McConnell, who oversaw
the procurement of the equipment at
the laboratory, at what point he'd realized that there was better analog playback gear than the Technics direct-drive
turntables they'd been using to transfer
acetates and 78s to analog tape. He told
me he'd come to the facility five years
ago, and after attending AES conventions and other events, had come to
realize that the Library's gear was in
serious need of upgrading.
Now that he's got the Yorke 'tables
installed, can he hear the difference?
He told me that while he can't hear
Stereophile, tune 1998

the improvement on every disc because
some are so bad, for the most part he
can, and he's satisfied that the Library is
"doing the best job [it] can" to preserve
and archive the material it stores. Still,
for the time being, the policy is to save
the original.
Ialso spoke with Gerald D. Gibson,
whose title is Audio and Moving-Image
Preservation Specialist, Preservation Research and Testing Office. We spoke not
only about preservation techniques, but
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Zarathustra—would Ibe able to simply
waltz in and pick it off ashelf? Could I
hear it? Could I—not as ajournalist, but
as amember of the general public and a
taecpayer— walk in and demand to hear it?
If so, how would Ihear it? On what
kind of gear? Did Ihave to make a
reservation? Is there acomputerized list
of every record, CD, 8-track, acetate,
and transcription disc in the Library's
3,000,000-piece holding? Could Iexchange my noisy copy of LSC-1806 for
their mint one and no one would
ever know the difference??? Inquiring minds wanted to know!

Above: Simon Yorke in the LOC machine shop.
Right: Three Yorke transcription tables at the
LOC — note the big platter at back.

also about what's on hand that's worth
preserving — which includes all the
acetates from Toscanini's NBC radio
broadcasts. While NBC donated the
acetates to the Library for safekeeping,
the network retains the copyright; for
the time being, there are no plans to
reissue what are apparently surprisingly
fine-sounding recordings of many
important performances.
The Library is also rich in unissued
Duke Ellington material: Iwas told that
Ellington's son, Mercer, spent a great
deal of time researching his father's
recordings, which include radio broadcasts from the Newport Jazz Festival —
none of which has ever been issued due
to copyright restrictions.
As the day progressed, Ihad that
hungry, gnawing, empty sensation as I
realized I'd yet to see, or been invited
to see, all of those mint LPs. Ihad to
ask myself if Ireally wanted to. It's
like strip clubs —what good is putting
all that stuff in front of you if you can't
have any of it?
As Gibson delved deeper into issues of acquisition and preservation, I
popped the question: "Could Isee ...
the records?"
Why, yes, Icould. Then the floodgate
of questions opened. What would Ifind
there? One each of every record ever
made? If Iwanted to find, say, amint,
unplayed "shaded dog" of RCA LSC1806 —Reiner and the CSO's famous
stereo recording of Strauss's Also sprach

As Gibson took me on that long walk
to analog paradise, he filled in the details: The Library has the world's largest
collection of sound recordings. The
Copyright Office of the United States
is abranch of the Library of Congress,
but the federal copyright wasn't expanded to include sound recordings until
1972 — hard to believe it took that long.
That means that, from the late 1920s
(when the Library began collecting
sound recordings) through the early
1970s, submissions to the archives were
purely voluntary. So if Idid find LSC1806 on the shelf; it would be because
RCA had wanted to submit it, not because it was obliged to do so.
Over the past two decades the Library has received an average of 150,000
new recordings each year. While it
should have one of every recording released, if record and/or publishing companies followed the copyright laws to
the letter, the fact is that the Library
depends on the conscientiousness of
those involved —and not everyone is.
Due to logistical and budgetary restraints, the catalog is not computerized,
nor is it complete. A significant portion
of the collection is simply housed on
shelves by label and issue number.
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Most of the 78s are still in their original packing material, Gibson told me,
because they were placed on shelves
and never opened. The storage facility
is temperature- and humidity-controlled, and the collection is divided by size
and format. There are approximately
600,000 acetates and lacquers alone.
As either acitizen or ajournalist, if
I(or you) want to hear LSC-1806, it
can be played for me, but Ican't handle
the recording. It would be played via a
remote system set up between the storage facility and wood-paneled listening
rooms in another part of the building.
But you can't march in off the street and
ask to hear something just because you
want to. You have to be researching
something, though Iwas told that "research" is loosely defined.
In other words, don't go to the
Library and say, "I was passing by and
it was really hot outside so Ithought
I'd come in and listen to some Fritz and
the CSO." Instead, say something like
"I'm doing research on early stereo recordings, and I'd like to know if you have
an RCA recording from 1954, catalog
number LSC-1806." You'll have abetter
shot at hearing it. If they have it on commercial LP, it can be accessed for you in
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aisle, analog orgasm upon analog orgasm. On the way Ipass some issues
of Stereophile on ashelf; adozen or so
Technics turntables —nice ones — used
to pipe requested music into the listening rooms, and abank of well-used VPI
and Nitty Gritty cleaning machines.
Looks like home, but on ascale much,
much more grand.
Imeet the individual in charge of
the nuts'n'bolts, day-to-day operation of
the collection, but I'm too flushed to
write down or remember his name.
He's seen what's on my face before, and
he's bemused.
"Okay. Where would Ifind RCA
LSC-1806, if you have it?" Iask.
"Follow me," he says.
We walk, and walk, and walk, past
what look like at least abillion records.
"Down that row."
Igo down that row. Isee the familYour tax dollars at work.
iar RCA spines, and Ipull out not one,
about 10 minutes. Acetates are held in a but two copies. Itake the records out of
facility 25 miles away; allow two days.
the jackets and it's like stepping back in
time to 1960. Iwouldn't be surprised if
Inside the archives
no one's touched these records since
I‘‘,111:cil through anondescript door they were placed on the shelf all those
years ago.
and it hits me: this is arecord collection
More on my visit to the Library of
bigger than any I've ever seen or imagined. Row upon row, aisle upon
Congress next time.
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More Free Seminars!

Guitarists Vlatko Stefanovski and
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special Show rate of just S115
plus tax per night, single or double occupancy. Tell them you're
part of HI-El '98.
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fly! Ask the editors of
More FREE concerts than ever
Stereophile
and Stereophile Guide
before —almost nonstop. Order
to
Home
Theater
your toughest
your Show tickets now and receive a
questions.
Meet
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designers.
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Attend
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on
Women
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End Audio ...HDTV ...How to
Take your pick of 22 concerts,
Tune aRoom. This year, we've
including TWO GRAND CONCERTS in added home theater and audio
the Grand Ballroom. Friday night,
seminars especially for beginners!
it's three-time Grammy winner BILL
Beginners' luck!
HOLMAN and his band, sponsored
ENJOY THE WEEKEND!
by JVC. Saturday night, hear the
Plan to spend the entire weekend at
soulful blues of TERRY EVANS, sponthe Show. There's plenty to see,
sored by AudioQuest and NHT.
hear, and do. Plenty of people to
Catch blues singer Doug MacLeod.
meet. Lots of CDs, LPs, and accesRobert Lucas. The Water Lily Gospel
sories on sale — most at special
Trio. Pianist Robert Silverman.
Show prices.
Violinist Ida Levin accompanied
by pianist Delores Stevens. The STAY AT THE SHOW HOTEL!
Uptown Mandolin Quartet.
Phone The Westin Los Angeles

Note: Ticket orders will be fulfilled in the order received. Those who order first will receive Show
tickets first—including the "bounce-back" request form for free advance rowed and seminar tkkets.

This is the most exciting breakthrough since TV was
invented—High Definition Television (HDTV). It's awhole
new way to broadcast and awhole new way to watch.
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TO REGISTER FOR TRADE DAYS:
Fax Lynn Taulbee on your company
letterhead: (505) 992-6677

Get the scoop on new video technologies. Become more skillful at designing
and installing home theater and highperformance audio systems. Register
now for the Music and Film Seminar
Series Ill, sponsored by The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio &
Video. Seminars start on Tuesday, June
9at 9AM and conclude on Wednesday,
June 10 at noon. Exhibits are open for
the trade and press only on Wednesday
afternoon and all day Thursday.

or write her at:
PO. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529
REGISTER ONLINE at
www.hifishow.com

EXHIBITORS — SOME SPACE IS STILL AVAILABLE,
BUT IT'S GOING FAST!
EXHIBITORS: Contact Ken Nelson
Nelson and Associates, Inc

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
www.hifishow.com

62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705
Phone: (914) 476-3157
fax:
(914) 969-2746

Order your tickets, check out the
seminars and exhibitors, and get
the latest Show updates.

HI-FI '98— IT'S THE LARGEST CONSUMER 8
TRADE SHOW OF ITS KIND — A WORLD EVENT.
.MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:
111-F1 '98
P.O. Box 5529
Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529

Phone your credit-card order to:
(505) 992-6600

ilkFax your credit-card order
24 hours aday to:
(505) 992-6677

ORDER TICKETS NOW SAVE $10!

And get first crack at
FREE CONCERT TICKETS

You'll receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

YES!

Send me

tickets to HI-F! '98 at 525 each Each ticket is good for all 3days

send me
one day tickets to HI-F! '98 at 520 each Each ticket is good
for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday.

INSTEAD,

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE OR PROVINCE

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

PHONE

FAX

Check enclosed (PAYABLE

CARD NUMBER

TO HI-FI

'98)

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

AMEX

EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE
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THE LISTENING ROOM SERIES
"Awesome!"
-John Atkinson, Stereophile
November 1995, Vo1.18 No.11
"An aesthetic jewel, astunning piece

‘.

of design, materials and construction...
An airy, lively, musical sound of
mesmerizing presence."
-Lawrence B. Johnson,
NY Times/Audio Video Interiors

ENOUGH SAID. NOW LISTEN.
PLATINUM
Platinum Audio Ltd •50 Commercial St., Unit 4002 •Manchester, NH 03101 USA •Tel: 603.647.7586 •Fax: 603.647.7290 •Web: www.platinumaudio.com
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Astor

Place

Lisa

W

hen Icounted more amplifiers on our living-room
floor than there are tubes in a
Jadis JA-500, Ilost it. Iturned to my
audiophile and asked when he was
going to sell the old ones.
Iwas unprepared for the terrible
reaction. It was as if I'd asked him to listen to atransistor radio or some other
torture device.
"I can't sell the old equipment. I
mean, what if they become classics?
What if something goes wrong with
the new equipment and Ineed abackup? Or Ineed to do an A/B comparison? Or one of my audiobuddies wants
to try my new amp before he buys it?
You know, it's practically amoral obligation to lend audiobuddies equipment
when needed." All blurted out in one
long breath.
Ihad to act quickly. Ithrew on an
old Moody Blues album and had
him breathe deeply until he regained
his composure.
Despite the thousands of reasons why
my audiophile couldn't sell his old
amps, leaving them to languish next to
the new amp would simply not do —
and he knew it. He knew that, to maintain marital harmony, he had to do
something with the old equipment, and
fast. Fortunately, after 20 years of living
with me, my audiophile was second
only to David C,opperfield in making
things disappear.
Yes, over the years an endless variety
of equipment stands have disappeared
from our living room. Or have they?
Hmm, our new coffee tables do bear a
close resemblance to ... oh well, Ido
feel a certain amount of comfort in
knowing that my coffee will never spill
because the table is virtually vibrationfree and perfectly level. Discarded CDs
add anice touch as coasters. (Pipe down,
vinyl freaks — Iknow you guys think all
CDs should be coasters.)
Of course, once the serious listening
begins, the coffee table must be moved
out of the way to achieve perfect room
acoustics — no easy task when there are
500 lbs of sand and lead shot in the legs.
Ican't help myself.:
Q: How many audiophiles does it take to
move acoffee table?
Stereophile, June 1998
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equipment mounted, the number of
boxes also mounted. Boxes filled our
closets, our terrace, the hallways. Boxes
filled other boxes.
Finally, the fateful day arrived when
my audiophile knew he had to part with
some of his old equipment or we'd have
to move. The reasons for not moving
were overwhelming: The thought of
packing and moving thousands of
records was frightening, disassembling
and reassembling the turntable even
more so. And the prospect of discussing
the voltage regulation with anew utility
When Icounted
company was daunting. After all, it took
my audiophile months to reach the
more amplifiers
right person at our current utility.
Besides, last time he tried to explain the
on our living-room floor
dimensions required for his listening
mom to areal-estate agent, we were
than there are tubes
met with blank stares.
in aJadis JA-500,
My audiophile knew what he had to
do. He had to sell some stuff. But
Ilost it.
what? Hmm, the digital gear? Hardly
worth it — the resale value is halved
There are other ingenious uses for between the time it's shipped and
discarded speakers. One friend uses a when it arrives in your home. Car$3200 speaker as astand for a$500 pair tridges? No — hundreds of hours of
of current favorites. You may even be playing to break acartridge in, afew
able to convince your significant other hundred more of good listening, and it's
that it's really only one speaker—that over. What can you expect for afew
is, unless the SO has access to your thousand dollars?
It had to be the tube amp. But partchecking account.
Over the years, we've had VP! Brick ing with an old piece of equipment is
bookends, acoustic room-treatment painful. Sadly, my audiophile went over
throw pillows, and cables tumbling to his computer. After checking his efrom every closet. And when Icom- mail, chatting with some buddies who
happened to be online, checking out the
plained about awobbling dining-room
table, my audiophile was quick to act. action on the bulletin boards, and surfReplace the missing screw? Are you ing the various audio web sites, he postkidding? The only screws we have are ed anotice of sale.
for installing cartridges. Nope. My dinIlurked in the background to be cering-room table is leveled by early model tain that he made no new purchases,
Tiptoes. (No tacky matchbooks stuck thus canceling out the sale. Over the
years, many audiophiles have talked
under table legs in our home.)
Okay, Iadmit it: Ihave, on occasion, about the Zen of audio. The inability of
tried to slip afew items into our collec- most of them to sell without buying is
tion for the Salvation Army. Iknow this perhaps the greatest example of the cosis tantamount to throwing out my mic balance of yin and yang.
Within moments, responses came
audiophile's tie-dyed jeans, but Ihad to
try. Besides, wouldn't it have made a pouring in. A flurry of e-mails later, the
wonderful audiophile story? "I was in a deal was done. Afinal e-mail came back
Salvation Army store looking for old from the buyer: "Please send COD. But
records when Ispotted two meters of can you wait aweek before sending the
cable on sale for $1.50!"
amp? Igotta figure out what to do with
Of course, as the number of pieces of my old amp."

A: Twelve: One to move it, and 11 to comment on the sound of his grunting.
Others may have discarded treadmills
in their bedrooms serving as clothing
racks. Not us. We have discarded speakers holding our clothing. Audiophiles,
take note: You may want to take your
suit size into consideration during your
next purchase. And unless you're the
subject of an X-File, the SLAMMs and
MG-20s are pretty much the last speakers you should own.
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STEREOPHILE'S LATEST RECORDING:

D UET
Works by JANM EIC, SCHULHOFF, efy ENESCU

I
DA LEVIN, violin
DIANE W ALSH, piano
Engineered by JOHN ATKINSON
WITH 24-BIT RESOLUTION
ONLY $15.95
I
NCLUDES SCHULHOFF'S RECENTLY
DISCOVERED SONATA FOR SOLD VIOLIN
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or her debut Stereophile disc, the internationally
renowned violinist Ida Levin has chosen three works
composed in Eastern Europe between the two World
Wars—a "ceaselessly fascinating" period when "composers
flourished with particular expressiveness, moved in part
by the devastation in so many societies."

In 1921, Czech composer LeogJank'ek expressed his alarm
over an impending Russian invasion in his only completed
sonata for violin and piano. The sonata's three movements
feature jaunty folk dances with violent chromatic bursts,
artillery fire against abucolic background, and Janiéek's
signature romanticism.
Erwin Schulhoff, whose works remained undiscovered until
the 1980s, composed his Sonata for Solo Violin five years after
Janeek completed his sonata. Unlike Schulhoff's later, more
anguished pieces, this early sonata is sunny and rustic, influenced
by folk music and country fiddle techniques. Duet features one
of the few recordings of this sonata.
Sonata No. 3for Violin and Piano, op. 25, by Rumanian
composer George Enescu, was written in 1926, the same year
as the Schulhoff sonata. It fuses folk themes with 20th-century compositional techniques. This is avirtuoso piece—

Enescu, himself asupremely accomplished violinist, makes
full use of quarter tones, harmonics, and portamento.
All three sonatas were recorded without an audience. The
Jarieek and Enescu were recorded at Sc. Francis Auditorium,
the same venue featured on Stereophiles' Festival, Serenade, and
Encore CDs. The Schulhoff sonata was recorded at the historic
Loretto Chapel, whose long reverberant signature is excellent
for the solo violin.
Stereophiks' John Atkinson has succeeded in striking a
delicate balance between optimal imaging and preserving
the sounds of the instruments with as little coloration as
possible. JA used apair of cardioid microphones for precise
imaging, and apair of spaced omni mikes to preserve the
bloom typical of the live sound.
All editing of the session tapes was done with the Sonic
Solutions hard-disk editing system set to 24-bit resolution,
and then redithered to the 16-bit standard, preserving as
much as possible of the original's midrange resolution.
We GUARANTEE you will be excited by the performance
AND the recording—or you can return your disc(s) for a
full refund. Available now. Order extra copies and let friends
and family members share in the experience!

Mail to: STEREOPHILE, P.O. Box 1702, Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702. Or call (800) 358-6274.
Fax credit-card orders to (800) 333-4902. Or visit our web site at www.stereophile.com
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Iwant __copies of DUET @ $15.95 each CD.
Shipping and handling: ($3.50 per order U.S. and Canada; $8 per order foreign airmail)
TOTAL $
( )Check enclosed. Please charge my ()MC

( )VISA

( )AMEX

ACCOUNT NO

EXP DATE

SIGNATURE
NAME (Please pram)
STREET
CITY/STATE/ZIP OR POSTAL CODE

GUARANTEE: If not satisfied, Ican return the disk(s) within 30 days of receipt and you'll refund all my money, including the shipping.
Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to STEREOPHILE. Allow 2weeks for delivery.
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MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO

Two TO CARRY YOUR SOUL AWAY
Wes Phillips, Ida Levin, and John Atkinson discuss
the making of Duet, Stereophilés latest recording
The Sessions: Wes Phillips

T

uesday, November 18, 1997, was chilly and clear; Santa
Fe had received its first snowfall of the season only
two days before. Toward dusk, heavy fog drifted
down from the hills overlooking the city,
blurring the crisp lines that distinguish
"Santa Fe light" from that elsewhere.
"Oh no!" Ithought, as engineer John
Atkinson, executive producer Gretchen
Grogan, photographer David Hendrick,
and I ferried recording equipment into
Loretto Chapel. "Ida's going to have atough
time maintaining tune..." A logical suspicion, but one that ultimately proved completely unfounded. We were forced to turn
off the heaters in the chapel because they
were noisy, so the damp cold was aproblem
for those of us sitting behind the Nagra — but
it never appeared to affect Ida Levin, who played with such
intense concentration that sometimes she seemed about to
levitate off the floor as she chased amelodic line into the
Stereophile, lune 1998

ether. And, as you can hear in the Schulhoff Sonata for Solo
Violin, Ida Levin's ability to maintain tune should never
have been in question.
We chose to record the Schulhoff in Loretto Chapel
because John Atkinson had been so struck by its
reverberant character when Robert Harley
recorded guitarist Bruce Dunlap and bassist Dan
Kolton there in 1989. 1Loretto Chapel is alovely small stone chapel in the gothic revival style,
with asuspended wooden floor that serves as a
tympanic membrane to reinforce the amount
of reverberation the chapel can sustain — you
might even say it rings.
The chapel was constructed by Projectus
Mouly, the 18-year-old son of Antoine Mouly,
architect of Santa Fe's St Francis Cathedral, to
provide aplace of worship for the Sisters of

1This recording can be heard on Stetrophile's Test CD 1(STPH002-2). To obtain
Test CD 1, Duet, or any of the other 10 Stenrophile recordings, call (800) 358-6274
for credit-card orders, visit the Stenvphile web site (wwwstereophile.com), or see
the advertisement on page 70.
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Left: John Atkinson operated the 4-channel Nagra-D in acontrol booth at the back of the balcony. Right: To get the optimal balance between the violin and
the piano, Ida Levin stood closer to the microphone array. The piano keyboard was at center stage.

Steinways in Albuquerque were in use during the time periLoretto, who had established an academy to educate Santa
od Ida and pianist Diane Walsh could make it to Santa Fe —
Fe's young ladies. The chapel was patterned after Saintemade the choice for us. St. Francis Auditorium it was, with
Chapelle in Paris, and its graceful stone façade provides aconthe 9' New York Steinway D being provided by the Santa Fe
trast to the more traditional adobe construction that predominates in the downtown area. (Local legend has it that the
Chamber Music Festival.
young architect was so sensitive to criticism of his church that,
Yet, as we discovered when setting up in the hall on
disheartened, he quit the project, fell in with bad companions,
March 30, 1998, it was adifferent-sounding St. Francis than
took to drink, and died thereafter of pneumonia.)
we had recorded our three Santa Fe Chamber Music
The chapel is best known for the beautiful spiral staircase
Festival CDs in. The acoustic shell that the Festival used had
leading to its choirloft. Again, according to local legend, conbeen disassembled, and the stage was nude, which changed
struction was nearly complete when
the acoustic tremendously. The violin
the nuns realized that the staircase
and piano had adistinctly less forward
You wouldn't believe
sound without the shell, and there
called for in the plans would never fit.
Since it would be unseemly for the siswas far more bloom within the hall.
how much more dead
Recording without an audience also
ters to scramble up a ladder to the
made ahuge difference in the sound.
choir, they dedicated anovena to St.
several hundred nice, soft
Joseph, patron saint of woodworkers.
You wouldn't believe how much more
On the ninth and last day of the noveconcertgoers can make ahall. dead several hundred nice, soft concertna, an itinerant carpenter riding aburro
goers can make ahall. Sometimes this is
—Wes Phillips
showed up to construct what is now
agood thing, but not always. Though it
known as the "miraculous" staircase —
may sound misanthropic, Ilike St.
astressed wooden spring that describes
Francis far better without people.
two complete 360') turns with no central support. When the
Of course, the absence of an audience eliminates audisisters sought the carpenter in order to pay him, he had vanence noise, which recording engineers always appreciate.
ished. Some Santa Feans insist that the carpenter was St.
However, this did not guarantee silence during the recordJoseph himself.
ing process. St. Francis Auditorium is smack-dab in the
The chapel is now deconsecrated and apopular tourist desmiddle of downtown Santa Fe, and there is traffic in the
area until quite late in the evening. This is exacerbated by
tination during the day. We recorded at night, starting several
hours after sunset in the hope that traffic noise would be nunthe fact that Santa Fe Trails, the city's bus company, now
ageable. As you will hear from the odd car or motorcycle passuses Sheridan Street, which runs adjacent to St. Francis, as
ing, this hope was not entirely realized, but by and large we
the terminus for all of the city's bus routes. Much time and
managed to record the entire Schulhoff Sonata with relatively
effort went into choosing the quietest times to run tape —
little accompaniment from Santa Fe's driving public.
some of it was even successful. As little bus noise remains
The chapel's long reverberant signature, while gorgeous
on the recording as possible, but if you think you hear the
for the solo violin sonata, would have proven too much of a
deep rumble of an engine in places, take it as proof of the
good thing for aSteinway grand piano in the Enescu and
superior resolving power of your stereo system — and of
our microphones.
Janeek sonatas. We waffled between our favored New
Mexico venues: St. Francis Auditorium in Santa Fe's
St. Francis is not alush-sounding hall in the manner of
Loretto Chapel; it sounds bright in comparison. But that
Museum of Fine Arts, and the First United Methodist
Church in Albuquerque. In the end, logistics —in the form
very brightness brings clarity to densely scored passages,
of hall availability and the fact that all of the concert-quality
such as most of the Enescu — clarity that reinforces the var72
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Ida Levin (left) and Diane Walsh (center) managed to fill all that empty space in the auditorium with music that is full of warmth, humor, and powerful
humanity. Right: In the Loretto Chapel, JA followed the Schulhoff score while Wes Phillips slated takes.

tuosity of Levin and Walsh. The Enescu and Janeek
sonatas would have overwhelmed the Loretto's sustained
lushness, whereas their power and complexity ring forth
gloriously in the St. Francis. Besides, Levin and Walsh have
tonal color enough to please anyone. In St. Francis, the two
of them managed to fill all that empty space with music
that is full of warmth, humor, and powerful humanity.
Or, at least, that's how Ihear it. Now that we're done, you
can decide for yourself.
The Music: Ida Levin

II

nchoosing the works on this recording, Iturned to a
musical period Ifind ceaselessly fascinating — the years
between the two World Wars. They were afertile time
for all the creative arts in Europe and the United States, and
composers flourished with particular expressiveness, moved
in part by the devastation in so many societies. In this selection, Ihave focused on two Eastern European countries:
Czechoslovakia (as it was then) and Rumania. The three
composers represented have distinct styles and musical languages, yet they communicate in common a heartfelt
nationalistic sentiment.
All three works are close to my heart; Diane Walsh and I
have loved and performed them for many years. We hope
the listener will appreciate the creative range of these composers, all writing within aspan of five years and in close
proximity, yet each in his unique voice.
Leo§ Janeek (1854-1928)
Sonata for Violin ik Piano (1921)
Leog Janácek completed his only sonata for violin and piano
in 1921. The premiere took place in his hometown of Brno,
Moravia, the following year. Janeek is an exception to the
familiar example of the prodigy composer in that he wrote
nearly all his major works in the last 15 years of his life. This
was also when he achieved adegree of fame and some
financial success. It is generally agreed that this burst of composition from an established organ-school director, music
journalist, and Slavic folk historian was inspired by his love
for a much younger, married woman named Kamila
Stereophile, June 1998

Stüsslová. It seems unlikely that the relationship was ever
consummated, or even reciprocated beyond friendship; still,
Stüsslová became Janátek's muse, the force behind all his
major works.
Janeek was 67 when he wrote the violin sonata, and
most conscious of his beloved country's precarious political
situation. Any relief following the end of World War Iwas
offset by concerns over an impending Russian invasion. In
this sonata, Janátek expresses his fears for his people: the
opening and the close of the last movement represent
artillery fire against a peaceful bucolic background; the
moods of the first movement are of worry and apprehension; and in the third movement, ajaunty folk dance is
marred by violent chromatic bursts.
It is only in the slow second movement, Made, (originally published in 1915 as a separate piece), that Janátek's
romantic soul comes forth, evoking lovemaking and his
beloved Kamila. Janátek wrote in aunique musical way.
Rather than mimic the human singing voice, he found inspiration in the sounds of daily life —people chatting, animal
sounds, industrial noises, café clatter — that made for apungent directness and unusual musical realism.
Erwin Schulhoff (1894-1942)
Sonata for Solo Violin (1926)
In 1926, when Erwin Schulhoff composed his solo violin
sonata, the 32-year-old Jewish Czech composer was atalented artist still establishing his career. He had studied with Reger
and Debussy and was moving toward all contemporary
idioms, from impressionism and folk music to jazz.
A devotee of modern music, in 1933 Schulhoff participated in the International Congress of Revolutionary
Musicians in Moscow, and soon became amember of the
Communist Party. When the Nazis invaded Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union granted him citizenship for protection; nonetheless, when the Nazis entered Russia in 1941
he was soon arrested. He died of typhus the following year
in the Bavarian concentration camp at Wülzbourg, his
promise unfulfilled.
Unlike his later works, which reflect the anguish that
would torment his life, this early sonata is asunny, rustic
73

Who Was Who, What Was When,
What Was What

T

he Janátek and Enescu works were recorded at
St. Francis Auditorium, Museum of Fine Arts,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 30 and 31, and April
1, 1998; the Schulhoff at the Loretto Chapel, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, November 18 and 19, 1997.
Recording equipment: two Broc! & Kjaer 4006
1 "omnidirectional microphones with (diffuse-field)
nose-cone grids; two Brüel & Kjaer 4011
cardioid
microphones; Audio Engineering Associates 27"
microphone bar and Stereoscope; Cardas 300B,
Canare, and AudioQuest Lapis balanced microphone cables; Millennia Media HV-3B solid-state
microphone preamplifier (onmis); Forssell M-2a
tube microphone preamplifier (cardioids); Manley
20-bit and dCS 902D 24-bit, two-channel A/D
converters; Apogee Wyde-Eye, Canare, and
Madrigal AES/EBU digital cables; Nagra-D openreel, 4-track digital tape recorder; BASF tape;
Dorrough AES/EBU level meter, Sonic Solutions
SonicStudio v.52.1 digital audio workstation with
15GB hard drive; Meridian 518 Mastering
Converter (reclocking for recording and noise-shaping for mastering).
Producers: Ida Levin, Diane Walsh,
John Atkinson
Executive Producer: Gretchen Grogan
Engineering/Editing: John Atkinson
Assistant Engineer: Wes Phillips
Piano Technician: Michael Blackwell
Page Turner: Kent Williamson
Art Direction/Booklet Design:
Kathleen Robin Lowry
Photography: David Hendrick
And thanks to: Steven K. Lee and Jamie Ryan
(Canorus); John La Grou (Millennia Media); Fred
Forssell (Forssell); Wes Dooley (Audio Engineering
Associates); Nancy Belt (Nagra USA); Rob
Hofkamp (TGI/B&K); George Cardas (Cardas);
Bill Low (AudioQuest); Bob Stuart (Meridian); Les
Edelberg (Audio Power Industries); Jim Thiel and
Kathy Gornik (niel Loudspeakers); Jon Herron
(Madrigal Audio Laboratories); Bryan Shaw (Digital
Brothers); and the staff of Steirophile for their time
and enthusiasm.

work. The influence of folk music and country fiddle technique is readily apparent throughout. The first movement is
aperpetual-motion con fifty°, while the slow movement is
lyrical and written in circular form around arecurrent, syncopated motive. The third movement is more fiddle than
violin, with much use made of open strings, left-hand pizzicato, and other effects, all producing alighthearted dance. A
more powerful, rhythmically driven dance brings the work
to aclose.
Schulhoff's output was long forgotten and mislaid in the
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chaos of World War II, and was rediscovered only in the
1980s. This work is amuch-needed and delightful addition
to the slim repertoire of solo violin works.
George Enescu (1881-1955)
Sonata No.3 for Violin & Piano, Op.25 (1926)
In 1926, George Enescu was dividing his time between his
native Rumania and Paris and enjoying success as one of the
great violinists of the 20th century. He was an accomplished
composer, pianist, and conductor as well. At the age of 45 he
set about writing his third and final sonata for violin and
piano. The earlier sonatas are rather unsophisticated works,
but in the third Enescu took an enormous leap, fusing
improvisation on folk themes and advanced 20th-century
composition with captivating results. From the opening
bars, in which the piano's meandering theme is juxtaposed
with afree embellishment in the violin, the work emerges
as arhapsodic fantasy. Kinetic dance rhythms and seemingly spontaneous cadenzas converge, all within traditional
sonata form.
The sonata's subtitle, "In the Popular Rumanian Style,"
reflects the composer's affection for his native ethnic music.
As asupremely accomplished violinist, he made full use of
the range of special effects possible on the instrument.
Quarter tones, harmonics, and much portamento appear
throughout. The first movement is amelancholic, gypsylike
ramble with plangent tunes and dramatic climaxes that dissolve into thin air. The slow second movement, marked miskilos°, opens and closes with an insistent quintuple rhythm
in the piano, over which the violin plays ahaunting melody
in harmonics. In the middle, aplayful triple-meter section
gives way to adeeply passionate and forceful restatement of
the strange melodies that open the movement. The last
movement is asteady dance interrupted by gypsy cadenzas
and cimbalom effects in the piano. (This hammerdulcimer—like sound also appears in the first movement of
the Janeek.) After an intense buildup, the piece extinguishes itself with avirtual shriek of excitement.
Diane Walsh and Ionce had the treat of hearing arecord
of Enescu himself playing this sonata with his godson, the
young Dinu Lipatti. It was quite unforgettable and set in
motion our own adventures with the piece, which we are
delighted to record here.
Notes on the Engineering: John Atkinson

T

he more recording Ido and the more microphones I
acquire, the further Iseem to move away from my
purist roots. Once adiehard Blumlein devotee, who
would countenance only the theoretically correct pureamplitude stereo imaging proposed in the early '30s by the
visionary English engineer Alan Dower Blumlein, Ihave
been increasingly prepared to sacrifice imaging specificity in
favor of asound that is true to what you hear in the concert
hall. What is the point of capturing the optimal imaging on
a recording if the instrumental sounds are changed?
Conversely, what point is there in capturing instrumental
sounds with the utmost accuracy if the soundstage is
destroyed in the process?
Given that the real microphones engineers have to use are
all imperfect, then why not compromise both aspects of
reproduced sound equally? Choose mikes and away of
using them that captures an image that, while not being as
precisely defined as that offered by a Blumlein-stereo
recording, still sounds acceptably real, while preserving the
Stereophile, June 1998

The Musicians
ILia Levin (violin) was born in Santa Monica,
II California. She began her violin studies at age three,
,Ind made her professional debut with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic at age 10. The recipient of an Avery Fisher
Career Grant and aformer Leventritt Artist, Levin was
invited by Rudolf Serkin to appear with him in ajoint
recital for President and Mrs. Reagan, broadcast by PBS
as In Performance at the White
House. She made her Carnegie
Hall debut as soloist with the
American Symphony Orchestra,
and appeared as soloist with the
New York String Orchestra
under Alexander Schneider at
both Carnegie Hall and the
Kennedy Center.
In recital, Levin has appeared
at the 92nd Street Y, the
Kennedy Center, and in major
cities throughout the United States. She has also performed in England, France, the Netherlands, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, Hungary, Poland, the Czech
Republic, and Israel. Most recently, she gave her debut
recital at London's Wigmore Hall and gave the Czech
premiere of the Korngold Concerto.
A longtime participant at the Marlboro Music Festival,
Levin takes part annually in Open Chamber Music in
Cornwall, England, is amember of the Boston Chamber
Music Society, and is aregular guest with the Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center, the Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, and Houston Da Camera. She has
given master classes worldwide, has been on the faculties
of Harvard University and the European Mozart Academy, and currently teaches regularly at the Sándor Végh
International Chamber Music Academy in Prague. Levin
has recorded for Philips, EMI, Dynamic, Music Masters,
and Nonesuch, and has written for Strings magazine.

iane Walsh (piano), winner of the Munich ARD
D
V International Piano Competition and the Salzburg

International Mozart Competition, has toured throughout North and South America, Europe, and Russia.
Young Concert Artists presented her in her New York
recital debut, and she has since appeared in every major
concert hall in New York City and given acclaimed recitals
in Chicago, Boston, Washington, San
Francisco, London, Rome, Milan, Amsterdam, Brussels, Leningrad, Tashkent,
Tbilisi, Warsaw, Salzburg, and Prague.
She has been aconcerto soloist with the
radio symphonies of Berlin, Munich,
Frankfurt, and Stuttgart, the San Francisco
Symphony under Seiji Ozawa, the
Indianapolis and St. Louis symphonies, and
orchestras in Brazil, the Czech Republic,
the Netherlands, and Russia. She was a
prizewinner at the Van Cliburn International Piano Competition, where she also garnered
the Chamber Music Prize.
Walsh's numerous other honors include the
Naumburg Award for Chamber Music, the Concert
Artists Guild Award, and top prizes in the Bach Competition in Washington, the University of Maryland
International Competition, and the Busoni Competition in Italy. She appears at many summer festivals,
including Marlboro, Santa Fe, Bard, Caramoor, Music
from Salem, Eastern Shore, and the Chopin Festival
in Marienbad. She has been a guest artist with the
Brentano, Lydian, and Mendelssohn string quartets,
the Orpheus Chamber Ensemble, and St. Luke's
Chamber Ensemble.
Diane Walsh can be heard on the following record
labels: Nonesuch, Music and Arts, Koch, CRI, Biddulph,
Newport Classics, Book-of-the-Month Records, and,
now, Stereophile.

pair of omni mikes about 27" apart seemed to produce a
sounds with as little coloration as possible.
magic combination of imaging and sound quality. In fact,
You can follow this personal voyage on Stereophile CDs: My
Tony had used this array as the main pickup for his Handel
Chopin recording on Test CD 1(STPH002-2), captured with
Entrance of the Queen of Sheba cut on the HFN/RR Test CD.
the Soundfield mike in crossed—figure-8 mode, exemplifies
And, as Audio Engineering Associates
the purist imaging approach; the Onan
makes a 27" version of their short
piano recording (STPH005-2), recorded
No compression was used
stereo bar I had already used for
with two widely spaced omnidirectional
Rhapsody and Encore, Ibought it for
mikes, represents the polar opposite. All
in the production of Duet.
these sessions.
the more recent CDs, from Festival
A couple of test recordings revealed
(STPH007-2) through Encore (STPH011The dynamic range is
that the imaging was still somewhat
2), have been made using acentral ORTF
therefore extreme.
phasey with omni mikes spaced 27"
pair of cardioid microphones and apair of
apart —though the superior midrange
spaced omni mikes, my goal being to
—John Atkinson
tonality and the extended low frequencombine the imaging precision of the carcies of the B&K 4006 omni were both
dioids with the low coloration and
readily apparent. So Idecided to add a
extended bass of the omnis, and to precentral, forward-facing B&K 4011 cardioid mike, to angle
serve some of the bloom typical of the live sound.
the B&K omnis out by about 20°, and to use the latter
Ifeel we have been successful in arriving at this goal, but
mikes' nose cones. The cone mounts in front of the electret
while preparing for the Duet sessions, Iwas reminded of
diaphragm; it makes the mike's response flat to off-axis
something the legendary English engineer Tony Faulkner
sources in adiffuse soundfield, and gives it an exaggerated
had told me well over adecade ago when Iwas producing
top end for sources directly in front of it.
the first Hi-Fi News & Record Review Test CD: Spacing a
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DANES DON'T LIE:"

:)

But piano tecluncian Michael Blackwell, who kept the
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival's Steinway in great
shape throughout the three days of recording, didn't
want to take it higher than the A=441 for which it had
been set for aconcert the previous day featuring the
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival's new music director
Marc Neikrug. So that's what we decided upon!
Following choice of hall, microphone, and mike
technique, the next influence on what you hear from a
CD is the choice of analog/digital converter. Following
the favorable impression Ihad gleaned from its use on
Stereophilds 1997 Rhapsody Cl), Ihad bought adCS 900
24-bit A/D converter, which Ihad updated to the latest (902) status prior to the November '97 Ida Levin
sessions. This converted the onun outputs, fed by 60' of
balanced Cardas cable and amplified by an ultra-quiet
solid-state Millennia Media HV-3B preamp, to digital.
The cardioid outputs were fed by 50' of Canare balanced cable to Stereophilds 20-bit Manley ADC via a
transformerless Forssell tubed mike preamp. The preamps and AIL) converters were out in the hall and connected to the Nagra-D in the control room by 65' of
Canare 110 ohm AESIEBU cable. As all four tracks
needed to be locked to the same sample clock, the dCS
converter was slaved to the Manley via Madrigal
Most of the equipment was out in the hall with the microphone array: (from top to
bottom) Dorrough AES/EBU-input level meter; Meridian 518; Millennia Media HV-3B mike
AES/EBU cable and aMeridian 518 digital processor
preamp; Forssell M-2a mike preamp; dCS 902D A/D converter; Manley A/D conve rter;
to minimize interface jitter.
API Power Wedge
Monitoring at the sessions was via Stuc Lambda Pro
and Sennheiser HD580 and HD600 headphones, the latter
With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, Irealized that Ihad
driven by HeadRoom Cosmic and Max headphone ampliassembled aversion of Decca's famous "tree," with which
fiers. A Mackie MS1202-VLZ mixer allowed us to hear the
Kenneth Wilkinson had made so many great-sounding
mix of the three mike outputs during the sessions and thus
recordings in the '50s and '60s. The Decca tree featured
find the optimal placement for the array, but was not in the
the legendary Neumann M50 °Innis, which were reasonrecording path.
ably directional in the highs, whereas Ihad used B&K
All the editing of the session tapes was done with the
mikes. At least at around two grand apiece, the B&ICs are
Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system set to 24-bit resoluaffordable — a mint-condition Neumann M50 will set
you back major bucks!
As the mike array used three of the NagraD's four tracks, Iadded asecond central B&K
Duet
4011 cardioid facing to the rear of the hall and
Music for Solo Violin
angled so that the violin was in the mike's null.
and Violin & Piano
Icould derive the rear-channel feed from this
by Jamitek, Schulhof & Enescu
mike's output if we ever decided to issue asurSTPH012-2
round-sound version of the CD. Icould also
Ida Levin, violin; Diane Walsh, piano
fine-tune the recording's direct/reflected
sound ratio by mixing in alittle of this track in
1636
Leo§ Janátek: Sonata for Violin & Piano
post-production.
4:49
111 on
The central cardioid and omnis were
5:06
Bailada
around 6' from the violin in all three works.
2:22
[ Allegretto
Ida Levitt was centrally placed in the
4:19
[] Adagio; Poco mosso
Schulhoff, and about 3' to the left and in
front of the Steinway keyboard in the other
12:43
Erwin Schulhoff: Sonata for Solo Violin
two works. The image of her instrument
1:55
[] Allegro con fuoco
should therefore be halfway between the cen620
ter and the left-hand loudspeaker in the
[ Andante cantabile
2:09
III Scherzo: Allegretto grazioso
Janátek and Enescu sonatas; the piano image,
2:21
III Allegro risoluto
which should be broad and rather amorphous, should extend from stage center all the
25:40
George Enescu: Sonata No.3 for Violin & Piano, Op.25
way to the right-hand loudspeaker position.
8:48
Ei Moderato malinconico
The mikes were 8' from the chapel floor in
8:40
III Andante sostenuto emisterioso
the Schulhoff, and just over 9' from the stage
8:06
ft Allegro con brio, ma non troppo mosso
floor in the violin and piano sonatas, just
below the line of the piano's open lid.
5500
Total Playing Tune:
Ida likes to tune slightly sharp of concert
pitch, so A=442Hz was used in the solo work.
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GOERTZ

TM

There's No Better Choice
Suggested Speaker Cables

Suggested Interconnects

Amplifiers Under 100 Watts

Solid State Amplifiers
MI ICenter Stage

Tourmaline

Oxygen Free Copper

Oxygen Free Copper

AG 1Center Stage

Sapphire

Solid Fine Silver

Solid Fine Silver

"These cables sounded, above all, ultra-clean and

"Why play with firecrackers when someone hands

delightfully fast." Jonathan Scull

you dynamite?... The sound knocked me out."

STEREOPHILE, 3/96, P. 114
Recommended Components, 4/97

Vol.3, No.2, p.86

Amplifiers Driving 100 to 200 Watts

Triode/Tube Amplifiers

Clement Perry THE AUDIOPHILE VOICE

MI 2 Veracity

Triode Quartz

Oxygen Free Copper

Solid Fine Silver

AG 2 Veracity
Solid Fine Silver

"My vote for 'Best of the Test' goes to GOERTZ."
R. Black (Listening Test) & P. Mill (Lab Test)
HI FI CHOICE, July/August, 1997, p.50

"The difference between silver foil TQl and
conventional cable is the difference between...
the fragrance of the wild rose and the ones that
grow in hot houses." Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
THE POSITIVE FEEDBACK, Vol. 7, No.2

Amplifiers Driving 200 + Watts

Internal Speaker Cables and Inductors

M13 Divinity

14 & 12 Gauge

Oxygen Free Copper

Oxygen Free Copper

AG 3Divinity

•Also available in

Solid Fine Silver

"Goertz creates another layer of absolute silence in a
system. The flat low inductance design provides a
deep sound stage that is wide, fast, and immediate."
Dan D'Agostino, President, KRELL INDUSTRIES

Solid Fine Silver

"We have found Goertz inductors and speaker
cable not to have asonic signature... now we hear
the speakers the way they were intended to
perform." Richard R. Sequerra, President
SEQUERRA ASSOCIATES LTD.

*NEW *Home Theater Cables

111111

GOERTZ

GOERTZ HT TM
Home Theater
Speaker Cable

"We have not only designed the most flexible and
easy to install speaker cable but, this exotic cable
is affordable for all home theater systems."

'Available in White

Ulrik Poulsen, President, ALPHA-CORE INC.

by Alpha-Core .Designs for Serious Audiophiles

915 Pembroke Street .Bridgeport .CT. 06608 .Telephone: 800-836-5920(USA) .203-335-6805 Fax: 203-384-0586
Visit us and learn about GOERTZ: technical info, pricing, and more at: http://www.alphacore.com

adds afeeling of "digititis." During
don to preserve as much of
the preparation of the master,
the original quality as possible.
therefore, the digital data were
As with previous Stereophik
"redithered" using the Meridian
recordings, Iused the Sonic
518, which applies a choice of
Solutions "track offset" funcnoise-shaping curves to the music
tion to time-align the four
data. By shifting quantizing noise
tracks. (This was made easy by
up to the inaudible 20kHz region
starting each reel of tape with
as it reduces the master's 24-bit
Wes Phillips slapping aslapword length to the CD's 16, the 518
stick in the exact center of the
preserves as much as possible of the
soundstage.) The central mike
original's
resolution
in
the
track, fed to both left and right
midrange.
mixer outputs, was reduced in
The end result? The B&K omnis
level so that it provided just
give a low end that is positively
enough common-mode sigStygian! No compression was used
nal to "lock" the image in
in the production of Duet. The
place. Ialso ended up, in the
dynamic range is therefore exviolin and piano works, mixtreme, from the softest whispering
ing in just asmidgen of the
of Ida's violin at the end of the
rear-mike track to both chanJanácek sonata to Diane Walsh's
nels, which reinforced the
Diane Walsh hammers the Steinway at the climax of the Enescu
sonata in the St. Francis Auditorium.
thunderous hammering of the
bloom of the hall. For the
Steinway at the climax of the
Schulhoff solo sonata, the supEnescu sonata. Yes, the imaging on Duet is alittle more
portive nature of the Loretto Chapel acoustic was sufficient
vague than would have been produced by aBlumlein mike
with just the three front-facing mikes.
array, but it's not untrue to what you would have heard had
Once the master edit list for the CD had been assembled,
you been there in the Loretto Chapel or St. Francis
the problem remained of how to reduce the 24-bit data to
Auditorium. And some of the wandering of the violin image
the 16 bits mandated by the "Red Book" CD standard.
is real — Ida moving in response to the music's passion.
Simply dumping the output of the computer hard disks to
Duet costs $15.95 plus $3.50 S&H. See the advertisement
DAT or CD-R, thereby truncating each digital word from
elsewhere in this issue for details of how to order it. Enjoy! CI
24 to 16 bits, both reduces the sense of recorded space and

lâm
"...the MG1.6's left an indelible impression
and join Maggies® own 3.5's. ..as the steals of
the speaker world. Uncannily balanced.
Unlike similarly priced speakers, there was no
lack of dynamics or tendency toward
leanness. And their size and appearance
shouldn't be a hindrance in most homes. P,*
Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./ Feb., 1998
•Ouoted with permission of Ultimate Audio

Truly wonderful sound could be heard in the
Magnepan room, where the newly introduced
MG1.6/QR's were playing. This Quasi-Ribbon
Magneplanar® is an affordable $1475 (pr.),
and produced an incredible soundstage and a
sound that made me sit back and smile,
Bonnie McKenzie, Stereophile, April, 1998
Quoted with permission of Stereophile

1-800-474-1646 -Fax 1-612-426-0441
visit our website at www.magnepan.com

III IV1AGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street -White Bear Lake Minnesota 55110
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The Signature

onoblock Series from

VTL

MB-175 • MB-250 • MB-450 • MB-750 • Wotan MB-1250

"...tonally balanced,
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harmonically
convincing, dynamic
e

at both ends of the
scale, and seemingly
not in need of more
or less of anything."
— Michael Fremer,
Stereophile,
June 1997

4774 Murrieta Street, Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710 USA

Challenge your
perceptions
at a VTL
dealer today.

WL1
pure /I, be•

Telephone: (909) 627-5944
http://www.d.com/

Fax: (909) 627-6988
email: Imanley@vtl.com

in (undo: Arolex Acoustics Ltd., Telephone: (604) 528-8965 Fax: (604) 527 3886

This Is Not AQuiet Revolution
This is aheart thumping, ear crunching,

"These speakers out-perform everything in their class

blood racing, spine tingling, hair raising, ground

and then go on to stomp all over the next league up."

shaking, adrenaline pumping kind of revolution.

-WHAT HI-F1 MAGAZINE,

This is the Mercury

"Even the best of this bunch was

revolution. This is Tannoy.

made to sound over-aggressive
and clumsy by Tannoy's new large

The Tannoy pedigree has been

bookshelf design, the Mercury m2."

honed for decades in the

-WHAT HI-FI, April 1997

majority of the world's best
recording and mastering facilities.

"It's the m2's greater

Whether on Broadway or Opryland

consistency and wider

USA, you'll find Tannoy center
stage.

February 1997

bandwidth that help it

Now Tannoy has created a

outstrip the competition."

new range of speakers for your

-HI-FI NEWS, April 1997

home that will bring you closer to
the music than ever before.

TAMOY:
TannoyITG1 North America
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mercury m2

• 519-745-1158 • Toll-free fax: 1-800-525-7081

• Web site: http:11www.tannoy.com
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It's been a long time missing
Robert Baird
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fthere's one word that defines
Tommy Keene's music, it's
"melody" Ask him why guitar rock is so down, why alternative rock is on life support, why so
many guitar bands suddenly have
nothing to offer, and he flashes a
brief but satisfied smile.
"A lot of recent bands have
had huge hits with songs that are lame melodically. The reason is — and this may be shortsighted — but the stuff they
were weaned on wasn't that great. In the '60s there was the
Beatles, and then in the '70s there was stuff like Black
Sabbath. Ilike bands like Sabbath, but Ididn't start with
them. The Beatles and Bob Dylan were the blueprints for
pop songwriting in the 20th century. But kids in bands today
didn't hear any of those classic tunes."
Even though he cringes at the mention of the term — it
reminds him of "lame" acts like The Knack — Keene is one
of the best practitioners of that brash and beloved genre
known as power pop: that often magical strain that is as
renowned for its winning melodies, buoyant energy, and
saucy/sentimental attitudes as it is for its mysterious inability to sell albums or win large numbers of fans.
Like any genre, power pop has its highs (The Raspberries,
Big Star, Shoes, The Plimsouls, The dBs, Jellyfish, Redd
'Cross, The Posies) and lows (Bram Tchaikovsky, the
Bangles, The Romantics, The Rembrandts), and in the last
few years has again fallen on harder times. Although Keene
has had moments when he contemplated giving up performing for astraight publishing deal (ie being just asongwriter), for now he's content to soldier on. His new album,
Isolation Party (Matador Ole 297-2) — an apt, pointed title if
there ever was—is more intelligent, crafty guitar rock that
Stereophile, June 1998

probably won't get the radio play, sales figures, or plain old
respect that it deserves.
Of course, if you ask folks at some of Keene's past record
labels, they'd probably tell you that, had Keene played his
cards right, he'd be astar by now. "God knows," they'd harrumph, "he's had his chances."
First, there was the time his label asked him to try to write
songs with Bryan Adams. Being an adult, Keene passed.
Then there was the plucky A&R rep who wanted him
to copy Rick Springfield's style, or, better yet, write a
Christopher-Cross sorta number—the kind of thing radio
could really sink its teeth into. Attached to the notion of
having taste, not to mention cultivating the kind of substance-over-style energy that's always made Keene's variety
of power pop one of the very best, he declined.
Finally, there was David Geffen, who harangued Keene
about how he shouldn't be afraid of hits: after all, if it hadn't
been for Geffen, Joni Mitchell would've left "Help Me" off
Court and Spark. In other words, give me ahit. History did
not record Keene's reaction.
"They were trying to turn me into something else," says
Keene, now 39. "They weren't trying to make Tommy
Keene big and have hits."
Only once, 10 years ago, did the kind of music Keene writes
come into fashion and start selling records. It was the mid-'80s,
and suddenly "jangle" and the band that came to best define it,
Athens (Georgia's REM.), had hit big. Melodic guitar bands
with Stipe-like singers (though never as weird, god knows, as
the original model) began sprouting everywhere.
"For about ayear and ahalf, the whole mid-Atlantic, southern, '60s-influenced, jangly pop thing was in," Keene says,
leaning back on the couch in his Austin hotel room. Lean and
lithe, he allows awhat-might-have-been grin. "What Ido will
never go out of style, but it will never be in vogue either."
81

X1000
1000 Watts @ 8ohms
32,000 Watts Arrays
Supersymmetric Design
US Patent *5,376,899
2Gain Stages
No Feedback
Flat to DC
156 dB (26 bit) Dynamic Range
Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd, PO Box 219, Foresthill, CA 95631
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That, in anutshell, sums up Keene's dilemma: A crafty songwriter, inventive guitarist, and appealing singer, Keene — like
Marshall Crenshaw, Bill Lloyd, Jules Shear, Matthew Sweet,
and ahandful of others —has stayed true to the flame of
power pop.
Like Shear and Crenshaw, Keene (who is unduly critical
of his own singing and his first-class facility with a
Telecaster) says he considers himself more asongwriter than
anything else. Over the course of his career he's finished 175
songs, 80 of which he's recorded. Another 250 or so have
been left unfinished. In discussing his new album and its
sparkling leadoff track, "Long Time Missing," Keene outlines the pool of influences and inspiration that informs his
generation of pop songwriters.
"Elvis, The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Talking Heads —consciously or unconsciously, everyone of my generation knows
them. We're all intertwined with that stuff. With "Long Tune
Missing," friends have told me that it sounds like Wilco's
'Sunday,' which sounds like McCartney's Junior's Farm.' I
didn't hear any of that when Iwrote it, but Ido now."
Keene shrugs when Iask how much autobiography is in
his words. "Sometimes it's all me and sometimes it's all
made up. But then, that's everyone."
Raised in Bethesda, Maryland, Keene's first serious venture into music was with the Washington, DC—based new
wave/punk band, the Razz, who, after astellar career on the
local scene, made apair of EPs before disbanding in 1980.
Taking bass player (and now producer) Ted Nicely with him,
Keene then formed the Tommy Keene Band, which, after a
few years, made areputation for itself via two indic EPs:
Places That Are Gone and Bark Again (Try...), released in April
and December 1984, respectively, on North Carolina's
Dolphin Records (both are now out ofprint).
Like R.E.M.'s leap two years later from IRS Records to
Warner Bros., Keene's indic cred brought him the attention
of major labels, and in 1986 he signed with Geffen Records.
The first album of that deal, Sole limn the Film (also out of
print), was produced by Geoff Emerick, who had worked
with The Beatles —Keene's idols, and the ultimate source of
all the best power pop. But as good as it looked on paper, the
EmericiciKeene partnership did not work out. Although the
album contained are-recording of one of Keene's best tunes,
"Places That Are Gone" (the video of which saw steady
MTV exposure), Songs from the Film was not abig success.
Today, Keene complains that Emerick was not aware of current musical trends. The result was problems with the
record's drum sound, which Keene says is too small.
"If Songsfioni the Film had come out in 1992, produced by
John Hampton [the Ardent Studio producer who subsequently produced Keene's last Geffen disc], it would've had achance."
Because his debut did not produce ahit, Keene's star
began to wane at Geffen. Although he made an EP, Run Now
(produced by the heavyweight trio of Don Dixon, T Bone
Stereophile, June 1998
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Burnette, and Bob Clearmountain) in 1986, it was two full
years before the label reluctantly consented to Keene traveling to Memphis' Ardent Studios to make afull-length follow-up to Songs from the Film with Hampton at the controls.
By then his original A&R person had moved on, and it was
clear that Keene's days as aGeffen artist were severely numbered. In typical Keene style, the resulting album carried the
acid-dipped title Based on Happy Times. R.E.M.'s Peter Buck,
who was recording Green in the same studio at the same
time, guests on two cuts. (Lately, Keene has heard that
Geffen intends to reissue all his material.)
The next four years were quiet for Keene, broken only by
an endless string of small-club dates and the release by Alias
Records of the compilation The Real Underground (Alias A045), which starts with material from the two Dolphin EPs
and adds various unreleased tracks, including akickin' rendition of the Flamin' Groovies' "Shake Some Action."
Keene's persistence again paid off, and in 1992 he signed
with Gerard Cosloy's NYC-based indic label, Matador
Records, who released an EP, Sleeping on aRoller Coaster (Ole
39). In 1996, adecade after the release of Songsfront the Film,
Keene cut afull-length album for Matador entitled — what
else? — Ten Years After (Ole 177). For this record, Keene's
trademark chimey, ringing guitar was tweaked into afuzzier, harder-edged sound that he calls "buzzy," and one that
seems to reflect the influence of pop/punks like Green Day.
In between his Matador EP and album, Keene toured
England as asideman with the Rhode Island power pop
band Velvet Crush. In 1996, the same year that Ten Years
After came out, Keene accepted agig as guitarist in the
touring band of former Replacements sachem Paul Westerberg, who was then supporting his second solo disc,
Eventually. When asked what it was like to tour with the
man he's most often compared with (they're nearly the
same age, with very similar songwriting styles), Keene's
face makes it clear that this is asubject he's not entirely
comfortable with. Nor does he buy into the purported
similarities. "I wasn't in aloud, snotty band that liked to
destroy things," he sniffs.
With Isolation Party getting good press, Keene's hopes arc
rising again. Experience, however, has taught him not to
expect too much. Perched on the edge of 40, he's quick to
say that his career isn't quite where he wants it to be. "I
never, ever want to be ahuge star. Most people get there and
find that there's alot about it that they don't like. They can
maintain and deal with it, but they're not happy. Idon't
know because I've never been there, but — and it's apretty
clichéd example — look at Kurt Cobain.
"I'd like to make anice living. Maybe move up anotch or
two. I'd also like to write songs with other people and do
film work.
"It's crazy. In this business, it seems like you either starve
or hit the jackpot."
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You Are What You Hear

"When it came to delivering the goods. the
Legend Audio room was the clear winner."
-Steve Rochlin, Ultimate Audio
Hi -Fi 97
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•Show Room Grand Opening in Berkeley, CA
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Legend Audio Design
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www.legendaudio.com
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OMBUSTIBLE
OLOHATURA
GIFTED AND OPINIONATED,
NATALIE D ESSAY IS NOT
YOUR FATHER'S SOPRANO

David Patrick Stearns

N

with some of the current right-wing trends in French politics.
ot since Beverly Sills has acoloratura soprano managed to be as astonishing, charming, and downright
And like Sills, Dessay has aquestioning nature that no doubt
funny as Natalie Dessay. Capable of spouting high
would be more at home in acity whose residents are known
notes that most singers can barely conceive of, much less
to heckle sunsets. In fact, Dessay's greatest strength as asinger
sing, Dessay has also become an accomplished actress. This
is perhaps not her vocal agility and range, but aprobing
winter at the Metropolitan Opera she turned the role of
nature that never allows her to accept music as merely decoOlympia in Offenbach's Tales of Hoffinatur into acomic gem
rative, even if the composer intended it that way: "If the notes
that stole the evening from acast with
don't mean anything, Ihave to find
more stage time, better music, bigger
something. That's my challenge."
reputations, and more high-powered reAudiences don't always love what she
cording contracts. Portraying amechanfinds. In the Opéra de Lyon video titled
If the notes
ical doll, she tottered into walls repeatMore Tales of Hoffmann, her Olympia was
edly, used her vocal trills to suggest some
don't mean anything,
an inmate of amental institution who is
interior malfunction, and, during an ununleashed from astraitjacket to deliver
Ihave to find
expected turn, accidentally decked her
her big aria. "Half the audiences
leading man (Richard Leech).
screamed and said, What?' But Iliked it
something.
Like many of the most gifted comedvery much. It was original," she recalled.
ians, Dessay's interior sensibility is deadNo doubt her sense of invention will be
That's my challenge.
ly serious. And like most singers who
put to less controversial use in her new
shed new light on old roles, her subtext
disc, Vocalises, due out in June on EMI,
is modern. "If Olympia is just adoll,
which has her finding subtexts in wordthat's boring," she said. "So maybe she's ahigh-tech doll. She
less vocalises by Rachmaninoff, Ravel, and even Glière's
can play and do many things. And maybe the doll is more
oddball Concerto for Coloratura Soprano and Orchestra.
perfectionistic than they think —as in, for example, Blade
By now, her admirers know to expect the unconventionRunner. The machine is much more perfect than anybody
al: her first disc, Arias from French Opera (EMI 556159 2),
thought in the beginning. Now that can be interesting."
which shows her on the cover casting atypically skeptical
Sitting in an uptown Manhattan restaurant after having
sidelong glance, includes infrequently heard operatic
excerpts by Henri Sanguet. The more recent Mozart Concert
just exited her limo, Dessay, 32, is hardly in full diva regalia.
Arias (EMI 556159 2) is all little-known stuff, including the
Rather, she looks abit like an earth mother in overalls —as
11-minute vocal tour de force "Popoli di Tessaglia," inspired
befits awoman five months pregnant —but with elegantly
by Gluck's Alceste. (Although recorded before the French
bobbed brunette hair that reminds me that she is, indeed,
arias collection, the Mozart disc was her second US release.)
French. She says she might become aNew Yorker at some
Such unusual repertoire and interpretations arc necessary
poinr, as aliberal-minded French Jew, she's not too happy
Stereophlle, June 1998
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for asinger who labors in an uneasy marriage between
mind and voice. The Lyon-born, Bordeaux-raised singer
did not choose to be ahigh coloratura. She initially wanted
to be adancer, but unfortunately lacked the talent. While
studying to be an actress, she discovered she had asinging
voice — an extremely high one. Her theatrical sensibility
longs for such roles as Butterfly and Brünnhilde, which
require voices far heavier than hers. She is now desperately
studying the theatrically meaty but fearsomely difficult title
role in Berg's Lisho. But
most of what she's
suited for is theatriMeurt
Airs de concert
cally insubstantial.
men An*, kurvemen
"That's my problem," she says, "my
dralie ,
big problem."
iLiTerà4e Lvr.
Though
Dessay
Theodor Gusclilbauer
has an international
vocal style, which
means more color and
technical security than
what French singers
are known for, she still
doesn't have the low

DessaY

DESS

A

Y

MOZART: Airs de Concert
Natalie Dessay, soprano; Theodor Guschlbauer, Orchestre de L'Opéra de Lyon
EMI 555386 2(CD). 1995. Alain Lanceron, prod. DDD. TT: 63:44
Performance ****
Sonics ****
FRENCH OPERA ARIAS
Arias by Délibes, Chabrier, Ravel, Meyerbeer, Bondeville, Thomas, Milhaud,
Offenbach, Poulenc, Gounod, Sauguet
Natalie Dessay, soprano; Patrick Fournillier, Orchestre Philharmonique de
Monte Carlo
EMI 556159 2(CD). 1996. Alain Lanceron, prod. DDD. TT: 65:45
Performance *****
Sonics ****

H

our-long recital discs by individual singers are,
more often than not, tough to take. With the
exceptions of Callas, the very early Pavarotti, and
possibly Ponselle, no matter how compelling the singer,
the sameness of tone and the emphatic tics — even the fine
points — tend to wear thin after half an hour. This is
nowhere more vividly evident than in recital discs by high
coloratura sopranos, whose glistening sound can irritate,
and whose pyrotechnical abilities can seem, after awhile,
to be just that.
Kudos, therefore, to French soprano Natalie Dessay,
whose two discs reviewed here withstand the test of the
30-minute limit. Her sound is very bright, particularly
above the staff (where it should be), but the middle voice
is wonderfully developed and warm. Dessay never
sounds like atea kettle in very high notes (we get awellplaced A-flat above high C) — the way, say, her countrywoman, Mado Robin, could. The fast-passage work is
wonderfully graceful, and happily absent is acertain type
of aggressive singing that wildly high coloraturas seem to
be born with (I'm thinking of the Golden Age's Marcella
Sembrich and our own Edita Gruberova). But don't get
me wrong — there's no lack of excitement. One leaves

Stereophile, June 1998

notes and the vocal heft to do some of the big bel canto
heroines that Beverly Sills put her stamp on. Even the
famous, stratospherically high title role in Lucia di
Lammermoor is too low for her; the version she'll sing is one
in French that Donizetti transposed up. Maybe one day her
voice will be big enough for La Traviata, but she still thinks
it'll be the wrong color.
Dessay has looked into early music and would love to work
with William Christie and his group, Les Arts Florissants...
but there's not much there for her either. She did
make one recording
for Christie in arole
that doesn't have
much to offer her
French
mind, but is one of the
Opera
few Mozartean roles
,Arias
i
suited to her voice: the
Queen of the Night in
!
NatalieDe
'The Magic Flute. "It's not
t
e..... m,........, .4 ii,..,..,...
Radek linirnillicr
really a role, just two
arias," she says. Dessay
did warm to one Magic
Flute production, though,
which used her youthful-

ON

DISC

certain arias thrilled breathless.
In addition, the human being in Dessay always shines
through, and, particularly in the CD of French arias, a
remarkable theatricality is evident. Whether she's portraying Fire in Ravel's L'Enfant et les sortilèges, the supremely
conflicted Medée of Milhaud's opera, or the doll Olympia
in Offenbach's Tales, we get an individual reading of the
words, an interesting identification with the situation. I
doubt that Thomas' loony Ophelia, or the equally loony
Dinorah in Meyerbeer's opera, have ever had their notes
sung better, with more light and shade in the sound itself
to avoid monotony. Even Lalctné's "Bell Song" sounds
new. And the fact that there are such rarities as arias from
operas by Bondeville, Poulenc, and Sauguet makes this
elegant CD all the more valuable.
Not that the disc of Mozart concert arias is anything to
sneeze at. Most of the repertoire will be familiar to Mozart
fans (Gruberova, Sylvia Geszty, and many others have
recorded them), but again, Dessay proves herself exceptional. There are moments when one wants more ferocity
and Dessay simply can't push her voice into it, but she
finds away of underlining the context so that acharacter
is created —as in Alceste's aria, K.316 (with its high G,
which almost can't help squeaking abit). But the Mozart
disc was recorded two years before the French album; perhaps by now Dessay's sound has grown bigger, and/or
she's more willing to lean on the notes. At any rate, the virtuosity throughout this recital is staggering and rarely for
its own sake, and the voice always maintains beauty, never
lapsing into chirpiness.
In brief, Dessay is agreat singer and more —a great
singing actress. Both CDs are given asoft-focus recording,
and this is not meant pejoratively: Everything is clean and
clear. Wow!
—Robert Levine
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ness to make of the Queen an alter-ego of the singer playing
the young Barbra Streisand, the Icelandic pop singer
her supposed daughter, Pamina.
Bjórk. "I want to give people ashock every time," Dessay
One can understand Dessay's frustration. For her
says. "It doesn't have to be nice. That's boring. It has to be
Metropolitan Opera debut four years ago, her stage savvy
an electroshock!"
Most of the shocks coming from her colleagues nowawas hardly apparent in the cameo role of Fiakermilli in
Richard Strauss's Arabe/la, in a production with Kin Te
days are heard in their crossover efforts, and they aren't
Kanawa that was telecast and is now
always shocks of rapture. For her,
available on home video. She sang it
crossover isn't even an option: "It's not
magnificently. "But it's asilly role," she
my business, not my job, not my
Dessay loves singers
music." Not even show tunes? Dessay
says. "That was the first and last time I
has heard Dawn Upshaw — whom she
do that."
that upset tradition:
"Silly" is aword that figures heavily in
likes as aperson and admires greatly as
asinger—but finds her level of perDessay's vocabulary. She uses the word
Maria Callas,
fection abit cool and unapproachable.
when talking about some of her tenor
colleagues, but also refers to her "high
The uniqueness of her voice has had
Barbra Streisand,
agreat impact on Dessay's personal life.
silly voice." That reflects her outsider
attitude, giving her an air of offhandedMarried to baritone Laurent Naouri,
Bjdrk.
ness in aworld that takes itself extremewhom she met as astudent, they have
"I want to give people
ly seriously. She scorns French vocal trano operas in which they can work
dition. Though many vocal connoisseurs
together aside from Offenbach's
ashock every time
long for its return — nasality and all —
Orpheus in the Underworld. That will no
Dessay simply says, "I don't like it. The
doubt complicate matters when their
son Tom, now almost three, reaches
French language is in the nose and very
school age. "We aren't Roberto Alagna
clear, too clear for singing. We constantly have to correct that." Thanks to recent study with an
and Angela Gheorghiu," she says, referring to the inseparaItalian teacher, her hallmark is the development of amore
ble operatic couple dejour, "but Iwouldn't want to be. Ihave
to have my public life and he has to have his public life, too."
substantial, colorful, full-bodied instrument than her French
Had she been abit more practically minded, she might have
coloratura predecessors.
chosen atenor.
Traditional singers like Elisabeth Schwarzkopf aren't
her idols: "She's much too mannered. To me, it seems
Or maybe not. "I don't want to take care of atenor. You
know why! They earn lots of money, but that's all!"
fake." She loves singers that upset tradition: Maria Callas,
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THE INDISPENSABLE

has just become more
For twenty years Sound By Singer has been bringing you the
best audio/video that money can buy. We unobfuscate
the zoo of technological black magic, separate the wheat of
real innovation from the chaff of voodoo engineering and
select from it those components which represent significant
advancements sonically and visually. Our expertise
nselecting, integrating, selling and installing high
end audio systems guarantees to our customers the
ace of mind you can only have when you know

,

ou are getting the very best sound/picture possible.
at's high end audio and video.., done right.
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to Stereophile recordings!
Duet

Encore

Violinist Ida Levin teams up
with pianist Diane Walsh to
perform the dynamic works
of Eastern European composers Jankek. Enescu, and
Schulhoff. Recorded with
24-bit resolution.

Stereophile brings the best of the Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival to you.
Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms,
featuring Christopher O'Riley, piano:
Nathaniel Rosen. cello: and other artists.

I

Rhapsody
This disc features George Gershwin's
Three Preludes, several song
transcriptions for solo piano, and the
Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, all arranged
by Earl Wild. Plus aStereophile
commissioned arrangement for piano
and chamber orchestra of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution.

Serenade

,
SERENADE
ee"

Superlative performances of
chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvoeák, recorded
live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R There" transparency.

Sonata
Pianist Robert Silverman plays
Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with
20-bit resolution.

Intermezzo
Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f.
Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi,
Op. 117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Festival
Orchestral works by Copland,
Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa
Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with timealigned microphones and
20-bit resolution.

Poem
An audiophile classic since 1989.
Tube-miked performances of
works for flute and piano by
Prokofiev. Reinecke, and Schumann.
plus Charles Griffes' Poem.

Concert
This omni-miked, two-CD set
features Robert Silverman in a
recital of works by Schubert,
Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track,
"Mapping the Soundstage."

Plus: Test CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening room, and hear
the difference amike can make. Take this disc with you when evaluating equipment.
Test CD 2 speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your amp for distortion, too,
and hear what CD jitter sounds like.

Test CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your room. Burn-in components.

Home in on your home theater's balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map.
Also includes audiophile music tracks.

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 1702
Santa Fe, NM 87504-1702
or call: 1-800-358-6274
Fax credit-card orders to: 1-800-333-4902
or visit our web site at: www.stereophile.com
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Avantgarde Acoustic Duo loudspeaker

F

ew designers are drawn to create
horn loudspeakers. Most people's
experience of horns is based on
the resonating, overdriven, often overloaded PA installations heard at rock
concerts and similar events. These commonly heard unmusical noises and colorations are ever-present in designers'
minds. But good-sounding horns do
exist; over the years, some noteworthy
commercial examples have appeared,
though few have been full-range.
True full-range horns include the
classic Voigt (1936) and Klipsch (1945
onward) designs, the former most famous for acorner horn that ingeniously
exploited the geometry and boundaries
of aroom corner to expand the effective
mouth area of the bass horn, thus extending the bass response.
Paul 1Clipsch, who celebrated his 94th
birthday on March 9, mastered the art
of rear pressure loading and horn folding to create more compact designs,
though they were still relatively bulky
when compared with direct radiators.
The inescapable fact is that agood widerange horn remains a large acoustic
object. Avantgarde Acoustic's designer,
Matthias Ruff, has accepted — even
exploited — this obstacle by building
some of the most visually arresting horn
Description: Three-way loudspeaker
with midrange and treble horns and
active, reflex-loaded woofer. Driveunits: compression-loaded 1" concave-dome tweeter, compressionloaded 5.5" Kevlar-cone midrange
driver, two 7" cone woofers. Crossover
frequencies: 170Hz, 2kHz. Frequency
range: 170Hz-20kHz (midrange/treble), 22-200Hz (woofer). Sensitivity:
101dB/2.83V/m (midrange/treble);
95dB/2.83V/lm (woofer). Nominal
impedance: 8 ohms (midrange/treble). Woofer amplifier power: 100W
into 4ohms.
Dimensions: 5.6' (1.7m) H by 2.22'
(670mm) W by 2.23' (680mm) D.
Internal volume: 45 liters (woofer).
Weight: 143 lbs each.
Finishes: Plastic (ABS), white gloss,
standard; metallic red or blue, add
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speakers of recent years. The present range comprises four models;
even the smallest, the $9,100/
pair Uno, is large, standing almost 5' high, with awiderange mid-horn almost 2'
in diameter.
The larger Duo is also
atwo-way horn design,
with an active reflex-loaded woofer covering the
bass region. Above it in
the Avantgarde line are
two versions of the Trio
($37,000, depending on form
and woofer specification),
one built as astylish curved array, the other with amore compact, almost in-line horn configuration. As its name suggests, the
Trio is athree-way model, its largest
horn extending down to 100Hz, with a
mouth area double that of the smaller
midrange horn used in the Duo. The
Trio includes four subwoofers for increased dynamic range.
Technology

The Duo's midrange horn covers an
exceptionally wide bandwidth —some
four octaves. (Typically, a midrange
driver covers 2.5-3 octaves.) Such awide
$2000.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: $13,900/pair including two
SUB217BR active reflex woofers (as
reviewed). Optional SUB217BR PRO
subwoofers add $1800/pair. The Duo
horns can be bought separately for
$9900/pair in natural white finish.
Approximate number of dealers: 7.
Manufacturer: Avantgarde Acoustic
GmbH, Nibelungenstrasse 349, D64686 Lautertal-Reichenbach, Germany. Tel: (49) 6254-306 100. Fax:
(49) 6254-306 109. Internet: www.
avantgarde-acoustic.de .US distributor: Avantgarde Acoustic US Distribution, Hilltop Plaza Shopping
Centre, 1725 Laskin Road #519,
Virginia Beach, VA 23454. Tel: (757)
717-4587. Fax: (757) 498-8362.

Avantgarde Acoustic Duo loudspeaker
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parency —was obtained when the horn
axis was precisely aligned on my ears in
aclassic equilateral triangle.
Other factors influencing the placement included the distance from rear
and side walls, this more specifically
associated with the woofer system and
its optimum boundary conditions. In
this respect the Duo behaved much like
afloorstanding three-way speaker with
an extended low range. Like the WITT
H, it ended up placed about 5' from the
side walls and just over 7' from the rear
walls in my larger room.
Some experiment was necessary to
obtain the best overall sound, as not
only should the woofer be physically
aligned with the local boundaries, it
must also be optimized for level and
crossover frequency. The woofer also
has apolarity-invert switch to cope with
circumstances where alocal standing
wave exists at the crossover frequency. I
ended up with an in-phase connection
in both my rooms and tended to set the
bass on the dry side — aEuropean balance, if you will.
If the woofer level was set on the
high side, there was atendency for it to
stand apart from the horn sections and

thus slow the pace. These system settings are partly matters of taste and preferred program. Icontinued to evaluate
the Duo confident in the knowledge
that its low end could be tailored for virtually any program or room, whether of
masonry- or timber-frame construction.
As supplied for review, the Duo
woofer enclosure was joined by semiflexible mounts to the side frames, the
latter secured to the floor with lOmm
spikes (or self-aligning feet). Igot the
best results mounting the bass enclosure directly to the floor using thirdparty cones, thus freeing most of the
gravity load from the speaker frame
and giving greater stability with respect to the woofer's relationship to the
floor boundary.
Avantgarde says that current-production woofer enclosures have factory-fitted inserts for floor spikes. In addition,
longer auto-switching "on" times are
defined for the woofer electronics, along
with acontinually on switch. Future iterations of the Duo will also have an additional control providing an adjustment
of +6, 0, -6dB centered on 25Hz. This
will help the speaker cope with hometheater power requirements.

Sound
No one should have to make allowances for ahorn design. Rather, it should
be judged on its overall merit — then its
balance of favorable qualities, assuming
them to be sufficient, can be weighed
in its favor. Previous encounters with
horns had left me concerned about
their characteristic colorations, but I
needn't have worried. The Duo was
comparatively low in coloration; it
sounded different from aconventional
speaker, yes, but no more colored than
many afine, reference-grade conventional loudspeaker.
No, this horn speaker didn't sound
like atrumpet, nor did it have megaphonic projection. In fact, it was surprisingly unobtrusive in acoustic terms,
though it was hard to weigh how that
dramatic up-front appearance influences one's aural judgment.
First impressions were of apowerfully wide frequency range, of an evenly balanced design with an exceptional
dynamic range. Audiophiles speak of
very big amplifiers (ie, over 250Wpc)
as sounding "effortlessly dynamic" with
agiven speaker. However, afinn distinction needs to be made between

solute and relative levels varied little
over a30° vertical window, the only
point of interest being between lkHz
and 2.5kHz at the interchange between the mid and treble horns. On
the optimum listening axis, the crossover and drive-unit phasing has been
skillfully adjusted for the flattest
response, while modest cancellations
above and below axis reveal atrue
power maximum at around 1.7kHz,
this associated with the mid horn.

In the lateral plane (fig.5), very little
change occurred up to and including
30° off-axis —just some smooth attenuation of the upper-treble range,
which remained uniformly extended
nonetheless. By 45° off-axis the result
was still extraordinarily good, except for amoderate bump at 1.7kHz,
which also appears in the in-room
response. What asurprise to find a
horn speaker with such awide and
well-controlled directivity.

Measurements
acter became still more noticeable at
greater listening distances. It sounded as
if the frequency response of the mid
horn varied alittle with distance. To
investigate this proximity effect, Icharted the output of the midrange horn at
distances of 1', 2', 3', 4', and 8' (fig.4).
Comparison of the curves indicated
that there was indeed aproximity effect,
and that the response did "thin" slightly
at farther distances. Some compensation could be obtained with the woofer
controls.
Iwas agreeably surprised by the
uniformity and integration demonstrated by the off-axis response plotted
in the vertical plane (not shown). AbI
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Avantgarde
that kind of dynamic range, which
involves raw amplifier power and correspondingly high peak currents flowing through the speaker's voice-coil,
and that produced by aloudspeaker
possessing genuinely high efficiency.
The Duo requires very little current,
and its dynamics arc of agenuinely different kind.'
The Duo offered excellent microdynamics; Iwas made aware of atactile
quality more closely associated with live
musical instruments than with heavy
speaker diaphragms. Electrostatics can
suggest this through sheer transient
purity and accuracy, but somehow don't
sound this immediate. With the Duo,
transient-rich percussion reached out in
amost appealing way.
II've found that asimplified view of distortion behavior and dynamic range in moving-coil speakers can be
directly related to the required input current, without
specific consideration of either electrical power or
sound level. From this standpoint, which hinges on the
inherent nonlinearitv of the conventional electrodynamic transducer, the design that requires the least current is potentially the most linear and most dynamic.
My measurements reveal that the Duo attains ahigh
I
10dB SPL on an input current of 0.7A RMS; most of
the bigger three-way direct-radiating speakers (4 ohms
impetbnce/86-88dBW sensitivity) will require sonic:
6.5A to achieve this same loudness.

The Duo's response in the listening
room was fascinating, and Ihad looked
forward with interest to seeing the
effects of these directional horns on the
overall energy response (fig.6). Remarkably, the Duo offered asubstantially
uniform energy output, the in-room
response meeting ±3dB limits from
36Hz to 17kHz (including the woofer).
There are some expected minor lumps
and bumps, but the interface to the
room can be seen to be very well controlled by these carefully designed
acoustic devices.
Two critical points can be made here.
The 4.5dB bump at 1.7kHz was indeed
pervasive. A function of the low-pass
cutoff of the mid horn, it did occasionalTrues auctlua- S troltahelts ilE ai)

System
For this review analog was sourced
from aLinn LP12/Lingo turntable
with Naim ARO tonearm and Koetsu Rosewood II, Linn Archiv, and
van den Hul Grasshopper GLA 1V
phono cartridges. Disc equalization
was by aConrad-Johnson Premier
Fifteen feeding C-J's ART control
unit. Digital source was mainly a
Krell ICPS-20i. Cables included Siltech and Transparent.
While Ihad no flea-sized power
amplifiers on hand, on the single-

ended triode side Iused aCary CAD
572, aBel Canto SET 40. The pushpull Conrad-Johnson CAV50 integrated amplifier (Stereophile review
forthcoming) also made an appearance. These amps offered 15-50W of
tube power. And though its heaps of
power were totally unnecessary, Ihad
no problems using the Krell FPB
600 behemoth, which never stirred
from its very lowest class-A bias
point when driving these speakers.
— Martin Colloms

Second, the Duo had abreathtaking
dynamic range, second in my experience only to that of the Wilson X-1/
Grand SLAMM, and then only in the
bass. In fact, the Duo probably outreached the SLAMM in the mid and
treble. Big orchestral climaxes were
truly thrilling —all-encompassing, concert hall-like sensual assaults. There was
no hint of compression or failure of
clarity at high levels.

The Duo was highly sensitive. Not
only did avariety of different amplifiers
drive it with ease, very little power was
required to drive it at all! For ajoke, I
connected the speakers to a stereo
portable radio with acouple of clean
watts per channel and got genuinely
high volume levels. Avantgarde told me
that when used in some German discotheques, 20W power amps had
proved ample!

ly pop up in the Duo's sound depending
on music program. Second, the power
response in the treble above 8kHz was a
little too good for comfort; agentle
tapering off might well be preferred.
This feature could well explain why the
upper treble sometimes sounded more
forward and "ahead" of the mid region,
although the subjective magnitude of
this effect also depends on the matching
electronics. Some SE designs have a
degree of softness in their high range
that is in fact complemented by this
horn's characteristic power response.
Good output in-room was seen to
below 40Hz, though it is fair to say
that, by audiophile standards, the
Duo's woofer is not atrue subwoofer,
for which extension to 25Hz or 20Hz
would be expected. In practice, some

scope is available for adjusting the
low-pass crossover frequency and the
woofer level to provide greater effective and subjective extension. Though
enthusiasts could easily add more
extended active subwoofers as required, when Itried the big REL
Stentor it had insufficient voltage sensitivity for agood match.
Summing up, the in-room response
was wide and remarkably uniform in
balance, atestament to the Duo's good
off-axis energy response.
Theory tells us that ahigh-sensitivity
speaker should have low distortion and
greater freedom from dynamic compression. With the aid of ear defenders (!), I
was able to explore the Duo's distortion
performance at genuinely high soundpressure levels (tabulated in Table 1). Only

u.•

Table 1 Avantgarde Duo: Harmonic Distortion

,

•
.
•

_•

Duo

Sound Pressure
level
(1m)

.L,

t. fremmemy -Ma

Fig.6 Avantgarde Duo, spatially averaged,
Vs-octave in-room response.
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90dB
100dB
110dB

Iseer_Uu
35Hz
2nd 3rd
0.33% 1.00%
3.40% 1.30%
—* —*

fietà
50Hz
2nd 3rd
0.31% 0.42%
0.60% 1.50%
1.20% 15.00%

Midrange
lkHz
2nd 3rd
0.08% v.low
0.06% v.low
0.18% 0.01%

Treble
5kHz
2nd
3rd
0.13% 0.03%
1.05% 0.08%
2.20% 0.08%

* Full overload/clipping in woofer system
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Putting aside those sound-quality
aspects specific to horn technology, I
tried to view this speaker dispassionately and put it in the context of other similarly priced systems in the $10k-20k
range. That includes (among many others) anumber of important examples,
from the Wilson WITT Series II and
WATT/Puppy 5to the Avalon Ascent,
the Martin-Logan ReQuest, the EgglestonWorks Andra, and the Audio Physic Caldera 2.
The Duo's trump card is its midrange, that single horn covering 170Hz
to 2kHz in asingle pass. So much goes
on in this region, and the Duo rewards
its owner with excellent linearity, clarity,
detail, separation of instrumental lines,
immediacy, and natural attack. Here
the Duo reached beyond its peers.
Moreover, allied to aharmonically pure,
comparably resolved and transparent
SET amplifier, that feeling of an aurally distortionless, tactile, and transient
immediacy was significantly enhanced.
If these were the Duo's strong points,
its weaknesses were all moderate in
degree. However, they were apparent
in direct comparisons with other highperformance loudspeakers. Presumably

aided by its direct-coupled power amplifier, the Duo's bass was pretty good
by subwoofer standards, and will satisfy
many listeners. However, it didn't wholly integrate with that lightning-fast
midrange, sounding alittle displaced in
time and agility. In critical comparison

with the best freestanding speakers, the
Duo showed some shortfall in tuneplaying clarity and crisp control.
For whatever reason, the high-frequency horn was not quite as aurally
successful as the glorious midrange
unit. The treble stuck out alittle compared with the best direct-radiators,

sounding forward of the mid and presence ranges. This lead to some additional vocal breathiness and exaggerated the airstream sounds of woodwind
instruments. The balance was also lifted
in the high treble, sometimes achieving
an attractive airiness and sparkle, but at
other times adding noticeable "tizz"
and "zing."
The high treble occasionally emphasized tracking and similar jitter-related
distortion, suggesting some mild resonance or roughness at the edge of audibility, this less noticeable with tube than
with solid-state amplification. Despite
this, the treble was notably smooth,
with good violin timbre and pure, unstressed vocal sibilants.
There was atrace of horn character
in the midrange best described as ahint
of "echo," though not so much as to
obscure the inherent clarity or to shift
tonal balance. In the upper mids, some
percussion (tg, woodblock) was emphasized, but not to the point of oppressive
ringing or hardness (see the measurement results on the midrange horn). No
coloration as such could be reliably
ascribed to the structure of the horns
themselves, or to the bass cabinets.

quencies below 50Hz in equivalent
anechoic conditions. This is, in fact, a
good result for adirect-radiating woofer
system. In practice, with room-boundary reinforcement and on typical program, the woofer section is capable of
keeping up with the main horn system
up to the 110-115dB limit.
Taking the bass-distortion results
first, these were quite reasonable: for
example, at 100dB at 35Hz and 50Hz,
the distortion will be barely audible in
practice. At normal 90dB levels, the

results were fine for both 35 and 50Hz.
Handsomely delivering the promised
high linearity, the midrange horn distortion was astonishingly low, even at ameasured 110dB test level. Even at 100 and
90dB SPLs, the third harmonic was
unmeasurable, and the second was well
below 0.1% — this rivals agood pushpull electrostatic speaker and even some
amplifiers! Even at 100dB, the third harmonic remained negligible, while the
second was still excellent at just 0.12%.
Very fine results were also obtained for

The Duo rewards its owner
with excellent linearity,
clarity, detail, separation
of instrumental lines,
immediacy, and
natural attack. Here it
reached beyond its peers.

Measurements
the second and third harmonics are
shown; the rest were below measurement limits and were inconsequential.
In the bass, asingle speaker channel
overloads above 105dB at 1m for fre01
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Fig.9 Avantgarde Duo, cumulative spectral-decay plot (0.1ms risetime).
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Stereo image focus was fairly good,
the phantom center image wider than
usual but not unduly so. In general, I
obtained good image depth and transparency from the Duo. Image stability
was very good, and notably unaffected by sound level. Iheard less roomexcited ambience; the sound was
clearly more directed (as horn theory
teaches us) toward the listener, with
less room contribution than usual in
the mid and treble. This kind of room
drive took alittle getting used to; I
consider it asignificant component of
the "difference" felt to exist between
the horn and direct-radiator technologies. Of course, in some rooms with
awkward, asymmetrical dimensions
and acoustics, the horn speaker will
provide amore consistent and more
accurate sound at the listening position because of its controlled directional behavior.
You might suppose that ahorn system would favor some instrumental
sounds more than others, but Ididn't
find this to be so. Orchestral brass
sounded very good, but the Duo also
proved surprisingly evenhanded on
solo piano. Likewise, large-scale choral

music was impressive, with excellent
separation of solo voices from the chorus. Orchestral stages were well laid
out, with satisfying reach to subtle lowlevel percussion playing at the back of
the band.
Those magnificent dynamics and
free-sounding percussive transients
helped give this speaker alively, upbeat
quality suited to rock and classical
music. Pace and rhythm were pretty
good when adjusted for an optimized
"dry" setting for the chosen alignment
of subwoofer and room location.
Bass reached to asolid 30-35Hz,
nearer to 40Hz when driven hard —
worthy, but not in truc subwoofer class.
The speaker could be driven to truly
high sound levels without premature
collapse of the active bass; the designers
have got the matching power envelope
more or less right.
Finally, there's the Duo's appearance,
which some listeners felt approached
engineering expressed as art, while others found the horns too large and threatening apresence to blend into adomestic setting. It speaks to me of modern
loft-apartment living, places with large
windows and expansive views.

Conclusion
To appreciate the qualities of Avantgarde's Duo, it's necessary to discard
your prejudices, holding back from the
analytical view that all must be in perfect balance. The Avantgarde Duo certainly is not perfectly "balanced" in performance, and maybe ahigh-efficiency
horn can never be when compared with
well-optimized, lower-efficiency, directradiator speakers. Yet it also argues well
that balance isn't everything.
There's true sonic value in that majestically broad, dynamic midrange, in the
obvious microdynamic delicacy and accuracy, the near-zero distortion, the potential for very high sound levels, the
easy amplifier loading, and this speaker's
compatibility with low-powered purist
triode amplifiers. And make no mistake,
the rest of it's pretty good too—though
you'll need to listen for yourself to really
appreciate the quality of the entire creation. It will work with any good amplification, but truly sings with small zerofeedback triode amps—surely amatch
made in heaven? For me, the Avantgarde
Duo proved to be neither areview reference nor amonitor speaker, but Ishall
not forget my time with it in ahurry.

the tweeter, if not in the same class as
the mid system. At 90dB, the second
harmonic was 0.13%, with third at a
negligible 0.03%. By 100dB, the second
had risen to atolerable 1%. By 110dB it
hadn't broken loose, still holding to a
satisfactory 2% of second harmonic. At
this sound level, natural distortion in the
ear at the equivalent room SPL is likely
to exceed this figure. With that low
third harmonic content, what amatch
this Duo speaker would make with similarly gifted triode amplifiers!

Inoted some differences in arrival
time from each part of the system; for
example, the treble was early, arriving
0.6ms ahead of the mid (see the step
response, shown in fig.7). Nevertheless,
this is agood signature, especially for a
horn, and there was no evidence of significant infrasonic ringing from the
metal tweeter diaphragm. Looking at
the broad energy-time curve (fig.8), it
looks good enough down to -25dB and
lms elapsed. Some artifacts then hang
on for awhile.

Turning to the "waterfall" cumulative spectral-decay presentation, my
usual 10dB/division graph (not shown)
emphasized longer-term, frequencyresolved decay and showed acomplex
field. Overlapping resonances could
be seen in the 1.7kHz crossover range,
plus some "clutter" at high frequencies
that might well impair upper-range
transparency. A horn throat-resonance
"ridge" could be seen around 17kHz,
but otherwise the treble decay was
pretty good. In fig.9, agraph weighted
to resolve resonance-decay speed by
using 5dB/division resolution in conjunction with a0.1ms filter setting, the
Duo's early treble decay is especially
good, while the upper-midrange problem can be clearly seen. To investigate
this further, Iran awaterfall plot for
the midrange horn system alone (fig.10)
and got aclear presentation of the
long-lived 1.7kHz phenomenon.
The bass box was well constructed,
with no significant resonances in its
working range save from the slotted
port. As for the horns, those curved
ABS sections seemed rigid and well
damped, with no consequential structural resonance modes. -martin cam's
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Celestion A3 loudspeaker

M

y parents weren't exactly
dedicated audiophiles, but
they loved music and had
an ear for good sound. My mother, a
nurse, introduced me to the symphonies of Brahms and Beethoven, while
my father was anatural engineering
type who could seemingly do anything
involving carpentry and electronics.
The heavily carpeted, wood-paneled
alcove he concocted for our original
AR3a speakers gives me sonic shivers
to this day. And having cut my teeth on
classical music as interpreted through
the warm colorations of those venerable acoustic-suspension speakers, it
was only a hop, skip, and ajump
from the "New England Sound" to the
rarefied midrange performance of British loudspeakers.
Which brings me to the esteemed
British manufacturer, Celestion, which
has been in the forefront of loudspeaker
innovations since 1924. In asense, I
grew up on Celestions, my first set
being abookshelf model from the old
Dimon Series, the UL-6 (1" soft-dome
tweeter, 6" bass/midrange driver, 6"
passive radiator). A few years later I
moved up to the SL6, atwo-way design
that was the first Celestion loudspeaker
developed with the aid of laser interferometry — aprocess the company developed to study diaphragm motion and
responses over awide frequency range,
with the goal of correcting anomalies and
achieving something like perfect piston
motion in the design of their drivers.
These speakers, in tandem with a
Luxman L-11 integrated amplifier,
formed the core of my home audio rig
for many, many years. (Although when

Description: Three-way floorstanding
loudspeaker. Drive-units: one 1" ferrofluid-cooled elliptical titanium-dome
tweeter with Faraday ring; one 7" ferrofluid-cooled midrange driver with
an injection-molded polypropylene/
flaked-mica cone in sealed subenclosure; three 8" woofers with polypropylene/flaked-mica cones in separate
bass-reflex enclosure. Frequency re-
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Celestion A3 loudspeaker

sponse: 36Hz-20kHz, ±2dB.
Sensitivity: 90dB/1m/2.83V, freespace conditions; 92dB semi-reverberant. Nominal impedance: 4ohms.
Dimensions: 44.5" H by 11" W by
16.5" D. Weight: 101 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
A262911, A262912 (Matched Pair
#95378).
Finishes available: black ash, light

cherry, standard; Santos rosewood,
add $500.
Price: $3499/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Celestion International, Ltd., Foxhall Rd., Ipswich, Suffolk
1P3 8.1P, UK. US distributor: Adcom,
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ
08816. Tel: (732) 390-1130. Fax: (732)
390-5657. Web site: www.adcom.com
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Iheard the way the box seemed to disappear in the SL6's next evolutionary
incarnation as the SL600, with its Acrolam aluminum-honeycomb enclosure, I
emitted an audible sigh.) Over the years,
Celestion upgraded the SL6, while hotrodding the SL600 by adding aunique
subwoofer complement (in the System
6000), while further refining their use
of laser interferometry and space-age
cabinet materials through several renditions of the SL700.
Then followed aperiod in which I
grew weary of the SL6es, which, for all
their midrange articulation and detailed
imaging, began to sound rather veiled
and cloudy, especially when Icranked
up the volume — which resulted in a
loss of transparency and aboxy character. During this time I began experimenting with other speakers and
sonic custom-built concoctions, while,
back at Celestion, the corporate powers then in place made aconscious decision to go downmarket. While the
resulting new products offered good
quality for the money, they were hardly high-end designs.
However, over the last year or so
Celestion has renewed its commitment

Functional elegance
My first impression of the Celestion A3
was one of elegance and solidity. At 44.5"
tall and weighing ashade over 100 lbs,
the A3 is aclassic tower design in which

sonic and aesthetic considerations go
hand in hand. With its choice of sumptuous wood finishes, slender dimensions,
rounded sides, and recessed bass-reflex
enclosure, the A3 is crafted to project a
powerful yet unobtrusive image in a
home environment, with or without the
grillecloths in place. Of course, for the
seasoned audiophile, sound is everything
(and grillecloths anathema).
But for those of us living in the real
world, it is often atouchy issue to convince our partners that we should transform the living room into ashrine honoring alarge, enigmatic obelisk. As a
result, Celestion employs separate
grillccloth assemblies for each of the
A3's separate internal enclosures: the
upper enclosure features a7" injectionmolded midrange driver and an elliptical 1" titanium-dome tweeter, while a
trio of 8" low-frequency drivers makes
up the bass-reflex enclosure. The bass
enclosure is recessed into the cabinet so
that its grillccloth fits flush to the sides,
with wooden cabinet borders visible to
the top and sides when the upper grillecloth is removed.
As acasual observer of such things,
I'm used to seeing the bass drivers more

ultrasonic "oil-can" resonance, which
will be subjectively benign. But the
first two are probably due to cabinet
problems.
Looking at the graph from left to
right, fig.2 shows the individual responses of the ports, woofers, and
midrange, assessed with aDRA Labs
MLSSA system and a calibrated
microphone. The midrange unit rolls
out gently below 400Hz, with apparent crossover points to the tweeter and
woofers of 2.6kHz, and 200Hz, respectively. The woofers' output is the

passband response centered on the
70-120Hz region. The three low-frequency units really should be considered as an integral subwoofer, with
the midrange and tweeter equivalent
to ahigh-performance minimonitor.
The ports' output is broadly centered
on the tuning frequency of 35Hz, the
frequency of the woofers' minimummotion point, which implies moderately good bass extension. However,
the low-frequency alignment seems
slightly overdamped, which will result in atight, tuneful bass rather than

to the world of high-end speaker design, six guns blazing with the introduction of their A Series: the Al, asmall
two-way bookshelf/stand speaker; the
A2, acompact, two-way floorstanding
design; and the flagship of the A Series
line, the full-range, three-way, floorstanding A3. The creative design team
responsible for the A Series took ahard
look at the up- and downsides of their
product line, with acritical ear toward
evolving traditional Celestion sound
and performance in light of the demands of digital audio. Their goal was
to offer consumers aseries of efficient,
amplifier-friendly speakers that featured
both enhanced sensitivity and high
power-handling capacity: truc high-end
designs that played loud and clear with
minimum distortion, natural low-end
extension, sonic dimensionality, and
harmonic realism in an elegant, functional configuration at something approaching areal-world price point.

Measurements

Iestimated the Celestion's sensitivity as avery high 92dB(B)2.83V/m.
This big speaker won't need very
many amplifier watts to play impressively loud. In addition, its impedance
plot of magnitude and phase against
frequency (fig.1) reveals it to be arelatively easy load for the partnering
amplifier to drive, the impedance only
dropping below 4ohms in the upper
bass. Good tube amplifiers, such as
Chip Stern's Mesa Baron, will be well
suited to the A3. Note the wrinkles in
the fig.1 traces at 150Hz, 325Hz, and
24kHz, which indicate the presence
of resonances of some kind. The last is
due to the metal-dome tweeter's
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Fig.1 Celestion A3, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/
vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Celestion A3 acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses
plotted below 500Hz, 300Hz, and IkHz,
respectively.

Fig.3 Celestion A3, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30r
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of the nearfield midrange, woofer, and
port responses plotted below 300Hz.
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forward than the midrange and tweeters in high-end cabinet designs, which
has often been explained to me as a
function of time alignment. Iwas curious as to whether this design detail in
the A3 was driven by sonic or practical
considerations.
"It was, in fact, an aesthetic consideration," Celestion designer Bob Smith
explained. "We felt that alot of people
would want to play the system with a
grille on the bottom to hide the three
bass units, though we certainly recommend that they take the grille from the
top section off, because all grilles do
deteriorate the sound quality —there's
no way around it."
However, in Celestion's decision to
employ three 8" drivers for the bassreflex section of the A3, form and fimetion went hand in hand with sonic and
aesthetic considerations. The sleek elegance of the tower in no way mitigates
the A3's bass performance and overall
coherence. "From past experience we've
found that using very wide cabinets is
bad for two reasons," Smith explained.
"One, you get diffraction problems
around about the 1-2kHz region when
you use, say, a12" unit; you get apolar

one that booms, just as CS found in
his auditioning.
To the left of fig.3 is shown the
complex sum of the drive-units' LF
outputs. The speaker actually has
quite ahigh -6dB point for its size, at
around 40Hz. But Celestion's designers have made the right choice,
in my opinion, because once the contribution of the room is factored into
the equation, the Celestion A3 will
offer well-defined low frequencies
and effective extension that, in a
medium-sized room, will probably
reach to 30Hz.
To the right of fig.3 is the speaker's
far-field response, averaged across a
30° horizontal window centered on
the tweeter axis. Though the balance
is even and quite flat, there is aslight
lack of energy in the presence region.
The tweeter is 39" from the floor, and
as can be seen from fig.4, which shows
only the changes as the measuring
microphone moves above or below
this axis. Sit so you can see the top of
the cabinet and adeep suckout appears
at the upper crossover frequency. But
sit below the tweeter axis and the presence-region fills in. And as can be seen
Stereophite, June 1998

response that actually has adip on-axis,
and it has two lobes where the sound
becomes on-axis with the corner of

A3

"Another consideration is that, by
making the cabinet narrow, you get a
very small width of panel, where it's
alot easier to control its vibrational
modes; then we can make it more rigid
and we don't excite it with the bass
units. So you stop the actual front panel
from radiating agreat deal — because
you actually get amechanical transfer
of energy from the drive-units into the
front baffle; making it narrow
improves it.
"Now if you take the three 8" bass
units, in terms of cone area, the coverage is roughly equivalent to that of a13"
driver. So we would have had to make
the cabinet very wide to accommodate
that size unit. The other advantage is
that, as there are three voice-coils, we
have alot better heat dissipation ... and
the other thing we've built in is alot of
peak movement in the linear throw of
the magnetic unit. It's been designed to
have peak-to-peak movement of 13mm
before it becomes nonlinear due to the
magnetic flux changes. What we've
tried to do is make avery linear system
as well."
As Imentioned earlier, my initial impressions of the M were of elegance and

In Celestion's decision
to employ three 8" drivers
for the bass-reflex
section of the A3,
form and function
went hand in hand with
sonic and aesthetic
considerations.
the cabinet; so on-axis it sounds very
strange, and if you try to balance the
level there, you actually get too much
power into the room off-axis. By reducing the width of the cabinet, you can
move this feature up to ahigher frequency where the midrange unit is actually becoming more directional, and less
energy is radiated toward the sides of the
cabinet and diffracted forward. So we
lose this hole in the response on-axis,
and the lumps in the response off-axis.
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solidity. The rosewood finish of the units
Ireviewed is notable for its rich, burgundy glow, and the subtle manner in
which the cabinetmakers have disguised
the different points at which joints and
edge pieces intersect. And while 101 lbs
is awalk in the park compared to the
weight of some floorstanding high-end
designs, the A3 still has all the heft and
no-compromise construction quality
you'd expect. Sumo-wrestling them
around was doable for asingle ablebodied tweak, facilitated by the location
of the two rear bass ports, and acareful
sideways bear hug of each speaker.
However, aspeaker's mass is, in and
of itself, no guarantee that cabinet resonances and colorations are going to be
neutralized —in fact, it could have precisely the opposite effect. Celestion
employed laser interferometry to optimize the placement of multiple internal
braces, and to shift resonances to frequencies where the damping properties
of cabinet materials lower them to
inaudible levels. Likewise, their use of
Finite Element Analysis, or FEA — a
computer modeling technique that allows engineers to simulate and break
down various aspects of amechanical

system into small elements —led them
to conclude that rounded side panels
on arectangular cabinet would signif-

Celestion employed
laser interferometry to
optimize the placement of
multiple internal braces,
and to shift resonances
to frequencies where the
cabinet materials lower
them to inaudible levels.
icantly reduce diffraction effects and
increase sound levels. Ultimately, through
acombination of FEA and listening
tests, Smith and the Celestion design
team found the optimum level of mass
and rigidity.
"If you get it wrong, it can go seriously
wrong," Smith cautioned. "You could
make it infinitely heavy, very massive,
where the acoustic input in the cabinet
won't excite the cabinet walls. Or you
could do it the other way, which we've

done with Acrolam [in the SL600],
where we just make it very stiff, and
that's really the approach we've taken
with the A Series. The A3 actually has
two vertical braces within the cabinet,
they go from top to bottom, obviously
with cutouts to allow the chambers all
to be coupled; and they're put in specific places that we've predicted will
have the best bracing of that size cabinet. It also has ahorizontal brace which
actually makes the midrange chamber
within the cabinet. So it's avery highly
braced cabinet.
"What we're trying to do is eliminate
resonances within the cabinet, but that
is more or less impossible —at least we
can control them. What we try to do is
move them to areas where they are perhaps not objectionable. If you do it all
wrong you can get avery chesty-sounding loudspeaker, and making the loudspeaker cabinets out of even thicker
wood would've put us in that area. So
it's acombination of the mass and the
stiffness of the cabinet.
"Obviously, the cabinets are filled
with acoustic materials, but once again,
it's afine balance; we need enough
material to absorb the standing waves

Measurements

from asimilar graph plotted in the
horizontal plane (fig.5), the on-axis
depression compensates nicely for the
dispersion "flare" at the bottom of the
tweeter's passband, suggesting that in
all but very large or very well-damped
rooms, the A3 will offer an overall
neutral tonal balance.
In the time domain, the A3's step
response (fig.6) indicates that it is
not a time-coherent design. The
tweeter and midrange appear to be
connected in inverted acoustic polarity, the woofer in correct polarity.
Other than the ultrasonic tweeter resonance, the associated cumulative
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created within the cabinet, but we don't
want to put too much in, because that
does affect the way abass-reflex enclosure works. If you have acoustic material sort of hanging in the cabinet, instead
of the bass units exciting the ports and
making those vibrate, it actually vibrates
the internal lining of the cabinet and the
ports become less efficient. So it's a
process of identifying the frequencies
where you have standing waves, and
getting just enough acoustic material in
there to damp down the standing waves
but not affect the performance of the
reflex loading."
The A3's final distinguishing physical
characteristic, and the only thing about
it that left me feeling slightly peevish,
was the configuration of the terminal
posts. Celestion employs heavy-duty,
gold-plated, biwirable binding posts that
don't accommodate banana plugs, and
around which my speaker-cable spades
didn't fit flush. It's always abit of a
grope to slip one end of the spade
through the speaker-wire hole and
tighten it down securely with pliers in
the cramped little nook. As it turns out,
because Celcstions are sold within the
Common Market, they're prohibited by

spectral-decay or waterfall plot
(fig.7) is generally clean of ridges
of delayed energy. Some mild
activity can be seen in the low
treble, however.
Fig.8 shows asimilar waterfall
plot calculated from the output
of asimple plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the A3 cabinet's side wall, just over afoot
from the floor. Resonances can
be seen at 150Hz, 220Hz, and
325Hz, the first and last of which
coincide with the wrinkles in
the impedance traces. The 325Hz
plot was strongest overall, and
could be detected on all the enclosure surfaces. However, CS
did not note any lack of clarity
or coloration in the speaker lower midrange, so Isuspect this resonant behavior is not as bad as
it looks.
Overall, its measured performance suggests that the A3 is a
well-engineered, neutrally balanced design, with alow-frequency alignment optimized for clarity and definition rather than
boom.
—John Atkinson
Stereophile, June 1998

safety regulations from employing double banana posts because some continentals might mistake them for European power plugs.
However, Smith assured me that
Celestion had already received complaints from America and had addressed this problem. "It will be acompletely different design of terminal
posts now. The spade connection will
be higher up the terminal; in fact, only
asmall portion of the top cap will undo
and come out. The spade will be available nearer the top, so it'll be alot easier to put on. The diameter of the screw
is changed; the whole design is changed.
A spade will actually go around the
center screw of the terminal post,
whereas now you can't get it around
the body of the post. Now you can get
the U of the spade around the central
part of the post and then tighten it so it
tightens down all the way around, flat
surface to surface."
System and setup
My home rig during this audition process consisted of aMesa Baron tube
power amplifier (generally running in
all-triode mode at 55Wpc, with no
negative feedback) with a pair of
Synergistic Research AC Master
Couplers; avintage Conrad-Johnson
PV-5 tube preamp; and aCalifornia
Audio Labs Icon Mk.II CD player
(employing aSynergistic Research Resolution Reference Master Coupler).
Interconnects throughout this part
of the signal chain were Synergistic
Research's Looking Glass models. My
modest Dual 5000 three-speed beltdrive turntable was fitted with an Ortofon X5-MC cartridge. Finally, Iuse
aDenon DRW-580 dual-cassette deck
(with Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling interconnects) and aPanasonic SV3700 DAT player, the latter running
through an Aphex 10/4 Interface Model
124A. This enables me to run Synergistic Research Kaleidoscope balanced
interconnects from the DAT's outs to
the Aphex, with Looking Glass unbalanced interconnects going to the preamp. A set of Synergistic Research Resolution Reference Speaker Cables (in
biwired configuration) completed the
signal chain.
My listening room is approximately
13' by 20', with 12' ceilings. The speakers were placed about 4' from the solid
back wall, about afoot in front of my
equipment rack in the middle, with ceiling-high CD shelves covering the wall
to the left and abare solid wall to the
right facing out to aset of windows. I

A3

placed the A3s about 5' apart and just
slightly toed-in. Ifound the ideal listening position was approximately 7' in
front, at aheight of around 44" or so on
an ergonomic chair (which put my ears
slightly above tweeter level). The angle
of the speakers and the position of the
chair formed the apex of the equilateral
triangle Celestion suggests you should
form to find your sweet spot.
Now Iknow some of you will think
me backward, but Iburned-in these
speakers the old-fashioned way: slowly,
day by day, with music. Celestion suggests aminimum of 50 hours to break
in their titanium-dome tweeter, but
Ifound that the midrange and bass
drivers, as rigidly as they're built, also
needed time to aerobicize. Their sound
evolved considerably over the course of
time, and all for the better. The tweeter
was never sharp or sibilant, but rather
smooth and dry at first; it was fascinating to hear over time how it begin
to breathe and blossom: instrumental
placement became more precise, frontto-back details more open and airy.
Likewise, the three 8" bass drivers initially seemed slightly tubby, the balance
abit amorphous, but over time their
response became fast, tight, and lean,
the sound remarkably flat and uncolored, the crossover points seamless, the
overall balance neutral, natural, transparent, and clear.
Listening
The ear educates itselfover time.
—Rudy Bozak
Ilingered over the Celestion A3
interminably, completely seduced by
their transparency, rhythmic articulation, and spatial depth. As spring melted
into fall, the folks in Santa Fe must've
felt like I'd never come to term, but I
guess I
just wanted to do alot of listening on alot of systems and hear if the
A3 would sustain my initial enthusiasm.
Was it really as good as Ithought?
Well, over time the Cclestion A3 got
nothing but better, representing tremendous bang for the buck irrespective
of price point. Over the course of the
audition process Iwas pleasantly surprised to hear how much more refined
my own listening skills had grown over
the past 20 years (let alone the last 12
months), and quite impressed by how
dutifully and earnestly the Celestion
design team had distilled and refined
their own sonic signature.
The A Series is areal breakthrough
for Celestion —a truly modern design,
ready, willing, and able to meet the
daunting power requirements and dyn105
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amic range of digital sources and hometheater setups. When Ifirst heard apair
of Ais head-to-head against their old
counterparts, the SL6Ses, it was no contest — as if ahuge velvet curtain had
been removed from the soundstage,
while all the smoke and dust in the air
was swept away by aforgiving northern
breeze. And believe me, if you put them
up against subsequent Celestion bookshelf designs, such as the SL600 and
SL700, the Ais are far more sensitive,
harmonically neutral, transparent, and
true. Time marches on.
And the Celestion A3 was even more
dynamic and revealing, offering superb
low-end extension and punch without
italicizing the low end. Rather, it afforded alean, quick, supple low-frequency
response, minus any sense of coloration
or forwardness. If there was bass information there, it was beautifully articulated, and the manner in which the A3
handled Bill Laswell's electric bass transients and Ziggy Modiliste's dancing
kickdrum on Third Rail's "Dusted" (from
South Delta Space Age, Antilles 314-533965-2), and Prince's synth-bass thunder
on "Face Down" (from Emancipation,
New Power Generation E2-54982),
was electric and immediate. Yet by the
same token, the A3 rendered the timpani and pedal tones on Strauss's Also
sprach Zarathustra (from the soundtrack
to 2001: A Space Odyssey, Rhino R2
72562), and Ray Brown's richly detailed
percussive attack on This One's for Blanton (Pablo PACD-2310-721-2) with immediacy and grace.
Now I'm certainly aware of systems
that are more voluptuous or offer greater visceral impact. Still, as acritical listener who loves rock but listens to alot
of acoustic sources, I'm thankful the engineers at Celestion didn't hot-rod the
bass response, but went for arelatively
flat, neutral balance. The seamless integration of components, the front-toback clarity and detail, the openness and
soundstage coherence made the Celestion A3 sound, to paraphrase Brother
John Atkinson, more like agreat twoway with avery subtle subwoofer than
your typical three-way.
One of the A3's most endearing attributes was the quality of its off-axis
sound. Off-axis listening comprises alot
of my listening when I'm on my couch
to the right of the soundstage, or in the
adjacent room seated at my drum set or
reading in bed. Even off-axis, the A3s'
sound didn't seem to come from any
one source. The clarity of the bass, the
warmth and harmonic coherence of the
midrange, served only to accentuate the
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perspective and all the sweet, rounded
reverb tails of asmall church. Lorimer is
such atowering virtuoso, he's able to
make every inch of the room sing along.
Every time I've upgraded my system
over the last few years, I've heard more
and more scrapes, slaps, grunts, and audible exhalations.
But last time through, on the A3, I
The ASeries is
heard something odd on Lorimer's arrangement of Bach's Cello Suite 1: a
areal breakthrough
very deep, subsonic rumble. It was barely perceptible among the gonglike bass
for Celestion —
tones of the Sarabande, but on the Minuet
atruly modern design,
it sounded like some sort of resonant
peak, or perhaps abit of feedback from
ready, willing, and able
amonitor. When Icalled Lorimer, he
told me it was actually some big tractorto meet the requirements
trailers passing by. Idon't know if I
would have heard all that ayear ago,
of digital sources and
before spending so much quality time
with the Celestion A3.
home-theater setups.
While the Celestion A3 was sensitive
upper midrange), and the marvelous enough to deliver plenty of acoustic
output with arelatively low-powered
placement and separation of vocals from
tube amp (though at 55Wpc triode, my
instruments, as if he were seated just in
Mesa Baron is putting out mucho curfront of McCoy Tyner's piano and
rent), it does love power. When Iheard
Garrison's bass, which both had plenty
them in an audio showroom with a
of presence but never obtruded on his
high-powered solid-state amplifier, they
space. A remarkable tweeter.
kind of sat up and wagged their tails —
And avery revealing one. Such is the
the sense of front-to-back depth was
price we pay for audio nirvana — the
more palpable, the bass response more
bitter with the sweet—as we get to
forward and vivid. Still, whether you
hear all the imperfections of our source
material. Though this titanium tweeter want harmonic sweetness and rich towas remarkably free of sibilance, on a nality of tubes, or the depth, detail, and
focus of high-powered solid-state amps,
recording mixed and mastered as hot
the A3 was most accommodating.
and bright as John Fogerty's joyous new
rocker Blue Moon Swamp (Warner Bros.
Conclusions
45426-2), you better be wearing sunglasses. But in auditioning Bruno Wal- The Celestion A3 is that rarest of sonic
ter's magnificent 1961 rendition of birds: aspeaker that does justice to rock
and r&b while optimizing acoustic
Mahler's Symphony 9 (Sony Classical
sources, and without unduly italicizing
SM2K 64452), or Mark Gorenstein and
any particular frequencies. The A3 gets
the Russian Symphony Orchestra's dynout of the way and lets the music shine
amic recording of Shostakovich's Symthrough, whether depicting the transphony 5(Redemption, PopeMusic PM1009-2), the tweeter wasn't peaky or parent inner details of acoustic instruments, the rhythm and pacing of
metallic, but exceptionally smooth,
straight-ahead jazz, or the bone-rattling
sweet, and detailed.
transients of no-holds-barred rock.
Did Isay "revealing"? The A3 could
Celestion's A3 is exceptionally flatjust as easily reveal all sorts of sonic
ephemera, be it from source material or tering to awide range of music because
it offers apure, detailed portrayal of
an errant component in the signal chain.
acoustic nuances, with plenty of dynMichael Lorimer's Remembranza (origiamic range for complex transients. And
nally released on George Winston's
Dancing Cat label, a subsidiary of while Isuspect some dyed-in-the-wool
Wmdham Hill, and inexplicably out of rockers might choose to bi-amp the A3
to achieve amore pronounced low-end
print) is probably one of the most movfocus and sonic impact, for me the honing, stunningly recorded solo-guitar
esty, clarity, and neutrality of the Cerecitals in my library. Recorded live to
lestion A3's bass extension, and the
two-track analog on alovely old Nagra,
this homage to Lorimer's mentor dimensionality, depth, and coherence
of the system as awhole, are simpà
Segovia is an intimate, involving recordrevelations.
ing with avivid back-of-the-hall sonic

tweeter's wide dispersion.
Listening to John Coltrane and Johnny Hartman on "You Are Too Beautiful" (from John Coltrane/Johnny Hartman,
ImpulseVGRP GRD-157), Iwas struck
by the warmth and presence of Hartman's vocals (nothing italicized in the
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Krell Full Power Balanced 250
monoblock power amplifier

M

ost compact of Krell's line of
Full Power Balanced (FPB)
monoblock amplifiers, the
FPB 250M ($10,000/pair) came on the
market in mid 1997, some six months
before the 350M ($16,500/pair) and the
650M ($25,000/pair). Because these
amplifiers utilize the full power supply
of the comparable Krell stereo amplifiers, they enjoy higher power ratings
than the company's FPB 200, FPB 300,
and FPB 600 dual-channel amplifiers.
For example, the 250M delivers "a substantial class-A output" of 250W into 8
ohms, 500W into 4ohms, and 1000W
into 2ohms — higher than the 200W,
400W, and 800W ratings of its stereo
version, the FPB 200.
Why introduce monoblocks? Despite the increased costs of two chassis,
tnonoblocks have been favorites of
audiophiles. (Two FPB 250Ms cost
$4100 more than asingle FPB 200.)
Monoblocks maintain theoretically perfect channel separation, have extremely
effective shielding, and provide superior
circuit isolation. In addition, monoblocks can be placed closer to their respective loudspeakers than can asingle
stereo amplifier, allowing for very short
speaker cables. This can eliminate the
noise and power losses that may be
found in longer cable runs.
Having acompact FPB high-power
Krell amplifier module offers other
advantages. The 79-lb FPB 250M is 28
lbs lighter than the FPB 200, and 103 lbs
lighter than the FPB 600 (all weights are
shipping weights). Lifting FPB 250M
cartons out of your car trunk, getting
them into the house, and placing them
in the listening room can be done easily
by one person without aforklift. Although the 250M's physical design is
very attractive, its relatively small size
will appeal to those who believe that
amplifiers, unlike children, should be
heard, not seen.
During the past year, Stereophiltes
equipment reviewers have unleashed a
torrent of praise on Krell's FPB amplifier series, specifically directed at the FPB
600. Martin Colloms declared that "the
[FPB WO] holds all the aces ...I'm quite
certain that it redefines the art.... Since
Stereophile, June 1998

Krell FPB 250M monoblock power amplifier

aClass A rating means 'the best we
know,' Ifeel that, in the light of this
design achievement, the rest [of the current stack of Class A power amplifiers in
Stereophiltes "Recommended Components"' will have to be re-classed.... I
confidently dub the Full Power Balanced 600 the 'Grand Slam' of power
amplifiers." (Vo120 NoA, p.195)
Editor John Atkinson concluded that,
"Given Martin's enthusiasm for the big
Krell amplifier, it looks as though
Stereophile will indeed have to re-examine the solid-state rankings in Class A of

Description: Solid-state monoblock
amplifier with "Sustained Plateau
Biasing" output stage. Rated output
power: 250W into 8ohms (24dBVV),
500W into 4 ohms (24dBW), both
20Hz-20kHz with no more than
0.3% THD (FTC). Maximum output
voltage: 138V peak-peak; 49V RMS
at rated line voltage into 8 ohms.
Input impedance: 100k ohms balanced, 50k ohms single-ended.
Voltage gain: 26.4dB. Input sensitivity: 2.14V RMS for rated output. Output impedance: not given. Damping
factor: not given. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB. Power

the magazine's 'Recommended Components' listing."
And Wes Phillips, assigned the task of
replicating MC's experience with the
FPB 600 by comparing it to other Class
A amplifiers, had this to say: "Compared to the Krell [FPB 600], almost
everything else sounds broken." (Vo120
No.4, p.195)
Even before WP's comparison appeared in print, the magazine's contributing hardware editors voted the Krell
FPB 600 StereophiltesJoint Amplification
Component of 1997. Rarely does a

bandwidth (-3dB): 0.1Hz-240kHz.
S/N ratio: not given. Power consumption: typically 175W at idle,
1700W maximum.
Dimensions: 10.2" (259mm) H by
12.7" (323mm) W by 16.9" (429mm) D.
Weight: 79 lbs (35.6kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
8597100078, 8497100095.
Price: 810,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries Inc.,
45 Connair Road, Orange, CT 064773650. Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax: (203)
799-9796. E-mail: krell@krellonline.
com .
Web: vwvw.krellonline.com
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high-end product takes the magazine's
staff by storm; only once before has a
component challenged the entire ranking system of one of our "Recommended Components" categories. My mission for this review, if Ichose to accept
it, was to determine whether the FPB
250 monoblocks perform to the same
exalted level.
Fearful asymmetry
The Krell 250M's physical asymmetry —
it has only one side row of heatsinks and
asingle lifting handle —makes it look
very different from the Krell FPB stereo
amplifiers. Krell thus manufactures the
250M in right- and left-handed versions. Audiophiles will probably purchase asymmetrical pair, while hometheater buffs can opt for individual amplifiers, symmetrical pairs, or sets of
three ("Theater Pack Three," $13,900)
or five ("Theater Pack Five, $22,675)
left-finned amps.
Krell has gone further to ensure that
the FPB monoblock series is easily distinguished from other Krell amps.
While the 250M's chassis depth matches that of the two-channel model, two
FPB 250M chassis will take up 6" more

shelf space than a single FPB 200.
Another unique feature is the 250M's
dark metallic faceplate. The spaces
between the faceplate borders and the
gray, central, raised control section arc
dark — exactly the reverse of Krell's
stereo amplifiers. The dark metal portions of the faceplate are concave and
polished, giving a glass or marble
appearance. With all of this and its single row of heatsinks, the 250M's appearance is stunning.
Circuitry
Internally, the Krell FPB 250M shares
its circuit design, mechanical construction, and fien'finish with the FPB 200,
300, and 600 stereo amplifiers. Its design is truly balanced from signal inputs
to speaker outputs. Speaker terminals
arc balanced; ie, "neither 'positive' nor
'negative' terminals are connected to
ground or the amplifier chassis," just as
MC described the FPB 600. The
250M's output differential circuitry
means that its negative speaker terminals must not be connected to each
other, to ground, or to any kind of
makeshift circuit that would connect
two 250Ms. In addition to its balanced

architecture, the 250M's output stage
enjoys full active regulation, which prevents the voltage rails from sagging
under most loads far better than can a
conventional power supply with huge
electrolytic capacitors. Active regulation
also suppresses noise and modulation
effects, which Krell claims can make
music sound grainy and harsh.
Like all the rest of the present generation of Krell amplifiers, the FPB
250M employs the company's "Current
Gain Mode" and "Sustained Plateau
Biasing II class-A Operation." The Krell
current-gain mode avoids the translation between the traditional voltagemode gain found in most amplifier
input stages and the current gain found
in output stages. Two Motorola microprocessors optimize critical circuit parameters, including the musical signal
and speaker impedance. This allows the
250M's bias software to select bias
plateaus, ensuring class-A operation for
any musical input or speaker condition.
This is done by adjusting the output
stage to one of seven levels of biasing
for aperiod of seconds after amusical
transient passes. These same Motorola
microprocessors arc programmed to

Measurements
set of measurements of the
Krell 250M was made in its balAfull

anced mode, with selected measurements repeated for the unbalanced
(single-ended) configuration. Except as
noted, the results below are for balanced
operation. The 250M is noninverting in
the unbalanced mode. Balanced, pin 2
is configured as the positive leg, pin 3
the negative.
Following the 1
/
3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the 250M's heatsinks were hot — too hot to touch comfortably for more than afew seconds.
The input impedance measured 170k

511.0.10
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ohms balanced, 83.4k ohms unbalanced. The low measured output impedance of 0.04 ohms or slightly less
(depending on frequency and load) up
to lkHz, and 0.045 ohms or less at
20kHz, should not affect the amplifier's
performance with different loudspeaker loads. Voltage gain into 8ohms
measured 26.3dB balanced, virtually
the same unbalanced. DC offset measured 1.5mV.
The unweighted signal/noise ratio
(ref. 1W into 8ohms) for the 250M
measured 86dB over a22Hz-22kHz
bandwidth and 80.1dB over a10Hz500kHz bandwidth. (Most of the in-

crease in noise at the wider bandwidth
occurred above 30kHz.) A-weighted
S/N, also ref. 1W into 8ohms, measured 90.9dB. The unbalanced readings were within 2dB or less of these
values.
Fig.1 shows the 250M's frequency
response. There is nothing worth commenting on here, except to point out
that the unbalanced results (not shown)
were virtually identical. The lkHz
squarewave response (also not shown) is
excellent, and the 10kHz squarewave
(fig2) is superb, with afast risetime
and virtually no rounding of the corners
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Krell FPB 250M, balanced input, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 5kHz): 1W
into 8 ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 2.83V into
simulated speaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Krell FPB 250M, small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.

Fig.3 Krell FPB 250M, THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from top to bottom at 5kHz): 4W into
2ohms; 2.83V into simulated speaker load;
2W into 4ohms; and 1W into 8ohms.
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"WOW, Ican't
believe you have
that CD!"

What's.your
Khanna"?

1-800-EVERY-CD is awholesale music club. Members receive a950
page catalog offering virtually every CD in print. All CD's are offered at
wholesale, which is guaranteed to be the lowest price you can find. We
do not send unsolicited CD's, and there is no minimum required to order.
Call today or search our catalog now online at http://www.everycd.com.
Whatever CD you last bought, chances are we'll have it, too, for less.
We'll also have the items you've been wanting to buy but couldn't find.
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LOVE TRIANGLE
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PREAMPLIFIER

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Fully regulated power supply, including DC filaments
• Five line inputs, one tape loop. two (paralleled) outputs
• Easy to assemble circuit board construction
•Compact sized (14" W x 10.5" DI black powder coated
chassis, black ancdized aluminum front panel and knobs,
•Approx. 20 dB of gain with low output impedancp for
excellent drive capabilities.
•Zero global negative feedback
Starting at $599 USD
Upgrade Cil Available

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Push-Pull fixed bias UltraLinear EL-34/6CA7 output stage
•4, 8and 16 Ohm output taps
•Triode input amplifier stage followed by a long tailed
differential pair dnver stage
•Tube Complement Two matched pairs EL34/ 6CA7, Two
12AU7/ECC82, One 12AX7/ECIS3
• Solid State rectification and driver stage B* regulation
Starting at $699 USD
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DIGITAL

PROCESSOR

DESIGN FEATURES:
• Pacific Microsonecs PMD-100 HDCD chip
•20-Bit Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs
•Crystal CS8412 Input Receiver chip
•AD844 IN converter, AD817 Output Buffer chip
•8 power supply regulation stages
Starting at $499 USD
$149 USD for Upgrade Kit
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provide protection for avariety of outof-spec operations: excessive heat, irregular regulator voltage, excessive DC
at the amplifier outputs, or ashort circuit across the speaker terminals.
Like the FPB 600, the FPB 250M is
DC-coupled throughout and complementary push-pull. Jumpers can be
removed to provide capacitative protection at the input. This allows the 250M
to operate with tube preamplifier outputs with trace amounts of DC, which
would otherwise trip the 250M's protection circuits and prevent the amplifier from playing.
Removing the top cover's 15 Torx
bolts reveals the 250M's superb construction quality. This chassis top-piece
covers the top and inner side, and provides the rigidity necessary to support
the unit's huge, heavy, potted toroidal
transformer. A large multilayer printed
circuit board labeled "FPB 150" extends
from faceplate to rear panel adjacent to
the side heatsink. This board features
designator and solder masks and is
densely populated with high-quality
components, including three regulator
heatsinks and two banks of three 100V,
6800pF electrolytic capacitors. Small

electrolytics are faster than the huge
electrolytic "cans" found in other highend power amplifiers, and provide adequate energy storage when used with
the 250M's fully regulated design.
These output boards also hold the am-

Removing the top
cover's 15 Tonc bolts
reveals the 250M's superb
construction quality.
plifier's 60 Motorola output bipolar
power transistors (the old KSA-250 had
only 24 bipolar outputs per channel).
The chassis' inside back panel holds
the amplifier's microprocessor control
board, the power-on circuit breaker, the
red switches for factory-adjusted AC
mains voltage selection, and the J6 and
J7 jumpers that bypass input capacitors
(for use with tube preamplifiers). Two
ribbon cables (one solid color, the other
multicolored) run between the front and
back panels to provide the amplifier's
power-on and Sustained Plateau Biasing

LEDs. Four thick (10mm) copper bus
bars run from the output boards to the
speaker terminals. Rigidity of construction and fit'n'finish of circuit boards and
components arc first-rate, which should
ensure reliable operation over many
years. If repair is necessary, the modular
design should make replacement of circuit parts asimple matter.
The FP13250M's external back panel
has been designed to facilitate ease of
connections. Two pairs of speaker terminals allow for hi-wiring, and the
speaker wire can be tightly fastened
with large plastic wing nuts. A single
balanced XLR female connector and
one single-ended, gold-plated RCA jack
are provided. The amplifier is shipped
with along, 11-shaped pin to short pins
1 (shield, ground) and 3 (inverting
input) of the XLR input to allow use of
the single-ended RCA input connection. The 250M's detachable power
cord is aheavy-duty 15-amp type.
System and setup
My listening room is 26' long, 13' wide,
and 12' high, with asemi-cathedral ceiling. The back of the room opens into a
25' by 15' kitchen through an 8' by 4'

Measurements
of the waveform.
The THD+noise vs frequency results
are plotted in fig3. The unbalanced results, not shown, were only marginally
higher (about 0.002%). The ICrell's distortion waveforms indicate primarily
3rd-harmonic distortion, with barely
visible hints of higher harmonics and
some noise. Ihad to drive the amplifier
to ahigher output than usual to obtain
any useful waveforms at all. The results
from a 10W output into 4 ohms are
shown in figA.
The 250M's spectrum with 50Hz
driven a335W output into 4ohms (
2
/
3

power) is shown in fig.5. Only the
150Hz component (third harmonic),
at -67dB or about 0.045%, is higher
than -80dB. Fig.6 shows the response
to acombined 19+20kHz signal — the
intermodulation products resulting
from an input signal consisting of an
equal combination of these two frequencies —at 335W into 4ohms. The
largest artifacts here are at lakHz and
21kHz (about -62dB at 211cHz, or approximately 0.08%). A similar reading
taken at 168W into 8ohms indicates
even lower IM.
The 11cHz, THD+noise vs level curves
for the 250M are shown in fig.7. This
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amplifier is apowerhouse. The curves
indicate that the power supply operates
in amanner reminiscent of that of a
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Fig.6 Krell FPB 250M, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 335W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Krell FPB 250M, lkHz waveform at 10W
into 4 ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.5 Krell FPB 250M, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 335W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7

Krell FPB 250M, distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8 ohms,
4 ohms, and 2ohms.
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doorway. Tlie loudspeakers were set up
3' from the rear wall (faced with framed
watercolors 8' from the floor) and
approximately 30" from the side walls
(which have sliding equipment shelves).
For most of my listening Isat 8' away in
an overstuffed chair that placed my cars
37" from the floor.
LPs were played on aLinn Sondek/
Lingo/Ittok/Sumiko setup. Digital
sources were Adcom GDA-700 and
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD
(over its I
2Sbus) D/A processors, both
driven by aKrell MD-1 Cl) transport
via a75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable and an Audio Alchemy
DTI jitter attenuator. Day-Sequerra FM
Reference Classic and Fanfare FM-1
stereo tuners pulled in music from
WQXR, our local New York City classical station. Preamplification was provided by aKrell KBL (now discontinued) for CDs, and aMark Levinson
ML-7A (also discontinued) with
Duntech MX-10 head amplifier for
LPs. Comparison power amplifiers
were Krell KSA-250 or Mark Levinson
No.331 stereo amplifiers, or apair of
Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks.
Interconnects were Krell Cogelco

multi-rail power supply. That is,
when the distortion starts to increase, extra bias current kicks in to
push the performance to ahigher
level. The discrete clipping levels
(at 1% THD+noise) are shown in
Table 1.
Note that while the 8ohm and 4
ohm readings shown here were
taken directly, the 2 ohm reading
was derived from the curves in fig.7
(in deference to the health of our
test-bench load!).
The 250M's test-bench results are
outstanding. Ican only wish that the
measurements of all the amplifiers
reviewed in Stereophile could be so
uneventful!
—ThomasJ. Norton

Table 1 Krell FPB 250M Clipping
(1% THD+noise at lkHz)
Load
ohms
W (dB1N)
8
(line)
4
(line)
2
(line)

377.5 (25.8)
115V
711 (25.5)
115V
1000 (24)
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Yellow balanced or AudioQuest Topaz
single-ended (used with the Snell
Acoustics Type A Reference). Speaker
cables were abi-wired set of Sumiko
OCOS. All amplifiers were plugged
into a200A AC outlet. Loudspeakers
included apair of Quad ESL-63 USA
Monitors hung on Arcici stands, aSnell
Acoustics Type A Reference system.
Chario Academy 1s, and the Professional Monitor Company LB-1s. The
minimonitors listed above were used
with 30"-high "Franklin and Lowell"
stands from Sumiko.
The Krell FPB 250Ms were broken
in by playing music from an FM source
for 24 hours, followed by 12 hours of
the "Special Burn-In Noise Track" from
Stereophiles Test CD 3.
Sound
After plugging in the heavy-gauge 15A
AC connector and power cord, Iflipped
the power breaker switch on the corner
of the 250M's back panel to its up position. The power LED, labeled
came
on, indicating that the amplifier was
now in standby mode. Pressing the single silver power button on the front
panel illuminated the second LED ("R"),
indicating that the regulators had been
engaged. One second later the last LED
("B") came on, signifying that the regulator had secured control of the output
stage. According to the owner's manual,
when this triangle of LEDs is fully illuminated, the Krell Sustained Plateau
Bias II system is engaged. Another second passed until Iheard the faint click
of the input relays engaging, suggesting
that the 250M's protection circuits had
confirmed that operating conditions
were safe. The 250M uses aquieter
input relay than did Krell's now-discontinued KSA-250, which clanged loudly.
Driving speakers in my large listening
room requires power, and the 250Ms
delivered without fail. Inever heard clipping, signs of compression, or static during peaks. After I'd driven the 250Ms at
high volume for two to three hours, the
heatsinks became quite warm to the
touch (indicating long periods at the
higher bias levels), but never did the
250Ms get as hot as did the KSA-250.
Once, Iinadvertently tested the amplifier's protection circuit when changing
speakers under poor light conditions. I
mistakenly fastened the red and black
speaker wires to the saine terminal.
(This was not areviewing tesr, the reader should be careful to never do this at
home.) The amplifier switched off
instantly and quietly, and played immediately after Icorrected the wiring snafu.
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My speakers never sounded more
natural than when driven by the FPB
250Ms. Like Martin Colloms, Iwas
impressed with the amp's ability to
"deliver top-to-bottom tonal balance
and neutrality." The FPB 250M had
profound bass extension, with superb
pitch definition and slam. Bass drum was
intensely realistic, and the 250M's speed
and definition captured the explosive
plucked-bass and synthesizer bass transients in "Something's Wrong," from
Randy Edelman's soundtrack to My
Cousin Vinny (Varèse Sarabande VSD-5).
The 250Ms breathed new life into
my Quad ESL-63s, making them sing
in the midrange with the smoothest,
most lucid, and least colored sonic> I've
heard to date from these speakers. This
newfound lucidity and smoothness
were evident in their ability to reproduce male vocal music in astunningly
realistic manner. Ruben Blades singing
"Time is an Ocean," from Paul Simon's
Songs from The Capeman (Warner Bros.
46814-2), conveyed exactly the right
timbre and warmth I'd heard during
two live performances. Similarly, Stevie
Nicks' voice on "Rhiannon," from
Fleetwood Mac's recent The Dance
(Reprise 46702-2), was holographic,
three-dimensional, and palpable, with
extremely complex timbre and color.
The Quad ESL/Krell 250M combination created deep, wide stable soundstage images that were focused and layered. On "The Chain," from the same
Fleetwood Mac album, the 250Ms created asoundstage of impressive width
and depth that allowed me to clearly
resolve each member of the group.
Similarly, on "Say You Love Me," I
could hear, for the first time, the very
quiet doo-wah backup ("Oooh-LaahLa-La"). The clarity of the choral backup and depth of soundstage were evident on the opening cut ("Never an
Absolution") of James Homer's Titanic
soundtrack (Sony Music Soundtrax SK
63213). The instrumental finish of
Richard Thompson's "Why Must I
Plead" (Rumor and Sigh, Capitol CDP 7
95713 2) had adeep, wide soundstage,
the guitar positioned well beyond the
outside rim of the right speaker. Just as
MC reported of the FPB 600, the FPB
250M was the "`fastest' "amplifier I'd
heard on these selections in terms of
rhythm and timing.
The 250M's mids and treble were
transparent, clear, open, and effortless.
Its superb resolution revealed fine
details that were easy to appreciate
I
was immediately involved in the music,
mostly due to its seductive richness. The
112

amplifier was seamless, both sonically
and in its power-level operations. No
audible stepping between plateau bias
settings was evident, the amplifier
responding immediately to sudden transients and passages of wide dynamic
range. Eruptions of synthesizer, window-rattling bass, and strident horn

Once it was broken in,
the FPB 250M's sound
was neutral,
difficult to characterize.
There was no edginess,
no special impact, no color,
no forced dynamics.
The only way
to "hear" it was
during comparisons
with other amplifiers.
sounds were resolved faithfully on
"Monkey Mayhem," from James Horner's Jumatiji soundtrack (Epic Soundtrax EK 67424).
Once it was broken in, the FPB
250M's sound was neutral, difficult to
characterize. There was no edginess, no
special impact, no color, no forced
dynamics. The only way to "hear" it was
during comparisons with other amplifiers. Then its balance sounded natural,
with "just the right sense of richness and
weight," as MC described the FPB 600.
Comparisons
The top echelon of my personal ranking of monoblock and stereo amplifiers has until now been occupied by
the Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks (reviewed October 1996). Quite close in
my preferences are the Mark Levinson
No.331 (January 1996) and the Krell
KSA-250 (January 1991).
Why include aseven-year-old amplifier that was discontinued by the manufacturer in 1993? Because the Krell
KSA-250 has served as my standard
powerful, solid-state amplifier, and has
gone toe-to-toe sonically with the best
amplifiers Ihave reviewed and suggested for Class A status in "Recommended
Components." Additionally, it matches
the 250M in company (Krell), designer
(Dan D'Agostino), and power rating.
Gain was matched in these compar-

isons, particularly important because of
the 250M's relatively low input sensitivity. This also made it possible to compare the 250M with the higher-powered Bryston amp (rated at 500W) and
the lower-powered Levinson (100Wpc).
Reviews of Class A amplifiers in Stereophile have always been full of praise.
As MC noted, "It would be too easy to
mark the FPB 600's success with atorrent of superlatives." Even so, the Krell
250M pushed me further.
Start with the Krell KSA-250, aproduct superseded by two later generations of Krell amplifier designs. Robert
Harley originally reported that the
KSA-250 had "LP dynamics [that] were
effortless, punchy, and quick (Vol.14
Nol, p.177). The following year, Recommended Components (Vol.15, No.4,
p.171) gave the KSA-250 an "A" rating,
stating that it "combines an effortless
delivery of power into difficult loads
with traditional Krell clarity but an
almost tubelike seamlessness from the
lowest bass to highest treble." In addition, the KSA-250 "seemed to add an octave of bass extension to the somewhat
lean Hales System Two Signatures."
What did Ihear? Just as RH said, I
found that the KSA-250 produced
"punchier" and deeper bass notes that
later seemed slightly exaggerated when
compared to the FPB 250M. While
both the KSA-250 and the 250M
extended the PMC LB-1's bass, the
250M's overall tonal balance proved
ultimately smoother during long listening sessions because it did not have
the KSA-250's midrange leanness (noted
by TJN in his Krell KSA-300S review
in January 1994). Switching to Quad
ESL-63s, the KSA-250 again delivered
very solid, well-defined bass, but cymbals and percussion were hotter, tizzier,
more "solid-state"—sounding than when
the 250Ms were connected.
The pair of 250Ms also edged out
the KSA-250 with their more natural
soundstage perspective. Voice images
in the male and female choirs on "The
Lord is My Light and My Salvation,"
the second track on John Rutter's
Requiem (Reference Recordings RR57CD), seemed more distinct, less exaggerated, less breathy and sibilant when
the 250M monoblocks were playing —
as TJN had reported during his KSA300S/KSA-250 comparison. While it
was clear that both amplifiers had characteristics in common (bass definition,
deep bass extension, superb soundstaging), the earlier KSA-250 design had
more apparent raw power and drive, the
250M more refinement and grace.
Stereophile, June 1998

Differences between these distant
generations of Krell amplifiers were
best heard when Iwas playing Paul
Simon's Songs from The Capeman. The
Krell KSA-250 added an edge to
Simon's voice, and his acoustic guitar
lacked the three-dimensional quality I
heard with the Krell FPB 250Ms.
Similarly, on "Sunday Afternoon," Edniti
Nazario sounded like amuch younger
singer over the KSA-250 than she did
when Iheard her live in the musical's
preview. Switching to the Krell 250Ms
retrieved her natural vocal timbre, along
with this song's dense sadness. The KSA250's leanness generated the greatest
depth of soundstage on the Simon recording, but the 250Ms presented a
more natural soundstage perspective,
one appropriate for musical theater.
The Mark Levinson No.331 produced what seemed at first to be acloser sonic match to the 250M. Driving
Quad ESL-63s, the No331 played with
the well-defined bass, transparent
midrange, and smooth top end Ihad
reported in an earlier review (Vol.19
No.1). The FPB 250Ms matched the
331, revealing the same neutral, distantbut-layered version of the orchestral
textures. Both designs re-created agood
sense of the hall during the brass finale
of Janácek's Sinfonietta: Finale (Jose
Serebrier, Czech State Philharmonic,
Reference RR-65CD). The 250M
matched the No331's soundstage perspective on this recording better than
did the KSA-250. On the other hand,
the 250M excelled in overall smoothness, seamless reproduction of the sonic
spectrum, and freedom from congestion
during orchestral climaxes.
The Bryston 7B-ST was the only
other monoblock amplifier used in
this comparison. It matched the Krell
250M's speed, slam, drive, and midbass
control with an effortless and open
midrange Ihad reported in an earlier
review (Vol.19 No.10, p.289). Both
monoblocks exercised iron control over
the huge 18" subwoofer cones in the
Snell Model A Reference system. This
maximized the explosive impact of the
synthesizer chords that open Terry
Dorsey's "Ascent" on Time Warp (Telarc
CD-80106). The 250Ms also matched
the 7B-ST's ability to render the solidity
of organ-pedal deep bass notes in Jean
Guillou's transcription of Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR90117), while capturing the sense of
space around the Kleuker-Steinmeyer
organ. Even so, Ifound that the FPB
250M was ever so slightly smoother
in the upper mids and highs when
Stereophile. June 1998

driving the Quad ESL-63. This speaks
well for the Krell, whose power rating
into 8 ohm loads is half that of the
Bryston 7B-ST.
Conclusions
My impressions of the Krell FPB 250M
monoblock matched Martin Colloms'
descriptions of the Krell FPB 600. I
heard the same "state-of-the-art depth
and transparency" and "midrange...
tubelike tonality" in the 250M. Ifound
Icould have the best sonic bits from
other Class A amplifiers — the Mark
Levinson No.331's impact and transparency, the Bryston 7B-ST's ironfisted
control of subwoofer cones, and the
Krell KSA-250's deep-bass extension —
just by listening to the 250M. So does
this mean that the lower-powered
250M FPB amplifier also rewrites the
book on amplification?
Before addressing that, I'd like to
comment on the 250M's few shortcomings. I'd rather have two handles for lifting the chassis, even though it weighs
only 79 lbs and its single handle is part
of its visual appeal. Its power rating is
less than the FPB 600's, but 250Wpc
proved to be plenty for any loudspeaker
run in my large listening room. Both
the 250M and the Bryston 7B-ST had
seemed to have so much power on tap
that Iwas concerned that, if Ikept turning up my KBL preamplifier's volume
control, my loudspeakers would give up
long before the amplifiers would. Then
there's the price—two channels of
Krell FPB amplification cost much
more than the comparison amplifiers
used here.
Even so, I'm pleased to report that
the Krell FPB 250M is one of the
best-sounding power amplifiers I've
ever had in my system. Moreover, it
is the best amplifier I've heard to date
for driving my Quad ESL-63s, thus
"rewriting the book again" for this
loudspeaker. The Krell 250M's fit,
finish, construction, and cosmetics
have to be seen to be appreciated. No
two-dimensional photograph can do
justice to its concave polished faceplate and compact, asymmetrical design. Its sonics are hard to describe,
because it does such agood job of getting out of the music's way. For all
these reasons, the Krell FPB 250M
amplifier wins my vote for aClass A
recommendation in the present and
future "Recommended Components"
because its sound has it all: openness,
effortless power, transparency, and no
grain. It reinvigorates music, restorind
its magic and joy.
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Linn Linto phono preamplifier
AcousTech Electronics PI-I-1 phono preamplifier

A

udiophiles with budget restrictions (most of us, Iimagine)
could be forgiven for feeling
we're afterthoughts to most manufacturers. Even though we probably
keep many companies in business by
buying their "entry-" or mid-level
products, we're always hearing about
products designed "without compromise." Waiter, could you bring the reality check, please?
Even if you design a component
without regard to the price tag, you still
run into the compromises dictated by
material science, or our collective ignorance, or even market pressures. (Although, with Asian economies in serious trouble, I'm betting we won't be
hearing many manufacturers explaining
"We just had to have aproduct that cost
more than our old top-of-the-line in
order to be taken seriously.")
The $1500 Linn Linto and $1200
AcousTech PH-1 phono preamplifiers
arc both reasonably priced by current
analog standards, but neither product
comes with an attitude of "This is the best
we could do for so little money." Quite
the reverse: The Linn commemorates
the 25th anniversary of the LP12, while
the PH-1 is alove letter to analog posted
by Acoustic Sounds' Chad Kassem and
high-end designer Ron Sutherland. Both
are serious high-end products that make
no excuses. Or need to.
"Let's face it," said Ron Sutherland,
"most people have to make some sacrifices to own anything that costs a
thousand dollars. They should get
something well built and well designed for their money. And, while it
takes more time to design something
intelligently, smart engineering doesn't
have to cost more than an ugly solution
to the same problem."
Ain't it grand to be taken seriously?
Linn Linto

No single company has had agreater
impact on analog sound than Linn. In
fact, it could be argued that the entire
category of high-end turntables owes its
existence to the LP12. But Linn has also
been aforce in toneann evolution and
cartridge development, and now, it
114

Linn Unto phono preamplifier

could be argued, in phono preamplification. The Linto direct-coupled
"Precision" phono preamp is athirdgeneration circuit that traces its lineage
back to Linn's experiments with their

Linn Unto: Solid-state, direct-coupled
MC phono preamplifier with switchmode power supply. Recommended
audio input level: 150pV (high gain),
500pV (low gain). Input impedance:
150 ohms (in parallel with 4.7nF).
Voltage gain: 64dB at 1kHz (high
gain), 54dB at lkHz (low gain).
Maximum input: 6.7mV at IkHz
(high gain), 19mV at IkHz (low gain).
Maximum output: 10.1V p-p at IkHz.
Power consumption: ca 6W/12VA.
Dimensions: 12.5" W by 3" H by 13"
D. Weight: 3.5 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
001575 ("Assembled and Tested by
David Clyne").
Price: $1500. Approximate number
of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd.,
Floors Road, Waterfoot, Glasgow G76
OEP, Scotland, UK. US distributor: Linn
Inc., 4540 Southside Boulevard, Suite
402, Jacksonville, FL 32216. Tel: (904)

own disc-cutting lathe in the early '80s.
As the company improved their mastering chain, they found they could no
longer measure the lathe noise on the
disc — the residual noise from the

645-5242. Fax: (904) 645-7275. E-mail:
linnincorporated@compuserve.com.
Web: www.linninc.com.
AcousTech PH-1: solid-state MM/
MC phono preamplifier. Voltage gain:
61.5dB (MC), 42dB (MM). Input
impedance: 100 ohms in parallel
with 0.01pF (MC), 47k ohms in parallel with 220pF (MM). Other loadings available. Maximum output: 8V
RMS. Recommended load: 10k
ohms or greater. Power consumption: >10W.
Dimensions: 18.5" W by 2.5" H by
12.75" D. Weight: 20 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed: n/a.
Price: $1200. Approximate number
of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: AcousTech Electronics,
1000 W. Elm Street, Salina, KS
67402. Tel: (785) 825-8609. Fax:
(785) 825-0156. Web: www.acoustic
sounds.com.
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Linn

phono preamplifier was greater than
the cutter noise. Linn developed their
own phono preamp as ameasurement
tool, later incorporating it into the LK1preamplifier.
The Linto couples the signal from the
cartridge directly into the bases of the
transistors rather than into resistors or
loading networks — because, Linn
maintains, these elements waste valuable
signal power and generate more signal
and noise than the cartridge.
The power supply is another area that
can generate substantial amounts of noise
in conventional designs. Rather than
using asizable transformer and multiple
capacitors in the power supply, the Linto
breaks from tradition by employing
Linn's Brilliant Switch-mode Power
Supply. This converts incoming power
into high-voltage DC, then "chops it up
at ahigh frequency" (to quote from the
owner's manual) before routing it to a
30mm-square transformer. This transformer's output is converted back to
"very smooth" DC voltage.
Open the Linto and you'll see alot of
nothing. Most of the box is empty: A
board connected to the mains module
carries the Brilliant PS, which is shielded; and apartially shielded circuit board
stuffed with surface-mount components is crammed into the opposite
diagonal corner —as far away from the
supply as it can get. Other than wires
connecting the Brilliant to the mains
fuses and the power switch on the front,
there's nothing else in there.
But Linn isn't selling packaged air;
they saw the future coming along time
ago and constructed their Glasgow facility to take advantage of automation and
high-quality surface-mount construction. Despite its light weight and empty
real estate, there's alot of technology
packed into the Linto. Besides, as Linn
points out, asquare centimeter of circuit
area can pick up more signal as interference than amoving-coil cartridge generates as music.
While many audiophiles swear by
loading networks, Linn's reasons for
avoiding them are compelling. Linn
claims the switches used in most adjustable networks generate more noise
voltage than the cartridge. Loading
networks also increase the amount of
circuitry on the input end of the amplifier, and Linn has gone to great
lengths (so to speak) to keep the distance from the unit's inputs to its
amplifying transistors as short as possible. The Linto's sole concession to flexibility is asingle wire link, which can
be cut to drop the gain by 10dB: If the
Stereophile,
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Linto/AcousTech

PH-1

overload light on the front panel flashes red while playing records, aLinn
dealer can trim the wire and reduce the
overall gain from 64dB to 54dB.
Since there are no other useradjustable features, the Linto is apretty
simple box: it has two sets of gold-plated RCA outs, a single set of RCA
inputs, agrounding post, an IEC mains
module, and afront-mounted power
switch. A green LED indicates that the
unit is powered; the red LED signals
input overload. And that's it.

This was brought home to me when
listening to Johnny Cash's "In Your
Mind," from Classic Records' three-LP
set of Dead Man Walking: The Soundtrack
&The Score (C3-67989). The song starts
with Cash singing and playing acoustic
guitar, backed by a sparse-sounding
band. As the song builds, Steve Earle's
electric rhythm guitar, Roy Husky's
bass, Jim Dickinson's piano, and
Joachim Cooder's drums are augmented by Ry Cooder's electric slide
and Roland White's mandolin; through
the Linto, with each addition, the
Hush — Ithought Iheard it call my soundstage became broader, more fully
name: The Linto was quiet. (If this were
populated. On the choruses, Cash's
aB-movie western, someone would
spooky vocals are fleshed out by six harchime in, "Too quiet," but Idon't think
mony vocalists. These folks are grouped
that's possible in a phono section.)
around Cash himself, and while they
Crank up the gain on your line stage
don't expand the boundaries of the
high enough and you'll be able to hear
soundstage, they fill it — defining the
space, inhabiting it fully. The Linto handled this naturally, without adding any
This freedom from
signature of its own.
Instrumental timbre was delineated
dynamic limitation
with a naturalness that would have
been unheard of in asolid-state prodis one of the things
uct five years ago — and, perhaps, is
rare in any component, no matter what
that distinguishes
the technology.
live music from
The Linto was also apacing king.
Cash's guitar just kind of lopes along,
recorded sound ...
but when Earle, Husky, and J. Cooder
lock in, the character of the piece
The Linn has it
changes, becoming far more insistent.
Three cuts later, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan
in spades.
and Eddie Vedder duet on "The Face of
Love," asong that mingles qwaali and
hiss, but there are very few amplirock in asophisticated way — and sucfication devices that remain silent at ceeds only because of the subtle inflecmaximum output.
tions of the rhythm section as they supThe Linto also sounded dynamic as
port the dreamily insistent vocals.
all get-out, which, Ireckon, was at least Tuning is all, they say; I've never heard
partially due to the absence of low"The Face of Love" fleshed out in its
level noise. Notes stood out in stark
rhythmic subtlety better than through
the Linto.
relief from the silence, but differences
in touch and attack were easy to distinThe Linn was also superlative in its
re-creation of bass. It had remarkable
guish. I've heard some phono sections
that tried to put every ensemble into
extension and definition. If you believe
an off-the-rack suit — you could listen
the bass region is the foundation upon
which musical cathedrals are built,
to small, medium, or large. But with
the Linto, everything fit the perforthen the Linto is your meat. I've never
heard Ron Carter's tone possess more
mance perfectly. Differences between
heft and character than it did when I
quiet and quieter were easy to follow,
down to silence itself, and there never played Herbie Hancock's Maiden Voyage
seemed to be any limit to how huge a (Blue Note ST-46339) through the
group could sound — every time anew
Linto. He isn't playing areally mellowsounding instrument on the album —
musician entered, no matter how big
the soundstage had been, it got bigger.
with some phono sections, Iwould
have wondered whether this percepThis freedom from dynamic limitation was colored by the preamp's limition is one of the things that distintations or whether Iwas hearing the
guishes live music from recorded sound,
and products that have more of it tend
sound of the instrument itself— but
to sound more real. The Linn has it the Linto defined the notes so cleanly
and so well that Ibelieved my cars.
in spades.
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who definitely won't like this cable.
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Linn

Linto/AcousTech

PH-1

And when Carter bore down hard, or
drummer Anthony Williams attacked
the bass drum, the Linn had the guts to
reproduce it without softening the
transient force.
Was the Linn as good as it gets? Not
quite. Audio Research's PH3 (reviewed
in Vol.19 No.9) has agreater degree of
harmonic richness overall — although
I'm not sure it matches the Linn's bass
extension or definition. And the
Sutherland PH-2000 (reviewed in
Vo120 No.12), despite its higher noise
level is wicked-good, permitting me to
see so far into the music that, to paraphrase Carlyle, Icould see musicality
itself. But the Linto belongs in any discussion of superior phono sections, ceding little to any single competitor. Factor
in its price and it rockets to the top as a
special value.
AcousTech Electronics PH-1
AcousTech is not anaine most audiophiles would associate with equipment
manufacturing. The firm is best
known as the production arm of
Analogue Productions — it handles
the disc-mastering and record-pressing
for the Kansas mail-order record
retailer's own projects, such as the AP
reissues of the Prestige Miles Davis
recordings or the Riverside Thelonious
Monk tenor sessions.
But AP's owner, Chad Kassem, claims
that the phono preamplifier was aproject that was destiny's own — he and

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable, Lingo power supply, Cirkus
suspension, Ekos toneann.
Phono cartridges: Linn Arkiv,
Transfiguration Temper, van den
Hul Frog.
Preamplifier: Conrad-Johnson
ART
Power amplifiers: Audio Research VT200, Cary Audio Design
CAD805C monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Alón Circe, B&W
John Bowers Silver Signature.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112, Magro
Stereo Display Stands.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG
Abifusors; helobiousf doniestiats.
—Wes Phillips
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AcousTech Electronics PH-1 phono preamplifier

Ron Sutherland, founder and designer of Sutherland Engineering, were
merely its midwives. As the two recall
it, Sutherland dropped by AP to buy
some CDs and was impressed by the
sheer number of LPs available. He
wound up at ICassem's house, where
the voluble Chad played him disc after
disc. The two were agreeing that it was
apity that high-quality phono preamps were so costly when Chad blurted out, "Ron, you should design an
affordable phono section. Icould sell a
ton of 'em."
Sutherland had doubts. Sutherland
Engineering products tended to be costly
little jewels, virtually handcrafted from
extremely expensive parts. It was unlikely that he could design acomponent that
fit in with the rest of the Sutherland line
for less than his $6800 PH-2000.
However, the more Sutherland thought
about it, the more possible it seemed that
he could design a simple, affordable,
high-quality phono preamplifier if it didn't have to match the units bearing the
Sutherland marque.
"The price of the PH-2000 is abarrier for many people. Ienjoy making
cost-no-object designs, but consumers
have got to have affordable products
that offer quality sound, too — I've
always had such respect for companies
like Dynaco and products like the AR
turntable, really good stuff that people
could actually buy. That's what we
wanted to do with the PH-1.
"Chad and Igot carried away with
this project. We spent alot of time on
every detail, the kind of time that might
be more reasonable for amore expensive product —but engineering and up-

front design expenses don't really add
that much to the production cost of a
component. The more time you spend
on aproject like this, the more you can
come up with solutions that don't have
to cost alot."
The PH-1 doesn't seem like aproduct in which any corners were cut. It's
heavy — with the steel cover on, it
weighs close to 20 lbs. Peel the lid off
and it's packed with high-quality components: 3/
3Z-thick circuit board; beefy,
regulated power supply; an abundance
of RC filtering on the mains; numerous electrolytic capacitors, as well as
Wima polypropylene caps; Dale 1%
resistors; and fast-switching diodes in
the power supply. The circuit itself
appears to be based on Burr-Brown
OPA2134 op-amp chips.
The large circuit board is beautifully
laid out —there's alot of physical space
separating the power supply from the
signal path, and the parts of the pcb
containing the audio circuitry — the
left and right circuits are physically separate — have aground plane layer to
reduce noise. Loading instructions for
moving-magnet and moving-coil cartridges are silk-screened on the board
itself — atouch that ensures that the
second owner will have them even if
the first owner manages to lose the
owner's manual.
There are two loading options:
Moving four jumpers per channel
switches from the MC setting to the
MM setting. Gain and capacitive and
resistive loading are factory-set for each
configuration, but different combinations can also be set. Phone AcousTech
for instructions.
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Linn
The PH-1 is even cosmetically simpler than the Linto. Since the unit is
permanently powered-on, it lacks a
mains switch —its only connections are
apair of input RCAs and apair of RCA
outputs, an IEC plug, and avery nice
grounding post. A discrete red LED in
the lower left of the front panel serves as
the power telltale.
From awhisper to ascream: While
the unit's heft and its packed innards
would seem to make it the Linn's polar
opposite, the two just represent different design approaches. The Linn may
offer us aglimpse into the future, but

Linto/AcousTech

PH-1

the AcousTech personifies a classic
high-end design brief: Pack it with good
stuff and you'll get good sound.
Which it certainly delivered. In fact,
the Linto and the PH-1 sounded far
more alike than different. The PH-1
had slightly more steady-state noise
than the Linto, but Iwas not seriously
bothered by this. It was less than the
surface noise of most records (which is
pretty far below the signal itself), and if
noise is something you can't tolerate in
the slightest, analog probably isn't your
cuppa anyway. Still, noise is even more
subjective athing than most differences

in performance, so you should listen
and judge for yourself. As for me, once I
noted its existence, Iforgot all about it
because the PH-1 was such a compelling musical performer.
The AcousTech was awinner when
it came to reproducing dynamic shadings. It could capture the differences in
attack in Johnny Cash's guitar playing
on "In Your Mind" with the best of
them — as well as capture the points
where the singer is using his chestiness
or higher, clearer head tones.
The PH-1 conceded little to the best
in the areas of pace and rhythm —

quate. The red overload LED didn't
illuminate until a20dB overload at
1
kHz had been reached. However, as
the manual points out, if anyone is
using ahighish-output MC cartridge
with the Linto, an internal link can be
cut, which reduces the gain by 10dB
and, all things being equal, will increase
the overload margin by the same 10dB.
When Itried the Linto in my own rig,
which features awell-used Arkiv cartridge, the telltale LED stayed green.
The AcousTech PH-1 was reasonably quiet in both modes, its A-weighted S/N ratio measuring 61.8dB (MC)
and 83.8dB (MM). Under the more
taxing unweighted, wide-bandwidth
conditions, these figures reduced to
53dB and 74.5dB, respectively. The
voltage gain at lIcHz measured 41.8dB
(MM) and 577dB (MC).
The PH-l's output impedance measured alow 220 ohms at all frequencies,
meaning that it will have no compatibility problems with any line preamplifiers
with which it will be used. Its input
impedance at 1kHz measured 49.9k
ohms (MM) and 125 ohms (MC).
The RIAA error with the AcousTech
set to its MM condition is shown in fig2.
There is a very slight and probably
inaudible saddle in the midrange, but
then with a0.1dB (left) or 025dB (right)
positive error in the top two octaves.
This might just be audible as alittle
added "air." Set to the MC mode (not
shown), the response appeared to roll off
to -2.0c1B or so at 20kHz. However, this
measured rolloff is most likely due to the
the Audio Precision's 25 ohm source
impedance. Inote that WP didn't find
the sound to be mellow. As with the
Linto, the channel separation was better
at high frequencies than at low, varying
from 40dB at 100Hz to 86dB at 20kHz.

This is fine performance.
With its slightly lower gain in MC
mode than the Linn preamplifier, the
AcousTech offered excellent overload
margins. These varied from 26dB at
20Hz to 18.7dB at 20kHz (all ref. 500pN
at lIcHz). In MM mode, the overload
margin reduced slightly, to 22.9dB at
20Hz, 223dB at lIcHz, and 143dB at
20kHz. The latter is only just acceptable,
implying that really high-output MM
cartridges should be avoided, particularly
if they have arising top end.
Both of these phono preamps offer
generally excellent measured performance. Icould recommend either.

Measurements

A

sWes Phillips found, the Linn
Linto was astonishingly quiet,
with an A-weighted S/N ratio (ref.
500p.V input at 1kHz) of 85.3dB.
Unweighted, with abroad measurement
bandwidth of 10Hz to 5001cHz, the S/N
ratio dropped to 66.5dB, which is still
excellent. Its voltage gain in the high setting (the only one Imeasured) was 62dB
rather than the specified 64dB, probably
due to the 25 ohm source impedance of
the Audio Precision System One. The
difference is negligible.
The input impedance measured 165
ohms at 1kHz, slightly higher than spec,
while the output impedance was alow
113.5-114 ohms across the band other
than at very low frequencies, where it
rose to 228.5 ohms. This will not cause
any audible problems with normal preamps possessing input impedances
above 2k ohms or so.
The Linto's RIAA error, measured at
an input level of 1
mV (11cHz) is shown
in fig.l. The very slight (025dB) downtilt from 100Hz to 20kHz might just be
audible, but the Linn preamp is otherwise flat. The channels match to within
0.07dB across the audio band, except in
the low bass where the right channel
peaks up slightly, to +025dB at 25Hz.
As is usual with an RIAA de-emphasized design, the channel separation
(not shown) increased with increasing
frequency, reaching 90dB or so in the
top audio octave. It was still better than
60dB in the bass, which is more than
sufficient.
Only when it came to input overload
did the Linto offer sufficient rather
than stellar performance. Its overload
margin at 20Hz (ref. 50pV) was
203dB, which is fine, but it dropped at
higher frequencies to 16.8dB (1kHz)
and 163dB (20kHz), which is only adeStereophile, June 1998

—John Atkinson
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Linn Linto, RIAA error into 100k ohms at
ImV/ IkHz input (bottom) and 100mV (top)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.? AcousTech PH-1, RIAA error into 100k ohms,
MC, at ImV/1 kHz input (bottom above
10kHz) and at 10mV/IkHz, MM (top) (right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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music was brisk where appropriate,
slow and deliberate where called for.
The AcousTech never imposed its own
rhythmic signature on the music —each
disc had its own unique identity.
Each recording developed in its own
acoustic. The PH-1 threw atight and
tangible soundstage filled with living,
breathing space. Listening to Jacqueline
Du Pré and Daniel Barenboim play
Beethoven's Twelve Variations on
Handel's Judas Maccabaeus, Iwas made
conscious of the space within which
they played and the space that each of
them occupied. The rich, woody cello
and the liquid, limpid piano were
placed, with great delicacy and detail,
between my speakers and beyond my
front wall.
Jon Wetton's electric bass guitar, on
songs like "The Flex" and "Same Time
Next Week" (Phil Manzanera's
Diamond Head, Polydor Deluxe 2302
062), sounded warm, taut, and very
deep. Wetton's bass is the propulsive
instrument on both songs, locking in
with Paul 'Thompson's drums to kick
the song along, while Manzanera's
swirling guitars create athick, atmospheric stew. The PH-1 had incredible
bass extension and was capable of sorting out details I'd never heard in 20
years of playing this record. It might be
going abit too far to say that Iheard the
songs as though for the first time, but
only abit.
Two lovers
Naturally, Icompared the Linn and the
AcousTech. Those of you who like a
bloody knockdown, drag-out fight will
be disappointed to learn that they really
did sound remarkably alike. But those
of you who believe in choices, even at
relatively modest price-points, will be
delighted to learn that the differences
were mainly of degree.
The AcousTech was quiet enough to
satisfy most analog lovers, but did exhibit more steady-state roar than the Linn.
The difference was small, but for those
sensitive to such things, perhaps significant. Iwas not bothered by it.
The Linn threw awider soundstage,
which Iliked. The AcousTech's soundstage was tighter and more focused.
This was very noticeable on "In Your
Mind," where the Linn had musicians
placed to the outsides of my speakers.
On the other hand, the way they were
bunched together with the AcousTech
gave the performers apalpability that
was very convincing. It was really just
amatter of degree; different ears will
prefer one over the other.
Stereophile,
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The two were tightly matched tonally, but the AcousTech had aslightly
richer, warmer lower midrange, especially noticeable on massed male vocals,
such as on the Karajan Aida with the
Singverein der Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde (Decca/Speaker's Corner reissue SXL 2167/8/9, 3 LPs). With the
PH-1, the moody atmosphere seemed
particularly ripe, and the men's voices
had atexture and opulence that the
Linto just missed creating.

The Linn Linto and
the AcousTech
Electronics PH-1
phono preamplifiers
personify what the
High End is all about.
There certainly were other differences, but most of them were too close
to call. Idon't doubt that everyone comparing the two will have afavorite; I
just couldn't for the life of me predict
which might appeal more to another
pair of ears.
As for myself? I'm probably going to
buy the Linn, but when Ilisten to that
Verdi, Istart to waver. I'll probably go
back and forth afew more times before
Idecide for sure.
People get ready
Linto phono preamplifier and the AcousTech Electronics
PH-1 phono preamplifier personify
what the High End is all about. Both
offer superior engineering in the service
of music reproduction, and both provide sound quality that would have
been inconceivable at any price ascant
five years ago.
No one could call them cheap, but
you can spend alot more than either
one costs and not achieve better sound
quality. Of course, there are more
expensive units out there that do offer
better sound, but you'd have to spend
considerably more to obtain amusically
significant improvement.
Ilike 'em both, and recommend both
without reservation. Technology serving
art is what the High End is all about. If
you're looking to improve the sound of
your record-playing system, you should
listen to these two units first. It could
be awhile before you'll need to look
any further.
Both the Linn
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'The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
without being hoomy....This is one fine design....
The Gold' preserved all the tiny tonal differences that distinguish, for example, the
English horn from the oboe, the viola from the violin, even when they are playing
notes with the same pitches

The Stratus Gold' also scored big-time in the low

frequencies. Where arecording had true bass information, the speaker reproduced it
in full measure... .1

its size and its genuine bass extension, this is not aslow-

sounding speaker. Rather it is fleet of foot and light in touch, as you might expect
aminimonitor to be if its response could be extended down to the low bass region....
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Report

Michael
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Simon Yorke Designs Series 7
Precision Analogue Disc Transcription System
yoriginal goal was simply to design a better
turntable than the Linn
because at that time in the UK, Ivor
Tiefenbrun was the man —he was the
patron saint and all that. And all the hi-fi
mags were full of Linns. He did for
turntables, in away, what Mark Levinson (the man) did for amplifiers."
So said turntable designer Simon
Yorke when Ivisited him recently in
Washington, DC. Yorke's motivation
15 years ago wasn't competitiveness, he
recollected; it was that, at the time, he
couldn't afford aLinn.
What was this 40-year-old Brit doing
in the nation's capital? Installing two
more of his transcription turntables in
the Library of Congress' Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound
Division, where they're being used to
transcribe and archive the Library's vast
collection of transcription discs, 78s, and
other "relics" of the analog era. Not bad
for aguy with no formal mechanical or
electronic training, who describes his
achievements as based on "a small
amount of talent coupled with alarge
amount of bloodymindedness."
Currently, the Library of Congress
has three Yorke turntables; eventually it
plans to own five. In case you're wondering, the information Yorke's 'tables
extract from those rare, priceless, fragile
grooves is being transferred to 1
/"analog
4
tape. The Library doesn't yet consider
any digital medium "archival." During
my visit (which Icover in greater detail
in this month's "Analog Corner"), Sain
Brylawski, head of the Recorded Sound
Section, showed me atranscription disc
of an Armed Forces Radio Network
broadcast from 71te Grand OP Om containing an unreleased Hank Williams
performance, slated for an upcoming
PolyGrain Chronicles boxed set —just
one of millions of buried treasures lurking in the vaults.
Having a'table and ann chosen as the
archival reference for an organization
like the Library of Congress is an
impressive vote of confidence, to be
sure — especially given the American
competition. But, as consumers and taxpayers, we should take the endorsement
Stereophile, June 1998

Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision Analogue Disc Transcription System

with ahealthy dose of skepticism: After
all, we're talking about Washington, and
what makes Washington spin is as
much about politics as anything else —
not that Yorke carne to town to break in
his governmental kneepads.
What brought his 'table to the
Library originated as part of abid contract to supply the institution with
equipment for the archiving facility.
Mark Levinson, no big fan of analog,
already had arelationship with Yorke,
selling his turntables to Luddite Cello
customers who still play records.
Levinson bid on the contract and won.
So the endorsement comes more from
Levinson than from the Library of
Congress.
Nonetheless, from what Icould gather
from snooping around, the turntables

Description: Belt-drive, suspensionless turntable and tonearm with outboard AC synchronous motor and
"transfer bearing!' Speeds: 33 1
/
3,
45,
and 78rpm. Tonearm: undamped,
medium-mass unipivot design with
adjustable VTA. Effective length:
233.2mm. Overhang: 17.8mm. Offset
angle: 23.64°.
Dimensions: Weight: 40 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
035.
Prices: Turntable plus arm, recommended list price, $10,000; importer

Yorke has built for the Library —specially designed, laptop-computer—controlled,
archival variations of the model under
review here, with 16" bidirectional platters, 12" arms, infinitely adjustable speed
control, etc.—were meeting and exceeding the high expectations of the archivists
and librarians who'd helped develop the
contract. That is an endorsement.
It's a(stainless) steal!
The first thing Irealized while setting up
the Yorke 'table was that there's no visible acrylic. Acrylic —the building block
of the modern turntable universe —and
there's none. Scary. The next thing I
noticed was that there's no plinth.
There's abase, but no platform in the
usual sense. Instead, the Yorke is built
upon asolid, cylindrical, and very heavy

direct price, $8500. Packaged with
active Vibraplane ($5000), $11,500.
Approximate number of dealers: currently direct sales only. Warranty: 2
years.
Manufacturer: Simon Yorke Designs,
6-8 Durham Road, Leadgate, County
Durham DH8 7RJ, England, UK. Tel:
(44) 01207-580394. Fax: (44) 01207580399. US distributor: Sounds of
Silence, 14 Salmon Brook Drive,
Nashua, NH 03062. Tel./Fax: (603)
888-5104. Internet: www.record
player.com.
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Simon

stainless-steel base 6" in diameter,
which has adamping ring and an acrylic
plate recessed into the bottom.
The unit is precision-drilled for the
low-friction spindle sleeves, forming a
very rigid, massive, stable support mechanism for the platter. 'Ile bearing shaft
itself and the hub spindle are also fabricated from (a different kind of) hardened stainless steel. The bearing thrust
plate is adouble-ball system with one
ball sitting at the bottom of the housing
in a60° cut point, the other in arecess
on the bottom of the bearing shaft. The
point-to-point contact of the two carbon/chrome balls (sourced from aerospace applications), means that if there is
wear, returning the system to "new"
consists of replacing two relatively inexpensive balls, which take the entire load.
But Yorke claims that wear is unlikely;
he figures the bearing should last 50
years with continuous use, as long as the
lubrication is maintained.
Before installing the spindle bearing,
you have to secure the laser-cut, pearshaped armboard using three meaty hexhead bolts. The 3
e-thick, very light but
rigid armboard is fabricated not from
acrylic or aconstrained-layer-damped
composite, but from a"multilatninate of
natural materials" that has been painted
and/or coated with an attractive gray
finish. Looking down ahole drilled
through the material, it looks like (are
you ready for this?) some kind of pressure-formed, marine-grade plywood—
the last material you'd think appropriate
for this application. As Ibolted the board
down, Ikept thinking Black Diamond
Racing board, or some other high-tech
material — like the constrained-layerdamped TNT armboards made by
Immedia and Graham Engineering.
Iquestioned Yorke about the laminate; he told me defiantly that "I have a
box as big as this sofa at home full of
materials I've tried for armboards. It
sounds preposterous, but I've been driving along in my car and I've seen things
lying by the side of the road and I've put
on the brakes and jumped out of the car
and grabbed this thing and put it back in
the car and taken it home and machined
an armboard out of it to see what would
happen and listened to it. It's kind of
obsessive, really. You can talk about
machining and all the bullshit people
talk about — bearing tolerances — but
materials are awfully important. And if
you change these materials you can
make [two] turntables from the same set
of drawings... [that have] completely
different sonic signatures. I've got boxes'
worth of platters. I've made platters out
Stereophile, June 1998
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of wood, stone, glass —any number of
things. The same with armboards."
Once the armboard is bolted into
place, you fill the bearing well with
enough supplied oil so some gets displaced when the shaft is inserted, and
the two balls finally make contact.
Then it's time to carefully place the precisely balanced 24-pound stainless-steel
platter ("almost exclusively from

doesn't ride precisely centered in the
groove, it will chafe against the groove
wall as it exits and enters, increasing
wow and flutter.
With its low-torque motor, flexible
belt, and heavy platter, the Yorke 'table
relies on adegree of initial "slip" for the
motor to spin and synchronize. Too
tight, and there's not enough slip; the
motor won't turn. Too loose, and startup time will be slow and the belt will
vibrate too much. Yorke gives you a
As with the Immedia
general idea of where to place the
motor and transfer bearing in relation to
RPM 2, the Clearaudio
the platter, but essentially you're on
your own. Even optimized, the 'table
Reference, and afew
benefits from ahelping hand to get
others, the Yorke has no
quickly up to speed. There's no variable
control. Yorke calibrates every 'table to
suspension to fiddle with.
be "spot on," he says.
I checked speed accuracy using
Austenitic
nonmagnetic
stainless," strobe discs and test records in conjuncaccording to the instructions) over the tion with adigital voltmeter that can
spindle hub and onto the shaft crown. measure frequency in Hertz. While the
The platter is machined so that most of strobe showed speed accuracy to indeed
its weight is at the outer circumference. be "spot on" at all three speeds, Iwas
Due to the flywheel effect, this increas- surprised to find that a1000Hz tone
es speed stability to the point where, read 1050Hz on the voltmeter. I
Yorke told me, no electronic regulation switched to a CD-sourced tone to
is required. Yorke can supply either an check the calibration of the meter and
acrylic cork-backed mat or one made of found that it was "spot on." Then I
graphite, either of which is used in con- changed test records, and asecond LP's
junction with a heavy, beautifully
1000Hz tone measured 940Hz! Lesson:
machined spindle weight. The only If the cutting lathe ain't turning at 33 1
/,
2
problem with the weight is that, once it doesn't matter if your 'table is —the
you touch its cool, smooth surface, you pitch on that record won't be "spot on."
won't want to put it down!
As with the Immedia RPM 2, the
Clearaudio Reference, and afew others,
Now it's starting
the Yorke has no suspension to fiddle
to look like aturntable!
with. Easier, but where you put the
Outboard drive is via asmall, very-low- 'table has abigger effect on the sound.
Yorke sells it in England with amassive
torque, 12-pole, 31
2 W Airpax AC syn/
chronous motor driven at 90V instead piece of slate. In the US, it comes packof 110V via astepdown transformer in aged with the Sounds of Silence active
line with the power cord from the Vibraplane.
To play, you simply push the
motor. According to Yorke, the lower
voltage both decreases the vibration chromed ball on the motor housing and
level and makes the motor last longer. cue up the arm. Ah! That chrome ball...
"A motor is avibrating animal. You
Idare you not to fondle it! Yorke says he
cannot get away from that," he told me. leaves his platter spinning all the time;
That's why he opted for the smallest, he's not worried about wear or motor
/W motor, the
2
lowest-vibration motor he could find failure, and, with a31
that could still do the job. The free- electric bill is minuscule. Me? Any
standing unit, topped by awide, flat excuse to touch that ball...
Even without the arm installed, the
pulley, is housed in aheavy stainlessSimon Yorke turntable is one compact,
steel chassis.
The motor drives a"transfer bear- handsome specimen. The satiny, almost
ing" (set in another freestanding enclo- translucent bead-blasted finish and the
sure) topped with four concentric pul- shapely, sculpted parts please the eye
leys: one for drive, plus 33 1
/
3,
45, and and the touch like that of no other
turntable Ican think of. Reminds me of
78rpm operation. Depending on which
speed you've chosen, the main ()- the Guggenheim Museum; it wouldn't
shaped drive belt fits into one of three be out of place exhibited there.
But turntables are for listening, not
wide grooves cut into the side of the
platter. Why three grooves? If the belt looking.
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The Yorke arm makes apoint
It takes but afew minutes to install the
unipivot arm on the pre-drilled armboard. The "male" member is fabricated
from a9.5mm-diameter shaft made of a
"special grade" of solid stainless steel
that can be hardened "under avery specific set of circumstances," Yorke told
me somewhat mysteriously. The point
is finished to 1 — you can "kill your
granny with it," Yorke joked. Okay.
The female component is adifferent
grade of stainless steel, machined to aV.
The granny-killing side is attached to a
very finely threaded shaft terminating
under the armboard with awheel that
you turn to adjust VTA. A setscrew
sunk into the arm's mounting platform
locks the shaft in place after you've set
your VTA.
The nonanodized armtube (Yorke
told me the hardening process also
hardens the sound) consists of three
parts, the longest one being astraight
aluminum-alloy tube that starts life as a
large extrusion and is drawn through
successively smaller dies until it's the
right diameter — important because,
according to Yorke, drawn and extruded
materials pass vibrations differently
from each other. It's damped with a
foam insert impregnated with bitumen,
atarlike coal derivative. Arm geometry
is based on the SME, with apivot-tostylus-tip distance of 2332mm, an offset
angle of 23.64°, and a17.8mm overhang. Yorke builds a12" model for transcription-disc playback (ie, Library of
Congress applications), but he's dead set
against selling it to consumers. In his
opinion, alonger arm creates far more
problems (increased mass/moment of
inertia, resonances) than it solves (lower
tracking error, but only i
fyour setup is precise; otherwise, greater tracking error).
The main tube fits into atapered one
(to minimize standing waves), which
also receives the stainless-steel counterweight shaft, out of which the "female"
part of the pivot is actually machined.
The design puts all of that mass directly
on the pivot point. Yorke doesn't decouple his counterweight. "I've made
decoupled counterweights and I've
made rigid counterweights," he told me,
"and then Ilisten to them. If we were at
home, Icould show you, and in 10 seconds you could hear why Ididn't
decouple the counterweight."
While that choice is not particularly
controversial, how about the Teflon
sleeve around which the arm pivots,
making it more of a"duopivot"? Judy
Spotheim's SPJ arm is another example
of aduopivot —in her design, in addiStereophile, June 1998

tion to the main pivot, atiny bearing
pressed into the bottom of a plate
attached to the side of the ami rides on a
hardened glass platform. Raising or lowering the platform sets azimuth.
On Yorke's arm, the bearing shaft
protrudes through aslotted plate suspended below and parallel to the armtube. The slot restricts the unipivot to
vertical and lateral motion only —

Yorke's "headshell" slides
along the armtube to set
overhang, and banks left
and right to set azimuth.
almost like training wheels on achild's
bike. The slot edge actually rides on a
slippery Teflon sleeve fitted onto the
bearing shaft. Now that's different —but
not too different.
If you're really paying attention, your
first question should be, "Well, if the
arm's 'banking' motion is restricted,
how do you set azimuth?"
Good question! The answer lies in
Yorke's "headshell," which, like the Well
Tempered Arm's, slides along the armtube to set overhang, and banks left and
right to set azimuth. The "headshell"
consists of two discs, each flat on the outside and concave on the inside to make a
sandwich with the armtube. The cartridge mounting-screw holes are drilled
to provide the proper offset And if your
cartridge's cantilever is "off spec"?
There's enough play in the screw holes
to compensate for any normal variation.
When you tighten down the cartridge screws, you're also clamping the
discs rigidly to the armtube. "The headshell arrangement is the thing I'm most
chuffed about," Yorke told me. "It's
such abeautifully elegant solution to the
most difficult part of an arm — how, at
that point, you don't lose rigidity."
Antiskating is applied via astring/
wheel/weight system. Cueing is standard
Rega issue dressed up to fit in with the
rest of the 'table. The arm is fitted with
silver-plated, high-purity copper cable
with Teflon dielectric. Yorke routes his
cable out of the side of the arm —at the
pivot point — which helps restrict any
cable-induced resistance to the lateral
plane. The fairly seeable must be carefully routed to the RCA jacks to avoid
tracking problems. The cable attaches to
the jacks via long pins and clips, so
there's one break between the (highquality) cartridge clips and your preamp.
Cartridge alignment is relatively easy:

Yorke
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Yorke supplies a WallyTractor-like
plastic card that describes the arc the stylus must travel across the record for the
overhang to be correct, and he gives you
parallel lines at the two nulls (where the
stylus crosses the zero-tracking-error
points represented by astraight radius
from the outer edge to the center) so
you can check and adjust cantilever
zenith. VTA is easy to adjust — but,
with no scale, not as easy to calibrate
and vary precisely as on some other
arms. Adjusting azimuth, too, is easy,
but since you're rotating the cartridge
around the armtube axis, you're not really rotating around the azimuth axis. In
my experience, only the Graham, with
its sideweights set at the same angle as
the headshell offset, does this correctly.
Methodology and sonics
Iknow you're getting anxious to know
what the turntable sounds like, but you're
not just buying sound, you're buying a
thing, and you'd better know alot more
than just how it sounds —especially at
this price point. Iwas willing to review
the system as awhole, but Ialso wanted
to know how the 'table sounded with a
familiar arm. Ihad Yorke send me an
undrilled double armboard —a boomeranglike affair that can simultaneously
accommodate two arms, and on which I
mounted the Graham 2.0 and Immedia
arms. (Thanks to Bob Graham and
Immedia's Allen Perkins for their assistance with this.)
Yorke faxed me: "Whilst Iwill always
try and help out people who want to use
my turntable with alternative toneanns,
frankly I'm not keen to sell turntables in
this way if Ican avoid it." For the first
month or so, Ilistened to the Yorke
arm/'table combo sitting on aVibraplane
active isolation stand using the Pamassus
DCr, Transfiguration Temper, Koetsu
Urushi, and AudioQuest Fe5 cartridges.
Yes, an embarrassment of riches that I'm
honored to have at my disposal.
Regardless of cartridge, Iheard afew
easily identified differences between the
Yorke combo and the TNT (Mk.IV
with the new "airpod" inserts) mated
with any of the arms Ihave on hand.
The Yorke clearly had tighter, weightier,
more articulate bass, and better dynamic
"punch" on bottom, all of which helped
give it amore certain rhythmic swagger
and overall solidity. And there was no
price to pay for this plus: control — the
system's ability to stop and start on time
was breathtakingly fast. This didn't surprise me, since Imentioned in my TNT
review that its weak suit is bass articulation and punch.
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MC-20E11
$150
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE

ANALOG SALE!!!
HW-191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': 5949.99
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special', $1,174.99
•Add Benz-Micro Glider": $1,549.99

Trade SCALL
THE GLIDER
Trade SCALL
Factory
Trade SCALE
node SCALL
A at h orized
frodeSCALL Trade-in Sale!i.o&
SCALL

sur- to ..,rrir one of the ewe
batten •pinsered canadge
ileinagnemers (ruin Aestherin.'•
ra,
nil swe.. Re,'

Available

The Glider

Never Sounded So Good Par So Little!
"This is akiller canndge. more lifelike.
more holographic. more imolvIng.... mum musical.
...the Uhler is way recommended." lamer Brownell. Slereophile. Aug. 96. Vot./9 le

$Call
For
'

ti,...s..4%
'"
.
:..,.=.1

2.0mt.
Output

5750 Or

Benz/Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer $CALL -With Trade

efiCt

1111111SrlirldiOn:

Temper Cartridge Aret
.
... tea
:SpinT Conn ge
From Immutoble Music. "that quali4 or d ,oherctit lxibble ot uhimare transparency. the pa-enamel of the hamninie
en, villa' dround c‘ers In..rocni -Ind nn....1 cs Olt .111.1 the astonishing plain,of lone a,,' x hat or the romper apart from
.vile sanadee, I
it'll.
..1 :aid rn.tkç ri .,,und ran' 'Ike 11,c mu, to n... •Pei F ',non, Si, coiduir, mi Vir, l,.I 19 ii7
SHAKTI STONE: sir noihil
.$199.99/0n-Lines S99.99
- Ile SFr -ti offers a worthwhile and cost
effective boost in sound quality....Focus.
t
ransparency. clarity, and speed were better.
.is was the sense of space & pace. - Jonathon
Stereophife. 2196, lid./9 #2

SUMIKO (...ARTRIDGE 81 TURNTABLE SALE!
!
!

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge
Pearl Cartridge

Black Pearl Cartridge
TURNTABLES:
Pro-lect 6.1 Turntable
Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

KALI
SCALL
$79.99

S49 99
SCALL
SCALL

"I've tried better tables, arms. cariridga,. prgainp,caliii, and isirial ion when...
-Alone hare eAer tri on me the kinds nt imprinenierds in rmrriw reduction. Oarit,. and elimination r
finid•to.if el& ringing Mid their miird-cleaning machines
., •-4.ite
11
...if
It t
d
iFECORD CARE PRODUCTS, Con, Grienteerg. Sierrophilr. .%iay '94,10117 .5
POTTY GRITTY -

MODEL

1.0

hriailint: A

•MAn

applic a:ion offluid .
while vacuumin.
g

••

Marillgil

rohning

sari
MOM

1mi

C

I5

Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.0....$CALL
141 Loodgrain
1.4
A
Auto scrubbing. &

--,-e

6 al model. crie d o cronilaide
rotation. able-out wh
as ,fluid tray.
.n Sold Oak Cobr,
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM 4•AN1T1.5....$CALL
0.
MODEL 1.851-- Aut”fluia "Nair aeon, scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
'
ITEM #-ANIT1 .5Ft
SCALL
MODIL MINI-PRO 1 - Wei scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously.
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
$CALL
NUTTY GRIM CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0 2.0 15 r 2.5)
$14.99
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5Fi, Mini-Pro 162 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
$34.99
Record Cleaning Brush:
Vac Sweep Kit: (4 Vac-Sweeps)
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)

$13,99 RECORD IL CD CLEANING FLUIDS 81149 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
$13.99 (for all LPs) 1/2 gal.-836.99/1 gol. 159.99

THE LIFTrw

Protect )our
timearai
Gold
$99.99
(*Milne
9.99

Ultra Clarifier:8114.PP

Ws! Lin,

sterectilie

In.,. veined murr .rir a
high, vmoded nworr rain. d A ..arrt Ihe Mow
o•rd - ri o., dfr, r& ie..
*kb Miler po.n.n ,,,,, utme

larifier:
$34.99

RCA Interconnects, Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available
Speaker Cables, Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available
Emerald X4 Tonearm Cable: IMO S129.99 Pro Toneorm Cable ((NNEEWW..''))
UffraConnect 2. (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner No residue
Record Brush: Anti-stot Carbon Fiber
RF Stoppers: RF il Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors:
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner •improves CD sound!
Sorbothane Uttle Feet: (Pack of 4) .... $32.99 Sorbothane Big Fed: (Pock of 4)

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
The ultunate burn-in and demagnetization Disci

Gruv-Glide II - acme&

SCALL
KALI.
SCALL
$29.99
$14.99
$49.99
$26.99
$49.99

NOW ONLY $129.99

(eDiDiè

Improves sound removes static. o.noves tracking, records and se l'ast longer

$21.99

GEO-DISCTA'

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
824.99
Precision cartridge alagnment system, achieve entice' alrgnment w/in .003 met in moments.

RECORD SLEEVES-

Japanese Resealables

HW-191R Turntable w/ New VPI Med. Moss Arm": SCALL
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special": $CALL
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCALL
cartridge
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
installation uy

INNER -40c ea $30/100
INHER -20c ea $15/100
40c ea 530/100
MGR Rice Paper -$8/10 pack $70/100

'01HFR ÇARTRIDGE
P•r r
eu•

E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com

PENDLETON, IN 46064

p

Fo,

ALL

made

vpi

In U.S.U.

Source

tiW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($1199)
KW-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, block acrylic
platter and spring suspension

EGLI
SCALL

1112,19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.
.
112300
1

SCALL

ARIES -Near TNT performance in on HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22' x 16' space,
TNT 3 platter A. bearing.

$CALL

TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by o solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
re„»__elfy
SCALL
TNT SERIES 2.5, 3 & 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology.
SCALE
TON EARAIS:

THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable toneorm reference that it
extraordinary in Is ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deec
with air & seporation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!$CAL1
GRAHAM 2.0 BASIC (NEW) -Award-winning uni-pivot design. Fully upgrodeoble. SCALE
We offer all models of Graham Tonearms and Accessories!! Cal/ for details.
SME Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
ieCALI
We offer all models of SME Toneorms, Turntables & Accessories!, Coll for details.
AUDIOQUEST PT-6; PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable) & PT-8 (Pro Cable) Adjustable pivot damping, FPC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
NEW VPI MED.-MASS -VPI's newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
:CAL"
COMI'
CLEM» MACHINES: Mope: •
...hare found the 11W-16.5 to he an outstanding
performer. The record suljeces are microscopirally clean & are so pristine they look new!" Audio Magazine
"

Features: Self-contained liiiruirl pump; Applies
Ihmid and scrubs record at Marne time: Biifirtqlional cleaning: pushbutton controls: "The
most defuse record cleaner ir,, the market!"

KW-16,5 HW-17F - $899.99

Se rn i
-A utom cnic

Fully automatic!(
Cooling fan increases
life of motor!!

SCALL!!!
Ltd. Time Offer!!!
ACCESSORIES:

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter. GREAT UPamo€11.... $399.95
NW- 19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed ... $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- $14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.95
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!!
K.A.D.Speednrobe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout:

curacy Win 03%! Hottest

accessory for vinyl junkies! isoes)

$114.99

RudioPrism
Larselli011eseleg
(6.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pock)
$74.10
Sawa WO Bemis.
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pock)
PM»
"...and these little guys WORK! ...I'm keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Greenberg,
Slereophile. Apr. '92 Vol. 15. #4
gialgeb
MEMZ CD STOPLIGHT
é
"The improvement s‘in. astonishing" Dirk (Esher. Sierelaule. Mar VO, Vat 13. #3
$14.95/30RMORES12.95
Mee

NEW CD BLACKLIGHT 2 Mechanical
dampening, co nd uctive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D 6 dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge. $39.99
Ville Trade- $29.99
- Ile mat works in abig way. I
did not have to strait
to hear the imprint:meat. Improved definition. de.
tail, dynamics, amure analog-like soundstage. Ti
tell you the truth. I...begged Victor for amat un Mt
spot." Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Apr.'96 Vol. 19 lbl

150+page 1$3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL
CATALOG IFREEWITH ORDER!!
VISA

WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.

equest

S TONFAPStS AVM -Sill!

TURNTABLES:

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

,

o tout°, Frcel.

our Ultimate
•

FOR INFO (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: 55 (odtl. items 50c ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items 57 (odtl. Items SI ea.)/
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 (ode Items S1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1 ")

Simon
But the Yorke also exhibited better
focus overall, especially at the back of
the soundstage. Its ability to layer focused instruments and voices front to
back was markedly superior to the
TNT. While it sounded more "lively,"
it wasn't brighter (though it was, perhaps, abit less lush). In fact, as Icame
to discover, the TNT has anarrow-"Q;
low-amplitude "brightness zone" that
adds detail at the expense of smoothness
(like turning up the Sharpness control
on avideo monitor). How many RCA
Living Stereo enthusiasts who complain
that Classic Records' reissues sound
"bright" are listening on TNTs?
Top to bottom, and much to my surprise, the Yorke offered amore seamless
tonal picture, with outstanding high-frequency extension and acomplete lack
of edge and/or grain. Both instrumental
attack and decay had asomewhat more
natural feel. The Yorke made me want
to play rock music louder and classical
music softer.
One track Iused throughout my testing was from Public Image Limited's
Metal Box, a limited-edition Britishpressed set containing three 45rpm
records that have awesome, well-recorded bass. There's a track where John
"Rotten" Lydon sings some hilarious
lyrics —a scathing put-down of asocial
climber ("everyone loves you until they
know you") backed by (
Jah) Wobble's
subterranean bass and asimple drum
track that sounds like just the mixing
console's echo bus return. Through the
Yorke arm/'table the monstrous bass
was perfectly controlled and focused —
the fundamental note rang true. Lydon's
vocal was front and center in three
dimensions, completely free of interaction with the bass, and the echo bus
drum track was clearly in focus way at
the back of the soundstage. Through the
TNT with either the Immedia or
Graham arms, the fundamental and
overtones blended into more of ablob,
and the drum and vocal were caught in
the bass undertow.
Yet the Yorke arinf table rig fell
short of the TNT/Graham or Immedia combo in other important arcas.
The TNT/Graham produced asomewhat wider, more luxurious soundstage with greater "blackness" between
notes and instruments, and despite the
Yorke combo's superior focus, it couldn't separate the instruments in space
nearly as well as the TNT/Graham.
Nor could it ride the images on the
same rich cushion of air the TNT provides. To get the Yorke combo's control and focus you have to give up abit
Stereophile, June 1998
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of bloom, air, and interstitial silence.
And you have to live with amore congested soundstage that creates asomewhat less relaxed, less "generous"
musical picture. Still, Icame away from
my month-long listen to the Yorke
combo impressed and excited. This is a
world-class record player and, despite
the few negatives, it sounded more
coherent, more musically "right," than
the TNT with any arm Iused with it.
Did Iwrite that?

between the antiskating side force and
VTE In fact, using the Winds Arm Load
Meter, Ifound that the Yorke arm, set to
track at 1.8gm at the lead-in groove area,
was down to 1.4gm at the lead-out
groove — not agood thing! You ought to
check your own arm's tracking-force
consistency. Fortunately, there's an easy
fix for this that Yorke will incorporate in
future production, and is retrofittable in
amatter of minutes.
That said, the Yorke arm's tonal balance is virtually seamless and neutral,
Armed conflict
both in the midrange and at the freWas Ihearing the ann or the 'table? The
quency extremes. It is, in that respect,
only way to find out was to mount the
the equal of the finest arms I've ever
Graham and Immedia arms on the
heard — on a par with the Graham,
Yorke 'table and listen some more. I Triplanar, ET, Immedia, Rockport, etc.
ended up with the Yorke/Immedia/
Its image focus, bass response, and
Graham on the Zoethecus constraineddynamic presentation are also first-rate,
layer-damped equipment stand, and the
and its measured horizontal and vertical
TNT on the Vibraplane (it barely fit,
resonance points are where you want
and Icouldn't use the flywheel), and
them: above warp/wow and below the
then on the Symposium board on the
music. Yorke has done his homework.
Vibraplane (everything fit with ease,
But the arm does have afew minor
including the flywheel). Ialso varied the
deficiencies: As Idiscovered after switchamount of air in the four TNT towers
ing to either the Graham or Immedia
from none to overinflated, just to see
arms, the Yorke arm, not the 'table, is
what effect it would have on the sound.
the cause of the slight but noticeable
And Iremoved the Vibraplane altogethsoundstage congestion, the shortage of
er. While all of these changes affected
air, and the less-than-first-class image
the sound, the TNT's basic character, as
delineation. It is the arm, not the 'table,
I've come to know and love it over the
that fails to retrieve and resolve the last
years, remained.
layer of inner detail, and fails to provide
Eventually Irealized Icould move
the kind ofjet-black background spaces
the Graham arm (fitted with anew, brobetween instruments. But these are very
ken-in Koetsu Urushi) from one 'table
slight losses, discernible only in direct
to the other in amatter of afew minA/B comparisons. Otherwise, the
utes, and that's how Idid my final evalYorke arm strikes an almost ideal musiuation of the two 'tables — and of the
cal balance between etchy, clinical
Yorke ann, which I'll deal with first.
delineation of detail and overly lush,
During my evaluation Idiscovered a "soft," romantic, "audiophile" sound.
design flaw: because of where Yorke
Iran into one tracking problem with
chose to apply antiskating (below the
the Yorke ann. Fitted with the Transfiguration Temper cartridge, it suffered
pivot point), there is an interaction
Associated Equipment
Phono cartridges: Transfiguration
Temper, Lyra Clavis DC, Parnassus
DC, AudioQuest Fe-5, Grado Reference, Goldring Excel XV, van den
Hut MC 10 Special.
Tonearms: Graham 2.0, Immedia
RPM.
Preamplification: Ayre Acoustics
K-3 preamplifier with phono stage,
Audio Research PH3SE and Pass
Ono phono sections.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson
Premier Twelve, VTL MB 450.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano, Audio Physic

Virgo, Audio Physic Rhea subwoofet
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Golden Cross interconnects and speaker cables, XL0 Type
3.1 Signature and Cardas Golden Cross
phono cables, Yamamura Quantum
and Electra-Glide AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation stand,
Zoethecus equipment stand, Yamamura Millennium Bearing stands,
A.R.T. "Q" dampers, D.J. Casser
Black Diamond Racing Cones,
Harmonix tuning feet and Shakti
Stones.
-Michael Freiner
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THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE CONTINUES ON XRCD ...LISTEN AND COMPARE

CARMEN LUNDY * OLD DEVIL MOON
Vocalist Lundy calls the shots with an impressive group of jazz heavyweights including
Victor Bailey, Randy Brecker, Billy Childs, Frank Foster, Omar Hakim and Bob Mintzer.

JVCXR-0037-2

KENNY BURRELL & JOHN COLTRANE 1-

KENNY BURRELL

JOHN COLTRANE

—Down Beat
Called "one of the best examples of jazz in the late 50s," by Downbeat Magazine, this is
the one-time chemistry of Burrell and Coltane...the blend of guitar and tenor sax in ami \
of stunning originals and classic standards.

JVCXR-0048-2

KENNY DORHAM * QUIET KENNY
Dorham is joined by Tommy Flanagan, Paul Chambers and Art Taylor on this supremely
beautiful recording of jazz and blues from 1959.

JVCXR-0049-2

WYNTON KELLY TRIO AND SEXTET * KELLY BLUE
The world's strongest and most supportive accompanist is warmly supported on this date
by Nat Adderly, Paul Chambers and Jimmy Cobb.

JVCXR-0050-2

BILL EVANS TRIO *SUNDAY AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD
This classic recording is derived from the legendary final performance of the original
Bill Evans Trio.

JVCXR-0051-2

Look for the latest advancement in audio technology...XRCD2, coming in July!
To find out more about XRCD visit our web site at: xted@jvcmusic.com •To order by phone with amajor credit card, call toll free 1-800-J VC-1386
JVC Music 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

JVC

RIVERSIDE: +,
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abit of breakup tracking the admittedly
difficult-to-navigate finale of Rachmaninoffs Piano Concerto 3with Ashkenazy (Previn/LAPO, on the new Super
Analogue pressing, RUC-9204). This
was after I'd made the antiskating modification and checked all other setup
parameters. When Imoved that cartridge to the Immedia arm, the sailing
was much smoother, as it was with the
Urushi/Graham combo. But that was
the only record Icame across that
caused an audible problem.
Yorke 'table/Graham arm/Koetsu
Urushi vs TNT/Graham/Urushi

The Graham 2.0 on the Yorke 'table
improved on what already was impressive performance. The overall sonic picture became better organized, with the
kind of superb soundstaging performance to which I'd become accustomed
with the Graham on the TNT Igot all
of the width, depth, and height Iexpected, and the air and instrumental separation Icrave hearing. Plus, Igot the substantial improvement in bass focus and
clarity Inoted with the Yorke arm/
'table combo.
On the title cut from Roxy Music's
Avalon (British Polydor Super Deluxe
EGHP 50) Iheard every familiar tiny
percussive detail, every nuance in the
spectacular mix, arrayed across agigantic soundstage — but with some notable
new pluses compared to the TNT: better bass focus, improved top-to-bottom
tonal integration, and anew, smoother,
more natural texture to the female
backup voices. Less etch, more flesh.
Moving the arm to the TNT, Igot
softer, less well-controlled, but equally
deep bass, warmer midbass but leaner
midrange, plus abit more edge definition to high-frequency transients and an
overall slightly brighter sound in anarrow high-frequency band. And there
was abit more "blackness" to interstitial
silence. Of course, the TNT was on the
Vibraplane. Iended up with the Yorke
on the Vibraplane, but still felt the TNT
offered aslightly quieter background.
Once you reach this level of performance, you're talking more about
tradeoffs than anything else. Both of
these well-built 'tables are superb performers with much to offer the wellheeled analog lover, but after much
gnashing of teeth, agonizing, and personal tonnent Idecided that, after 10
(count 'em) 10 years of TNT loyalty, I
had been won over by the Yorke's
undeniably superior bass performance,
its rhythmic certitude, its richer,
smoother overall tonal balance, and its
Stereophile, June 1998

ability to delineate layers of front-toback information totally free of etch.
To my ears, overall, it is the best-balanced, most seamless-sounding turntable I've ever heard —especially when
used in conjunction with the Vibraplane
isolation stand with which it's packaged
domestically. 1That it is compact, simple,
conveniently plays 78s, and can support
two arms simultaneously, made my deci-

The complete
Simon Yorke system
is aformidable analoy
playback system,
amasterful work
of visual and sonic art
that's hard to fault.
sion somewhat easier. Iwill miss TNTs
continuously variable speed control, its
ease of changing annboards, and many
of its sonic attributes. But I'm looking
forward to those sonic qualities the
Yorke possesses that the TNT does not.
Conclusion
Though Ithink both the Graham and
Immedia arms offer incremental improvements—more focused bass, somewhat better "organizational skills," and
perhaps slightly better tracking — and
both mate exceedingly well with the
Yorke 'table, the complete system as
designed and built by Simon Yorke is a
formidable analog playback system, a
masterful work of visual and sonic art
that's hard to fault.
It provides a gloriously cohesive,
always musical sound —a superbly balanced sonic picture that combines deep,
tightly focused bass, free of overhang
and low-frequency coloration, with
extended, detailed edge- and etch-free
high frequencies devoid of brightness or
exaggeration. The mids are lush yet
detailed, and equally well focused and
naturally presented. The picture is completed with superb imaging and soundstaging, with convincing front-to-back
depth, and well-focused but naturalsounding instrumental layering. There's
nothing "hi-fi" about the Yorke combo;
it just sounds musically "right," whether
handed hard rock or Heifetz. No wonder every audiophile who's come down
lately has said, "Your system's never
sounded better."
1But stay tuned — there arc more contenders to come.

A Breathtaking
performance
that must be
experienced!
WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY:
' Thought the sound was refined .+'',1 dynamicnot to menton eminently affordable (Stereophile,
.4pri195 -Wes Phillips)
"GA-P 520X Produced asound that was definitely high end. Gershman's Speakers impress
me more every time hear them" (Stereophile
December 96 -Robert Deutsch)
Strings, sounded not just very good, but
superb ,

1'

ally sing.

,The Inner Ear Report Vol. 7, #294)

'Avant

Garde loudspeakers will liter-

No coloration, rock solid bass control, and atori riel 5'y à,disappear magically Extraordinary
They bring out
records

)tless of treasures from your

(UHF Magazine No. 43 1995)

' The music sounded so perfect. It nost be the
Magic of the Avant Garde.
The top three best sounding room at WCES
(Audio Art -Taiwan)
"Best sounding speakers at the WCES"
(Audio Land-Hong Kong)
"They were arevelation

sounded superb-

top rooms at the Sahara Bi-level

The

Audiophile Voice -U.S.A.

vvvvvv.gershmanacoustics.com

Gershman Acoustics
Tel.(905)669-5994 Fax(416)250-1830
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Your System For Under $500?
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Introducing three new HIGHLY RATED low price audio upgrades for
CD players and digital-to-analog converters from Musical Fidelity of England
"X10-D may be the most cost
effective CD upgrade ever," raves
Sam Te/hg in Stereophile October,
1996. "It takes the $500 Mararztz
CD63SE and makes it sound more
like a$1,500-$2.000 CD player"
"A knock-out!" raves Alvin Gold in
Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
We thought we'd seen just about
every CD player add-on possible.
Then we discovered the "Missing
Link" X10-D, made by British
manufacturer Muscial Fidelity.
The XIO-D connects between the
CD player and preamp or receiver
to dramatically improve CD
sound. Features two 6922 vacuum
tubes in an ultra-low distortion
pure Class Aanalog output stage
and outboard power supply.

"The one to buy if you just want
more of the music...Its' abargain"
razes WHAT HI-Fl? in September,
1997. "Easy, inexpensive means of
enhancing your system," says
Anthony Chiarella in Home Theater
Add more excitement to your CDs
and laser discs with X-ACT, the
new digital-to-analog-converter
(DAC) from Musical Fidelity. Plug
in X-ACT and you'll immediately
notice asweeter, clearer treble,
WINNER:

Musical Fidelity XIO-D CD player
upgrade, regular $249, now 199.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

musickriDEirry

411111.

91411%
321..

e

Musical Fidelity X-ACT digital-toanalog convertor, was $399. while
supplies last only $199.95 ($8.95
shipping in US)

FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES! In the US. Musical Fidelity
"X" products are available exclusively through Audio Advisor—
the world's largest seller of high-end audio gear by direct mail.
Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E., Kentwood,
MI. 49512. Phone: (616) 975-6100. Fax: 16161 975-6111.
O Copyright 1997 Audio Advisor. Inc.

o

O

Of

Eemus.s0

MUSICAL FIDELITY

7.

cleaner midrange and firmer bass.
Features the advanced LC78835
18-bit, 8x oversampling DAC and
pure Class Aoutput stage. Easyto-use! Accepts coaxial or Toslink
digital outputs. The outboard
power supply is upgradeable.
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"Best Buy Accessory 1997"
—WHAT HI-Fl?

"X10-D transformed the sound,
especially in those areas where
the (CD player) itself was weak,"
sums up Stereophile's Sam Tellig.

Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com
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"lbp of my list," raves Robert
Harley in May 1997 Stereophile.
"Excellent sound quality. HDCD
decoding, and price tag have earned
it my enthusiastic recommendation." Summary: "competitive
with the Best $1,000 processors."
Not only is the X-DAC the only
HDCD-compatible D/A convertor
available under $500, it's also the
best sounding in its price calss.
The X-DAC brings improvements
like better dynamics, firmer bass,
and smoother treble to standrd
CDs, HDCD-compatible CDs, laser
discs, and more! Plus X-DAC is a
cinch to use. Connect it to the
digital output of aCD player, DAT,
or laser disc player and X-DAC
automatically figures out the sampling rate, processing method, and
more! Accepts coaxial and Toslink
digital inputs. The outboard power
supply is upgradeable.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCDcompatible digital-to-analog convertor, regular $595, now $499.95
($8.95 shipping in US)

Order With No Risk!
If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason, return within 30 days for arefund!

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
Stereophile,

June 1998
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Win Research SMC-10
Super VC phono cartridge

I

es alittle freaky. Iwent to the 1997
International Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas looking for digital, and came back with abagful of analog and promises of more to come.
There's alot of good vinyl on the new
and used markets these days, and plenty
of fine components upon which to play
it. In fact, the doom'n'gloom of only a
short time ago seems almost comical
now. (But let's not get blasé. Support
your local vinyl grower or they might
switch crops on you.)
It's interesting to see how analog has
changed and adapted to aworld that
couldn't quite put it aside. A number of
contemporary preamps are once again
available with internal phono stages.
Some, like the Nagra PL-P, offer additional jumper-selectable MC step-up
transformers to further boost the gain.
There are lots of outboard RIAA phono
stages to choose from — solid-state,
tubed, and hybrid —most with variable
loading and gain. And quite apart from
Kondo-designed Audio Note exotics
like the ANS 6c and 7c MC transformers, the Expressive Technologies SU-1
Step-Up (a localized black hole masquerading as amoving-coil step-up) is
still available — at $3500 — for the
deeply analog committed.
I'm picking up atrend here. As cartridge design spirals upward to unimagined levels of refinement, the output
voltages continue to fall. There's no getting away from it: alow-turns armature
wind with minuscule output is how
many designers go for the gold. So highgain phono preamps have become de
ngueur these days.
Of course, designing a high-gain
RIAA phono circuit was never apiece
of cake. How to get the gain without
the noise, especially in chaffy urban
environmental sprawl? And how to
make it sound wonderful enough to
satisfy the many discriminating and
demanding audiophiles who expect no
less, rtgardless of price?
Given this scenario, let's turn our
attention to Win Research's SMC-10
phono cartridge, or "Super MovingCoil Analog Disc Transducer." It was
designed by long-time audio fixture
Stereophile, June 1998

Sao Z,aw Win for distributor Bertrand
Audio Imports. You may recall Mr. Win
as the man behind the innovative FET10 strain-gauge cartridge, which debuted back in 1965 —the first solid-state
semiconductor cartridge ever made. In
fact, Sao Win still supports the FET-10,
repairing and replacing styli for asmall
fee, and doing minor updates at no
charge for his very loyal customer base.
Having looked with some surprise at
the Engineering Application Manual' that
arrived with the cartridge, Idiscovered
that the SMC-10's modest 33011V output didn't exactly buck the trend toward
low output. While that's (just) enough
gain to run straight-in to anumber of
contemporary phono preamps, it's still a
little iffy here in RF central, New York
Microwave City.2
So Iwas happy to learn that amatching transformer would be available for
$1500. And Icould have one right away
if Ididn't mind having it in an old
FET-10 power-supply box. Mr. Wm explained that the case was designed for
excellent shielding against RFI and
EMI, and that the new case would have
these same desirable characteristics.
While the transformer is matched to the
SMC-10, it can be used to drive any
MC cartridge, and presents aload of
approximately 30 ohms.
Technical description
There's quite alot here. Manual: "First.
computer-simulation models are carefully constructed to investigate fully the
material properties of the interactive
system of electrical and magnetic
fields." The noble art of cartridge building alights upon Clinton's bridge to the
21st century.
The mass of the SMC-10's generator
is a"mere" 0.19 milligrams —"almost
near the absolute minimum," enthuses
Mr. Win in the manual. "This low-mass,
high-compliance structure secures exceptional tracking ability at low frc1lise cartridge comes with better .111d more complete
documentation than I've seen packed with some
electronics.
2The BAT P-10 proved abit too noisy with the cartridge run straight-in without benefit of transformer
step-up, as did the Nagra PL-P.

quencies, while the low equivalent tip
mass permits atracking performance at
high frequencies unsurpassed by any
other top moving-coil cartridges." Ilike
an unambiguous statement.
The stylus is aso-called super-ellipsoid type, "Guaranteed to be the smallest
and the lowest mass in the industry. The
stylus radically differs in form and function from all other line-contact types.
The special crystal-oriented rectangular
diamond shank blends smoothly into a
theoretically ideal super-flat ellipsoid
form, while high-vacuum plasma polishing techniques ensure aconstant radius
of curvature and a40-angstroms-smooth
mirror finish on both sides of the contact
surfaces. This greatly reduces the chance
of vertical misalignment, record wear,
and pinch effects, and resists the buildup
of dust and debris that is common with
all other types of styli." Mr. Wm doesn't
equivocate much, does he?
The footprint of the stylus is claimed
to be longer than that of any other linecontact type in the market today. "The
increase in length is achieved by extending the contact area upward toward the
stylus shank rather than bringing it
down by means of alengthened tip.

Description: Moving-Coil "Analog
Disc Transducer" with Win Super
Ellipsoid stylus, hollow ruby cantilever, Sendust armature, CRE505 Cobalt Alloy magnets, 24k
gold-plated pins, and anti-resonance Polypropionate Unified
Housing. Output voltage: 330pV at
IkHz (groove velocity not specified). Recommended tracking
force: 1.5gm. Recommended load
impedance: 10-100 ohms. Cartridge mass: 5.5gm.
Price: $2500. Matching transformer: $1500. Approximate number
of dealers: 15. Warranty: 90 days.
Manufacturer: Win Research,
Santa Barbara, CA. Distributor:
Bertrand Audio
Imports, 49
Fairview Avenue, Nashua, NH
03060. Tel: (603) 883-1982. Fax:
(603) 880-4533.
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Win
Consequently, it will neither bottom
out, mistrack, nor will it be pinched out
by the narrow pitch of the inner groove
walls. At the same time, this minute,
ultra-low-mass tip will glide over minor
pits and irregularities, thus reducing surface noise and FIM (frequency intermodulation) distortion drastically." The
manual su l4:ests that the grain-oriented
footprints and high plasma polish will
yield astylus life of about 10,000 hours
"under normal use."
The cantilever is also very hi-tech. It's
fashioned from corundum, the material
found in rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. The manual details an extremely
rigid structure that transmits stylus
motion to the generator, it is claimed,
with no loss of energy or phase delay.
Manual: "A strengthening catalyst is
added to the corundum during crystallization for increased insulation resistance, thermal resistivity, dimensional
stability, and hardness. To guarantee the
radius to be exactly at a90° axis to the
rectangular rod of the stylus and its
super-ellipsoid footprints, the cantilever
is laser-bored at less than 4i.tm tolerance
in aholder that ensures precision accuracy in stylus alignment and mounting."
It is suggested that these techniques
yield the most accurate response to
groove modulations and put the life
back into the music.
Next up the chain is the armature.
Mr. Win asserts that Sendust is adistinctly superior material for this purpose. "Its exceptionally large magnetic
flux density makes it possible to design a
highly efficient generator circuit, while
its stubborn resistance to (Backhausen
Effect) — the noise generated when the
structure of amagnetic material changes
with sudden variations in an applied
magnetic field — ensures avery linear
output without the irritating magnetic
noise that is prevalent with most other
moving-coil cartridges."
He continues: "A 25p.m oxide-free
pure copper wire is wound by hand under ahigh-powered microscope to ensure that the turns are perfectly compact,
parallel, and tight to achieve an ideal
electrical impedance of 7.6 ohms. In addition, the use of special cobalt-alloy
CRE-505 magnets has made possible
the most powerful lightweight generator
system extant. Using the Poisson and
Superfish Magnetic Source Codes,3very
careful consideration is given to the ratio
of length vs the cross-sectional area of
the magnet so that the highest flux densities can be achieved for an optimal
3Pt ,Intligrted during an epic seafood meal?
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magnetic circuit. The difference made
by these minute details may not be as
apparent from the specifications, but the
propagation of an extremely pure signal
without any associated hysteresis, in a
real-time transfer characteristic of the
input vs the output voltage, results in
wider channel separation and superior
overall tonal balance, with optimal amplitude and phase-response characteristics. Therefore, this system will replicate
aperfect reproduction of the actual
musical experience." Ahem.

Installation
Installation matters are also well documented. The SMC-10 travels in a
"magnified bubble-transit stylus cover,"
to be replaced with asnap-on "auxiliary
cover" when actually mounting the
device. Irolled my eyes at yet another
pair of untapped mounting-screw holes,
and fumbled around for suitable nuts.
As the manual decrees, "Use only stainless-steel or metal hardware, no nylon
or plastic screws." The headshell pins
are well marked for easy left/right and
signal/ground connections. As is the
The housing is
custom chez 10, Icleaned all phono connections with contact cleaner and XL0
transparent; you can
TPC. Other important fluids included
Record Research Labs Vinyl Wash
peer to your heart's
(great stuff) and their LP #9 stylus
cleaner, as well as Last stylus cleaner
content at the generator
and treatment.
A protractor is supplied for adjusting
nestled within.
overhang and offset on pivoted arms,
The body is injection-molded from a but Iset the air-bearing linear-tracker
substance called Acrylontrile-Butadiene on the Forsell with its own tool. (Over(Polypropionate). "The SMC-10 hous- hang adjustment is atwo-minute affair
ings are high-impact, rigid, low-mass, on the Air Force One. It's abreeze
molded one-piece units — aconcept swapping in fully laden cartridge/arm/
derived from using state-of-the-art slider assemblies with their azimuths
computer modeling with Finite Ele- preset.) Best azimuth was determined
ment-based mathematical simulation with the (sadly discontinued) Audiotechniques — to reduce body resonance Technica AT6020 Phono Cartridge
and weight to an absolute minimum." Analyzer and associated test record.
The housing is transparent; you can Lowest measured crosstalk was found
peer to your heart's content at the gen- with the cartridge just anudge from
erator nestled within. (It reminded me vertical (as seen from the front).
of a model I'd built as a kid — the
Using the Shure ERA IV Audio ObVisible V-8.) "Additionally, the 4K gold- stacle Course test record (TTR 115), I
plated terminals are solidly molded into determined the arm/cartridge resothe rugged housing, preventing vibra- nance to be adesirable 10Hz. Ialso
tion at the joints and accidental break- checked the frequency response on my
age when attaching the connectors to old Tektronix T-922 15MHz dual-trace
the temiinals."
oscilloscope. 5 There was no mistaking
These technical perorations are it: The SMC-10 looked to be apeaky
accompanied by more charts and graphs bugger, and clearly justified the use of
than you can shake acantilever at. It is, amedium-thickness Teflon spacer with
in sum, an impressive document. By the which to scrub off any resonance trackway, don't imagine for asecond that Mr. ing its way back through the armwand.
Win is talking through his hat. He's Iran the cartridge at the recommended
designed electron microscopes in use at
1.5gm, precisely set with the indispensthe CDC and NIH to examine micron- able Winds ALM-01 Arm Load Meter.
length viruses!
The SMC-10 is designed to be used Analog front-end
in amedium-mass tonearm with avery The cartridge arrived with aspecialrigid bearing assembly. Knife-edge and order medium-mass Forsell arm wired
unipivots (with the exception of the up with a5-pin DIN connector at its
terminus. The cartridge was supplied
Graham arm, as noted in the manual)
are not suitable. "Air-bearing tonearms for use with a1.5m length of Fadel Art
should have sufficient air pressure and Phono Flex tonearm cable, which
an auxiliary reservoir to keep the pres- shipped along with the cartridge and
sure constant." Forsell Air Force One...
check! Recommended tracking force
4Available from Musical Surroundings, (510) 420-0379.
(VTF) is 1.5gm, with aload impedance
Tubeheads, don't get excited. The 922 is asolid-state
of 10 to 100 ohms. The whole cartridge 5
model with no Amperex Bugle Boys lurking within.
weighs in at arelatively flyweight 5.5gm. But Isure opened the case quickly enough to find out!
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arm.6This cable sports an external drain
wire and asmall box at the source end,
said to contain carbon fiber, through
which the signal passes.
Ibroke in the cartridge with it installed in a"normal" medium-mass Forsell arm/slider assembly terminated
with RCAs. Ispent several weeks listening to the SMC-10 into the YBA
Signature 6Chassis via the YBA's MC
step-up transformers, with both the bespoke Win transformer and the Expressive SU-1 Step-Up. Ialso tried the
BAT phono/preamp combo and the
Nagra PL-P, both with and without
their internal transformers. After some
time Iremounted the cartridge, reset
azimuth in the 5-pin DIN-wired arm,
tried the Fadel Phono Flex, and understood immediately why they mate so
well (more presently).
After yet more experimentation, I
settled on the superb sound of the 5-pin
arm into a1.5m length of Ensemble
MasterFlux phono cable. By some
minor miracle of fate Ihad both RCA
and 5-pin DIN configurations of this
fine Swiss cable on hand. (The Ensemble cables were acomplete and
utter surprise: bold, colorful, dynamic,
and full-bodied, they seemed to jubilantly flaunt their Swiss Family Values.)
Ialso made use of both the Shun Mook
and Harmonix record weights, depending on the recording.

authority and unmistakable power. The
transitions between lowest, mid-, and
upper bass were handled with unruffled enthusiasm.
Moving up through the midrange
and highs was accomplished with equal
poise: smooth and linear, with no evi-

The Win SMC-10
had an overall
sonic character that's
easily described:
alive, baby.

dent sonic aberrations. The midrange
was nicely fleshed out, cushy, inviting,
and sexy in an athletic way. The highs
were open, fast, and extended, more
soaring and vibrant than sweet, but
never sounding lean or buzzy. Imaging
was absolutely top-drawer, the soundstage as wide and deep as the recording
allowed. The performers, set within
the ultraquiet transformer-driven environment, were palpable entities, fully
fleshed out and surrounded by acushion of colorful, vibrant ait
The SMC-10 was so full of life and
ready to pounce on the signal that it
could, untended, sound atouch raucous
and aggressive. While it wasn't supersensitive to VTA, the cartridge sounded
best sitting ahair up in the rear, unlike
The rest of the mix
most moving-coils of my experience.
Best sound was achieved with Ensemble Perhaps as aresult, Ifound that afew
interconnect on the Nagra PL-P using digitally mastered monstrosities and
the Wm transformer, the VTL Wotans, some EQ'd-to-the-gills analog efforts
and the JMlab Utopias downstream, came off abit chaffy in the top end. On
with Synergistic Research Designer's the Forsell, this was easily compensated
Reference speaker cable and power for with an eighth- or quarter-turn of
cords. It was so beautifully balanced I the VTA adjuster knob.
didn't want to touch athing! Icouldn't
Interestingly, the Fade! Arts phono
believe how perfectly the Nagra bloomed cable somewhat ameliorated this effect.
into the Wotans' arms. I'd also set the "Normal" recordings sounded excellent,
Utopias slightly farther back and atad while hot, distortion-prone LPs were
closer together than I'd had them before. somehow more tolerable through this
That's it! Don't move! Ibeat ahasty calming French wire. That's why they
retreat to the Ribbon Chair and began go so well together. If you have ahightaking notes.
gain solid-state preamp and aslightly
lean-sounding system, this cable might
Sound
just do the trick for avery appealing
The Win SMC-10 had an overall sonic overall sound. Understand that the Facharacter that's easily described: alive, del didn't appreciably roll off the highs,
baby. The sound was always big, bold, but more subtly integrated acertain tenfast, and electric, the air shimmering dency to rowdiness on the part of the
with vibrancy and color. The entire SMC-10 on some material when run
bass range was deep and tight, nicely "tail high."
acoustic and pitch-differentiated. It laid
But the more neutral and lineardown the foundations of music with sounding Ensemble phono cable worked
to best overall effect in our highly tuned
system. If you've an easy-to-set VTA ad6 "High Definition & Technology Phase and Impedance Corrected Phono Cable, made in France."
justment, leave the back of the cartridge
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slightly high and season to taste. If
VTA is more problematic, or you're
not inclined to fiddle, simply leave the
cartridge body parallel to the record's
surface. This will keep the SMC-10
from sounding skittish in the highs on
poorly recorded material. The entire
matter is one of subtlety, however. The
SMC-10 can in no way be said to sound
hard or bright.
Let's turn to Cassandra Wilson's performance of "Strange Fruit" on New
Moon Daughter (Blue Note 837183 1).
There was aslight emphasis of sibilants,
but at the same time Iwas captivated by
the great beauty of her voice. I've heard
this LP sound atouch murky, but with
the SMC-10, murkiness was left somewhere in the background noise floor
several feet behind the Utopias. On
Sarah McLachlan's Fumbling Toward
Ecstasy and The Freedom Session (Classic
Records RTH-2000), Inoted: "The
music is wonderful, her voice exceptional, and so is the sound. Powerful,
grabby, and emotive, the remarkable
dynamics come across with the same
level of energy across the entire frequency band. I'm getting apowerful
foundation in the bass, an open, airy top
end, and plenty of midrange madness.
The imaging is superb."
Listening to Count Basie and Oscar
Peterson on "Rent Party," my favorite
cut from the The Timekeepers (Pablo
2310-896), Ijotted: "The pace, transparency, detail, space, and air are truly
first-class. The cartridge delivers lovely
tonal color in the midrange and treble in
the piano duet — very clean and fast.
Noisy devil that the album is, the hiss is
slightly more forward than with other
cartridges I'm familiar with. The
acoustic bass, however, is plucky, powerful, and fulfilling."
Revisiting Dead Can Dance's Into the
Labyrinth (4AD DAD 3013): "The sonic
boom afew minutes into the first cut
blasted right through me! Still, the awesome bass strokes were tight and pitchdifferentiated — no mush, no slush. The
recording comes across in full-bore
Technicolor, widescreen and ambient
as hell, completely encompassing."
I'll wind it up with the fabulous
Sinatra and Ellington on Francis A. &
Edward K. (Reprise 1024). Turned up
to "live and in-person" levels, the air
was well and truly in the phenomenal
division. The immediacy was startling,
clean, and musically whole. Listening
to this album personified the very essence of the SMC-10. It was all Hollywood/Vegas glamour, abit more explosive and masculine than the slightly
Stereophile, June 1998

more bosomy and décolleté Wilson Benesch Analog. And, it must be said, a
tad less refined than the van den Huis
or the Clearaudio Insider. It worked,
and in abig way. When the horns
blared in the first cut, "Follow Me," I
could hear atouch of extra energy on
top that jazzed the sound up abit,
but it was easy on the ears and totally
compelling. Really, it was incredibly
satisfying.
One operational quirk: I'd advise
SMC-10 owners to keep asmall, very
soft brush on hand. Ifound that dust
tended to accumulate on the top surface
of the largish, square-shanked cantilever.
A minor concern, but one that can alter
the sound to aslight degree. An occasional light flick of the brush did the
trick. Just exercise normal caution and
you won't have aproblem.
Don't wrap it up, 111 wear it out
The SMC-10 is awinner, it offers tremendous performance at afairly reasonable price. Ihave no doubt at all that
it will prove acommercial success —not
because Isay so, but because anyone can
plunk it into their system and enjoy
topflight sound with little real effort. It's
not fussy to set up, the cantilever is easy
to see and locate over the vinyl, and the
sound can be breathtaking. If you don't
have the gain, the matching transformer, also at what Iconsider areasonable
price ($1500), will easily deliver that
slice of genuine high-end sound we're
all after.
Ihaven't auditioned the similarly
priced van den Hul Frog,7 so Ican't
make the comparison for you. But the
SMC-10 does compare very favorably
with other cartridges I've auditioned in
the $3k-and-up range. It doesn't have
quite the level of delicacy of the more
expensive vdH Grasshoppers and derivatives, or the ultimate linearity and
extension of the Clearaudio Insider.
Nor is it as romantic through the midband as the Wilson Benesch Analog.
But it is vibrant, colorful, and communicative, very '90s in away — easily
accessible. You might say that the cartridge is like the unruly son of aristocratic parents: good-looking, young,
energetic, playful — immensely appealing, even with his shirttail hanging out
from time to time.
If you've amind to pop for amoving-coil that will provide hours of exciting, entertaining listening, the SMC-lo
should make it onto your short list. gi
7Favorably reviewed for Stereophile by Wes Phillips
July 1997 (Vo120 No.7).
Stereophile, June 1998
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203 FLAGSHIP DRIVE/LUTZ, FL. 33549
PHONE: 813/948-2707 • FAX: 813/948-2907
E-MAIL: SCI@VAMPIREWIRE.COM

Our customers
tell us...
"Absolutely the
highest standard
of craftsmanship
and performance
available for
under $2,000."

Music is Life...

MA-2 Reference
Call us, or stop by to discover for yourself what our customers are talking about.

MEN•IS•CUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP, INC.

4669 S. Division • Wyoming, MI 49548
Phone 1-800-536-3691 Fax 616/534-7676
E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net
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Grado Reference Platinum &
Sonata phono cartridges

I

used to call the $30 Grado ZTE+1

cartridge "the first free nickel bag of
high-end audio." A classic junkie
case is my friend, Frank Doris. Fourteen
years ago, Frank was seeking a $75
replacement stylus for his mid-fi college-dorm stereo. Instead, Isuggested
Grado's then-entry-level cartridge, the
$20 GTE+1. Frank went for the worm
and was hooked by the sonic improvement wrought by this economical cartridge "upgrade." His stereo then went
through arapid series of upgrades, culminating in an Audio Research/Mark
Levinson system funded via arefinancing of his mortgage. Eventually he quit
his aerospace job, became managing
editor of The Abso!ute Sound, and still
works in the audio industry today.
Never before have Iseen a$20 consumer product have such aprofound
impact on an individual's life.
For decades, the Grado name has
been synonymous with providing affordable cartridges that hint at the performance of expensive moving-coils.
Although Grado Labs founder/designer
Joseph Grado may be best known for
inventing the moving-coil cartridge, and
for marketing moving-iron cartridges in
the '70s that were more expensive than
any moving-coil then available in the
US (that is, until the original Koetsu
Rosewood broke the four-digit price
barrier), his greatest impact on the
affordable market was the introduction
of the Signature 8cartridge in the early
'80s. This $200 reference moving-iron
design represented adrastic price reduction from his previous decade of efforts
and had few glaring flaws. Its smooth
tonal balance, superb dynamics and resolution of detail, and soundstaging capabilities competed with many more expensive moving-coils of the day. Plus, it
was an excellent tracker. More expensive Grado Signatures were also available; as one ascended the price scale,
improved detail resolution, soundstaging, and neutrality were the rewards.
All of the Grado cartridges shared a
rich, seductive midrange that made
them attractive to audiophiles who
cherished realistic vocal reproduction.
Over the years, Joe Grado refined and
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updated his designs, and in the last
decade I've developed afamiliarity with
agood number of Grado Signatures —
the 8, 8M, 8MR, MCX, 8MZ, and
TLZ — and aSiggy has always resided
in my affordable reference system.
Pass the baton to nephew John
Grado Laboratories is now owned and
operated by Joseph Grado's nephew,
John Grado. John began his association
with Grado Labs as achild in the '50s.
Uncle Joe was then designing cartridges
on the kitchen table in his apartment.
John lived downstairs and frequently
visited Uncle Joe, as he felt Joe's Hydrox
cookies were superior to his mother's
Oreos. These creme-sandwich liaisons
eventually led to ajob sweeping floors
in the new Grado factory (on the site
of the grocery store John's grandfather
had opened in Brooklyn in 1918), and
then to an apprenticeship: John learned
the cartridge business from Uncle Joe
and John Chaipis, Grado's chief engineer, who has been with Grado Labs
for 40 years.
When John Grado purchased Grado
Labs from his uncle in the early '90s, he
manufactured the standard line of cartridges and headphones, while Joe
Grado continued to produce the Sig-

nature cartridges as Joseph Grado Sig-

nature Products. Now, as the Signature
series of cartridges has ceased production, John Grado and Chaipis have produced anew line of high-end cartridges
to replace the Signature line: the Reference series.
The Reference cartridges take one
step further the fundamental parameter
of all Grado designs: minimization of resonances. As Michael Fremer explained

Description: Moving-iron phono
cartridges with wooden bodies
and non-user-replaceable stylus
assemblies. Mass: 6gm. Output:
4.5mV at 5.0cm/s groove velocity
(45°). Source inductance: 45pH.
Source resistance: 75 ohms. Recommended input load: 47k ohms
(said not to be sensitive to capacitive load).
Prices: $300 (Platinum); $500
(Sonata). Approximate number of
dealers: 600.
Manufacturer: Grado Laboratories, 4614 Seventh Avenue,
Brooklyn, NY 11220. Tel: (718)
435-5340. Fax: (718) 633-6941.
E-mail: HPSR60@aol.com
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The

Avalon Eidolon
Ava LO >a
ACOUSTICS

For anyone auditioning speakers
o‘er $10.000, hearing the Eidolon
is a must. II is a milestone in the
industr. The Eidolon sets new
pedormance standards to such a
degree that il must he recognized
as a classic design that will for
e‘er change what we consider to
he acceptable in edge of the art
performance.
The Avalon Eidolon has been
designed for listeners seeking the
highest level of musical realism
possible. A professional instrument
for home use, the Eidolon is the
fastest dynamic transducer ever
designed, and the most accurate.
New proprietary technologies in
drivers, enclosure damping, and low
crossover noise floor have resulted
Eidolon -Designed by Neil Patel for Avalon Acoustics.

in alack of distortion and coloration
that is nothing short of revolutionary.

When used with high speed electronics, the Eidolon's fast settling time achieves an
inter-transient silence that reveals new vistas of detail, nuance and resolution. Combining
thundering dynamic contrasts, pinpoint dimensional staging, and precision craftsmanship, the
Eidolon will create an aesthetically beautiful and musically truthful experience in your home.
Please call us for more information or visit us to audition this superb speaker by Avalon.

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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in his favorable review of the $1200
flagship Grado The Reference cartridge
(March 1998, p.59), the Reference series
differs from the older cartridges as well
as from Grado's current Prestige series
($40-$180) in that the magnetic generating system is potted with damping
material, then glued into acured wooden body. In the Reference series, as in
the old Signature series, output is avery
high 4.5mV, and Grado claims insensitivity to capacitive load. Unlike those
in the older and Prestige Grados, Reference styli are not user-replaceable.
Isn't it good, Brooklyn wood
At $300 and $500, respectively, the
Platinum and Sonata cartridges reviewed here are the two entry-level cartridges in the Reference line. Each is
designed around The Reference's short,
low-mass, self-contained suspension
("Optimized Transmission Line Stylus/
Cantilever"), but the Platinum and
Sonata reduce costs by using a lowmass, four-piece cantilever assembly
instead of The Reference's five-piece
assembly. The same ultra-high-purity,
long-crystal, oxygen-free copper wire
from The Reference's coils is used in
the entire series of wooden-body cartridges. The Platinum and Sonata differ
from each other and from The Reference in the shapes of their styli. While
The Reference is mounted with Grado's
true ellipsoid diamond, the Sonata uses
a nude elliptical diamond, and the
Platinum uses the less costly elliptical
diamond found in the Prestige series.
Grado claims that, as one goes up in
price in the Reference series, tip mass
is reduced.
As I've used the Grado Signature
8MZ for the last five years, Iwas particularly interested in how far the entrylevel Reference Platinum has advanced
the performance of the Signature 8
series. One aspect that separated the
Grado Signatures of the past from more
expensive moving-coils was arelative
lack of transparency. Even the best
Grado Signatures always placed veils
between the listener and the music
compared with the best moving-coils,
and there was alimited degree of resolution in the high frequencies, which
were not completely grain-free.
Reference Platinum: $300
Right out of the box, the Reference
Platinum demonstrated the benefits of
resonance reduction from the new
wooden-body designs: compared with
the old Signature 8, aveil or two were
removed. This was most noticeable in
140
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the improved resolution of low-level
detail, soundstaging, and ambience
reproduction. A certain resonant Grado
"sound" —in retrospect, probably aeuphonic coloration — had vanished. The
new Grado "sound" is more neutral.

Vocal reproduction
on the Platinum
was first-rate.
Vocal reproduction on the Platinum
was still first-rate. Janis Ian's voice
(Breaking Silence, Analogue Productions
APP027) had atactile and immediate
quality, and Cassandra Wilson's (New
Moon Daughter, Blue Note 32861) was
silky and seductive. The Platinum's
excellent detail resolution and reproduction of subtle low-level dynamic
contrasts provided acertain delicacy
and immediacy to Mighty Sam McClain's vocals (Give It Up to Love, AudioQuest AQ-1015) and made it easier to
follow the individual guitar notes on
the Fender Stratocaster solo than did
the Signature 8MZ. Overall, the tonal
balance was natural and uniform, save
for aslight midbass thickness on certain recordings.
The Platinum showed its best with
classical recordings. On Antal Dorati's
interpretation of Stravinsky's Firebird
(Mercury Living Presence SR90226),
the Platinum's reproduction of room
sound and image dimensionality gave a
vibrant sense of realism to the work.
There was acontinuousness of the dynamic presentation of the pizzicato string
passages in this work that was reminiscent of alive performance.
Classical recordings also brought out
the Platinum's greatest shortcoming —
its limited resolution during complex,
densely modulated passages. On Cage's
Third Construction, from Pulse (New
World/Classic NW 319), the Platinum
was reminiscent of an expensive moving-coil during the delicate, quiet percussion passages; but in loud, complex
passages the instrumental definition
became more confused and muddy.
In extreme cases, this resolution limitation could cause atemporary shift in
the cartridge's presentation of tonal balance. When adensely modulated recording included passages of significant
midrange and high-frequency energy,
the upper midrange was pushed forward
in those passages and was more prominent than the balance of the frequency
spectrum. Also, during loud passages,

vocals could take on asibilant quality.
On For Duke (Realtime RT-101), the
piano and ride cymbals were very natural and realistic during the quiet passages,
and the trumpet solo's bite and burnished quality were as realistic as I've
heard on any recording. But when the
ensemble brass and woodwind tuttis
entered, all of the instruments became
tense and forward, as if the orchestra
had stood up and was leaning forward
into the audience.
This deficiency, however, was a
minor shortcoming that rarely manifested itself on most classical works.
On Messiaen's Turangalila Symphony
(EMI SLS 5117), the delicate woodwind, percussion, and solo piano passages were spectacular.
Reference Sonata: 8500
As Iswapped out the Platinum for the
Sonata, Ibegan to wonder if spending
the extra 200 bucks would eliminate
this weakness in the Platinum (the
Sonata is basically aPlatinum with a
more refined stylus tip). It did that, and
more. The Sonata did not suffer from
the Platinum's problems of high-level
congestion and tension. In addition, it
was even less veiled and more extended
in the high frequencies, with improved
resolution of inner detail and, overall, a
more refined presentation.
The improved detail, transient speed
and decay, and improved hall sound
were very noticeable on George
Crumb's Makrokosmos III (Nonesuch H
Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable, Syrinx PU-3 tonearm.
Preamplification: Creek OBH8SE phono stage, Audible Illusions Modulus Ll line stage.
(Thanks to Roy Hall of Creek/
Music Hall for the loan of the
Creek OBH-8SE used in this
review.)
Power amplifier: Audio Research VT100.
Loudspeaker: Acarian Systems
Alón V Mk.II.
Cables: WireWorld Atlantis II
tonearm cable, MIT MI-350
CVTwin Terminator interconnects, Acarian Systems Black
Orpheus speaker cable.
Accessories: Simply Physics
threaded cones, Sound Anchor
Cone Coasters, ASC Cube Traps.
—Roberti. Reina
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The Spectral High Resolution Reference System
At Overture our goal is to go lmond
mass market high-end. Achieving that goal
requires constant evaluation of the world's
finest components. Only by hearing it all
can the ultimate be found. Spectral provides
us with what we are looking for; a level of
performance that is in a class by itself. We
knew it the moment we heard it, and so

ill

you.
Spectral SDR300.
The Spectral Digital Reference System
The result of a 10 year development program, the Spectral SDR 3000 Reference CD Transport and
renowned SUR 2000 Professional Processor achieve alevel of performance that sets anew standard.
Spectral's Dr. Keith Johnson developed the unique Spectralink digital interface system for unpresidented digital accuracy between the SUR 3000 and the SDR 2000. It is this no compromise approach
that so impressed us. and you'll find it in every Spectral component. An industry milestone, the
•
SDR 3000 and SDR 2000 achieve the highest level of musical performance available in digital audio.

The DNIC 20 Series 11 Reference Pre-Amplifier
The heart of the remarkable Spectral reference
system. the DCM 20 Series Il preamplifier establishes
aperformance standard unequaled in the industry.
Spectral DMC 20 Series II
Its stunning resolution, tonal purity and sound staging
make it our reference pre-amp. It's the ultimate way to start your Spectral high resolution system.
The DMA 130 High Resolution Amplifier
Like all Spectral designs, the DMA 150 is the result of
years of research, development and involvement with live
recording sessions.
The final link in the Spectral reference system, the DMA
150 is the highest resolution amplifier we have ever heard.
Its stunning clarity and realism results in large part from
the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio power
amplifier. Its holographic presentation is simply unequalled.
Both powerful and detailed, the DMA 150 estabilishes anew
level of musical realism in audio power amplifiers.
Rarely do ou find acompany so totall dedicated to excellence as Spectral. %%hen ou do. ,xou'xe found
something %el" special. Please call or visit us to experience %%hat makes Spectral the BEST in the morld.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www overtureauclio corn
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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71311). This piece for piano and percussion makes extensive use of silence, and
tends to separate the cartridge men
from the boys. The subtle slurs on the
hand drums, the decays on the battery
of unorthodox percussion instruments,
and the reproduction of the room sound
impressed me so much that Iwrote in
my notes: "I wonder how much better
the $1200 The Reference can be." (I
learned the answer after avisit to Michael Fremer: based upon alistening
session at his digs, Isupport his enthusiastic feelings for this pickup.) Although
Ihad noted that the Platinum was an
evolutionary iniprovement on the Signature 8MZ, on the Crumb recording
the Sonata was aclear leap beyond. I'd
go so far as to say that the Sonata reminded me more of my Koetsu Urushi
than of my Signature 8MZ.
The cartridge made me want to mine
my lode of Teresa Sterne—produced
Nonesuch chamber recordings from the
70s. Charles Wuorinen's Ringing Changes
(Nonesuch H 71263), another percussion extravaganza, was breathtaking
with the Sonata. The staging was precise, and Icould follow the pitches on
each individual drum. At times, Ifelt
as if the musicians were in the room
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WE-300£.
www.westernelectric.com
e-mail: info@westernelectric.com

Western Electric Audio Products
1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 3750
Atlanta, GA 30309

(404) 874-4400
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with me.
King Crimson's Larks' Tongues in Aspic
(Atlantic AT 7263) is another acid test
for acartridge. On "Easy Money," the
deacon chimes shimmered and were
perfectly placed in space, despite the
dynamic churning of the bass guitar and
drums. As the guitars, Mellotron, bass,

John Grado
has succeeded in
extending his uncle Joe's
legacy: high-quality
analog reproduction
for little money.
and drums swell during the instrumental buildup before the final verse, there
are delicate percussion shadings in the
background that are way down in the
mix. With the Sonata, it was easy to follow these movements despite the electric cacophony up front.
Messiaen's Turangalila revealed more
information with the Sonata. With the
more expensive cartridge Iwas able to
follow the attack and subtle dynamic
techniques of the pianist, which were
more uniform and smoothed-out with
the Platinum. Still, the Sonata's reproduction of Pulse did not articulate the
high-frequency extremes like an expensive moving-coil, but the wide and continuous dynamic performance and the
illumination of the back wall of the
stage brought out the best qualities of
my Audio Research VT100 amplifier.
Overall, the Sonata bettered the
Platinum at both frequency extremes.
Jascha Heifetz's tone on the Sibelius
Violin Concerto (RCA LSC-2435) was
sweet, searing, yet silky — the finest
string tone I've heard from aGrado —
and the bass drum/bass synthesizer duet
on Jeff Beck's "Beyond the Veil" (Jeff
Beck's Guitar Shop, Epic OC 44313) was
tight, clean, and dynamic — the best I've
heard from any cartridge.
How well did the Sonata perform in
an area of historic strength for Grado —
the voice? A quick spin of my original
pressing of Ella Fitzgerald's Clap Hands,
Here Comes Charlie! (Verve V64053) produced the following listening notes:
"No cartridge reproduces afemale voice
better than this."
Turntable compatibility
Ishould mention both cartridges' compatibility with my new "affordable ref-

erence" turntable setup: aRega Planar 3
with Syrinx PU-3 tonearm, Wire World
Atlantis II arm cable, Simply Physics
threaded cones substituted for the Rega
feet, Sound Anchor cone coasters, and
Creek OBH-8SE phono stage. Both
cartridges tracked better in the Syrinx
than any cartridge I've ever heard.
Regarding the Grado/Rega hum issue:
as MF indicated in his March '98 review
of The Reference, Grados may tend to
hum in certain turntables, and at least
one Rega/Grado dealer advertises that
Grados are not recommended for use
with Regas for that reason.
Iconfronted said dealer, along with
John Grado, and Rega importer Steve
Lauerman, on this very issue. All concluded that, in certain setups, depending
on related equipment and turntable
location, asmall hum may be noticeable
at the end of arecording, but it should
not be objectionable. In fact, Lauerman
uses aGrado Sonata on his own Rega. In
my setup, Inoticed avery slight hum in
the leadout grooves after the side had
finished, but it was never noticeable during music. Although Idon't expect this
to be aproblem with the majority of setups, you may wish to check the level of
hum with your dealer before purchase.
(If you're the type of person who spends
$100 on an original Mercury Living
Presence LP and then returns it because
of tape hiss, the hum may bother you.)
The only reason I'm devoting so much
space to this is because Ifelt the Grado
was an excellent sonic match for the
Rega Planar 3turntable (the Rega arm
should work at least as well as the Syrinx), and Irecommend the combination.
Summing up
John Grado has succeeded in extending
his uncle Joe's legacy: high-quality analog reproduction for little money. At
$300, the Reference Platinum cartridge
is afine evolutionary improvement on
the classic Grado Signature 8series, and
is an extraordinary value for entry-level
audiophiles. In fact, with so much new
vinyl available today, aCD-only audiophile should consider taking the vinyl
plunge by putting together aphono
front-end like the Grado/Rega/Creek.
It would be money well spent.
For the extra $200, however, the
Reference Sonata represents aleap of
performance beyond the Platinum, and
hints at what an expensive moving-coil
can do. In fact, the performance level in
a $20,000+ reference system was so
impressive that it may be difficult for
many to rationalize spending much
more for acartridge.
Stereophite, June 1998
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The 2C313 System
Phase III
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In 1996. therlure stunned the audio world by winning "Hest Sound" al the Stereophile HIFI Show with our 2C31)
Phase II System. Now we introduce our 2(39 Phase III System. which offers (nett more dramatic performance. This
new system lakes component matching lo a new level by addressing all aspects of performance. Including :W. line
treatment and the listening room itself. The result is a system tqlh qualities that are unique in the industry — true
three-dimensional holographic imaging, unsurpassed resolution. and ultra-linear response.

Spectral-In this system. Spectral's ultra-linear high speed design is fully exploited.
Their uncompromising design achieves the highest level of resolution we have ever
heard, with remarkable holographic imaging. This level of performance is made possible in large part from the fastest signal response yet achieved in an audio component.
New to the 2C3D Phase ill system is the SDR 3000 Reference CD transport, the final
link in the Spectral Reference System. To achieve the highest level of performance available. Spectral componentry is an absolute must.
Speti'MDR 3000
NIIT Shotgun 1.:%0/S%- Mfrs original Shotgun" Interfaces established astandard of performance unmatched by any other company's products, even today. Now MIT has revived the
legendary Shotgun name for breakthrough new interfaces. The MU-850 Shotgun EVO -/S \
Speaker Interfaces and MI-350 Shotgun EVO -/SA Component Interfaces deliver unsurpassed accuracy, integrity, and musicality. This new level of performance allows the 2C3D
Phase III System to reveal every instrument and voice in its proper location, independent
of playback level, so that the sources of sound seem to be the performers themselves.
Behind it all. MIT's Z-Series - Power Line Treatment products provide the ultra-clean AC
power that is the foundation of this remarkable system. The level of sonic improvement
these MIT reference-level components bring to the Phase III System will amaze even tlic
most experienced listener.
ASC-World-renowned acoustic engineer Art Noxon has designed a remarkably flexible acoustic tuning system for this system's listening environment. ASC's unmatched Tubetrap technology allows the Phase III
System to reveal its full potential in any room, including yours.
Avalon-Avalons newest speaker, the Eidolon. features the fastest signal
response of any dynamic speaker, and it enables the Phase III System to pmvide the lowest noise floor we have yet heard. The Eidolon offers pinpoint
dimensional staging, incredible dynamic contrast, holographic soundstaging
with remarkable detail, nuance and resolution. The Eidolon fully reveals the
unique qualities of this stunning system. With their beautiful design and
compact size (43-1/2" tall). the Eidolon delivers flat response from 20 Hz to
35 kHz, and provides great flexibility in complementing any room decor.
If oii are seeking a tunique level of musical realism. the 2C3D Phase III System Is a
rmelation. Please call us to audition this musical masterpiece.

¿OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
The Home of Tax Free Shopping
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Nordost Blue Heaven
interconnect 8, loudspeaker cable

I

was poring over cable literature one
evening (okay, so I'm weird) when
Inoticed that, in addition to the
expected verbiage about proprietary
designs, minimizing strand interaction,
and the like, Nordost made the assertion that their designs "typically transmit signals at over 95% the speed of
light... 20 to 25% faster than conventional cables."
This caught my eye for acouple of
reasons. First, "20 to 25%" seems to be
an unusually big difference for anyone
to claim in adesign field that appears
to be mature. Second, Ifound the entire
concept abit puzzling. After all, what
difference does it make how fast the
signal moves, as long as all frequencies
move at exactly the same speed? Are
we really talking about the ability to
maintain phase integrity at higher frequencies? A higher slew rate, as opposed
to absolute maximum wave-propagation velocity?
It was puzzling, but, sure enough,
when Ifired up my VPI/VAC/VTL/
Audio Artistry system with the Blue
Heavens in place, the adjective that
came immediately to mind was "fast."
Damn fast, in fact. F-16 fast. Faster than
our red heeler Opie when he hears the
treat cupboard opening. Faster even
than Bonnie when she runs between
the hot tub and the cabin when it's 10
below. With the Blue Heavens, dynamic transients are unusually crisp and
sharp, and sound ... well, faster. These
cables are so fast they've even got me
ahead of myself, talking about their
sound before Icover the necessary
information!
The Blue Heaven interconnects and
speaker cables are the least expensive
models in Nordoses premium line, and,
at $199/1m pair and $399/2m pair, rank
among the more affordable of today's
exotic cables. They both use silver-plated, 99.99999% pure, oxygen-free copper conductors and Nordoses proprietary extrusion process for the Teflon
shielding. Although the cables are flat,
the conductors arc not. The Blue
Heavens actually use aparallel array of
fine, round conductors enclosed in a
0.02"-thick extruded Teflon ribbon sim144

Nordost Blue Heaven interconnect and loudspeaker cable

ilar to the ribbon cables you might fmd
inside your computer. They're produced
using aproprietary method in which
the conductor array — imagine strings
on aguitar —is pulled through aheated
die. At the same time, Teflon is forced
into the die, where it softens, flows
around, and bonds to the conductors.
The Teflon is then extruded into its final
shape as it's pulled, along with the conductors, out of the die's back side.
The Blue Heaven interconnect uses
30 conductors in a1
/"-wide ribbon.
4
My pair were unbalanced and terminated with Nordoses MoonGlo gold-plated RCA plugs, aspring-loaded design
that ensures that the ground connection
is always made before the hot, and vice
versa when the connection is broken.
Nordost lists their capacitance and
inductance as 5picofarads/ft and 0.1
microhenries/ft, respectively, both relatively low values.
The speaker cables are wider, approximately 2", and contain 72 conductors
each, with atotal cross-sectional area
equivalent to 16AWG. Although spade
lugs are available, my pair were supplied
with Nordost's gold-plated Z Plug

bananas — unusual lightweight plugs
produced by bending aflat plate into a
tube. They're made of beryllium copper,
which is an excellent spring material;

Description: Flat loudspeaker
cables and interconnects, claimed
to "typically transmit signals at
over 95% the speed of light ... 20
to 25% faster than conventional
cables" Impedance: 5pF/ft shunt
capacitance, 0.1pH/ft inductance
(interconnect); 6.5pF/ft and 0.1
pH/ft (speaker cable).
Prices: Loudspeaker cables: $399/
2m pair with banana plug or
spade termination, $50 per additional meter. Interconnects: $199/
1m pair unbalanced, $259/1m pair
balanced; $30 per additional 0.5m.
Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Nordost Corporation, 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702. Tel: (800) 8362750. Fax: (508) 879-8197. Web:
www.nordost.com
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THETA DIGITAL PREMIERES THE
YEAR'S MOST EXCITING HOME
THEATER COMPONENTS!
Theta's renowned Casablanca surround sound
The all lien Casa Nova surround sound controller
offers 11141M oithe Casablanca's features al a more
allbrdable price. The Casa \ma's open architecture
design allons tor future upgrades. Ilso included are
Dolbx Digital. DTS a superb Theta I) IC and full
remote control. This is a remarkable salue and
the xear's most exciting new home theater product.

:

DaVid CD/DVD Transport $4,500

Casa Nova Surround Sound Controller $2,995

Theta's years of experience in designing
and manufacturing ultra high performance
CI) and Laser Disc players pays off in the all
new Da %id CD/DID transport. %mong the first
to playback DTS soffnare. the Da% id features
extraordinarx resolution and detail. nhether
used for Cl) or IA I) playback.

For the ultimate home Theater system
the %oxager must be your choice. This is
the flagship of Theta's line. Ino holds barred
assault on edge-of-the-art xideo and audio
reproduction. %%heu combined nith Theta's
renonned Casablanca processor xou haw the
ultimate in performance. The %oxager xxIll play
Inn. CD. LW %SI). %ideo CD, and CD% Disc.
Voyager Universal Transport $6,500

Hear and see all of Theta's new designs at Overture, Theta's number one
dealer. Please call us or stop by and we'll show you how to get ihe best
performance from these exciting new components.

;LOVERTUNE
THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington. Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •(800) 838-1812 •www.overtureaudt000m
The Home of Tax Free Shopping

First Impression Music
You may have heard of Golden Strings Repertory (GS) which is my first record
label. First Impression Music (FIM) is my new label with an aspiration for even
higher fidelity.
Golden Strings recordings have been internationally acclaimed for beautiful
music and quality production.
Whether the music is beautiful is subjective. However, the quality of production
can be measured objectively and scientifically. Among other specs and apart
from choosing the best sounding master tape of beautiful music, twould like to
highlight three major criteria by which FIM can legitimately claim as one of the
finest products in the world.
I All FIM CDs are

111.1111-reri

by lop engineers, such as Paul Stubblebine, eiiher in 88,2k Ha

Hush! The Angels Are Singing
CD-CFIM 001 $25.00

CD = CFIM 002 425.00

CD = CFIM 003 $25.00

The Proprius Sound
CD =CFIM 004 $25.00

Silent Night, Beautiful Night
CD- CFIM 005 $25.00

Audiophile Reference (Classical)
CD =CFIM 006 $25.00

Songs My Dad Taught Me
CD CFIM 009 $25.00

Patricia Barber -Cafe Blue
CD =CFIM 010 $25.00

Great Romantic

Movie Themes

Antiphone Blues

24-bit HDCD (high Definition Digital Compatible) format, XRCD (Extended Resolution
(0), Surround Sound or even the latest dts (Digital Theater Sound). All lhese formats
are known lo be the latest technology and ihe best mailable in the market.
2. »One generation only" transfer in the mastering process is ensured. We, as autliophikA,
believe that the more generations of transfer will induce more distortion and loss of
information to the musk source. The following is asimplified illustration of nurnher of
transfers leading to the produclion of the glass stamper. The glass stamper is used fur
replication of CDs:
Normal mastering process
Mauer tape > Editing engineer
DAT

>Mastering engineer for st-quern ing and enr osling of time log 1produi lion

master lapel
CDR or DAT 121> Replication plant
> 1630 u-matic tape or CDR (3/
pjass slangier
Three, often up to fist, generations of transfers are mule front the original

111.1Nler 10 1110

Audiophile Reference (Popular)
CD =CFIM 007 $25.00

F1M mastering process
lao• >riltfing,

•1`11111.11(

Ing and litro' logging all within the same hard dAc of Sonic

Solution e(impute, program

I
i-ccDr

>(salmi) (I) (true professional quality. many limes higher in pus Mon than DAT; the
lape width is double that il DAT)
> glass

Christmas Party
('I) -CFIM 008 525330

S1•111111e1

Only one generation of transfers is made from the master wpm lo the glass slampet
ensure the least amount of information is lost. Qualify of the music source is controlled

I-DC DT

up to the glass master.
3. The nod step is Ir. control the quality of the replication of the CDs. One of the ways is
to ensure the Block Error Rate (BEER) as low as possible. The BIER of CS CDs is
averaged at 211 while the industrial norm is 2013 meaning technically, they are 10 times
better. For FIM ('Ds, the RI ER

is

even averaged at 10 meaning technically 20 limes

'Ifinit1 (11.2411v

better! To assure customers, we provide copies of the certificate of authenticity on
request for tory CD sold! Perhaps this is the only label dud can provide this level of
guarantee and service.
Hence, the whole production process is under meticulous quality control.

Aseetee.

In anutshell, the owner of an FIM CD is ensured that he is in possession of one
that provides him with more beautiful music and the highest quality available in
the market.
Good Listening!

A World of Los
CD =CFIM 011 )MOO

Winston MA

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
Exclusive US Distributer

e

(rcd

.M.11 1.•••1100/1

(rcd

Same as above but in super
CD =CFIM 014
CD =CFIM 015 $50.00

P.O. BOX 1905, SALINA, KS 67402-1905 •USA

TO ORDER CALL:

,
uThe Pawnshop
Complete 2CD Set
CD =CFIM 012
CD =CFIM 013 560.00

I(D) I)

FCC D

PHONE: (785) 825-8609 •FAX: (785) 825-0156

1
-800-716-3553

011COVER

Nordost
they're actually quite durable and make
atight, excellent fit. Nordost claims that
the Z plugs have very low capacitance
and inductance, hence match their
cables perfectly. The product literature
lists the capacitance and inductance of
the speaker cables as 6.5pF/ft and
0.1011H/ft, respectively.

Famous Blue Raincoat (Cypress 661 1114),
which struck me as agood way to characterize the sound of the Blue Heavens.
Dropping them into asystem is abit
like going from a laid-back, maybe
slightly opaque-sounding multimiked
rock or pop album to the first cut on
Raincoat, "First We Take Manhattan."
Suddenly there was power .... tight,
Back to the music
punchy bass and crisp, sharp highs...
As Isaid, the Blue Heavens sound fast —
startling detail all across the frequency
fast, clean, and detailed. Iwas listening spectrum. The soundstage opened up
to the DCC reissue of Linda Ronstades
and Iwas hearing way back into it.
Greatest Hits (Asylurn/DCC LPZ-2048),
Images were sharply bounded, threeand wow! The leading edges of notes
dimensional, and floating in clear, cryswere laser-sharp and exploded out of talline space. In fact, with the Blue
the silence. On "Love is aRose," instruHeavens, it was alittle too much, but I
ments with hard transients, like banjo
was even more aware of details than
and cymbals, were startling in their ever before. The superposition of echo
immediacy. Their images, and even
on various instruments was a great
those of individuals in the background
example; the Blue Heavens showed it
chorus, were all sharply outlined and
up particularly clearly.
hung in crisp, clear space. And Linda —
Ah, but man does not live by rock'reshe'd never sounded this good before.
roll alone. Iput away the air guitar,
There were details inside of details,
mixed adrink, and cued up the LA4's
textures on top of textures. On "DesLive at Montreux —Summer 1979 (Conperado," Iwas surprised at how obvious
cord Jazz CJ-100). The Blue Heavens'
her vocal inflections were, and the
virtues were immediately apparent and
changes in character as she moved
agood match for this album, which
through her range. It was almost as if tends to be abit subdued. With the
you could hear her vocal chords vibrate, Blue Heavens, Ray Brown's bass had
and the specific contributions of her
more of the drive and punch that charchest, throat, mouth, and nose varying
acterize his playing than is often the
as she went from abreathy whisper to a case with this disc. There was agood
throaty rasp to adelicate head tone to a sense of his style —his quick fingering,
full-bore from-the-diaphragm belt.
snapping strings, and gymnastic runs
Next up was "Won't Get Fooled
were all beautifully reproduced. Bud
Again," from the MCA Heavy Vinyl
Shank's sax was sharp and honky, if a
edition of The Who's Who's Nett (MCA
little lighter in weight than perhaps it
MCA-11164). Finally, here was the
should have been. Similarly, the drums
power and slam that this cut needs. John
had excellent power and impact, and
Entwistle's bass was articulate and powthe cymbals had agreat leading edge
erful, Pete Townshend's guitar was ripand shimmer, but not quite as much
ping and exploding, and Roger Daltrey
body in their ring as with some other
was edgy and in my face, slamming me
cables. Even the audience sounded
back in my seat. Keith Moon's cymbal
sharper and more immediate with the
crashes and rim shots exploded out of Blue Heavens, with individual claps —
the blue and momentarily took my
and the leading edges of those claps —
breath away. Whew!
obvious and sharply portrayed.
AC/DC, Springsteen, Green Day,
The match wasn't quite as good on
the Smithereens, Guns 'N' Roses, Dire
the JVC XRCD of Sarah Vaughan's
Straits —the Blue Heavens had me spinHow Long Has This Been Going On?
ning all of my rock'reroll favorites and
(JVCXR-003802). This recording is
cranking up the volume. It was one of pretty closely miked, so it's already specthose great days where you dig things
tacularly detailed and supercharged;
out just for the kick of hearing how
with the Blue Heavens, it was alittle
great they sound. Disc after disc, Iwas
over the top. Sarah's incredible vocal
blown away by the macro-detail, speed,
expressions seemed abit forced, and
and power of these cables. Everything the finer details were slightly blurred, as
was alittle larger and more vivid than
if the image had been painted with a
life, with asomewhat forward presencoarser brush. The piano and guitar
tation and slightly tipped-up tonal balwere alittle ral4:ed as well, their notes
ance ... but what akick!
having sharp leading edges, and what
One of the discs that found its way
seemed like aslight ringing that obonto the VP! was Jennifer Warnes'
scured details and made their outlines
Stereophiie, June 1998

Blue

Heaven

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT turntable, JMW Memorial tonearm,
Benz-Micro LO4 cartridge.
Digital source: Parasound CDP1000 and CAL DX-2 CD players.
Preamplifiers: AHT-P phono
preamplifier, VAC CPA1 Mk.II.
Power amplifiers: VTL Ichiban
and MB750, Myryad MI 120
integrated.
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry
Dvorak, Mordaunt-Short MS 10i
Classic.
Key accessories: Bright Star
isolation systems, PAC Super
IDOS and Nirvana AC isolation
and AC delivery systems; VP!
and Disc Doctor LP-cleaning
products; Nordost ECO3 and
Music Fidelity discSolution CD
treatments; Tiptoes, Sorbothane
pucks, Sumiko Fluxbuster, Sheffield/XL0 Test and Burn-in CD,
Synergistic Research A/C Master
Couplers and Reference Master
Couplers, Echo Busters roomtreatment products.
— Brian Darnkroger

unnaturally prominent. The cymbal on
"I've Got the World on aString" is a
good example: With the very best
cables it's reproduced stunningly, one
of those tiny windows that lets through
more of the real thing. With the Blue
Heavens, some of the magic was lost
because the balance was somewhat off,
shifted toward the initial attack.
Switching to classical, Iwas impressed by how well the Blue Heavens
captured the spectacular power, impact,
and excitement of the Dorati/London
recording of Stravinsky's Firebird (Mercury Living Presence/Classic SR90026).
Looking at their performance across
the frequency spectrum, Inoted how
"right" the double basses at the opening
seemed, with just the right balance of
attack, weight, and richness. They also
had awonderful sense of interacting
with the surrounding space, and did a
great job of defining their positions in
the soundstage.
The midrange on down — oboe,
cello, and bassoon, for example —came
across very well. Like the basses, these
instruments had the right balance of
weight, detail, and continuity with their
surroundings. Progressing up through
the midrange, the perspective gradually
shifted from sort of mid-hall, with a
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Oasis. Be Here Now'
Pearl Jam Yield
Radiohead• OK Computer'
Rolling Stones .Bridges to Babylon
Son Volt: Straightaways (Stereophile ROTM)
Cassandra Wilson. New Moon Daughter
Neil Young Yuil, of the Horse

ROTM)

SENNHEISER
HD600 HEADPHONES
the headphone sweepstakes, the Sennherser
HD600 is about as close as you come to the

Inn

Sennherser's 512.00) Orpheus -ultra-smooth. ultraGRADO

PLATINUM

PHONO

CARTRIDGE

You've probably seen the recent reviews! Grado's

Kate Schrock

shunyata

new series features wooden bodies, resulting in
avery musical sound with Grados characteristic deep, iglu bass This cartridge has afuller sound
than most others at the price, and is aperfect desee
for those with solid state electronics or anyone
who wants the Grado "house sound "High rated
output of 45InV This cartridge is in very short
supply,
:
to reserve one Retail 5300

" consider it an addendum to my R2D4 recommendations
afantastic recording "
-Jonathan Scull. Stereophile April 1998

anes
bases and the recording (mastered at Bob Ludwig's Gateway Mastering) is

Frais the opening bars of "Madman" to the

OVO sampler. Shunyata is afresh take on
the recent folk-rock phenomenon among

superb -so much so that Ludwig has included four of Schrock's tunes on aforthcoming

women, and it deserves to be heard and
appreciated Kakeland 0297 CD, $14.99.

mu
nieets

Tori Amos .little Earthquakes'
Erykah Badu. Live/Baduum
Beck: Odelay
David Bowie Earthling'
Johnny Cash -Unchained; American Recordings
Eric Clapton• Pilgrim'
Sam Cooke -At the Copa
The Cure Galore

JVC XRCD
526 99 per LP

SVOCH

Aerosmith: Toys in the Attic

Bob Dylan. Time out of Mind/Blonde on Blonde •
Enya. Watermar k•

These are the best sounding CDs on the market,
period! $25.99 each.

SV002

Blue Oyster Cult -Agents of Fortune

SV003
SV004
SV006
SV007
SV008

The Freewheelin' Bob Dylan
Boston. Boston
The Byrds. Notorious Byrd Brothers
The Byrds Younger than Yesterday
Leonard Cohen Songs from aRoom

SV009
SV010

LCohen -Songs of Love and Hate
Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young Déià Vu

SV 011
SV 012

The Doors The Doors
The Eagles: Hotel California

SV 013
SV 014
SV 015

Fleetwood Mac Fleetwood Mac
Fleetwood Mac Rumours
Iron Butterfly In-A -Gadda -Da-Vida

SV 018

Joni Mitchell Blue

0040

SV 019

Santana. Abraxas

SV 020
SV 021

Van Morrison Astral Weeks
Van Morrison. Moondance

0043
0044

SV 022
SV 023.
SV 024

The Velvet Underground Loaded
Neil Young After the Gold Rush
Zappa Weasels Ripped My Flesh

SV 025

Zappa .Burnt Weeny Sandwich

0039

Chesky, Clarity, Decca/London, Delos,
Deutsche Gramophone, DMP, Donan,
Fantasy, Harmonia Mundi, King Super
Analogue, Mapleshade, John Marks
Records, MCA Heavy Vinyl, Mercury,
Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, OJC, Pope
Music, Proprius, RCA Living Stereo,
Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, SteepleChase, Telarc,
Three Blind Mice, Water Lily, Wilson.
Accessories and hardware from:
Apature, Arcici, Audient, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Benz Micro, Bright
Star Audio, Creek, Ensemble, German
Acoustics, Lightspeed, Mango, McCormack, Mod Squad, Monster Cable, Nat),
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat, Roomtune, Solidsteel, Sound
Anchor, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Versalab

0020 . _Everybody Digs Bill Evans
0021
Count Basie. 88 Basle Street
0023
Doug MacLeod Come to Find
0027
CI MacLeod You Can't Take My Blues
0031
Ella and Joe Pass .Take Love Easy
0032
Mulligan Meets Monk
0034
Tatum/Webster Masterpieces vol 8
0035
C Hawkins. Good Old Broadway
0036
.
Bill Evans At Shelly's Manne Hole
0037
0038

FINE PRINT

for catalogs mailed outside North
America, refundable on your first order.
In addition to those items featured
here, we carry avery large inventory of
domestic and import vinyl, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest.

. .iport(*)LPs are lust
aSdInpiaig ut it tot vie Cam,. We have one of the
largest selections ol new vinyl in the country)

Brit.

HD600. S349 99
HD580, S279 99

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6
central time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For a
catalog, leave your name and address
on our voice mail. There is aS5 charge

LPs? WE GOT YOUR LPs!

SIMPLY VINYL

but once you've heard apair, you'll wonder how you listened to anything
less Also check the
HD600s' cool siblings, the HD580s.
Stereophile editor John Atkinson's reference' ,
Sennherse r

THE

KATE SCHROCK: SHUNYATA

haunting closing on the album's final track, "To
Be Human," Kate Schrock demonstrates the
power of pure songwriting Her lyrical bound-

detailed sound, with extraordinary low-frequency
capability for headphones These aren't cheap,

musicdirect

Carrney Lundy Old Devil Moon (new(
Sarah Vaughn -How Long Has This
Been Going On'
Johnny Griffin. Little Giant
Zoot Sims Ouietly There (new)
_Steve Miller Band. The Joker
Tina Turner. Private Dancer

0045
0046

Ernie Watts .Long Road Home (new/
Miles Davis: Bags' Groove

0047
0048
0050
0051

Miles Davis Quintet. Welkin' (new)
Kenny Durham: Quiet Kenny (new)
Wynton Kelly Kelly Blue (new)
Bill Evans. Sunday at the VIg Vgrd

Marvin Gaye: Midnight Love
Isaac Hayes .Hot Buttered Soul/Shaft •
Hootie and the Blowfish. Cracked Rear View
Michael Jackson. History
The Jayhawks Tomorrow the Green Grass
Kraftwerk -Kraftwerk•
Madonna: Ray of Light'
Alunis Morissette Jagged Little Pill'
Paul McCartney: Flaming Pie/Standing Stone'

long-playing records

compact disks

audio system accessories

800 449-8333
Illinois 312 433-0200

fax 312 433-0011

http://wwwamuslcdirect.corn
e-mail: md@amosicdirect.com

Nordost

wide and fairly deep soundstage, to
more forward. The superb dynamics
and speed remained, but the soundstage
seemed to shrink just abit in terms of
depth, and individual instruments became more two-dimensional. Inoticed
how the harp's notes were wonderfully
clear and soared above the orchestra,
but seemed to be confined to ashallow
layer immediately behind the speakers.
The recovery of ambience cues was
excellenr, the instruments sounded as if
they were back in the soundstage, but
were in fact increasingly bunched up at
the front.
There was also aslight overemphasis
of image boundaries in the upper
midrange and lower treble —like slightly too-high contrast on avideo screen.
This obscured the finest inner and lowlevel details, and likely contributed to
the stage foreshortening and the perception of reduced image dimensionality, as
well as causing aslight discontinuity. For
example, piccolos and violins (near the
top of their range) seemed to project a
bit outward from the surrounding space
rather than being coherent with it. Also,
individual instruments within asection
seemed more difficult to resolve than
from the midrange on down, particularly during complex passages and demanding crescendos.
Finally, at the very top, the Blue
Heavens teetered between sounding
just so and having abit of extra zip. On
Firebird, high piccolo trills were just a
touch zingy, but triangles sounded perfect, with asharp attack and acrisp,
clear ring; they floated above the orchestra and decayed delicately into the
rafters. But all of these characteristics
were slight; the Blue Heavens' impact
on the music varied depending on the
recording.
Another sonic spectacular, but one
with amore distant perspective than the
Dorati Firebird, is Rimsky-Korsakov's
The Tale of Tsar Saltan (London/Classic
CSCD 6012). It came across beautifully through the Nordosts. They did a
superb job of reproducing and sorting
out the dense tonal colors during the
more sweeping passages, and of capturing the drama when the trumpets enter
at the stage rear with the triangles and
other percussion floating above and
around the orchestra. Here, again, the
double basses, timpani, and bass drums
were handled exceptionally well, with
weight, tonality, articulation, and agreat
sense of their interaction with the surrounding space. The cellos were warm
and woody, and the violins and piccolos
seemed more coherent than in Firebird:
Stereophile, June 1998

individual instruments that maintained
their identities.
Stereophile's own Rhapsody CD (Stereophile STPH010-2) was another case
in point. Titis recording has amore distant perspective and oodles of depth
and ambience. The greatest effects of
the Blue Heavens were to add abit of
presence to Hyperion Knight's piano,
and to better place and define the other
instruments.
Ihaven't yet made a distinction
between the Blue Heaven interconnects
and speaker cables, and for good reason.
To agreat degree, their characteristics —
particularly their most obvious ones —
were similar. There are minor differences, however. The interconnects have
atonal balance that is slightly lighter
than that of the speaker cables. Linda
Ronstadt, for example, had aslightly
nasal character with the interconnects,
and was abit more chesty with the
speaker cables. Another difference was
that the speaker cables contributed abit
more to the forward projection Inoted
in the upper midrange than did the
interconnects. At the very bottom, both
cables were excellent, but the speaker
cables didn't quite match the interconnects, particularly in terms of detail and
articulation.
Dissecting the performance of $199
interconnects and $399 speaker cables
on alarge, revealing reference system
is illuminating, but the true test is
hearing how they function in their natural habitat. To put them into amore
reasonable context, Iinstalled the Blue
Heavens in one of Bonnie's review systems: CAL DX-2 CD player, Myryad
MI 120 integrated amplifier, and Mordaunt-Short MS 10i Classic speakers.
This small system sounds very good,
but with the expected tradeoffs; to
achieve the best tonal balance, for
example, the Mordaunt-Shorts ended
up alittle too close to the front wall
to produce asuper-deep soundstage.
Similarly, there's not much low bass,
and less inner and low-level detail than
can be achieved with more exotic gear.
But these are reasonable, musically
consistent compromises, and, to agreat
extent, ones of omission rather than
commission.
In this system, the Blue Heavens
were absolutely sensational. They injected air and life into the sound, and
made the overall presentation much,
much more involving. Dynamic transients were clearer and more precise, the
soundstage opened up, and the resolution of fine and low-level detail was dramatically improved. Rather than just a

Blue

Heaven

this, the triangles at the opening of Tsar
Saltan now had the distinct sound of a
striker hitting the triangle, followed by
the ring. What's more, the triangles now
floated very clearly above the orchestra,
surrounded by the recording venue's
natural ambience.
Massed strings became individual
players, and diffuse warbles became distinct, slow trills, with the various sections and individual instruments all
contributing distinct parts. At one point
in Tsar Saltan there are aseries of soft,
lovely French horn passages beneath
and behind the strings. With the Blue
Heavens, the passages were delicate,
gorgeous, and easy to follow. Their images were dimensional as well, and provided agreat sense of the stage depth
and back wall. At another point are several series of massed, plucked strings.
With the Blue Heavens, it was impossible for me not to imagine the players all
leaning forward en masse, bobbing their
heads slightly as they plucked in unison.
On Diana Krall's "Is You Is Or Is You
Ain't My Baby?" from Only Trust Your
Heart (GRP GRD 9810), Inoted how
much more natural and alive her voice
sounded, and how the soundstage was
opened up. The bass was tighter and

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
Improve your

FM reception.

Add a

MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DYNALAB ST-2, the rest are
only copies.
USA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Strathearn Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583
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SPRING CLEANING SALE
All of the following equipment is store demonstrator or trade in.
All equipment is sold with full manufacturers warranty or SOUNDWORKS warranty.
Call for details.
SPEAKERS -ACOUSTAT

1.1 -$449

AERIAL 7 -$1,499 ,ALON 4 -$1,299

APOGEE DUETTA -$1,2g9, AUDIO PHYSIC ANNIVERSARY STEP

W /STAND -$1,099 , AUDIO PHYSIC AVANTI II -$6,950 ,AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERA (ROSENUT LIKE NEW)- $9,750, BOSE ORIG 901/EQ -$299.
BOSTON ACOUSTICS T930 -S349. BOSTON 555 THX (NEW) -$149, B&W 932 -$299, ENERGY VERITAS 28 -$1,695 ,HALES CONCEPT 3 $logs .
HALES SYSTEM 2 -$949
INFINITY KAPPA 7 -$499 ,JANIS W-3 W/ AMP X/OVER -$299, KEF REF 2 -$1399 KEF REF 3 -$1899, KEF
OSO- $375 KEF 0 30 -$285 KEF 103/4 REF -$875, KEF 055 -$425 .KINERGETICS SW -150 150 WATT 15- SUB -$eea KLIPSCH 45 -$375.
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST -$1,850 .MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS BI -$CALL, MARTIN LOGAN SEQUAL II- $1,099, MIRAGE 29131- $199, MIRAGE M7SI $649 ,MIRAGE 5901- $369, MIRAGE 8901 -$449 ,MIRAGE 10901 -$575 ,MIRAGE 12-90 -$299 MIRAGE BPS-400 -$625 MIRAGE MC -2 -$229
MIRAGE MCSI -$285 ,MIRAGE 12951s (NEW IN BOX) -$949 ,MISSION 782 -$379 Mal( MX-145 -$699 NHT -1.3A -$275 ,NHT VT -2 -s9..99 NHT
HOP-1 -$193. PARASOUND G-MASS SUB -$1.899 ,PARADIGM EXPORT MONITORS - $375
SHAHINIAN ELF -S375, SHAHINIAN OBELISK
(NEW VERS )-$949. SNELL LCR THX SPK. SYS. -$13/0 ,SNELL C-$1,399, UNITY CLA-3 ROSE -$599, UNITY CLA3 II Sb. WAL. -$899.
UNITY CENTER -$275 UNITY SURR -$375 VANDERSTEEN 2ce -$799 ,WILSON WATT 3.2 (LIKE NEW) -$3,396

ELECTRONICS -ACURUS

RL-11 -$475, ADCOM 585 -$749, AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD PRO (NEW) -$649 ,ARAGON 18K $.939 ,ARAGON 4C04

-$899, ARAGON AURUM -$949 ,ARAGON PALLADIUM MONO- $1,850, AUDIO RES D4C0 -$2,750, AUDIO RESEARCH VT CO -$1,095 .AUDIO
RESEARCH LS -38 (NEW) -$1,195 ,BERNING EA -2100 -$899 ,B•K PRO-10 -$299 ,CONRAD JOHNSON PV-10A -$599 ,COUNTERPOINT SA 5000 -$1,19918 ,COUNTERPOINT SA -3CCO -$775, CROWN FM -1 REF. -$250 CROWN IC 150 -$99 ,CROWN D150 $176, DENON AVP -6000 $849111 .FISHER TUBE -R101 TUN -$99 ,FORTE 6 (NEW -$799) ,FORTE FT1 5 CHNL NEW -$949, FOSGATE MODEL 3 -$575 ,GENESIS LENS
(NEW) -$949, KLYNE 7 LX 35 -$2,395 ,KRELL KST -1(X) -$1399 ,KRELL AUDIO STD. II -$8,999 .KRELL KSA 150 -$2,595 ,KRELL KRC HR $3,750 ,LEXICON CP -1 -$299 ,LEXICON CP-3+ -$899111 ,McCORMACK MICRO AMP -$559, McCORMACK TLC-1 -$799 , McINTOSH -C26 $289
McINTOSH 21C0 -$399 ,MELOS MA 110 -$750 NAD 602 -$199 ,NAD 917 -$379 ,NAD 4020 -$125 NAD 1CCO PRE -$175 NAD 218THX $599, NAKAMICH1 CA -1(AC-3) -$1,349, NAK PA-1 5CHNL -$1.125 PANASONIC LX -903 TOP RATED LD -$349 ,PARASOUND HCA -120011 $599 ,PARASOUND PLD -1933 -$475 PIONEER VSX (AC-3) -$875 ,POWER WEDGE 116 -$379, PS AUDIO 70 -$599 ,QUICKSILVER
MONO'S KT88 -$799 ,8417'S -$999 REVOX 261 TUNER -$1310 ,SONIC FRONTIERS SFL -1 SIGNATURE -$949, SONIC SFL-2 -$1,750 SONIC
POWER -$1.395. SONIC POWER 3'S MONO -$4,995, SONIC LINE 3- $3,250 ,SPECTRAL DMC -12 -$1,499 ,THRESHOLD T100 (NEW) -$1,850 .
VIDIKRON CRYSTAL 2A -$3,995 ,YAMAHA DSP A1000- $3E9 .YAMAHA 1020 -$149

DIGITAL -ACURUS ACD-11 -$575 ,AUDIO RESEARCH DAC -3 (NEW) -$2,099 ,AUDIO RESEARCH DAC -5 -$999, CAL SIGMA -$399 ,CAL
ALPHA -$799 ,CAL ICON -$399 .CAL DELTA $560 ,CLASSE DAC -1 -$2,295 .DENON DCD -S10 REF -$79a ,EAD T-1030 -$599 ,EAD DSP
7000 HDCD -$899, EAD THEATERVISION -$2,59918 GOLDMUND MIMESIS 10 -$3,849 (orig 10K) ,KRELL STUDIO -$1,299. KRELL REF 64 $6,750 ," , KRELL 301- $2,595, McCORMACK DAC-1 -$549, McCORMACK DRIVE -$749, MERIDIAN 263 -$249, MICROMEGA STAGE 3 -$729
MICROMEGA STAGE 6 (NEW) -$859MUSE DAC 2 HDCD -$1,196 ,MUSE 2 DAC -$995 ,NAK MB4S -$249, PARASOUND CEC TRANSPORT $1,995, PIONEER PD -65 (NEW) -$479 ,PIONEER CLD 703 -$399 ,PIONEER CLD -79 -$749 ,PS DIGILINKII -$229 , PS AUDIO ULTRALINK ATT
-$799 ,REVOX 8226 CD -$13/0 ,SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-211 -$2,699 ,SONIC SF0-1MKII (NEW) -$899 THETA DSPRO BASIK -$349, THETA
DSPRO -$325 ,THETA DS PRO PRIME -$375

ANALOG -IMMEDIA

RPM -2 MOTOR BASE UPGRADE WITH IMMEDIA ARM (LIKE NEW) -$4,299, REGA 3 NO ARM -$189

SOTA STAR

(W/VACUUM-WORKING OLDER MODEL)- $599. SOTA COMET -$399 ,GOLDMUND STUDIETTO W/ T-5 ARM MINTANORKS -$1,405

WIRE -MIT

770 BI-WIRE TWIN 8'. $1,995 ,MIT 850 REF CVTERM 8' -$3,996

PURIST COLLASSUS BAL

1M -$549

ST WIRE MAESTRO

BALANCED NEW 1M -$149 ,ST. WIRE VIRTUOSO 1M -$275 ,XL0 TYPE 2 BAL 1M -$160 -MUCH MORE CALL FOR DETAILS

WADIA S50/860
Vs have never sounded

so got Id.

Acurus/Aragon
Aerial Acoustics
ALA Jordan
Ampro
Apogee
Audio Artistry
Audio Physics
Audio Research
B&K
Bose
California Audio Labs
Creek/EPOS

sound]

REGA Planet
In st, ,
ck

NRELL 300:
Award Winning
integrated amplifier.

Denon
EAD
Energy
Fanfare FM
Genesis Technologies
Grado
Harman Kardon/Citation
Joseph Audio
KEF
Kinergetics/Chiro
Klipsch
Klyne

ORKS

Krell
Lexicon
Magnum/Dynalab
Martin-Logan
McCormack
Melos
Micromega
Mile Moffat Labs
Mirage
MIT
M &K
Muse

Member
CEDIA
PARA

EAD Encore
Encore, Ovation & Signature
Audition this new line ,it EAD
Sumnind prcessors.

NAD
Nakamichi
NHT
Niles
NSM
Parasound
Pioneer/Elite
PS Audio
RCA/Proscan
REL Subwoofers
Rotel
Sennheiser

THETA Casablanca
SoundW,irks is proud
ro flirt 'duce Theta's
new Casablanca.
Snell
Sony/Sony XBR
Sonic Frontiers
Spectral Frontiers
Stewart Filmscreen
Theta
Tice
Vandersteen
VPI
Vidikron
Wadia
Wilson Audio

Custom Installation Specialist • We 'Take Trades

301-929-8600
10526 Connecticut Avenue, Kensington, MD 20895

more articulate, and the piano had more
of the impact and presence that it
should. On Jon Faddis' Carnegie Hall
Jazz Band (Blue Note CDP 836728 2),
aMark Levinson two-mike recording,
the Blue Heavens beautifully captured
the details that give this recording its
natural perspective without ever snaking it sound overetched. The high
trumpet solo on "In the Mood," for example, was brassy and sharp, but without ever seeming unnaturally forward
or steely.
And on rock? More of the same:
power, punch, detail, and life. Bonnie
dropped in the Air America soundtrack
(MCA MCAD-6467), punched up
Charlie Sexton's cover of "Long Cool
Woman in aBlack Dress," and our feet
started tapping. The ringing guitars at
the opening positively sang, and the first
cymbal crash had us grinning at each
other. Then it was on to Mr. Big, Melissa Etheridge, Sister Hazel, and ... well,
you get the idea. Igave up on my note
taking—there was just too much to
capture as Ifound myself getting sucked
further and further into the music.
The bottom line: There are all the
usual improvements — detail, dynamics, dimensionality, ambience recovery
etc. — but the Blue Heavens' great
strength, and their real contribution to
this sort of system, is their overall excitement and musicality. Though there's
more of everything, most important
is the big boost in the goosebump factor — the magic that pulls us into the
listening room.
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#PRO-44
TV Component Table

#1000 CD Rack
Hold 1000 or more

#BB 4803
2-Bay Component Center

T

#I-Beam
Twin Towers

he Artemis Eos.

already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance. just got better!

# BB 5505
Single.Bay Audio Rack

I

Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of

#Media Razz
Entertainment Center/Wares
Holds a40" TV

#PRO-24
AMP Stand

engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination

Conclusion
The Nordost Blue Heavens arc exceptionally good low- to mid-priced interconnect and speaker cables. Their
distinctive design promised — and delivered —a fast, clean, dynamic sound.
In asuper-high-resolution system, and
compared to the very best (including
Nordoses own top-of-the-line Red
Dawn and SPM), they lacked abit in
terms of depth and the resolution of
fine detail; hard transients and image
outlines were slightly overemphasized.
But within their price range and in the
systems for which they're intended,
they're nothing short of magical. Their
speed, precision, and detail can transform agood small system into agreat
one. Install them on aFriday evening;
Iguarantee you'll be up all night rooting
through your discs! At Casa Damkroger/McKenzie, the Blue Heavens are
the new reference in reasonably priced
and/or small-system cables. Highà
recommended!
Stereophile, June 1998

amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the

#PRO-54
WV Component Center

#PRO-33
the Ultimate Audio Ra k
Our

Artemis Eos and NEW

CUSTOM

Base Module at one of our

design department is
fast and affordable.
IQ also offer oier
WO stock designs of
unequaled mutiny.

select Artemis dealers.

Balance, articulation and
coherence for anew level of
musical understanding
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*Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer and browse
through our new 75-page catalog of audiolvideofieniture.
And coma us today for acopy of our detailed newdener
THE RAGS REPORT 11011 , IN COLOR
with product photos and specifications.
41414 Transport St. •Ventura, (A 91003
CALL FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU

ARTEMIS SYSTEMS

4352 JSpring Valley Rd, Dallas, TX 75244
T: 972-404-8132
F: 972-404-1806

805/644-2185

Fax: 80S/644-0434 •E-mail. billy@billybags com
See the whole picture at

www.billybags.com
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Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

Black Diamond Racing
Pyramid Cones and Shelves

T

he last footers to come under
my scrutiny in this occasional
series' are the various elements
in the Black Diamond Racing stable.
These comprise beautifully finished.
clear-coated, carbon-fiber shelves (The
Shelf and the thicker The Shelf for
the Source), smaller 21
/"squares (Those
4
Things), and associated Pyramid Cones
(Mk.3 and Mk.4).
Black Diamond impresario D.J. Casser came to carbon fiber via boat racing,
where this material's stiff, lightweight
qualities were much in demand. He
claims carbon fiber's high rigidity and
high damping rate work to best effect
in audio applications. "We found that
The Shelf had 25 times the resistance to
resonance of 8" of granite, and four
times the damping rate of 2" of MDF.
As carbon fiber has five times the tensile
strength of steel, we found it to be the
best material for optimal performance."
As noted in my BAT VK-D5 CD
player review (May 1998), Ibecame
aware of how much vibration was feeding back through the Michael Green
ClampRack when not clamping. So
decoupling became the word of the day,
and Black Diamond Racing really did
the trick. Itried both the Mk.3 and
Mk.4 Cones, screwed into the threads
of atrio of Those Things, and put them
directly under the player: squares
against the flat bottom of the VK-D5,
cones pointing down. (You can experiment and flip one or more of them
cone-side up and listen for the effect.)
Mk.3 Cones are said to sound warmer
and are generally prefered for solid-state
and digital gear, while the less warm
Mk.4s are generally recommended for
tube gear. This was consonant with my
findings, but you might try both to see
what works best in your system.
Black Diamond's latest product is
called The Pits ($45 for aset of 3or 4);
it's essentially just one of Those Things
1 Earlier footer reviews by Jonathan Scull were
of the Combak Harmonix RF-65/RF-66 Tuning
Insulators and the Golden Sound DH Cones &
Squares (Vol.20 No.I2), the Ebony Pyramids
(Vol.21 No.2), the 6-Flex M1 vibration damping
devices (Vol.21 No.3), and the Solid PolyCrystal
Equipment Isolators & Brass Spikes (Vol.21
No.4).
—JA
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Black Diamond Racing Pyramid cones

with a small dimple replacing the
threaded brass insert. The Pits can be
used under loudspeakers as well as
components. The footered BAT VKD5 sat on The Shelf for the Source
(thicker cross-section, good for transports, players, and turntables), itself
sitting on another trio of Mk.3 Cones
to further decouple the player from the
top shelf of the stand. As recommended,
the footers under The Shelf were not in
the same positions as the footers supporting the VK-D5. "Spread it out for
maximum effect," suggested D.J.
The improvement was not subtle. (I
invite you to read the BAT VK-D5
review for the whole story.) But before
turning our attention to the sound of
the Black Diamond Racing products,
let's talk turkey.
A few readers have raised an interesting point: How can the observations I
make about footers apply to anything
but the equipment Itest them on?
Here's how Isee it. Even though Ikept
the equipment used consistent so that
direct comparisons could be made, I
also tried the footers in many locations
throughout the system. Over time, an
impression of their sound quality
emerged across these differing components. In every case, these sonic qualities
conformed with what Iheard under the
"reference" YBA CI)1 Blue Laser, resonant box that it is.

That said, here's what the Black
Diamond Racing components did in
our system, with the same CDs Ilistened to when evaluating the other
footers: Madeleine Peyroux's "Hey
Sweet Man" on Dreamland (Atlantic
82946-2); Gossec's Tambourin on Music
for Flute & Guitar (BIS CD-90); and
many hours of other material.
First, the BDR products absolutely
decoupled the YBA CD1 from the
woody-sounding stand on which it sat.
Transparency was greatly enhanced,

Description: Carbon-fiber cones
and shelves
Prices: Mk.3 or Mk.4 Pyramid
Cones in sets of 3, 4, or 6: $20
each. Those Things, Mk.3 or Mk.4,
in sets of 3 or 4: $50 each. The
Pits, $45 each set of 3or 4; also
available in Mk.3 or Mk.4. Studs
are available for avariety of applications at $3.75 each. The Shelf:
various sizes, $440—$875. The Shelf
for the Source, various sizes, $560—
$1841. Custom sizes available.
Approximate number of
dealers: 100
Manufacturer: Black Diamond
Racing, 2625 South Greeley St.,
Milwaukee, WI 53207. Tel: (414)
747-8733. Fax: (414) 747-8734.
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Your nearest high-end shop is
...right at home.
The Cable Company offers the only "Library" of
broken-in samples of nearly every cable for

0E1

you to try at home. We also do this for
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dozens of powerline filters, and

r

many, many components. This
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service for our customers
is

cost-free and guilt-free

HIFI '98 in LA:
50% -80% off

(5-10% deposit required call for details).
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+one lime extreme spccials on

you cart see

we have the smartest
customers in the business!

all products in this ad!
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\IICOIT1PAIIY

Good people. Good advice.
Great systems, one customer at atime.

We also specialize in:
Racks

Resonance Control

Room Acoustics

Signal Guard:
Comprehensive Component Isolation

Components

PoilyCryklis1
Resonance Technology
making music sound better!

Genesis Digital Lens

From RoomLens
to Roomtune to EchoBusters,

Try before you buy!

ASC & more!

Everyday low prices and great specials.
THE CABLE COMPANY
PO Box 579 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950
1•800•FATWYRE •215.297.8824 •Fax: 215.297.8661 •Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com •Wesite: www.fatwyre.com
All major credit carde •FREE consultation •FREE Newsletter
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Steven

Stone

Accuphase DG-28 Digital Voicing Equalizer
//

R

cal audiophiles don't use
equalizers." Sounds like
something John Wayne
said. If he was talking about analog
equalizers, he was right. Trying to correct any sort of major frequency anomalies with analog tone controls, even
really good ones, is an exercise worthy
of Sisyphus. Analog tone controls and
equalizers introduce noise and distortion, reducing overall neutrality and
transparency. The net result of analog
tonal correction is the negative-gain
two-step: For every advance there is an
even greater decline.
The best solution is to perform
equalization in the digital domain.
Digital tone controls can introduce far
more drastic tonal corrections, without
the downside of phase shifts and noise.
The main problem with digital tone
controls has been their cost —and the
fact that they have only been available in
professional audio products like digital
mixing consoles and hard-disk editors.
That has changed. In the December
1996 Stereophile Ireviewed the SigTech
TF 1120 digital room-correction system. Designed with the professional
studio in mind, the SigTech is aremarkable tool for dealing with room problems that can't be solved by physical
corrections. Unlike the SigTech, the Accuphase DG-28 is aimed at the highend audiophile. For most users it will be
not only aroom-correction device, but
asource-correction device — tone controls that might get even John Wayne's
approval.
Saddle up
Like all Accuphase products, the DG28 looks both glamorous and workmanlike. It has Accuphase's signature
'i"-thick champagne-gold face-plate. A
quarter of the front panel is occupied by
an LCD display panel. To its left is the
power switch. To the LCD's right arc
four program buttons, the IR sensor,
and amemory button. Farther to the
right arc the channel and equalizer buttons. Above these are four buttons arranged in adiamond pattern. The northsouth buttons are labeled "Level," the
cast-west buttons "Freq." Finally, on the
Stereophile, June 1998

Accuphase DG-28 digital voicing equalizer

right side of the front panel is aremovable plate that hides the XLR mike connector, adisplay contrast-level knob,
and buttons for input selection, display
on/off, mode, and to select between %
and I/6 octave equalizer bandwidths.
Naturally, this thoroughly modern
appliance has aremote control. This
controls display on/off, EQ in/out,
memory, frequency, and selection of
channel, program, and level. It, too, is
finished in champagne gold, and is
tiny enough to vanish between your
cushions if you get too comfortable
during an all-night listening session.
One thing you can't do from the
remote is change the selected input.
Changing from coaxial to TosLink
must be done from the input selector
button on the front panel, behind the
removable plate. Needless to say, the
plate remained off while the DG-28
was in my system.
The DG-28's rear panel is deceptively simple —just an IEC power-cord receptacle, TosLink and RCA coaxial digital inputs and outputs, and four expansion slots for option boards. The 10
available option boards make life more
interesting —and much more expensive.
Six analog option boards arc available:
•The AI-Ul line-input board has two
RCA inputs, as well as asmall gain
switch with choices of -6, 0, and +6dB.
With the switch, the board can handle
any input level between 125 and 5V.

Rated S/N ratio is 110dB with 0.0015%
THD and noise. The AI-U1 board
costs $995.
•The AO-U2 line-output board sports
apair of RCA single-ended outputs
spec'd at amaximum output of 5V with
a50 ohm output impedance. S/N is

Description: Accuphase DG-28
digital voicing equalizer with 64
or 32 bands and remote control.
Center frequencies: ISO standard,
16Hz-22.4kHz. Filter Q: 8.65 (
1
/
6
octave), 4.32 (
1
hoctave). Frequency
response with filters set to flat:
DC-22.4kHz, ±OdB. Sampling frequencies: 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz.
Quantization: 16 to 24 bits. Optional analog and digital input and
output modules. Power consumption: 12W
Dimensions: 18 11/
1
6" W by 57
/
8"H
by 15'h" D. Weight: 28.7 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
B7Y082.
Price: $8200. Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Accuphase Laboratory Inc., 14-10, 2-Chome, ShinIshikawa Aoba-Ku, Yokahama 225,
Japan. US distributor: AXISS Distribution Inc., 17800 S. Main Street,
Suite 109, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel:
(310)329-0187. Fax: (310)329-0189.
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Serving Discriminating Music Lovers Worldwide
Acürus •Altis
Audio Logic •Aragon
Audiolab
Cary •C.E.C.
Copland
Genesis •Encore
Micromega
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Muse •Parasound •Rega •YBA
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in Stock

ELECTRONICS
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Noisetrapper •Seakay
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good on your first purchase of S50.00 or
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address or call with your credit card information.
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Mount Kisco, NY 10549
Tel. 914-666-0550
Fax 914-666-0544
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Accuphase
rated at 115dB with 0.004% THD and
noise. Cost: $1395.
•Then there's the AI-Bi balanced input
board, with apair of XLR inputs, a
three-position trim-pot, and the same
specs as the AI-U1. $1195.
•The AO-B2 is a balanced output
board with apair of XLR jacks. $1395.
•The MO-1M board has both RCA
single-ended inputs and outputs. Input
levels are adjusted via athree-position
DIP switch mounted on the card. $1195.
•The disc-input AI-AD1 board has a
built-in phono EQ circuit. Besides dual
single-ended RCA inputs, the board has
athree-position level switch plus an
internal two-position dip switch to
select 30dB or 60dB of gain for movingmagnet or moving-coil cartridges. $1995.
And there are digital options aplenty:
•The DI-BNC1 board, for $695, has a
BNC-type connector featuring ahighspeed opticoupler set up for EIAJ CP1201 format.
•The DI-ST1 digital input board has an
AT&T optical input connector. $895.
•The DIO-0C1 has apair of RCA coaxial and TosLink inputs and outputs. $895.
•Finally there's the DIO-PRO1 AES/
EBU input/output board. $1195.
So there you have it: many options ...
but only four slots. Ithought that with
four slots Icould install four cards. Not
so fast, Bozo — most of the cards take
up two slots apiece. Idiscovered this
while sitting on my living-room floor
with four cards in hand. Perhaps afew
of the cards do take up only one slot,
but the ones Itried —phono, balanced
analog output, balanced analog input,
and AES/EBU card — were all twoslotters. So if you want to use the DG28 with aphono input, an AES/EBU
input, and a balanced analog input,
you're out of luck — unless you're one
hell of agood juggler, three does not go
into two.
Move 'em out
While not as simple to use as aslot
machine, the DG-28 isn't nearly as
daunting as the SigTech system — you
don't need alaptop computer or aday
with atrained technician to set it up.
About 15 minutes with the instruction
manual should be adequate. After inserting the DG-28 between your CD
transport and your D/A converter, you
can either set it up to do "Room corrections," or you can just move around its
frequency-correction points with the
Freq. controls to add or subtract dBs
with the Level Up/Down buttons. If
you stumble on asetting you really like,
you can save it to memory as one of four
Stereophile, June 1998

"programs." It's simple, easy, and fun.
Placing the DG-28 between your
CD transport and your D/A isn't the
only way to set up the unit. You can also
use it in an analog preamplifier's tape
loop if you install the AIO-U1 I/O
board. With the analog board you could
also put the DG-28 between your
power amp and preamp. Another option is installing the phono card and
the balanced analog input board, and
using the DG-28 in conjunction with
aD/A that has avolume control. The
EAD DSP-9000, dCS Elgar, or Wadia

If you stumble on asetting
you really like, you can
save it to memory as
one of four "programs!'
It's simple, easy, and fun.
27 all will do the trick. Now you can
run sans analog preamp and still use
analog sources.
"Room corrections" are relatively
simple with the DG-28. All you need
do is set up the supplied microphone at
your listening position (try to get it at
head height), run the Microphone Level
test, make whatever adjustments are
necessary, choose manual or automatic
compensation, press Auto Adjust, and
the machine will run three sets of warble sweep tones on each channel, then
save the results to one of the Program
settings. Even Igot it right the first time.
It's important to get the room as quiet as
possible for the test. Ihad to turn off all
the fish-tank pumps in the living room
and shoo my wife (whose ear is perennially glued to her phone) into another
room. Iran the setup several times.
While there were minor variations
between passes, the final result was
remarkably consistent. If you prefer
something other than flat upper-frequency response, the DG-28 has several
selectable high-frequency rolloff curves
built in.
Something that seems to be little
understood about digital signal processing is that you actually can't boost signals, only attenuate them. In order to
permit 12dB frequency boosts, therefore, the DG-28's input level is reduced
by either 12 or 18dB in the digital
domain. On some passive preamp/amplifier combinations this gain/loss may
result in lower-than-adequate playback
levels. With the Carver Research Lightspeed preamp coupled to my Boulder

DG- 28

500 AE monoblocks, for example, I
could not play back my Boulder Philharmonic concert tapes at live levels.
Running the EAD DSP-9000 directly
into apair of Lamm ML1 amplifiers
gave asimilar result. With commercial
CDs, however, both systems had adequate gain. There should be no trouble
achieving satisfying volume levels in any
system with an active preamp.
While the LCD display takes up a
fourth of the front panel, if the DG-28
is more than 4' from your listening position you may have adifficult time seeing just what frequency you're adjusting
when you use it as atone control. I
spent agreat deal of time getting in and
out of my listening chair to see what
was really happening on the LCD. Also,
the small red LED that lights up when
the unit is in EQ (as opposed to bypass)
mode is very dim. In bright light, it's difficult to tell whether it's on or off. The
unit can be programmed to emit an
electronic chirp when it switches modes,
but at anything approaching regular listening levels the chirp is inaudible.
Finally, the angle of acceptance of
the remote is okay, but it should be
better. If you're more than 25° off-axis,
there's a50/50 chance the remote won't
work. At 35° off-axis, you can count on
it failing.
Ride 'em hard
You can use the DG-28 for room or
source correction. Most people will
probably run the room setup program a
couple of times, save several different
passes, then move on to source-correction games. That's what Idid. There are
more than afew frequency bands to
adjust, and once you've gone to all the
trouble of getting asetup that really
cooks for aparticular source, naturally
you want to save it. But with only four
memory presets, you can't save everything. You must either write down all
the frequency-band changes (time for
compulsive types to run to their computers to design asheet for jotting this
stuff down), or start from scratch the
next time you play aparticular disc.
Neither option is ideal. After acouple of
weeks with the DG-28 you'll accumulate enough setup sheets to fill athreering binder to overflowing.
How is it for room corrections?
Despite afar simpler test methodology,
the DG-28's room EQ curves are quite
similar to those obtained with the
SigTech unit. No, the final results were
not as finely tuned. Also, the DG-28
makes no attempt to time-correct the
speaker response. As with the SigTech,
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Accuphase
the final result in my large room was a
reduction in midbass "bloom." The
Accuphase also increases low-bass response and provides more midrange
warmth. Just as with the SigTech,
female vocalists have more body after
room EQ. Dee Christensen's voice on
"Angel," from her Regarding the Soul CD
(Exit Nine 90012), sounded even more
seductive after the DG-28 treatment.
Male vocalists like John Gorka also benefited from the EQ treatment. With the
DG-28 engaged, Gorka's voice had a
more natural timbre, with less uppermidrange edge.
One unexpected change manifested
by the DG-28 was better centerfill.
Vocalists seemed more centrally located
with the EQ engaged. Whether Lyle
Lovett, Marion Anderson, Emma Kirkby, or Buddy Guy, localization was
more precise. Inoticed this effect with
CDs, LPs, DATs, even cassette tapes.
What's happening? Because the DG-28
corrects each channel individually, the
tonal differences between the two
channels due to the room acoustics are
minimized. The result is better lateral
image specificity.
Because of my experience with the
SigTech TF 1120, Ispent agreat deal of
time listening to the DG-28's impact on
overall system resolution and transparency. Iwas surprised by the results.
No, this EQ was not absolutely transparent, but it was far less pernicious
than I'd expected it to be. In bypass tests
the DG-28 was "slower" than no EQ at
all. Stealing apage from Martin Colloins (always purloin from the best),
"pace" was affected. 'Through the Accuphase, everything sounded slightly
sluggish. Led Zeppelin's "Dazed and
Confused" sounded as if it was being
performed by Foghat. Dynamic contrast
was also awee bit compressed. Paula
Cole's "Throwing Stones" just wasn't
as venomous as it should be. On the
live concert DATs Ihave made with
J. Gordon Holt, everything sounded
somewhat more smooth and suave than
it should —call it the "Meridian effect."
Dynamic drive was ever so slightly
reduced — not drastically so, but enough to render aggressive material abit
more relaxed than nonnal.
Overall resolution was remarkably
close to the un-EQ'd signal. Even on
demanding material like Stereophile's
Festind (STPH007-2), low-level resolution and inner detail emerged largely
unscathed. Yes, the slightest bit of inner
detail was lost, but so little that, even
using aclass-A preamplifier like the Pass
Aleph P. Iwas hard-pressed to hear it.
Stereophile, June 1998

Only when Iused the EAD DSP-9000
III without any analog preamp was the
reduction in definition apparent. So
how much detail was lost? The difference invoked by the DG-28 is on apar
with the difference you'd notice if you
switched from apremium AES/EBU
cable to agood TosLink connection.
Unlike the SigTech processor, the
Accuphase did not increase high-frequency grain. Since my principle sonic
complaint about the SigTech was its
grainy upper frequencies, this is avery
good thing. If anything, the DG-28
sounded ahair softer and more liquid
on top than abypassed source. It's still a
tradeoff. The overall sound was more
lush on Shawn Colvin's Cover Girl CD,
but abit of the dynamic edge was lost.
Despite its slight loss of dynamic pace,
most audiophiles will probably enjoy
the DG-28's euphonic abilities.
Even depth, usually the first thing to
go, was nearly unaffected when the

DG- 28

DG-28 did its thing —only the back of
the hall was spatially altered. The last
row of brass instruments on the latest
JGH/SS recording, of Tchaikovsky's
"Pathétique," sounded abit closer than
they should; and the children's chorus
on our DAT of Humperdinck's Hansel
und Crete' were placed slightly more forward on the stage than Iknow is correct. Still, overall spatial mutations were
minor. Perhaps calling the DG-28 the
least-colored EQ I've ever heard is an
oxymoron, but except for intended harmonic alterations, the changes wrought
by this EQ were surprisingly minimal
and largely benign.
EQ and the LP
Since it's possible to use the DG-28
with analog phono and line input cards,
Idid quite abit of listening to LPs
through the Accuphase. After all, man
cannot live by digital alone. For comparison, Iinstalled aWadia 17 A/D

Associated Equipment

M

\ main large room (see
photo in Vol.19 No.8, p.117)
played host to the Accuphase DG-28. In-house amplifiers
were the Boulder 500 AEs and
Lamm ML1s, saddled, as usual, with
Dunlavy SC-VI Signature loudspeakers. Iused apassle of power
cables: Aural Symphonies Missing
Link Cubed Gen.!!! and Synergistic
Research RC/Master coupler. For
speaker cabling Ilassoed some Aural
Symphonies Gen.!!, Discovery Signature, Audio Magic Sorcerer, and
Synergistic Research Resolution.
My analog source was aVP! TNT
III turntable with the outboard
flywheel on aBright Star base and
Bright Star TNT air base. Iused
the Graham 1.5 TC and Clearaudio/
Souther TQ-1 tonearms. Cartridges
on hand included the van den Hul
MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX-1,
Clearaudio Ventas, and Fidelity Research/van den Hul FR-1. Iused Discovery Plus Four cable between the
Clearaudio arm and the phono preamp, as well as from the phono
preamp to the line-level preamp.
The digital front-end was aCE C.
TL 2 CD transport and Sony D-8
portable DAT recorder connected
via coaxial, AES/EBU, TosLink,
and AT&T optical connectors to an
EAD DSP-9000 III DIA. Digital
cables used were Mod Squad Won-

der Link 1coaxial, Audio Magic
Sorcerer coaxial, TARA Labs RSC
master AES/EBU, Illuminati RCA
coaxial and AES/EBU, Aural Symphonics digital statement cable in
both RCA coaxial and AT&T optical,
AudioQuest and Sony TosLink connectors, and fiber-optic cable from
Parasound with EIAJ connections.
Preamplifiers occasionally used in
the system were the Carver Lightspeed, Audio Research IS9, and Pass
Aleph P line-level units, with Vendetta SCP-2C outboard phono unit.
Iused Discovery Plus Four and
AudioMagic Sorcerer balanced XLR
interconnects between the preamp
or direct digital source and the power amplifiers.
Other accessories included Room
Tunes Corner Tunes, EchoTunes, and
Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences
Tube Traps, and an Ardd Levitation
stand with power amps on Bright
Star Audio Big Rock bases; plus
Shakti Stones, VPI magic bricks,
Fluxbuste4 PAD break-in disk, NoiseTrapper power strip, Power Science
Ltd. Foundation AC line conditioner, AudioQuest record brush, Gryphon "Exorcist" conditioning tool,
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine, RadioShack Sound Pressure
Meter, Kleenmaster Brillianize CD
cleaner, and a 1996 Martin D-42
guitar.
-Steven Stone
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Accuphase
converter Ihad on hand from arecent
recording project.' Iran the feeds from
my Vendetta SCP-2C phono preamp to
the Wadia, then ran digital feeds to both
the EAD DSP-9000 III and the Accuphase DG-28.
First Icompared the DG-28's phono
board with the Vendetta/Wadia combo.
The Wadia was set for 48kHz rather
than the 44.1kHz CD standard, as both
the DG-28 and EAD DSP-9000 II can
accept this higher bit-rate. Interestingly,
the Accuphase also uses 48k, not 44.1k,
for its phono-board digital conversion.
Perhaps this is agood time to mention
that Iactually did two separate comparisons. First Icompared the Vendetta/
Wadia combo, directly connected via an
AES/EBU cable to the EAD 9000 III,
with the Accuphase phono board fed
from the toneann. Next Icompared the
V/W combo, with aTosLink connection to the DG-28's built-in phono
board. It should come as no surprise that
the Accuphase board placed second
both times, but for different reasons. In
both tests the AI-AD1 acquitted itself
very well. Perhaps it isn't agreat phono
board, but it's still very good.
Weighed against the V/W combo
running directly into the EAD, the
Accuphase did not have quite as wide a
soundstage. In depth and dimensionality the AI-AD1 surrendered only abit of
ground. Once again, the AI-AD1's
major weakness was in the pace department: It sounded slower than the V/W
combo. Nor was dynamic contrast quite
up to snuff. Music just wasn't as interesting when passed through the Accuphase. Mary Chapin Carpenter didn't
sound as seductive on "Come On,
Come On," and Buck Owens wasn't
sufficiently rowdy at Carnegie Hall.
Once again, Imust emphasize that
the DG-28 phono board is pretty darn
good — musical, smooth, fatigue-free,
harmonically complex, quiet as agrave,
and never gritty, dry, hard, or nasty—
but it ain't no Vendetta. It's certainly in a
league with the Naim phono section
with its FlatCap power supply.
While the Al-AD1 board sounded
smooth and sluggish compared with the
V/W running directly into the EAD,
speed and pace differences vanished
when the V/W rig was connected to
the DG-28. Did the two rigs now perform identically? Hardly. This time
1I'm vent favorably impressed by the Wadia. It's the
third-best A/1) I've ever used —only the considerably
more expensive dCS and Apogee converters deliver
.The Wadia nukes even the
superior pi.rformance
•
Sony ES-2000's Super Dit Mapping sound like ancient
digital technology.

Stereophile, June 1998

there was anew set of sonic differences. The Accuphase phono-stage card
sounded abit grainy stacked up against
the V/W combo! On Bow Wow
Wow's 12" 45 of "I Want Candy," the
Al-AD1 board was slightly ragged and
not as well controlled as the V/W, especially in the guitar and bass. The V/W
combo was more relaxed and natural on
aspecial Classic Records CES-giveaway
test pressing of Miles Davis' Kind ofBlue

The Accuphase DG-28
is easily the best EQ
I've heard for source-

DG- 28

DAT recorder —not bad, but certainly
not Class A.
It seems like the Accuphase's AIDs,
whether in the line-level or phono card,
shared aslightly grainy character. This
was certainly consistent with other less
than state-of-the-art A/Ds I've heard. It
also accounts for the differences between the two phono-stage listening
tests. When Iused the DG-28 as awhole
system (ie, the way it is meant to be
used), the grain added by its A/D boards
was far less apparent than during an
A/B against asuperior A/D like the
Wadia. Also, the DG-28's slightly sluggish pacing obscured some of the A/D
board's shortcomings.

material corrections.

Hose 'em off back at the bunkhouse
As usual in an equipment report, I've
(Cs 8163 D45/D33). In comparison,
been hard on Accuphase's digital baby.
the Accuphase was ever so slightly elecYou can't mollycoddle new components
tronic — Miles' trumpet was slightly — they'll just grow up to be sissies.
shrill, while the sax's breathiness had a Actually, the Accuphase DG-28 is a
slightly hard edge.
great EQ device. k's easily the best EQ
Readers might be abit confused by
I've heard for source-material correcthe seeming contradiction of the last
tions. If you spend most of your time listwo paragraphs —it doesn't seem contening to long-dead artists captured on
sistent that the phono card could sound
less than ideal recordings, you'll simply
slow and musical in one comparison,
adore this equalizer. It ain't too shabby
grainy and harsh in the next. Conon room corrections either.
sistency is the hobgoblin of itty-bitty
For audiophiles who use primarily
minds. But seriously, in each of these
analog source material and demand
listening sessions there were different
Class A sound, the optional input cards
component combinations. In the first,
may not be the way to go. They're good,
the Vendetta fed the Wadia, which then
but not good enough to avoid adding a
fed the EAD DSP-9000 III D/A
bit of grain that lowers the DG-28's
processor. In the second, the Vendetta
overall performance to Class B. If you
and Wadia were going into the Acwant to reduce digital degradation to a
cuphase's digital inputs. Perhaps listenbare minimum, I'd recommend couing to another analog input board might pling something like the Wadia 17 A/D
clear up this contradiction.
to the DG-28. If you're really afanatic,
Next up was the Al-BI balanced
try adCS professional A/D. Of course,
analog input board, and again Iused the
the dCS makes the $8300 Accuphase
Vendetta phono stage as the front-end.
seem merely mid-priced, but if you
The Al-B1 analog/digital input board
have to ask what it costs...
was noticeably inferior to the Wadia.
If you have the financial means, and a
The Al -Bi had aslight but pervasive
large collection of music that's less than
grain coupled with amore electronic perfectly recorded, the DG-28 may be
character. Tori Amos' voice on "Pretty
the answer to the classic audiophile
Good Year," from Under the Pink, had
conundrum of accuracy vs euphony.
an aggressive, almost scratchy quality The DG-28 can let you have both for
through the Al-DI that was absent only slightly more than eight grand. A
from the Wadia. Also, depth was trunbargain? Yeah, right. But still, awondercated on the Al-B1. The vocalists
ful equalizer worthy of aClass A rating.
on Janequin's XIX Chansons Nouvelles
As much as Iwould like to, I'm not
(Astrée E8571) were more forward and
buying my review sample; Ijust can't
less three-dimensional with the Acafford it. Instead, I'm gonna try to
cuphase card. While inner detail was
mislay the shipping box — forever. If
acceptable through the Ai-Dl, the
that doesn't work, I'll just tell the good
added grain made it hard to pick out folks at Accuphase that some cowpoke
very-low-level information as easily
looking suspiciously like John Wayne
as with the Wadia. Overall, I'd say the
rode up to my ranch, lassoed the DGAl-D1 module is on apar with the
28, and skeedaddlcd, the whole time
Sony SBM module for the D-8 portable
whistling "Don't Fence Me In."
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Micron
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TD-520
TD-320 MK II

A. 2560 55.1b
1350
3541),(14.2d k18.1"
B. Z545 39.716 .. .6290
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C. Z9/0 24.3 lb
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Mycro
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VIL Wotan MB-1250 monoblock
A lot of electrons have flowed under
the bridge since Ibrought you word of
the mighty Vacuum Tube Logic Wotan
MB-1250 (originally reviewed in Vol.19
No.10). While Iwas staggered by the
awesome presentation of this $27,500/
pair monoblock amplifier, Istill found
afew nits to pick. Iwas impressed by
Luke Manley's "Manufacturer's Comment" response at the time.' Instead of
Excoriating the Reviewer, he took my
nits seriously and said he'd address
them. (Hey, he could be Mr. Magnanimous —it was arave review!)
Fast forward to fall 1997. It was turning cold in New York City, and my
thoughts turned to the clanky, recalcitrant radiators in our old loft building. A flashbulb went off somewhere
deep inside my noggin: Irecalled rather
fondly the 24 Svetlana 6550s per side of
the huge, heartwarming Wotans. "Hell00000, Luke!" And before you could
say, "They weigh how much per side?"
we were once again with Wotan.
The early-build Wotans shipped with
their two-storey chassis separated; some
assembly required, as it were. The new
units arrived in two massive crates
(around 700 lbs!) with the ready-to-run
monoblocks tied down within. So there
was agrinning Luke Manley, there were
these huge crates, but nowhere was there
even one Big Beefy Guy to help. Luke,
typically unfazed, suggested a quick
walk to the hardware store for afurniture dolly. That did the trick —Kathleen, Luke, and Imanaged to unbolt the
amps and schlepp them into place in
our listening room.
Inoticed right away that the chassis
frames were much more rigid than before, and that the entire construct was
more solidly built and nonresonant. In
fact, the entire front panel —top and
bottom chassis —is now fashioned from
one huge sheet of aluminum. "Yeah,
they can't go rhomboid like that!" exclaimed Luke. Ihate when that happens.
The top deck itself is thicker, and the
bolts of the output transformer go right
1 Vacuum Tube Logic, 4774 Murierei Sc., Suite 9,
Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (909) 6-n-5944. Fax: (909) 6276988. E-mail: Imanley@vd.com. Web site: http://
www.vtl.com.
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VTL MB-1250 Wotan monoblock power amplifier

through to the bottons cover plate of the
top chassis to further enhance structural
integrity. The amps are obviously better
finished, and sport abeveled edge at
the back of the top and bottom chassis
for added stiffness and easier access to
control functions and cabling. There's
also an easy-to-remove tube cage covering the top floor, which Ipopped off
only to bias the tubes. The Wotans now
offer both single-ended and balanced
inputs, and, as before, switch-selectable
triode or tetrodc operation. (Remember, ladies and gents, we're talking about
650Wpc in triode and awhopping 1250
big ones per side in tetrode.) The frontpanel two-stage turn-on switch is nicely
robust, and proved completely troublefree in operation.
Instead of the previous complement
of three power transformers in the
power supply, there are nowfive serving
various functions: B+ for the input
stage, separate B+ for push'n'pull sides,
and separate push'n'pull transformers
for the tube filaments. But you can't see
them; the entire "bottom-floor" chassis
is potted in rubber —very kinky—
which keeps mechanical resonance to
an absolute minimum. Ialso learned
that the multiple printed circuit boards
of the earlier design had been replaced
with asingle 24" by 24" pcb to prevent
flexure. (That's what broke a ground

Up
Scull

trace and drove us crazy in the first
pair we auditioned.) Star-grounding has
also been implemented; all grounds
have their own trace back to the starground point.
I've listened to the new Wotans with
TARA Labs The One, Synergistic Research Designers Reference, XLO Signature, and Ensemble MasterFlux
cables and interconnect. Preamplifiers
included the BAT VK-5iNK-P10
combo, the YBA Signature 6 Chassis,
and the Nagra PL-P. (The Nagra got
along fatuously with the huge monoblocks — Inever heard the PL-P sound
so sweet, dynamic, and involving.)
The loudspeaker was our new reference, the JMIab Utopia —a speaker
with which Iam utterly in love. You
might think that 650Wpc into aload
as sensitive (94.5dB) as the Utopias
present might be overkill. But this was
certainly not the case, especially as the
Utopias fall to near 3ohms in the bass.
The sound produced by the Wotandriven Utopias was awesome. The grip
and control in the bottom end always
riveted me to the Ribbon Chair. In the
Utopia review I'd been atouch equivocal about the French speaker's bass.
Now, set atouch farther back and ahair
closer together than before, and in the
lusty grip of the mighty Wotans, Ican
say that I'm getting the best bass I've
ever heard in our system.
While I'd mentioned in the original
Wotan review that some of the solidstate boys got the bass better and tighter, Ican now say .... fawgedaboutit! The
extension, speed, transparency, pitch
differentiation, control, and ungodly
power in the nether regions knocked
me out each time Ilistened at foundation-rattling levels. Really, it was incredible. Mighty macro to nuanced micro,
the bass was always totally majestic,
sweeping, and encompassing, utterly
acoustic and visceral. I've never heard
any other amp — tube, hybrid, or solidstate — that dishes the bass like the
Wotans managed in our system.
I'd also mentioned that the Wotan
was a shade less subtle and refined
then the Jadis JA-200, and ahair more
grainy. That was then, this is NOW!
Subtle and refined? Absolutely! Grainy?
165
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David Lewis Audio

We Specialize in
2Channel Music Systems
includes Analog (10 turntables on display)
and Vacuum Tubes (20 tubed amps on display).
including Single Ended & Triode types.

THE LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP
MONTANA XPS
Frequency Range:
X-over Points:
Power Handling:
Efficiency:
Size:
Weight:

20Hz -22000Hz
63Hz/504Hz/4032Hz
300 Watts Continuous, 1000 Watts Peak
93.5dB
16"w x 17"d X 62"h
254 lbs/ea. (Shipping wt. 588 lbs/pair)

MSRP $15,000 pr

New

5Montana models from
$2000 to $55,000.
We have them all!

Arrivals

•Basis 2000 & 2500
•Jadis JD3 Deluxe
•JM Lab Utopia
•Koetsu Urushi

MOM

•Micro Seiki 1500FVG
•Pass Labs DAC
•VP! TNT 4

LOUDSPEAKERS

•Wadia 830 & 270
•YBA CD Integre

T
IE P
ERFECT RENO OF A
RT ANO S
CIENCE

Plus LS3/5A Subwoofer
•ACCUPHASE

•CARY
•FANFARE FM

•KOETSU
•MAGNUM AUDIO

•MUSE
•NAD

•SPENDOR
•STAX

•MAGNUM DYNALAB

•PASS LABS
• PLATINUM
• PLINIUS

•SYNERGISITC

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•GRAAF
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•AUDIOCRAFT

•JADIS

• PROMETHEAN

•VAN DEN HUL

•AUDIOLAB

• REGA RESEARCH

•VPI

• BASIS

•1M LAB
•KIMBER KABLE

• MICROMEGA
•MONITOR AUDIO
•MONTANA

•ROGERS

•WADIA DIGITAL

•BEL CANTO

•KIMBER SELECT

•MORCH

•SILTECH

•BENZ-MICRO

• KLYNE

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•SONUS FABER

•WAVELENGTH
•YBA

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT
•ALTIS

• MICHELL
• MICRO SEIKI

David Lewis Audio

•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC

LTD

8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

NOT! Power to spare? By the boatload!
Tonal color and shading? First class!
Midrange magic? Nothing but the best!
Sweetness and extension in the highs?
Never better! Integration of initial transients with follow-on harmonic bloom
and decay? Perfect! Caveats? None! Nitpicks? Not aone!

With the mighty Wotans
driving the Utopias,
listening was always an
orgasmic experience.
Well... the Wotans do run fairly hot,
and biasing 48 output tubes individually
is abit of apain — but at least you won't
need matched sets. And the Wotans
held their bias quite well with Svetlana
6550Cs, needing very little attention in
that way. Additionally, the nonresonant
built-like-a-tank structure meant that
most tweaks were largely ineffective.
Ensemble Tube Sox or Midas Bluenote
Tube Dampers made no appreciable
difference. (A Shakti Stone perched
atop the tube cage just over the output
transformer did make a small but

noticeable improvement, however.) In
fact, the only tweak that really worked,
and one that Irecommend to all VTL
owners (and to all tube-amp owners, for
that matter), was popping them onto
PolyCrystal amp stands. This paid
immediate dividends by tightening up
the entire sonic presentation and keeping the awesome bass range tighter and
deeper'n'hell. The PolyCrystals also
raised the already wonderful imaging
anotch further toward ultimate palpability, all the while enhancing air, transparency, and focus.
I've heard many audiophiles say their
systems sound pretty good sometimes,
rather bad at other times, and, on rare
occasions, out-of-this-world fantastic
(usually on weekends or in the evening,
when the power grid is behaving). I
understand; I've felt the saine way for
years. But with the mighty Wotans driving the Utopias, listening was always an
orgasmic experience. Each time Ifired
them up, Iknew Iwas going to be hearing the best of the best. As an exercise in
creating an ultimate statement product
for their company, Luke Manley and
Bea Lam are to be congratulated for
having succeeded beyond even my wildest dreams.

Finall y•
•
•
A soft‘r are package developed for
the audio/video enthusiast to design.
organize and account for the entire
HomeEntertainment Investment.
Introducing:

Home entertainment
Organization and
Management
e
System

Software modules that profile...
-Home Theater and Music systems.
-Movie and Music software libraries.
-Computer/Gante systems & software.
-Vehicle after-market Audio systems
and much, much more.
Other features include...
-Pre-loaded equipment. hardware and
and software databases.
-Color system overviews and easy to
understand wiring diagrams.
Order your HOMeS software today at
1-888-554-HOMS(4667). Introductory
priced at 5149.95 +S/H. Requires W95
and CDR. Major credit cards accepted.
For more information go to...

www.g-fakt.com

)

Discover
Virtual Reality...

t
At Freehold Stereo Video experience Synergistic Research's
Alpha through Phase Two cables including A/C Master
Couplers and several recommended component cables.

t
Hear Synergistic Research in our main system on Krell electronics and Meadowlark loudspeakers.

Freehold Stereo Video
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Get wired @
www.SynergisticResearch.com

4585 Route 9North Shoprne Plaza Freeholds NJ 07728 732 866 9500

Stereophileneitrs Speak about portoble
headphone stuff: Atout the Etyrnotic ER4S, `for
recording engineers, Ithink the ER-4Ses would
be on ildispensoble tool--•isolotion plus accuracy
make cradifficult combination to top For travelers, Ican't recommend anything more highly.
They hell:3111e arrive more rested—through the
reduction of rumble—and in ogreat mood, since
eamused myself on my Journey." Wes Phillips,
18 No.7, July 1995. About the Sup/erne: "With
som
roducts, to see them is to wont to possess
them; thekleodRoom Supreme fogs into that
category.. .A rernorkobfri well-thought-out. wellengineered product at on excellent price. longdistance travel will not be the some again. Highly
recommended—give that 800 number o call!"
John Atkinson, Val 7No.1, Jon. 1994. About the
Traveler Bog: "...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need for portable
high-quality listening, this bog is incredibly wellthought-out.. It has simplified my travels—and
helped make them imponderobly more enjoyable to boot. That's better thon on upgrade to
first class." Wes Phillips, Vol. 18No.10, Oct. 1995.
The Supreme has appeared twice os on Amplification Component of the Year Runner-Up: 1994
and 1996. It is currently rated Class 8on the Recommended Components List. Stereophile Reviewers Speak about HeodRoom Home Headphone Stuff: About the Heed:loom Audio Image Processor: "From disc to disc I
always found
the processed signal on improvement, even
where the effect on the imaging was vanish-

ingly slight
But the true worth of the
Hoodfloom c cuit will be revealed with extended liste
g---I don't wont to underestimete its impo once by stressing the subtle noi
e of the change. It's o cumulative benefit,
ducing listening fatigue by osubstantial margin. In foct,isuspect that subtlety is one of the
most reliq8le indicators of the correctness of
the processing.. .1 could listen for hour after hour,
with noticeably less effort." Wes Phillips, Vol.
18 No.1, Jon. 1995. About the Sennhelser 580,
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-bock dynamic headphones with full, extended low
frequencies...JR's dynamic headphone reference." Recommended Components List, Class
13", Vol.19 No.10, Oct 1996. About the Max:
"Attic-Wore—that's the one word that best describes Max. Oh. there ore others: fast rich,
complex—ond paradoxically simple as
well.. Ultimately, however, Imust keep returning
to that least definable of qualities, but the one
that most inhabits my love for Max: the coherent
articulation of the essence of music.. The headphone listener today does not lock for choices
when it comes to headphone omps... I'd hove to
soy the HeodRoom Max is the one to beot...I wont
one!" Wes Phillips, Vol.20 No.2, Feb.1997.

800 828 81841.

www.headphone.com

Your one
stop spot
for all things
headphone.
Order Direct, 30 -Doy Satisfaction Guaranty

HeacJRoom
be of
sound
mind
Mon! We listen to o lot
of headphones. Give us
ocoil to pick our broin.

We're totally into portable
audio. If you need tunes on
the go, we'd love to help.

tk

You'd never treat your speakers like you treat your headphones. They deserve on amp.

Forget the "(lass A Recommended Component" status; disregard the fact that the Max
recieved "Product of the Year" in the accessory cotogory; just put this little fact in your
head: Wes Phillips said of the pair, "...only
the extravagant Orpheus 1$14,9991 and
Stox's out-of-production Omega have
sounded better." Vol.21 No.2, Feb. 1998.
For only $1599, you too con enjoy this world
class reproduction system. An audiophile
borgon---if there is such o thing.

Max & 600's

HeodRoom Corp. -521 E. Peach -Bozeman MT 59715 PH 406 587 9466 -FX 406 587 9484

HEADPHONES
Koss Porto Pro Jr.
$39.95
Koss K5C/35
$34.95
Grado 51160
$69.00
$95.00
Grado 51180
Grado SR125
$149,00
Grodo 513225
S195.00
Grado RS2
5495.00
Grado RS1
$699.00
524.95
Sennheiser MX4
$39.95
Sennheiser MX5
Sennheiser HWd•$199 00
$34.95
Sennheiser, i
l
1=.33
Sennheisier HD4
$59.95.
SennhoSer H
$69.95
$89.95
Sennheiser H
Sennheiser H0465
$109.00
Sennbeiser H0475
$129.00
Seniiheiser H0525
$109.00
Sentiser H0535
$149.00
Sen eiser 1-0545
$159.00
Senn
iser 1-10565
$239.00
$279.00
Sennliiiser HD580
Sennhiger HD600
$379.00
SennheiSiir HD25 SP
$129.00
Sennheiser HDC451
$229.00
Sennheiser RS6
$249 00
Sennhesier RS8
$329.00
Sennheiser HE60/70
$1499.00
Sennheiser Orpheus
$14999.00
motic ER4S
$299.00
dynamic 0148
$359.00
Beye
mic 01220
$159.00
Beyerdyn8ThIc 01250
$179.00
Beyerdynomic 01311
$69.00
Beyerdynomic DT331
$89.00
Beyerdynomic 01411
$99.00
Beyerdynomic 01431
$119.00
Beyerdynomic 01511
$139.00
Beyerdynomic DT531
$159.00
Beyerdynomic 01770
$149.00
Beyerdynomic 01801
$169.00
Beyerdynomic 01811
$179.00
Beyerdynomic 01831
$229.00
Beyerdynomic 01931
$299.00
MB Quart QPI 60
$69.00
MB Quart 0P220
$99.00
MB Quart QP240
$119.00
MB Quart QP250
$139.00
MB Quart OP400
$259.00
FIKG K240M
$149.00
814G14401
$169.00
FIKG 11501
$199.00
1114G 111000
$1299.00
HEADROOM AMPLIFIERS
The RirHeod
$179.00
The Little
$249.00
The Little More Power
$449.00
The Supreme
$449.00
The Cosmic
$599.00
The Home
$599.00
The Moxed-Out Home
$999.00
The Max
$1333.00
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•HOME THEATER specialists
•Audio and Video: a single component
to a matched system
•Custom design 8, installation
•We work with architects and designers
•Multi-room installation
•Surround Sound: Dolby Digital. DTS
•Consulting •Troubleshooting
•Authorized factory repairs

o

•Used equipment specialists
BUY-SELL-TRADE by PHONE

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS:
•Audio Research •Acurus •Aerial
•Aragon •Arcam •Audiotruth •BeHagen'
•B&W •C.A L •Chang Light Speed
•Definitive Technology •Faroudia •Forte
•Golden Tube •Grado •Infinity •Kimber Kable
•Lovan •Magnum Dynalab •Marantz
•Martin-Logan •McCormack •McIntosh
•Meridian •MIT •Monster •Nakamichi •Oracle
•Ortofon •Pass* Pioneer Elite •Platinum •ProAc
•Proton •Rega •Rock Solid •Rotel •Ronco
•Salamander •Sennheiser •Sharpvision •Snell
•Standesign •Straight Wire •Sumiko •Sunfire
•Target •Threshold •Van Den Hut •VPI •Wadia
•Well Tempered •Yamaha •LUCASFILM THX
HOME THEATER

and more

Much More

We do not mati-order NEW products outside our market area.

627 Broadway . Greenwich Village New York 10012 •212-505-1111 •Fax 212-995-5524 (Outside NYC •1-800-833-0071)
Open 7 days

Mon -Fri 11-7:30 pm •Sat 10:30-7 pm •Sun 12-7pm

wwwstereoexchange corn
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hhh hubris, the patron flaw of
journalists — there's no sin quite
as deadly. A few weeks after I
wrote my last "Aural Robert," the one
bemoaning the sickly state of rock'n'roll,
Iheaded for Austin's annual hand-tohand struggle with sleep deprivation,
Mexican-food overload, and musicmusicmusic commonly known as South
by Southwest Music and Media
Conference. What Ifound in that hillcountry city—derisively known in the
rest of reactionary Texas as "Austin,
California" — were old favorites like Joe
Ely, black-leather-clad acts from Finland who were wide-eyed from having
just discovered rock'n'roll, genre-bending cabals whose goal is to inject Miles
Davis' horn tones into everything, and
Japanese noise bands whose volume
levels make aB-52 raid sound serene —
in short, plenty of evidence that while
rock'n'roll may have alow-grade fever,
it's very much (to quote Johnny Winter,
who also played SXSW this year) "alive
and well."
The first signs of serious life appeared
when Iscrutinized the schedule of over
400 performers, which ranged from
Jesus Presley and Scroat Belly to
Bedwetter, Sluts for Hire, and The
Flaming Flames of Fire. Names that
ridiculous take an overheated imagination, afine sense of waggish depravity,
and the devil-may-care, ignorance-isbliss variety of guts that allows you to
live with aname like Bedwetter — all
traits required for rock'n'roll.
Next, Iwandered into aFlydaddy
Records showcase, where aband called
Olivia Tremor Control — trombone,
guitars, trumpet, theremin, and violin—
was playing afascinating mix of brassband jazz and punk rock. Subsequent
visits to showcases by Tommy Keene,
Reckless Kelly, Apples in Stereo,
Golden Delicious, Amy Rigby, Kim
Lenz and Her Jaguars, and Holly Cole
all contributed to my conclusion that,
while the rock/pop world may be lacking in huge acts — and the Billboard
modern rock chart is still littered with
the likes of Semisonic, Our Lady Peace,
and Creed — lots of things are bubbling
beneath the surface.
To those who whine that South by
Stereophile, June 1998

Southwest just ain't what it
used to be, all Ican say, from
the vantage point of 10
straight years of attending, is
that the talent pool that
assembles in Austin for a
weekend each March only
gets richer and more
astounding every year. An
industry-based
event
rather than a series of
shows by established acts
(like the New Orleans
Jazzfest), SXSW is full
of hungry baby bands
and solos looking for
their first record contracts and mid-level acts looking
Nanci Griffith

Robert

Robert

Baird

Rodney Crowe!,

and GUI,

to move to abigger label or more lucrative deal. It's this second strata —
bands/solos with adisc or two under
their belts who can fill aclub but probably not atheater — that provide the
highlights every year.
Much as Ilove my CDs and LPs,
they're really only half the picture. It
often takes alive show before I"get"
what amusical act is about. The visual
aspect adds alot. Good live performers
often do not make good studio records,
and vice versa. Yes, to see live music you
have to venture out of the comfort of
your own listening room and trek down
to aclub that is probably not asmokefree zone. But more often than not, if a
band or asolo performer has any talent
and/or verve, the live show will outdo
the studio records. If not, the performer
in question has abig problem. So-called
"studio-only" artists realize no income
from touring, and usually die slow commercial deaths.
SXSW's format of 45-minute sets —
which means six or seven songs at
most—compresses and pressurizes the
"let's see what you've got" process. Sets
don't start out slow and build to aclimax: everyone comes out smoking. The
effect on the listener is "Wow!" followed in no time by another "Wow!" If
live music everywhere was at the same
level of quality as what appears every
year at SXSW, clubs would never go
bankrupt, local music scenes would
boom, and musicians would never have
to eat Chef Boy-Ar-Dee again.

onstage at sxstt

Such urgency and quality engender
an energy between the players and the
crowd that just does not happen with
studio recordings. This year's highlight
in that department was apair of invitation-only guitar pulls, the first featuring
Rosie Flores, Joe Ely, and Doug Salun,
and the second, Guy Clark, Nanci Griffith, and Rodney Crowell. These friendly competitions were not only ariot—
the between-song commentary award
goes to Joe Ely, who, after listening to
one of Doug Sahm's endless stream-ofconsciousness introductions, exclaimed,
"Man, you've got an amazing mind" —
but the connection between the audience and the onstage quartet was extraordinary. Rapt, the crowd's glow fueled
asubtle one-upmanship that brought
out each performer's biggest guns.
This was especially true of the
Clark/Griffith/Crowell performance,
which became the essence of atour de
force. Not the most charming personality
on earth, Nand Griffith is an undeniably gifted singer. One .of the
world's most endearing reprobates, Guy
Clark is, like the late Townes Van
Zandt, the inimitable bittersweet soul of
Texas troubadourism. But the winner in
this performance was Rodney Crowell,
who sang like an angel and evinced a
furious passion. Much as Ilove my listening room in Santa Fe, seeing awhole
roomful of opinionated, hubris-saturated music writers go silent in awe was
more than worth the trip.
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PROUDLY PRESENTS...

VIRTUAL REALITY

by Von Schweikert Research, bringing to your home the true breadth,
space, and clarity of the live performance
Now Von Schweikert Research has combined years of loudspeaker design experience with revolutionary and evolutionary concepts in acoustics and electronics to create anew line of products for pure audio and audio/home theater applications. Starting with the now famous VR-4 and VR-4.5 and followed shortly thereafter by the VR-3 and VR-8, VR speakers
feature:
✓ Tweeters and midranges that operate in minimum baffle enclosures for maximum clarity and smoothness. The sound
is boxless and wide open.
✓ A woven, carbon fiber midrange main driver that minimizes colorations in the most vital part of the musical spectrum.
✓ Point-to-point, hand-wired crossover networks that harmonically blend all drivers to sound like asingle-element
speaker. The resulting sound is seamless.
✓ A new concept in loudspeaker design, the Global Axis Integrator Network, (GAIN) that optimizes the performance,
dispersion, and integration of all drivers in awide, 180 ° global axis. This dispersion pattern mimics the pickup pattern
of the recording microphone and launches the sound into your room in afashion that closely resembles the original
live performance. The result is aholographic image that really does justify the name Virtual Reality.
✓ Distributed Resonance Integration (DRI) that optimizes the performance of the two woofers in the upper end of their
response. This eliminates the resonances and muddy sound that mar the performance of so many other speakers. The
result is deep, powerful, clear bass that lets you hear the harmonic nature of each instrument.
Now VR has combined these advanced concepts with the special demands of home
theater speakers to create abrand new line of 10 A-V products. Choose from three
center channels, 3front speakers, and three surround speakers, and compliment
them, if desired, with an extraordinarily powerful and clear subwoofer to create
home theater that is, quite simply, the most stunning available.

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In very short
order, their tube and solid state designs have established BAT
as leaders in high end electronics design. Now their marvelous amps and preamps are joined by the brand new VKD5, aremarkable CD player featuring fully-balanced digital and
analog sections. Its music will flow into your ears.

RESEARCH

McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line
drives are here offering macro performance at micro prices.
Need more power? Go for the full sized DNA 0.5, DNA I, or the
new DNA 2amps!

GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves
the impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power
for $980! A miracle!

PLATINUM As stunning to the eyes as they are to the ears,
these loudspeakers are aesthetic jewels that fit beautifully into any
setting. "...the most musical loudspeaker of its kind 1have ever
come across.", LJohnson, AVI.

JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious
enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of
much larger designs.

ROTEL Great sounding components at prices you can afford.
Rotel has crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theater
products. (Sorry, no mail order on Rotel.)

VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with arich tonal balance that presents music with stunning beauty. Now the longawaited Model 5engulfs you in abreathtaking musical experience. Doing home theater? The VCC-1 center channel and
VSM-I surrounds bring true quality to surround sound.

ENLIGHTENED AUDIO DESIGN Their new line of three
home theater processors comes with Dolby AC-3, DTS, touch
screen remote, and that fabulous EAD sound, starting at the
unbelievable price of only $2,495. What adeal!

AMC •Apogee •Amin •Audioguest •Balanced Audio Technology •BEL •Black Diamond •CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celeste
Chang Lightspeed •[AD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo
Jeff Rowland Design •JM Lab •Jo'Ida •Kimber Kable •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •Melos
Monarchy •NAD •Nifty Gritty •Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Tannoy •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

*Trade-ins Accepted *Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.qpg.com
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere 908 277 0333
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Bruce Katz, Beard has achieved a
relaxed blues satori, astate of effortless
bluesness that shows nary a trace of
THELONIOUS MONK: The Riverside Tenor
being forced or affected.
Sessions
AP1 037 (7 gold CDs). Orrin Keepnews, orig. prod.;
The band plays with sass and economy,
Jack Higgins, orig. eng. (except as noted); Chad
and without tedious grandstanding—
Kassem, reissue prod.; Kevin Gray, remastering
solos are pointed and concise. Duke
eng. MD. TT: 4:57:54
Comprising:
Robillard's ringing, stinging Les Paul
Brilliant Corners
stands out almost as much for its purity
Thelonious Monk, piano, celesta; Clark Terry, trumpet; Ernie Henry, alto sax; Sonny Rollins, tenor sax;
of tone as for its jaunty phrasing and
Paul Chambers, Oscar Pettiford, bass; Max Roach,
total lack of guitar cant.
drums
Riverside RLP 12-226 (CD). Bill Grauer, co-prod.
The real standout on For Real is
TT: 43:10
Beard's interpretation of Guitar Slim's
Monk's Musk
"The Things IUsed to Do," which conThelonious Monk, piano; Ray Copeland, trumpet;
Gigi Gryce, alto sax; Coleman Hawkins, John
tains his most extended guitar solo on
Coltrane, tenor sax; Wilbur Ware, bass; Art Blakey,
the record. Beard has recorded with
LP version, and definitely not on my
drums
Riverside RLP 12-242 (CD). Tr: 38:37
Slim, but this version is all his — he's
much-played Riverside pressing.
Thelonious Monk with John Coltrane
slowed it down, emphasizing the weariI started to write that there's no
Thelonious Monk, piano; John Coltrane, Coleman
excuse not to own this set, but that
ness of the protagonist. Bruce Katz's
Hawkins, tenor sax; Gigi Gryce, alto sax; Ray
Copeland, trumpet; Wilbur Ware, bass; Shadow
ignores abig one: price. At $250 per set deep-toned Hammond sets the sonic
Wilson, Art Blakey, drums
for either format, this is an expensive
keynote here, and Beard's singing has a
Jazzland JLP 46 (CD). TT: 38:35
Thelonious in Action
reedy integrity as he tells of giving up all
box. But Idon't think AP is gouging
Thelonious Monk, piano; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax;
anybody —in fact, given the costs of the things he used to do.
Ernie Henry, alto sax; Ahmed Abdul-Malik, bass;
Roy Haynes, drums
licensing the recordings, remastering
The disc's sound shares alot with the
Riverside RLP 1190 (CD). Ray Fowler, eng. TF: 39:43
them, reshooting the artwork, preparing other AudioQuest Music recordings
Misterioso
the accompanying booklet, and fabcovered here —as it should, since Joe
Thelonious Monk, piano; Johnny Griffin, tenor sax;
Ahmed Abdul-Malik, bass; Roy Haynes, drums
Harley produced all three and Michael
ricating the box itself (which is pretty
Riverside RLP 1133 (CD). Ray Fowler, eng. TF: 47:25
impressive), Idoubt that AP will see a C. Ross recorded them all at Bearsville —
5 by Monk by 5
Thelonious Monk, piano; Thad Jones, trumpet;
but For Real's sound is somewhat
particularly substantial return on their
Charlie Rouse, tenor sax; Sam Jones, bass; Art
investment.
is
clearly
a
labor
of
stripped
down compared to the others.
Taylor, drums
Riverside RLP 1150 (CD). TT: 44:23
It has less of the fat, juicy heft given to
love. I hope they do make a profit,
At the Blackhawk
because there are a whole bunch of McClain's and ICatz's outings. But then,
Thelonious Monk, piano; Joe Gordon, trumpet;
Harley never has had ahouse style at
Charlie Rouse, Harold Land, tenor sax; John Ore,
other artists I'd love to see get this treatbass; Billy Higgins, drums
ment. Louis Armstrong perhaps, or AudioQuest; he treats each project difRiverside RLP 1171 (CD). Ray Fowler, Reice Hamel,
ferently, using the tools and venues that
Charles Mingus, or Eric Dolphy
engs. TT: 46:01
best serve the music. There's an honBut in the here and now, all Ihave to
esty to the sound of For Real that goes
es, this is the same Monk set I say is —don't let this one slip away.
wrote about last time, only it's
now also available on seven gold
CDs for those who don't partake of analog pleasures. Analogue Productions
AUDIOQUEST MUSIC 18
continues to impress me with their
sumptuous packaging — for the CD set, JOE BEARD, FEATURING DUKE ROBILLARD &
FRIENDS: For Real
the album covers are reproduced on 12"
AQ-CD1049 (CD). MD. TT: 53:47
by 12" cardstock so that the artwork and
BRUCE KATZ BAND: Mississippi Moan
liner notes arc available in the format AQ-CD1047 (CD). MD. Tr: 56:41
MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN: Journey
for which they were designed. Nice
AQ-CD1048 (CD). MD. U: 62:02
All three: Joe Harley, prod.; Michael C. Ross, eng.
touch, guys.
The CD remastering is simply superb — easily amatch for the LP veror Real is Joe Beard's second
AudioQuest recording — his first
sion. In fact, the speed stability and
unwavering pitch of the CD set will
was his 1995 collaboration with
Ronnie Earl, Blues Union, which
benefit all but those owners of true
showed him to be the real thing. This well with Beard's vocal and guitar
Class A turntable rigs. I've never heard
styles. His voice is lighter and higher
Monk's celeste sound better on Bril- time out, leading aband that includes
Duke Robillard, Jerry Portnoy, and
than, say, Mighty Sam McClain's
liant Comers' "Panonica" — not on the

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS 41
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needs you will be assured that Jadis are the
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of Jadis products including digital transports,
D to A converters, preamps, amplifiers and
the best horn speaker in the world.
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same point creating seamless distribution over the
entire soundstage. The result is adynamic
presentation of the music as never felt before.
Cabasse Atlantis
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(whose isn't?), and his guitar tone
matches it in much the saine way that
Satchmo's vocal delivery mirrored his
trumpet chops. It's no wonder, then,
that Harley and Ross came up with a
distinct sound for the disc. That's not to
say that one approach is "truer" than
the other — each works in context.
Keyboardist Bruce Katz's Mississippi
Moan has ameatier, chunkier sound.
This is only appropriate: it's musically
funkier, with amore miasmatic instrumental mix that starts with Katz's
Hammond B-3 but also incorporates
tenor and baritone saxes and, occasionally, harmonica. This is agreat record,
full of soulful strut and swagger. Katz
is joined on two cuts by Mighty Sam
McClain, but even though one of
these —"Hanging On the Cross"— is
repeated on Sam's disc, the performances are different.
These days there's an "original instruments" movement in rock music as well
as in Baroque performance —a lot of
people seem to feel that some of the
"older" electroacoustical instruments
have more soul than contemporary
electronic ones. A perfect case in point
is the Hammond B-3 organ, which has
agrowly earthiness that no synth has
ever come close to matching. Katz's
Hammond mastery is impressive — full
of swells and percussive riffs — but it's
not the only arrow in his quiver. He's
also an impressive boogie-woogie
pianist, as illustrated on "Norton's
Boogie," where he romps freely with
guitarist Julien Kasper, driven along by
the powerful drumming of Ralph
Rosen. It's amover!
Also noteworthy is the trickily
propulsive "Jackalope Bar-B-Q," which
brings to mind Sammy Price's "Rib
Joint" updated for the '90s, down to the
bar-walking tenor-sax blowout by Tom
Hall and the supercharged guitar solo,
again by Kasper. And the venerable
"Compared to What?" makes for anice
change of pace, lifting the record out of
its blues groove for anice dose of organcombo jazz.
This disc highlights the power of ais
electric combo, featuring alot of deep,
tightly focused bass and percussive slam,
but never at the expense of detail. The
piano sound is every bit as honest as that
of the amplified instruments, and just as
full of timbre.
Ikeep thinking that Mighty Sam
McClain is going to have to plateau
sooner or later. His first AudioQuest
disc was about as good as they get —
powerful music performed with gritty
integrity and recorded honestly. But he
Stereophiie, June 1998

manages to top himself with each outing, and this is his best yet. Sam has one
of the best R&B voices out there, and he
writes great songs too.
The best writing, all the experts
agree, is the most specific, and with each
record Mighty Sam's songs become
even more personal. Unlike a lot of
powerhouse singers, he's not afraid of
intimate confession. On the opening
track, "I'm aMais," Sans takes on blues
convention and, instead of macho posturing, confesses "I'm aman, Ispell h-um-a-n." On "Other Side of the Tracks,"
he sings "I know all about precious
water /I've carried it on my back /I
know all about pickin' cotton / I've
picked it and put it in asack // Because
I've been there /Because I've lived it /
Because Iknow, Iknow, Iknow /The
other side of the track." Ibelieve him —
he's not bragging, he's testifying, and I,
at least, am compelled to listen. We both
spell it h-u-m-a-n, and McClain manages to force the connection across the
racial divide, any separation ill ages, and
every one of the other tiny differences
that so often keep people from really
connecting. "Here Iam," he says. "This
is who Ians and what I've seen and
what Ifeel." For the span of his records,
Ihear and feel it too.
On Journey, Mighty Sans also makes
a powerful connection to the great
ones who have come before, as he
sings the immortal Sans Cooke's "A
Change is Gonna Come." Cooke's version of the song, released after his
death, simultaneously celebrated the
inevitability of social change while
sounding weary, dubious even, of the
struggles ahead. McClain's ringing
affirmation sounds atriumphant note,
even as he echoes Cooke's worldweariness — change may have come,
he seems to be saying, but it wasn't
easy, and it isn't finished yet.
Throughout the disc, McClain is
backed with great sensitivity by his
band, which includes athree-piece hons
section and, yet again, Bruce Katz.
Everyone is superb, but Iwas particularly impressed with the loose-jointed,
open drumming of Zac Casano, whose
lithe rhythms keep the arrangements
from developing any sense of heaviness.
Harley and Ross give the proceedings afull-bodied sound that suits the
material — and Sam's voice — to a T.
McClain's voice is incredibly powerful,
and it would be tempting to emphasize
it, perhaps even to the point of parody.
But he never sounds bigger than life
here, just big as life. It's an important
distinction.

Notes

DORIAN
ALTRAA1AR: Iberian Garden, Vols. I& 2
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim Music in Medieval
Spain
Altramar: Jann Cosart, vihuelas d'arco, rebecs;
Angela Mariani, voice, harp, lira, percussion; Chris
Smith, vihuela da mano, mozarabic lute, oud,
percussion; David Stattelman, voice, percussion.
With: Timothy G. Johnson, shawm; Allison Zelles,
voice, harp, percussion
Discovery DIS-80151 (Volt), DIS-80158 (Vol. 2) (2
separate CDs). Peter Nothnagle, prod., eng.;
Timothy G. Johnson, prod.; David H. Walters, mastering eng. ODD. Us: 58:25 (Vol.1), 61:04 (Vol.2)
BALTIMORE CONSORT: The Ladyes Delight
Entertainment Music of Elizabethan England
The Baltimore Consort: Mary Anne Ballard, bass 8,
treble viols; Mark Cudek, cittern, bass viol; Custer
LaRue, soprano; Larry Lipkis, bass viol, soprano
recorder; Ronn McFarlane, lute; Chris Norman,
renaissance flutes; William Simms, bandora
DOR-90252 (CD). Douglas Brown, prod., eng.; Brian
M. Levine, prod.; Craig D. Dory, David H. Walters,
engs. DOD. TT: 63:18
BERTA ROJAS: Concierto Latinoamericano
Music of Barrios, Brouwer, Gismonti, Tom Jobim,
Laura, Piazzolla, Villa-Lobos
Berta Rojas, guitar
Discovery D1S-80159 (CD). Berta Rojas, prod.;
Gustavo Goldman, eng.; Douglas A. Brown, mastering eng. DOD. TT: 62:50

round the office, I've sometimes
heard John Atkinson refer to a
particular piece of music as "the
kind of stuff that only Wes likes."
Usually this means that it's somewhat
exotic, or at least not particularly mainstream, and it doesn't hurt if it incorporates unusual instruments or rhythmic
structures. Altramar's two-volume
Iberian Garden certainly qualifies on all
counts, but if you give it achance, Isuspect you'll find that you'll like it as
much as Ido.
This is all music from the period of
the Moorish occupation of Spain, when
Jewish, Christian, and Muslim cultures
freely intermingled and the ideal of
courtly love developed: While the rest
of Europe could only dimly remember
the grandeur that was Rome, Spain was
experiencing agolden age of Hebrew
poetry, Islamic science and art, and
Christian theology and music.
In 1993, the musical scholar and
perfonner Thomas Binkley challenged
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the members of Altramar to construct
a musical program that would give
equal weight to each of the traditions
that created that heady mixture of cultures —"Do that," he reportedly said,
"and you really will have donc something unique."'
Here it is, and "unique" is the word.
One of the things Ilike best about the
early-music revival — or the current
vogue for world music, for that matter—
is the sense of connection Ifeel with
people who live far away in terms of
space or time. As I listen to these
accounts of religious and secular love, of
rowdy late-night wine parties, and, in
one striking example, of another mortal's fear of death, the differences seem
so minor — the Arabic wail, the eastern
dance rhythms that predominate —
seem exciting, not off-putting. Iknow
these things, have felt them myself,
and, listening to these discs — such is
the artistry of Altramar — Ifeel them
all over again.
The recordings are superb, worthy of
comparison with Todd Garfinkel's discs
of similar material on MA Recordings.
The recordings were made at the
Church of the Immaculate Conception,
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana,
which has an incredibly "wet" acoustic.
The instrumental sound is crisp and
detailed, while the vocals are warm and
beautifully supported by the reverberant atmosphere.
Both volumes deserve your attention,
but if Iwere forced to pick only one, I'd
probably take Vo12, as it features a
deliriously danceable Zajal by Ibn
Quzman. Ican understand why this
tune has survived for 800 years —you
cannot listen to it without smiling.
Ilse Baltimore Consort's The Ladyes
Delight is acollection of works for what
was termed "the broken consort," an ensemble mixing strings with winds—in
this case, lute, bandora, bass viol, cittem,
treble viol (or violin), and flute —plus, in
some tunes, voice. You might say this is
the Elizabethan equivalent of Top 40: it
is all music of such public places as the
theater market, and dance-hall. And it's
delightful stuff, fiui to listen to or, if you're
up on Elizabethan dance, cut arug by.

1Hinkley was aformidable presence in the carly-music
scelle. Ile founded and led Der Studio der
llllll sik
(the Studio of Early Music) and was among the first to
hypothesize that the troubadour tradition must have
utilized and spread Arabic perfonnance traditions from
one end of Europe to the other. There is apossibly
apocryphal legend that he lived AS astreet peg-filmier in
several North African countries in order to experience
for himself the contemporary life of aminstrel. For any
band of earlv-m lsic performers, a challenge from
Hinkley is aku'i to being on amission from God.
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As usual, the Baltimore Consort pulls
it off with high spirits and alevel of pure
musicianship that never lets us hear
them sweat, even though it's hard work
to make anything sound this easy. The
sound ranks with Dorian's best: bright
and extended on top, with lots of gutty
string tone. As always, the Troy Savings
Bank's sustained reverberation gives a
lot of life to the proceedings.
Berta Rojas' collection of Latin
American guitar music is worth seeking
out. The works are strong, warm, and
personal—traits they share with her
playing. Her bold touch coaxes alovely,
plummy tone from her instrument —
which is supported by an honest, if perhaps overly intimate, recording.
But the tunes are definitely the thing
here. Antonio Laura's two Vals 14.ne.zolanos have astraightforward quality that
reminds me of Chopin in that, while
undeniably charming, the charm is
never overplayed. I always find the
music of Astor Piazzolla compelling,
and Ms. Rojas' reading of two transcriptions by Baltazar Benitez reveals the
contrast between determined modernist and hopeless romantic that creates
such lovely tension in his compositions.
And no one with an ear for 20th-century guitar music can ever get enough
of Leo Brouwer's oeuvre. Ms. Rojas
treats us to the delicate Cando,, de Cuna,
as well as nearly 15 minutes from The
Black Decatneron. The middle piece of
this triptych, "Flight of the Lovers
through the Valley of the Echoes," is
particularly vivid — and makes about
as much use of the dynamic range
available to the guitarist as any piece
I've ever heard.

DCC COMPACT CLASSICSal
THE DOOB1E BROTHERS: Best of the Doobies
GZS-1121 (gold CD). Ted Templeton, prod.; Donn
Landee, eng.; Steve Hoffman, remastering eng.
AAD. TT: 46:42

A

ctually, alater Best o
J.the Doobies
package was also released,
making this one Volume One,
technically. There were two very distinct phases in the Doobies' career. 'The
first, led by Tom Johnston, saw them as
a Southern-rock band — kind of a
poppier version of the Allman Brothers.
In later years, Michael McDonald
dominated their sound, which was
cleaner and, to my ears, less soulful. But
hey, that just shows what Iknow; their
later stuff was far and away more
popular with just about everybody else.

Notes

'This set straddles that great divide,
consisting mostly of the bumper crop of
radio-friendly rock singles from the
Johnston era, but also including two of
McDonald's hits. Oddly enough, this
doesn't make the set sound schizophrenic— each part serves to strengthen
the other. Songs like "China Grove,"
"Black Water," and "Jesus is Just
Alright" contrast very nicely with
"Takin' It to the Streets" and "It Keeps
You Running."
The songs on this set, which span
all of the first six Doobie albums other
than the first, were recorded by the
saine engineer, Donn Landee. As are-

sult, the album sounds far more unified
sonically than most "greatest hits" compilations. Steve Hoffman's remastering
is immediate and punchy — boy, does
he capture the full-throttle duinka-chunka of rhythm guitar! There's some
mighty tasty bass on here too. Ihave to
find where Istashed my LP of Toulouse
Street —if it sounds as good as Hoffman
makes it sound here, it just might be
one of the lost R2D4s of the early '70s.

WC XRCD
STEVE MILLER BAND: The Joker
JVCXR-0043-2 (CD). Steve Miller, prod.; lay
Ranellucci, eng.; Alan Yoshida, remastering eng.
MD. TT: 36:20
TINA TURNER: Private Dancer
JVCXR-0044-2 (CD). Rupert Hine, Terry Britten,
Carter, Joe Sample, Winton Felder, Ndugu
Chancier, Marlyn Ware, Greg Walsh, prods.; John
Hudson, Greg Walsh, Walter Samuel, F. Byron
Clark, engs.; Alan Yoshida, remastering eng. MD?
TT: 44:14

epending on the way you look
at it, The Joker was the last
great Steve Miller record or
the beginning of his slide into commercial vapidity. There's alittle to be
said for both views—while there's
no mistaking anything on The Joker
for the trailblazing rock of, say, his
179
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Notes

first four albums, there were still
some songs of substance separating
the anything-for-a-good-time Top 40friendly ditties.
Plus, it sounded great. The bass percolated punchily, and Miller's guitars
sounded airy and light, while full of color.
The clean production made much of the
skittering drumming ofJohn King, who
had the same kind of loose-limbed
polyrhydunic facility as Billy Martin. The
space and air of the original recording
hold up awfully well on JVC's remastering. Instruments sound solid and present,
while Miller's ironic vocal delivery
sounds mighty contemporary — weren't
we all supposed to be terribly sincere
back in 1973?

"The Joker" has become Miller's
theme song; certainly it's become far
better known than anything he did
before it, even if cynical critics (such as
myself) prefer his earlier efforts —and
who the hell do we think we are? 2 His
commercial success must certainly indicate that he struck aresponsive chord
with the public once he hit on this formula. But The Joker does have some
great stuff on it in addition to the loopy
"Shu Ba Du Ma Ma Ma," the title song,
and "Your Cash Ain't Nothin' But
Trash." I'm talking about the three
songs that close the album: "Come On
In My Kitchen" (the Robert Johnson
classic, inexplicably credited here to
"Woody Payne"), the spookily impassioned "Evil," and "Something to Believe In," alovely combination of love
song and lullaby. Those are songs you can
sink your teeth into — they have substance and fire, and 25 years later, they
still leave me wanting more.

2In one of my first "Quarter Notes," Itwitted Michael
Freiner, who was yet to join our staff, for not knowing
that "the pompetus of love" was really "the properties
of love." As many readers pointed out —and as
C's
exemplary remastering clearly shows —Mikey had it
right, and I had managed to mishear the line.
Repeatedly.
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Private Dancer is regarded as the best
of Tina Turner's solo efforts, no contest,
but Ifind it awfully hard to listen to.
Partly that's because Turner was so
obviously exorcizing her personal demons: Her tumultous marriage to Ike
was finally over and her mood was bitter. "I Used To Be Queen," she sang,
then asked "What's Love Got To Do
With It?" Other songs exude despair
and resignation: "I Can't Stand the
Rain," "Let's Stay Together," even
"Help." Subtle it wasn't.
Then there was Turner's voice...
which was raspy, pinched, and thin —
another sonic downer. But the worst
part was the synth-laden techno-pop
production, which was shared by six
different producers recording in six
different venues. Surprisingly, the result
is remarkably uniform; unfortunately,
the common denominator is how harsh
and unpleasant it all sounds.
That's not JVCs fault, of course. The
XRCD remastering preserves all that,
and in certain ways it sounds far better
than the Capitol original. It's certainly
clearer and cleaner. There's more separation of the individual instrumental
lines, and the drum-machine sound is
somewhat punchier. All that doesn't
make it any easier for me to listen to
than the earlier mastering, but that's not
to say you'll feel the same.

Ile

SPEAKER'S CORNER
DECCA REISSUES

III

GLAZUNOV: The Seasons
Albert Wolff, L'Orchestre de la Société des Concerts
du Conservatoire de Paris
Decca SXL 2141 (LP). No prod./eng. credited. AAA.
77: 37:53
VERDI: Aldo
Renata Tebaldi, Aida; Giulietta Simionato, Amneris;
Carlo Bergonzi, Radames; Cornell MacNeil,
Amonasro; Arnold Van Mill, Ramphis; Fernando
Corena, King of Egypt; Piero de Palma, Messenger;
Eugenia Ratti, Priestess; Singverein der Gesellschah der Musikfreunde, Vienna Philharmonic,
Herbert von Karajan
Decca SM. 2167-8-9 (3 LPs). John Culshaw, prod.
AAA. TT: 2:27:24

II

t's simple to dismiss Glazunov as
a "minor" composer, but Ifind
much of his work to be charming
and easy on the ear. True, Ihaven't
heard any of his nine symphonies, but
that's mostly because nobody programs
them and, as far as Iknow, no one
has ever recorded the cycle. Based on
the recorded evidence Ihave heard —
afew ballets, apair of piano concertos,
aviolin concerto, some works for saxophone — Ibet they'd be fun. The man
could write tunes.

The big, swaggering one that begins
the "Autumn" section of The Seasons is
agood example. It compels you to take
notice, and livens up the work considerably. Of course, the whole ballet
is filled with lovely instrumental color
and delightful little sonic pleasures —
all of which are on display in this fine
remastering.
The sound is transparent and focused,
especially the strings and the triangle,
which sees quite a bit of use in this
score. The orchestral texture doesn't
include alot of deep bass, but there are
afew powerful moments that reveal this
to be more amatter of the score than of
the recording.
If you want to branch out beyond the
warhorses and you prefer charm to profundity, The Seasons is well worth your
attention. Iknow I'm going to play it
frequently.
The Decca Aida is one of the crowning achievements of the golden age of
stereophony. Its cast is remarkable:
Bergonzi is supremely sensitive to matters of shading and line; Tebaldi's
yummy voice slides over the melody
like water flowing over stone —she, too,
shows remarkable restraint here —and
Cornell MacNeil, Fernando Corena,
and Arnold van Mill turn in performances of exceptional merit.
The chorus shows an all-too-rare sensitivity to the internal harmonies inherent in Verdi's score, and this alone would
make the Decca recording special —but
they also show aprecision in dynamic
shading that is nothing short of aweinspiring. The same could be said of the
Vienna Philharmonic under von Karajan.
They play brilliantly, dramatically, and
always with exceptional musicality.
But what really distinguishes this
recording is the incredible attention lavished on the atmosphere of the individual sections. John Culshaw, the legendary
producer of Solti's recording of Wagner's
Ring cycle, here used no fewer than six
distinct acoustics to achieve what he
Stereophile, June 1998

System
The recordings mentioned in this
installation of "Quarter Notes"
were auditioned on the following
system:
LP playback: Linn LP12 turntable, Lingo power supply, Cirkus
suspension, Ekos tonearm, Arkiv
phono cartridge.
CD playback: Naim CD 3.5 CD
player.
Preamplification: Linn Linto
phono section, Conrad-Johnson
ART preamplifier.
Power amplifier: Cary 805C
monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: Alón Circe.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112; Magro
Stereo Display Stands.
Sound treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps;
RPG Abffusors; retromingent
feline.
—Wes Phillips

deemed "the flexibility required for a
modern recording of [the work]."
You might think the use of all those
halls would make it sound disjointed,
but that's not the case. Culshaw used
the different acoustics to great dramatic effect. Take, for example, the scene
at the Temple of Vulcan in Act 1, scene
2. Culshaw writes, "There must be .1
completely different acoustical quality
between the chorus of priests on stage
and the solo priestess and priestesses
far within the temple. It is not aquestion of dynamics, but of attaining a
sense of depth through contrast in
type of sound." This he very defmitely
achieved —and as spectacular as that
contrast was, it was even more dramatically correct. It leaves me in goosebumps every time.
Speaker's Corner has done afine job
on this reissue. The discs are quiet, and
individual vocal and instrumental timbre is beautifully rendered —particularly Tebaldi's voice, which is rich as butter.
The dynamic range is a marvel to
behear as well — especially the quieter
passages, which are delineated with
extraordinary delicacy. But some of the
tuttis sound congested and develop an
opacity not at all in keeping with the
overall nacressence of the sound. Nitpicking aside, this is one of the most satisfying recordings of any opera you are
ever likely to hear.
Stereophile, June 1998
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Music Metre-III Interconnect .5m pr
Metre-III Interconnect 1m pr
Music
IInterconnect 1.5m pr
Signature Interco
.5m pr
Signature Balanced XLR
s nect .5m pr
Signature Interconnect 1m pr
Signature Balanced XLR Interconnect 1m pr
Signature Speaker Cable 6' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 7' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 8' pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 9 pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 10 pair w/spades
Signature Speaker Cable 15' pair w/spades
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Dragon Interconnect
1meter pair
Dragon Interconnect
2meter pair
Sceptor Interconnect
1meter pair
Sceptor Interconnect
1.5 meter pair
Sceptor Interconnect
2meter pair
Sceptor Balanced XLR
1meter pair
Sceptor Balanced XLR
2meter pair
Apprentice Interconnect .5 meter pair
Apprentice Interconnect 1meter pair
Apprentice Interconnect 1.5 meter pr
Apprentice Interconnect 2meter pair
Apprentice Balanced 1meter pair
Presto Interconnect .5 meter pair
Presto Balanced 1meter pair
Excalibur Digital BNC 1meter
Spellcaster Balanced 1meter
Vision Video Cable
2meter
Excalibur Speaker Cable 4' pair
Excalibur Speaker Cable 6' pair
Excalibur Speaker Cable 8' pair
Excalibur Speaker Cable 10 pair
Excalibur Speaker Cable 12' pair
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 4' pr
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 6' pr
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 8' pr
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cabk 10
Excalibur Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 12'
Spellcaster Speaker Cable 8' pr

$24.95
$34.95
$49.95
$59.95
$69.95
$79.95
$99.95
$67.95
$79.95
$95.00
$109.95
$99.95
$86.95
$129.95
$99.95
$279.95
$95.00
$139.95
$164.95
$199.95
$249.95
$299.95
$159.95
$184.95
$219.95
$279.95
$319.95
$329.95

STRAIGHT WIRE

Used &Demo Cable Deals

Audio Magic Illusion Power Cord 2m
MIT Terminator-2 Bi-wire 12'pr
Monster Sigma Interconnect 1m pr
Monster M1000-III w/TIFF RCA 1m
McCormick Wonder Link Digital Im
Straightwire Virtuoso Bi-Wire 12' pr
Straightwire Maestro Bi-Wire 8' pr
Tara Labs Temporal Continuum 1m pair
Tara Labs Space & Time 1meter pair
Transparent Ultra Speaker Cable 40' pr
Transparent Ultra Interconnect 1m pr
Transparent Ultra Interconnect 2m pr
Transparent Ultra Interconnect 2m pr
Transparent Balanced Music Link 1m pr
Transparent AES/EBU Digital Link 1m
XLO Signature Speaker Cable 6' pair

$299.95
$239.95
$349.95
$79.95
$99.95
$1199.00
$249.95
$149.95
$49.95
$1699.00
$399.00
$459.00
$459.00
$125.00
$199.95
$699.00

Harmony Interconnect
Imeter pail
Musicable-II Interconnect 1meter pr
Symphony Interconnect .5meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 1meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 1.5 meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 2meter pr
Laserlink Interconnect 3meter pr
[SI -Encore Interconnect 1.5m pr
[SI-Encore Interconnect 2m pr
Rhapsody Interconnect 1m pr
Rhapsody Interconnect 1.5m pr
Maestro Interconnect 1meter pair
Maestro Interconnect 1.5 meter pair
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Silverlink Video/Digital Cable 1m
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$69.95
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$89.95
$97.50
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$13
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$369.95

NORDOST

$64.95
Black Knight Interconnect 1meter pair
$104.00
Blue Angel Interconnect 1meter pair
4-Flat Bi-Wire Speaker Cable 8'pr w/spades
$89.95
Flatline Gold Speaker Cable 8'pr w/spades
$69.95
Super Flatline Bi-Wire 8'pr w/spades
$139.95
Octava Speaker Cable 8conductor solid core 79¢ per foot

More Cable deals on the WEB at http://rnembers.aol.com/hcmaudic

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269

975 East Ave #192, Chico, CA 95926
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We Need Investors
Now Offering The Lowest Return On Your Dollar

From the folks who make the most powerful,
most detailed, most realistic sounding
professional bass systems in the world comes
the new InfraSub-18 designed specifically for
the home. The InfraSub-18 uses abuilt-in
simplified version of their ELF processor and
their 18" bass drive. The InfraSub-18 is so
good that one reviewer said it sounds as good as
their S-18E/ELF system which is considered
state-of-the-art by most audiophile reviewers.
The InfraSub-18 is simple to install. It's 400
watt power amp is built-in, so just plug it into
the wall and feed asignal from your
preamp, power amp, or receiver.
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Haller has been building high value, cost effective audiophile grade
power amps since 1975. And the current line of Trans•Nova amps
are the best ever. Designed by Jim Strickland of Acoustat fame, they
offer unequaled 3-dimensional sound stage and smoothness in the
midrange and highs. All models can be bridged for mono block use,
and all models can take XI.R Balanced inputs. All models are black.
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The HC818 features fixed level outputs for adding a
surround decoder, 7inputs, 2tape loops with dubbing
and background recording. Plus, it has an audiophilegrade line stage for aseparate audio-only system. The
HC828 has 5video inputs (S-video or composite), it can
handle up to 3monitors with separate source selection for
each. In addition, all outputs are S-video and composite.
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Transnova 9505 Diablo...$995
Transnova 9303 Diablo...$679
Transnova P3000
$399
Transnova P1500
$329
Transana P1000
$289

(List $2200)
(List $1300
(List $800)
(List $590)
(List $560)
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Hailer Transnova P3000
$649 (List $800)
Hatter Transnova P1500
$475 (List $590)
Hailer Transana P1000
$399 (List $560)
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eAt Stereo Center /Front Row experience the full line of
Synergistic Research cable technologies including all 8of
their Stereophile Recommended Component Cables.

C Hear Synergistic Research in our "BIG" room on Levinson
electronics and Wilson Audio loudspeakers.

Stereo Center /Front Row
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www.SynergisticResearch.com

2065 S. Linden Road. Flint MI 48532 voice 810.732.2220
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Shostakovich's Symphony 10

1
1

The rest of the piece —the abrupt explo- posed afirst version of Symphony 10 in
've loved Dmitri Shostakovich's work
from the first time Iheard it in the sion of the Allegro (now unmasked as a 1951-52 and shelved it. It seems unlike1960s —typically, it was Symphony portrait of Stalin), the enigmatic Allegretto, ly that the piece as we have it now was
5with Leonard Bernstein conducting — and the frustrating if vigorous whirlwind written then; the last movement, among
and maintained an untroubled devotion of the Finale—was also admired, if at other things, celebrates the death of
through the years when it was hard to lesser volume. Once Testimony had been Stalin and the composer's unexpected
find recordings of the composer's work.
digested, disputed, and redigested, survival. The Tenth's premiere in '53
At the time, most critics, while
helped initiate the Thaw of the
sort of admiring Shostakovich, 1
early Khrushchev years (folalways felt compelled to deplore
lowed all too quickly by what
his bombast and to wonder about
Vassily Aksyonov called the
the apparently orthodox com- e
Burn). As he had done before in
munist weirdness of his politics.
all sorts of dangerous, equivocal,
Each new mordant masterwork
sometimes nearly lethal circumcame equipped with an author- Mr.
stances, Shostakovich had borne
ial statement about how he had
witness to the truth for himself
tried to depict the victory of
and those who had lived and
Marxism-Leninism and the radidied through the epoch with
ant future of the Workers' State.
him: aprofoundly Russian gesThose not clued in to the comture designed to be understood
plexities of Soviet life and humor
very differently by his public and
were left wondering which end
by the massive, murderous, endwas up.
lessly stupid regime. He had also
Iwent on exploring such rewritten adeeply personal work
cordings as could be found, disof great tragic dignity and power.
covering, in particular, SymSymphony 10 begins almost
«01"
phonies 6, 9, and 10, some quarinaudibly in the basses with an
tets, and the two great violin Acommunist loyalist or asecret dissident? Shostakovich walked a evocative but apparently unasconcertos. At the debut of Sym- precarious high wire throughout his composing career.
suming six-note phrase that rises,
phony 14, asong cycle about
cycles back down to rise again,
death, imprisonment, and more death, Shostakovich's Tenth was more than and is then repeated in evolving form
the composer again said that it depicted merely okay to listen to; it was agreat through aseries of modulations and a
the joys of life under communism. and necessary work of our time.
continuous linking of motifs. Although
Which it pretty much did.
Premiered after Stalin's death in there is no shortage of melody, one is
Shostakovich died in 1975, ahero of 1953, Symphony 10 was Shostakovich's less aware of the presence ola tune than
the Soviet Union. The Western publica- first large-scale work since 1948 and the of aseries of turns of phrase by which
tion in 1979 of Testimony—his apparent round of postwar purges in which the the material is opened up: asuggestive
memoirs, as told in whole or in part to composer was publicly roasted by the stretch of music in which virtually all
Solomon Volkov — revealed him as a apparat and fired from his teaching post the symphony's thematic material is
secret dissident whose music wore a at the Leningrad Conservatory for sketched. Shostakovich's characteristic
deep disguise and who, besides, now alleged incompetence. In the interven- use of modality and modulation seems
turned out to be one of the unforget- ing years he had written the bare mini- very close to Russian Orthodox church
table voices of Russian literature in this mum of official dreck — Song of the music, while sounding little like it —in
century. It also made it hip, even Forests, lite Sun Shines on the Fatherland, fact, the tone-world of this composer,
Aesthetically Correct, to enjoy his music etc. —lots of film music, afew academic- the most profoundly Russian since
in the West.
seeming pieces like the 24 Preludes and Mussorgsky even though his ancestors
Even without that book's input, the
Fugues for Piano (which were con- were Polish and Siberian, is strikingly
old warhorse of the Fifth had been sta- demned for formalism anyway), and Asiatic. His stepwise, frequently disbled, and the Tenth, in EMinor, Op.93, string quartets. He stashed his most guised modulations give him the chance
had been buckled into harness as important work in adesk drawer: an old to move the tonal center all over the
Shostakovich's greatest symphony. The Russian tradition that predates the deba- place without losing the soulful unifylong threnody of the opening Moderato, cle of October 1917.
ing gravity of pedal-point and drone.
worked through by successive waves of
Pianist Tatyana Nikolayeva (for
Intervallic motion within the phrasorchestral climax, was acknowledged his whom he wrote the Preludes and ing moves by small steps, as if the
single greatest symphonic movement. Fugues) claims that Shostakovich com- melodic impulse were afraid to raise its
Stereophile, June 1998
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Building
head too high. When aclarinet theme
enters, the introduction is over: asecond
thematic grouping in the strings replies
to the clarinet, indicating sonata-form
development to follow, but instead we
are swept up into afirst, unexpected climax that carries more than ahint or two
of the crisis of the "Eroica" 's Marciafunebre. It is all the climax that most symphonic movements would need, but for
Shostakovich it is only away of marking
out territory and scale, of letting us
know what riches he can draw from this
spare material, and that some major
transformation is en route. In fact, this
climax, although it has cleared the air,
has resolved nothing. For the next little
while acertain amount of sonata-form
pas de deux carries the action forward:
two themes touch hands in passing as
they turn, then some rhythmic variation
whirls them to the other side of the
room. The orchestration pits section
against section for maximum thematic
clarity, although, as so often in Shostakovich, the woodwind writing is wonderfully subtle.
In the middle of this arch-form
Moderato comes the big crunch. In fact, it
is not the big, wave-crashing crescendos
— too simply built, even arabid fan like
me must admit — but the hugely architectonic return of the symphony's introductory material, given short shrift by
most commentators, that achieves the
catharsis and makes aresolution possible: It is the work oía great master.
The second movement is the nowfamous Stalin portrait, asavage two-beat
scherzo to wake up the punters in the
back row.
In the third movement, even alistener
equipped with only the sketchiest set of
liner notes, or none at all, will know that
he is listening to music that is written in

something like code. A limping waltz
gradually acquires accompaniment that
yields the by now well-known DSCH
figure of D, E-flat, C, B— the composer's monogram in German notation.
Once fully sounded, this theme encounters astriking french-horn figure that
once seemed an unearthly, unanswered
summons, but which we now "know" to
be alove note to Elmira Nazirova, a
woman with whom Shostakovich had a
probably Platonic infatuation in 1953: E,
L(a), Mi, Re, transposed up afifth. It also
echoes the opening horn declamation of
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde. Does this
mean that we now "know" what's going
on here? My own feeling is that, by the
time anything enters an artistic matrix as
fully fonned as Shostakovich's Tenth, it
has been pressed into the service of auniversalizing voice: it has been achieved.
Codes aside, the horn theme provokes
the immediate recurrence of the symphony's opening bars and ushers in a
ruminative nocturne. This affecting
musical/dramatic coup is also an indecipherable something inviting Shostakovich, and us, to higher clarity, consciousness, freedom, light. It is asign that,
even in so fatally compromised alife as
Soviet reality allowed, something better
might be possible, if only as Platonic eternity, as hope, as dream; finally, as music.
This confrontation of reality and dream is
brought to an unexpectedly dramatic
conclusion, and the movement falters to
muteness soon after.
Most listeners' discontent with the
Tenth centers on the last movement. It
begins with a nonproblematic adagio
introduction, the first phrase of which
quotes Schubert's "Unfinished" in a
Shostakovichian admission that perhaps
this symphony, for ahost of political and
personal reasons, is essentially tinfinish-

a Library

able. The main thematic content of this
introduction, itself derived from the first
bars of the symphony and linked to the
DSCH motif, will provide the lyrical
remission when, later in the Allegro,
Dmitri Shostakovich (as DSCH) vehemently survives the death of Stalin. In
the intro, aseries of woodwind solos that
echo Asiatic taksints —voices imprisoned
in Eastern wilderness? — eventually provides atransition to the Allegro theme.
Certainly one's first reaction to this
happy major-mode diatonic monstrosity is one of disbelief—a wrenching disjuncture from the modal, minor, Asiatic,
Mussorgskian tone-world we've been in
till now. The practiced Shostakovich listener will know that this man brought
off this particular sardonic rictus snore
successfully in his violin concertos,
Symphony 6, and above all in Symphony 9, that marvelous postwar screwyou note to the Big Moustache. And yet
one also eventually sees that this trivial,
even brainless theme is subjected to successively more serious, or at least more
sinister, variations and development.
Finally, the Dies Irae of the "Stalin"
material heaves into view, only to be
annihilated by atriumphantly crushing
DSCH. Comedy and celebration ensue.
Only the very finest performances of
the Tenth have areal grasp of the intensity of this movement; when you've
heard it done right, all other readings
seem simply played through.
Which leads us to...
The recordings
Conventional wisdom, at least in the
West, has it that Herbert von Karajan's
1967 version is all the Shostakovich
Tenth most folks will ever need.
Certainly it is one of the conductor's
finest recordings, and most likely the

A Shostakovich Symphony 10 Discography, in Descending Order
The A-List
Yevgeny Mravinslcy, Leningrad
Philharmonic (with Symphony 6),
Melodiya/BMG 25198-2
Yuri Temirkanov, Leningrad
Philharmonic (with Symphony 2),
Russian Disc RD CD 11 195
Herbert von Karajan, Berlin
Philharmonic, DG Galleria 429 716-2
Yevgeny Svedanov, USSR Symphony
Orchestra, Melodiya/Angel
R-40025, Melodiya C 01721-2
(LPs, both out of print)
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The Rest
Leonard Slaticin, St Louis Symphony,
RCA Red Seal, (out of print)
Yoel Levi, Atlanta Symphony,
Collins Classics 1106
Eliahu Inbal, Vienna Symphony,
Denon CO-79474
Simon Rattle, Philharrnonia
Orchestra, EMI CDC 542350 2
Gennady Rozhdestvensky, USSR
Ministry of Culture Orchestra,
Melodiya MCD 131

Recommended Reading
Testimony, by Dmitri Shostakovich
and Solomon Volkov: Darkly, bitterly
funny, and one of the essential books
on the Russian century. Limelight
Editions, $17.95.
Shostakovich: A Life Remembered, by
Elizabeth Wilson: Compilation of the
testimony of the composer's friends
and associates. An invaluable and
nuanced documentation of the man
in his epoch. Princeton Paperbacks,
$18.95.

—Rafi Zabor
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best-played performance of the symMravinsky's great premiere recordand check your tonsils. It is, hands down,
phony on disc: the Berlin Philharmonic
ing, first released on an LP that seemed
the greatest performance of this symplays like adream. And yet, like most to epitomize every dreary atom of phony on disc or record, and comes comnon-Russian performances, it's abit too
Soviet sonics and Soviet life, is now plete with afine stereo performance of
smooth. Traveling with von Karajan is a available on aSaga CD with better glasthe great Shostakovich Sixth. And yet...
little like taking a long drive in a nost and perestroika: the brass has the
even though both men shared ataste
Mercedes. The car is so well machined
charm of atruck horn, and the incalcufor rigorous objectivity in performance,
that the materials never actually reach
lable dimness of life in the old USSR
Mravinsky was aman of colder temthe point of stress. The road falls easily
has been reduced to the dimensions of a perament than Shostakovich; some of
under the car's command, but there is padded cell inside acardboard box. I'm
Shostakovich's deep-hearted core goes
something slightly soulless to the expeglad Ihave acopy, but Idon't listen to it missing in aMravinsky reading.
rience, and, even at this high level of much. Among more recent MravinskyA performance of unmistakably
play, there's something atad inhuman
ings on disc, only one, on Erato, is in
Mravinskian stamp, yet one that supabout ICarajan's assured surmounting of stereo —a decent concert recording from
plies some of what Mravinsky leaves
the music's waves. Karajan (like, so far,
March 3, 1976 — but the first moveout, is available on Russian Disc from
all non-Russian conductors) fails to play
ment seems rushed, the full magic is Yuri Temirkanov and Mravinsky's
this music with the ferocity, passion, and
only intermittently present, and anumorchestra, the Leningrad Philharmonic.
unremitting realism —the sense of lived
ber of brass players experience lip trou- The 1972 stereo concert sound is surexperience — it demands. At this,
ble at serious junctures toward the end.
prisingly fine, and the rich orchestral
Yevgeny Mravinksy, Yuri Temirkanov,
To my way of thinking, the Mravinsky
tone in many ways combines the virtues
and Maxim Shostakovich (in aradio
Tenth to have is the March 31, 1976 live
of Mravinsky and von Karajan. The
performance) are supreme. Even so, it's
recording on Melodiya /BMG: note the
Temirkanov might almost be my first
arecording Iwouldn't want to be withdate, it must have been an interesting choice were it not for one little thing.
out, and his reading of the great first month in the locker room. The recordFor some reason — youth, perhaps —
ing is in mono, the sound is harsh, and Temirkanov decided to pounce on the
movement may still be unsurpassed.
some instrumental groupings advance fortissimo "Elmira" horn figure at the criThe original LP was one of Deutsche
sis of the third movement, and has the
Grammophon's winners, a bit comupon you and then recede, but the
impassioned performance more than
pressed but nicely detailed and lucidly
hornist play the figure at half-tempo,
staged; on CD so far it has been availmakes up for these little glitches. Mravspoiling the moment completely. Now,
able only in abudget Galleria edition,
insky sometimes pushes the orchestra
Imay be cuckoo, but it seems to me that
boomy and undefined in the bass and
beyond its limits, and there's some
you should trust the composer, especialfeaturing granular, audibly discontinuscrambling to catch up, but there is also
ly when he is agenius working at his
ous string tone —particularly unfortuan almost frightening intensity that will
very highest level. By now, Temirkanov
nate vis-à-vis the long lines and ground
pin your ears back, clean your corneas,
must wince every time he hears the
basses of the first movement. (ICarajan's
later digital recording has recently been
remastered to the tune of 20 bits and
reissued on Karajan Gold, but it sounds î
like avirtuoso runthrough from which
most of the tragic feeling has been surgically excised.) At this writing, the
Galleria disc has been withdrawn. My
guess is that the music will get the 20bit treatment and a reissue in The
Originals series. Wait for it.
Yevgeny Mravinsky is, of course, the
pre-eminent conductor of the Soviet
epoch; he premiered most of Shostakovich's symphonies from 5on, until
parting ways with the composer over the
political daring of 13. In his three currently available recordings of 10, all with
the Leningrad Philharmonic, everything
that von Karajan does well Mravinsky
does well with less delicacy but greater
authenticity and traction: the music bites
and churns, in the last movement the racing woodwind figures shriek in wholly
appropriate near-hysteria, and the end is
pandemonium — afully achieved savagery of celebration that points up the
failure of every Western conductor so far
to bring off anything like aBeethovenian
catharsis, and therefore asuccessful interShostakovich performing in Leningrad on his 50th birthday, November 14, 1956.
pretation of the symphony as awhole.
Stereophrie, June 1998
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moment, but it's too late. Still, if you
love this music you should hear this
disc, and it's not impossible that the conductor will record the piece again.
These three recordings comprise
the A-list of performances ready to
hand, but two currently unavailable
recordings must also be mentioned.
What might be the greatest Tenth I've
ever heard —I caught only the second
half—was conducted by the composer's son, Maxim Shostakovich, with
the Chicago Symphony at the Ravinia
Festival in, Ithink, 1984, and broadcast on FM. It was as intense as the
Mravinsky but as full-bodied as a
Russian bear in full charge; I've never
heard anything quite like it, and it
makes Maxim's inert, nerveless studio
recording on Collins Classics doubly,
triply, multiply inexplicable.
Symphony 10 seems to suggest potentially bottomless emotional depths, and
it will likely occur to most listeners
deeply engaged by it that if you slowed
the first movement down alittle, or
maybe even a lot —as Bernstein so
memorably did in his second recording
of 5—you might be able to plunge
through layer after layer and pluck out
the very heart of its mystery. In fact, a
number of conductors have tried this
tactic, with mixed and interesting results.
The earliest and still best of these
attempts is that of Yevgeny Svetlanov
and the USSR Symphony Orchestra,
whose 1967 recording is currently out
of print. The Melodiya/EMI pressing
has an unpleasant blaring quality, but
the original Russian Melodiya import is
surprisingly refined. The available A-list
trio clock in with first movements of
between 22 and 23 minutes, but
Svetlanov stretches it to 25 without a
hint of slackness —most other conductors who have tried the tactic, like
Rostropovich and Berglund, have either
lost structural coherence or made the
music sound merely lugubrious. Svetlanov's is, for me, the most profound
recording of this movement, so deeply
moving that Idon't want to listen to it
too casually or too often. The rest of the
symphony is A-class except for an oddly
clunky third movement —stolid tempo,
too-fruity horn tone in the nocturne. If
you find acopy, or some genius puts it
out on CD, grab it fast.
So much for the very best performances. The missing guest at the table is
Leonard Bernstein, easily the greatest
non-Russian Shostakovich conductor,
and sometimes just the greatest flat-out,
though he never got around to waxing a
Tenth. But if, in the absence of 20-bit
Stereophile, June 1998
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von Karajan, you're looking for awellrecorded stereo backup for the brilliant
but shrill Mravinsky, there are anumber
of fine recordings to make up aB-list,
each honorable, each with its special
virtue. Eliahu Inbal and the Vienna
Symphony bring alightness and near-

make it a useful resource for future
interpreters.
Perhaps the best B-list recording all
in all is by, yes, yet another Russian.
Gennady Rozhdestvensky and the
USSR Ministry of Culture Symphony
Orchestra give the Tenth adeeply felt
reading that gets alittle baggy here and
there but never loses touch with the
heart of the music. It's on aMelodiya
import from England that drifts in and
out of availability on these shores.
Andrew Litton's recording on Virgin
Classics is serviceable, but I found
Mariss Janson's recent outing with the
Philadelphia Orchestra on EMI overbrisk and insufficiently expressive,
despite fine reviews from other quarters; I may be missing something.
polmányi's workmanlike Chicago disc
has been deleted but may be found for a
pittance, and features afine Lutoslawski
pairing. I wish the expressive old
Haitink performance was still around.
Neeme Jârvi and the Scottish National
Orchestra, on Chandos, actually offer a
more incisively conceived and betterplayed version than most of the B-list,
but the conception is Mravinsky's and
the execution unelectric; it's redundant
as astereo backup and insufficient as a
first choice.
In sum, Yevgeny Mravinsky has
come closest to a definitive performance, but we are still aPlatonic millimeter or so short of the ideal. One
One of the world's most serious composers,
awaits amaturer Temirkanov reading,
circa 1965, allows alittle giddiness.
and Semyon Bychkov has yet to be
heard from. Maxim Shostakovich's
delicacy to the music that may come as a Chicago performance, maybe the best
we'll ever hear, might yet leak out. And
relief to listeners who find its heaviness
then there's Valery Gergiev, from
oppressive. Yoel Levi and the Atlanta
Symphony have followed Svetlanov into
whom something unexpectable can reasonably be expected. And who's to say
aslowed-down, largely successful depth
dive, although the performance does bag what Westerner might come up with
out alittle at the knees; and Leonard
something fundamental in the field?
Slaticin and the St. Louis Symphony in The odds have lengthened with Bernparticular offer aviable alternative to
stein gone, but who knows? It could be
von Karajan in aperformance that prothe Brooklyn Philharmonic with Robert
vides many of the latter's strengths and
Spano. I'm not kidding —Brooklyn is
better sound (at least until that recording Shostakovich country.
is remastered), although Slatkin's last
So there it still is, likely the mid-cenmovement is adistinct letdown.
tury's greatest symphony, with nothing
to match it for decades in both direcSimon Rattle's recording with the
Philharmonia Orchestra on EMI is a tions —an instance not only of musical
but of human survival, dedication, and
special case. Probably the least idiomatic
performance on disc—despite its masintegrity. In many ways, Dmitri Shostakovich seems to me as great aman as our
sively slowed-down first movement, we
are along way from anything Russian —
difficult and equivocal century has proit seems an attempt to put the piece over duced. Ecce his Tenth Symphony. One
purely on the strength of its architectonmight overestimate the power of art in
the face of monstrous history, or trivialics. That it succeeds as well as it does
ize the difficulty of its achievement by
despite its central perversity makes the
performance fascinating for aficionados
calling it atriumph. But given the strictures, that's exactly what it is.
like me, and might — who knows? —
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Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
EDWARD ELGAR: Enigma Variations, In the
South, Coronation March
George Hurst Boumemouth Symphony Orchestra
Naxos 8.553564 (CD). 1997. Paul Myers, prod.;
Dave Harries, eng. DDD. Tr: 58:47
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

vincing,ly determined the identity of
the hidden second theme. As for the
larger, overall theme, it could be the
Enigma Variations
In the South •Corona' . March
syllables of Edward Elgar's name,
it ,,,,,
which perfectly match rhythmically
the melody's four-note beginning.
naletter to his parents in 1930, a
17-year-old Benjamin Britten
Leaving aside these enticing mysdescribed his attendance at a
teries, the Enigma music itself repreLondon concert. The first half of the
sents asignificant stage in Elgar's deprogram consisted of works by
velopment and in the course of
Humperdincic, Mozart, and Maliler,
English music. It was this work—
but since the second half was to be "all
hailed by Rimsky-Korsakov as "the
Elga4" Britten and his friend left at
best [set of orchestral variations] since
intermission. This little anecdote viBrahms"— that elevated the 42-yearvidly illustrates the clear division that
old Elgar to the upper echelon of
had grown between the establishment
English composers. Enigma and the
British composers of the turn of the century and arapidly violin and cello concertos are so rich in melody and sumpemerging new breed of musical thinkers. To the young tuously scored orchestral effects, and so skillfully wrought
post-World War Igeneration of developing composers — in their emotional impact that audiences and performers
the likes of Ralph Vaughan Williams, Charles Stanford, can't help but love to hear and play them.
Hubert Parry—Edward Elgar (1857-1934) belonged to an
These are points well understood by the excellent
outdated, distastefully imperialistic empire, its music and Bournemouth Symphony and its able conductor; George
mores marked by arigid, exclusionary formality.
Hurst. Inexplicably underrated, especially for its exemEven Elgar recognized the enormous change in his coun- plary interpretations of British music, the Bournemouth
try's musical climate when, in 1932, he reluctantly began ensemble offers lucid, vibrant performances with wellwork on anever-to-be-completed third symphony. He had drawn phrasing and effectively graded dynamics, delivered
known for years that the world that had shaped his most without excess. True to the composer's intentions, this perfluid and worthy ideas was gone. In fact, following his wife's formance is blessedly free of heaviness in texture, and the
death in 1920, Elgar offered the world no more major harmonic development is imaginative and well conceived.
works. However, when viewed in their proper context, his "Nimrod," the beautiful adagio variation that forms the
accomplishments are rather remarkable, and the works on heart and soul of the work, is played here with the kind of
this recording give us afair taste of his orchestral range.
tempo and attention to detail that makes it easy to see why
Born to as
i
toiscl:eepe4 Elgar had great difficulty rising it is one of the most beloved passages in romantic orchesthrough the
of a strictly class-conscious society. tral music. Sonically, the engineering is lively and dynamMajor success came relatively late — in his early 40s — ic, allowing us to hear the detail among the inner parts
although in his younger days he had had occasional "hits," while providing areasonably deep soundstage and asanssuch as the popular violin piece Salut d'amour. Indeed, it
ng sense of the orchestra's presence — especially the
was only in 1899, when he produced the startlingly ambi- fullness of its fortissimos.
tious and engaging Variations on an Original Theme—now
Hurses reading of In the South is equally impressive. Less
known as the Enigma Variations— that his place in the his- bold, more genteel, but with the same facility for integrating
tory of English music was assured. These 14 variations structural and thematic components, this version of Elgar's
originally were conceived as playful yet serious musical overture is afully developed, sturdy, and an often exciting
"pictures" of several friends, including the composer's wife, performance. Elgar's Coronation Mardi, written for the corohis publisher, an amateur cellist, Elgar himself, and even a nation of King George V in 1911, is, at nine minutes, asubdog belonging to the organist at Hereford Cathedral.
stantial and impressive orchestral tribute, exuding acharac"Enigma" refers not to these barely disguised personali- teristically proud, heroic eloquence. While there are other
ties, but to aso-called hidden theme —"one that everyone notable recordings of these works, such as Dutuoit/Montreal
would know" — claimed by the composer to accompany in
(London 430241-2) and Andrew Davis/Philharmonia
counterpoint the work's original theme. Elgar additionally Orchestra (CBS MDK 44788) for the Enigma Variation.% and
referred to alarger theme that supposedly "goes with" the Slatkin/London PO (RCA 60380-2RC) and Andrew
entire set, "but is not played." Although many suggestions Davis/BBC So (Teldec 9031-74888-2) for In The South, none
have been offered — including "Auld Lang Syne," "Rule, can beat this pairing for its exceptional values, with no musiBritannia," and "God Save the King" — no one has con- cal or sonic compromises.
-David Vernier
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BRUCE ADOLPHE

BRUCE ADOLPHE
411

Turning, Returning
String Quartet 2, "Turning, Returning"; "In Memories
Of ..." for Piano and String Quartet; String Quartet
I, "By aGrace of Sense Surrounded"; "And All is
Always Now" for Violin 8. Piano
Marija Stroke, piano; Brentano String Quartet
CRI CD 761 (CD). 1997. Judith Sherman, prod., eng.
ODD. Tr: 57:10
Performance ****
Sonics ****

S

orne of my music is darkly
obsessive, poetic, and dramatic, while the rest of it is comical, slippery, and entertaining." So
writes New York composer Bruce
Adolphe in the liner notes for this CD.
The music on this disc definitely falls
into the former category, to which he
might have added the adjective "engrossing." Adolphe marries a stringent
economy of means to aremarkable resourcefulness in these four haunting,
ethereal works. If he wasn't out to prove
that he could paint vistas with just afew
dabs of color, he might as well have been.
Throughout these compositions,
Adolphe seems to set a limit on the
melodic and rhythmic ideas he will
allow himself. He then proceeds to
exploit them with kaleidoscopic variety
to create music that is dramatic and
absorbing. And dark. The murkiness of
the emotion is unrelenting, but the fascinating journeys that the notes take
within that umbra leave the listener little concerned with seeking relief.
This music is filled with memorable
moments: the touching lachrymose, theme
in the second movement of String
Quartet 2, the falling phrase and repeated bell-like note that echoes the rhythm
of that phrase in "And All is Always
Now," pianist Marija Stroke's beautifully articulated staccato passages in "In
Memories Of..."
Falling somewhere between atonality
and strict tonality, Adolphe's music is
constructed clearly enough to reveal its
argument without being condescending. There is aparadoxical feeling that
you arc always in familiar territory,
although surrounded by an enveloping
strangeness. That's largely what makes
the music so rich and compelling.
Stroke and (in its recording debut)
the Brentano String Quartet offer performances that are spectacularly heartfelt, colorful, and technically assured.
The excellent sonics capture unusually
natural tone colors, as well as afeeling
of airiness and solid presence.
Stereophile. June 1998

Just in his early 40s, Bruce Adolphe
reveals adeep sense of humanity and
spirit in this extraordinary music. Ihope
we hear much more from him. Isuspect
we will.
—Robert Hesson
MOZART
Love's Sweet Surrender
Arias from II Re Pastore, Die Zauberfilite, Le Nome di
Figaro, Die Entführung aus dem Serail; Concert
Arias, K.369, K.505
Sylvia McNair, soprano; Alfred Brendel, piano
(K.505); Leila Josefowicz, violin (Il Re Pastore);
Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Sir Neville
Marriner
Philips 289 446 712-2 (CD). 1997. No prod. or eng.
credit. DOD. Tr: 59:07
Performance **1/2
Sonics

..**
T

his handsomely produced, mellow-sounding disc is just ideal for
McNair's sound, and for Mozart,
too, and Sir Neville Marriner and his
orchestra live up to our highest expectations. 'The problems are in the performances. As usual, Sylvia McNair gives a
lesson in fine singing: The tone is
always on the breath, the kgato is clean,
portamento is used astutely. She pays
attention to the text, although she's
hardly adeep interpreter. In the past I've
been unhappy with her refusal to lean
on the tone, to express anything other
than wistfulness, and to sing above a
whisper. Much of the saine can be said
about this new CD.
Her Susanna is lovely — she sings the
substitute Act IV aria, as well as the
more familiar "Guinse alfin... Dch
vieni ... "— but it sounds just like her
Countess. "Porgi amor" and an alternate,
simpler version of "Dove sono" are seriously undernourished —this is, simply
put, not Mozart's Countess. Her "Ach,
ich fiihls" is beautiful in abreathy, passive
way, as is "Lamer°..." from Il Re Pastore,
but anyone who recalls either Elisabeth
Schwarzkopfs or Maria Stader's version
of this aria will feel cheated. Both concert
arias are nicely done but do not stay in
the memory, despite superb input from

Reviews

the two visiting surs, Wendel and
Josefowicz.
Which leaves "Martcrn aller Arten"
(hardly a moment of "Love's Sweet
Surrender," though Philips' people don't
bother with such details once they find
a marketing ploy), in which McNair
does, at last, lean on the voice, create
volume (helped, perhaps, by the unnamed engineers), and give the impression of actually caring about the character's anger. But pushing the tone makes
her sound like she's trying on clothes
that are too big for her. Iasked for it, I
got it, and now Idon't want it.
And that's essentially how I feel
about the whole disc. I love cotton
candy as well as the next guy, but
enough is enough. This CD would
eventually bore Mozart. —Robert Levine
HARRY PARTCH
The Harry Partch Collection
VOLUME 1
Eleven Intrusions; Plectra & Percussion Dances —
Satyr-Play Music for Dance Theatre; Ulysses at
the Edge
Horace Schwartz, Gate 5 Ensemble; Harry Partch,
vocals
CRI 751 (CD). 1997. Harry Lindgren, James
Cunningham, engs. AAD? TF: 75:48
Performance ****
Sonics **1/2

VOLUME 2
The Wayward, US Highball, San Francisco, The
Letter, Barstow, On the Seventh Day Petals Fell in
Petaluma
Jack McKenzie, Gate 5Ensemble; Harry Partch, voice,
instruments. With: Danlee Mitchell, Elizabeth
Gentry; Harry Partch Ensemble, Danlee Mitchell,
director; Gate 5 Ensemble (Petaluma); Harry
Partch, director
CRI 752 (CD). 1997. James Cunningham, Mark
Hoffman, Peter Middleton, Mike Callahan, engs.;
ADD? TT: 76:49
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

VOLUME 3
Trie Dreamer That Remains, Windsong, Rotate the
Body in All Its Planes, Water! Water!
Jack Logan, Harry Partch Ensemble; Harry Partch,
intoning voice, narrator; Freda Pierce, soprano;
cast, chorus, instrumental ensemble, Gate 5
Ensemble; John Garvey, conductor
CRI 753 (CD). 1997. Mark Hoffman, Ron Quillan, Bill
Blue, Harry Partch, Madeline Tourtelot, James L
Campbell, engs. AAD? TT: 69:18
Performance ****
Sonics ***
VOLUME 4: The Bewitched —A Dance Satire
John Garvey, University of Illinois Musical Ensemble
CRI 754 (CD). 1997. Lyle Dahms, Charles Harbutt,
Francis X. Pierce, engs. ADD? TT: 74:43
Performance ****
Sonics ***
All of the Above: Joseph R. Dalton, exec. prod.,
remastering eng.; Danlee Mitchell, exec. prod.;
Robert Wolff, remastering eng.

L

ike most of America's compositional innovators, the known musical canvas was never wide enough
for Harry Partch (1901-1974). Born in
California to missionary parents, he was
raised in southern Arizona and New
Mexico, where his parents' flock included Yaqui Indians, Mexicans, and assorted
195
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western folks. His parents had been missionaries in China, and his boyhood education included folk songs and lullabies
they heard there. His first instruments
were ordered by mail, and he began
composing while still in his teens. In the
early 1920s, Partch briefly enrolled in the
University of Southern California's
School of Music, but felt he was getting
nowhere. Instead he spent his time in
libraries and San Francisco's Mandarin
theaters, and began composing outside
the confines of western music.
While still in his 20s, Partch drafted
his brilliant and entertaining
tome on microtonal tuning
systems, Genesis if aMusic (Da
Capo Press), though it would
be another 20 years before its
first publication.
During the Depression he
hopped freight trains as ahobo,
solidifying his fiercely independent philosophy, noting the
wisdom and banalities of his
boxcar buddies, sharpening his
matchless wit, and writing the
first of his mature works. (In
1930 he destroyed such earlier
pieces as orchestral music, a
string quartet, and some 50
songs.) From his distillations of
life on the margins of society,
eastern and ancient notions of
theater, and the music he had
encountered in his journeys —
from Asian and African music
to American folk music and missionary
hymns — Partch forged asingular new
sonic vision that stands as one of
America's most unique and important
bodies of work. His influence is still felt
in the music of Tom Waits, Lou
Harrison, Moondog, Tom Johnston, and
many others.
The crux of Partch's music is the
notion of "just intonation" —a system
that divides the western 12-tone tempered octave into 43 divisions defined by
the smallest increments of pitch the
human ear can discern. That pretty well
tossed out standard instrumentation, so
Partch built his own exquisite sonic
sources, frequently as striking visually as
they are musically. These include adapted western instruments (viola, guitar, and
reed organ —or "Chromelodeons," as
his just-intoned versions were called),
assorted zithers and marimbas (including
the enormous bass marimba, with its
floor-shaking sonics), tuned bamboo
instruments, and instruments crafted
from large glass vessels, missile nosecones, and gourds. Sadly, CRI's limited
black-and-white graphics do little justice
Stereophlle, June 1998
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to the physical beauty of the instruments.
On the other hand, Partch considered
mere sound recordings to be a"sad compromise," removing the listener from the
theatrical spectacle of costumed musicians and performers on stage.
These four discs bring back into circulation the remastered recordings
Partch himself supervised of many of his
key works, most from the Gate Five
label. Von focuses on Partch's output
from the late 1940s to the mid '50s, and
in many ways sets the tone for the rest.
Beginning with 1949-50's Eleven

"Look out! He's got agun!"
Vo12, in many ways the most essential, is centered on two major works. The
Wayward is in four segments; its texts,
taken mainly from Partch's hobo days,
crackle with his sarcastic wit, eye for
detail, and ear for speech inflection. By
contrast, the all-instrumental And on the
Seventh Day Petals Fell on Petaluma
(1963-64, rev. 1966) is aseries of powerful studies in combinations of colors
and rhythms, with some of the most
extraordinary simultaneous rhythmic
combinations ever heard.
Vol3 centers on Partch's film
and stage music. The Dreamer
That Remains—A Study in
Loving (1972), Partch's last
major work, is an autobiographical piece recalling his
boyhood days in Southeastern
Arizona, contrasting that with
modern times in which one is
constantly urged not to loiter.
Only the dead are permitted to
loiter in this piece. It includes
one of Partch's most eloquent
lines about society's fears of loitering and of homosexuality:
"Even in public parks, where a
couple of people want to
improve the darkness with a
little loving."
Rotate the Body in All Its
Planes—Ballad for the Gymnasts
(1961) was composed for the
University of Illinois' gymnasintrusions, aseries of instrumental and
tics team, sparked by the coach's fondvocal works featuring small combinaness for the "Tumble On" sequence of
tions of Partch instruments, these exPartch's Revelation in the Courthouse Park
pressive studies brim with haunting, ori(available on Tomato 70390). Windsow
ental touches, seasick slides and spills,
(1958), later retitled Daphne ethe Dunes,
curiously intoned vocals, and gloomy was composed for a black-and-white
portraits of life's dark side.
film by Madeline Tourtelot. Filmlike in
This is followed by Plectra &Percussion
its abrupt, quick-cut textural changes,
Dances —Satyr Play for Dance Theatre the instrumental work is performed by
(1952), in three sections. The opening
Partch alone. Rounding out the disc is
movement of the "Castor and Pollux"
Water! Water! — An Intermission tvith Prosection is the ultimate danse macabre,
logues and Epilogues (1961), astage work
playful in character but with asinister that, like Revelation, contains sections of
undercurrent, while "Pollux" has more
standard western harmony and structure
of asense of martial urgency, growing
intermingled with pure Partch. Its title
more frantic at its close. The four- comes from Partch's belief that the focal
movement "Ring Around the Moon"
point of all concerts and performances is
section features acurious sound amalthe intermission, when audience memgam, like clouds of motion and color bers dive for available water fountains.
working in and around each other at
Vol.4 features asingle 11-movement
various rates of activity, with creepy
stage work, The Bewitched —A Dancemicrotonal zither descents and typically
Satire (1955), with such hilarious sechilarious texts ("Shake hands now boys
tional titles as "Exercises in Harmony
and at the sound of the bell, come out and Counterpoint are Tried in aCourt
fighting"). The final segment features a of Ancient Ritual," "The Romancing of
side-splitting text of goofy word paira Pathological Liar Comes to an
ings (tootsy-wootsy, boogie-woogie,
Inspired End," "Euphoria Descends a
roly-poly, etc.), and ends abruptly with
Sausalito Staircase," and "Visions Fill the
197
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Eyes of the 1)efeated Basketball Team in
the Shower Room." Its opening, "Prologue: The Lost Musicians Mix Magic,"
is among the finest examples of Partch's
sonic alchemy: evocative, surreal, and
utterly transcendent.
Sonically, the series is ahodgepodge,
though significantly improved from its
original releases. One gets the sense that,
in some recordings, the available recording resources were mixed at best. Wisely,
the engineers chose to focus their best
microphones on the instruments and
singers, using the worst for spoken parts.
Still, there's asurprising amount of sonic
clarity in these remasterings. Until Sony
opts to reissue Partch's Columbia recordings from the 'Ms (The Wrld vf Harry
Partch, Delusion of the Fury), these will
nicely document Partch's singular sonic
world.
-Daniel Buckley
GIL SHAHAM
The Fiddler of the Opera
Gil Shaham, violin; Akira Eguchi, piano
DG 447 640-2 (CD). 1997. Christian Gansch, prod.;
Gregor Zielinsky, eng. DOD. TT: 66:00
Performance ****
Sonics ****

B

efore things in classical music got
so serious, violin performers — the
ones who toured the world giving solo recitals—used to have fin
astounding their audiences with transcriptions and other, often outrageous
"showpieces." Sure, it was entertainment,
but it was also the essence of musicmaking: technical skill and supreme
artistry in the service of works that audiences loved and appreciated. Paganini,
Kreisler, and Heifetz are just afew of
the names we associate with this performing philosophy. Of course, their
musicianship was uncompromising, and
their respect for their instrument and its
repertoire was total.
Fortunately for modern audiences,
the young violin virtuoso Gil Shaham
has stepped up to assume asimilar role
for our own time. With two previous
innovative discs, Paganini for Tuvo (with
guitarist Goran Sollscher) and Dvorákfor
Two (with Shaham's sister, pianist Orli
Shaham), and now with this wild and
wildly impressive disc of opera transcriptions, Shaham is quickly taking
over as aconsummate artist/performer
in aworld of violin concerts overpopulated by dazzling but deficient prodigies. Shaham is daring but never careless; he does not resort to cheap tricks,
yet his mastery of this music and his
instrument is nothing short of magical.
Not surprisingly, several of these transcriptions were made or edited by none
Stereophik, June 1998

Classical music as entertainment? Move over Heifetz, here comes Shaham, who's third showpiece disc
spends anight at the opera.

other than Heifetz and Kreisler. Another, from Rossini's Tancredi, is by
Paganini. Among the highlights are
Heifetz's suite from Poe and Bess, a
paraphrase on "Largo al factotum" from
Rossines Barber of Seville, and the
"March" from Prokofiev's The Love for
Three Oranges. Kreisler weighs in with
"Mclodie" from Gluck's Orpheus and
Euridice, and "Song of India" from
Rimsky-Korsakov's Sadko. Other works
include waltzes from Strauss's Der
Rosenkavalier, Pablo Sarasatc's "Fantaisie"
on Mozart's The Magic Flute, and the
finale, arousing "Fantaisie brillante" on
themes from Bizees Camels, arranged by
Jenfâ Hubay. My only complaint is the
unnecessarily confusing liner booklet —
you need aroad map to follow the text.
Shaham's accompanist partner, Akira
Eguchi, is an experienced and virtuosic
performer in his own right. Together,
these artists deliver an engaging program that you can love whether or not
you're an opera expert or violin fan.
Here we are not only taken back to the

days of the great violin concert masters;
we also are given areassuring glimpse of
our future as listeners. Here is aviolinist
who really understands what the joy of
music is all about.
-David Vernier
THE TALLIS SCHOLARS
Collections
The Palestrina Collection
Gimell 454 890-2 (4 CDs). 1998. Bob Auger (discs 1
8 2), Mike Clements (discs 3 8 4), engs.
AAD/DDD. TT: 4:09:00
The Tudor Collection
Gimell 454 895-2 (4 CDs). 1998 Mike Clements
(discs 18 3), John Fredericks 8 Philip Hobbs (disc
2), Tony Faulkner (disc 4), engs. AAD/DDD.
TT: 5:00:00
ALONSO LOBO: Sacred Works
Gimell 454 931-2 (CD). 1998. Philip Hobbs, eng.
DDD. TT: 63:09
All three: Steve C. Smith, Peter Phillips, prods.
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

n his notes to The Tudor 011ection,
John Milsom points out that, in the
Renaissance, acertain sound quality
was considered peculiar to English
choirs: they were said to "jubilate." This
jubilation appeared to exist primarily in
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Peter Phillips (left) and The Tallis Scholars have made alifetime study of the sound of the Renaissance.

the British tendency to produce extremes
of florid ornamentation, and to push treble voices to the limits of their range.
Today, 400 years later, there remains
aparticularly English choral sound, perhaps brought to its peak by Peter
Phillips and the Talks Scholars. Skill in
ornamentation remains, along with the
powerful sound of the trebles (here
given to sopranos), but it is in precision
of intonation that the Scholars and other
English groups arc preeminent. It is also
the quality that unites the nine discs
reviewed here, the new as well as the
two reissue collections.
Giovanni Pierluigi de Palestrina
wrote no less than 104 settings of the
Mass, of which only a few arc commonly performed or recorded today.
This is not entirely unfair to the composer, as the Scholars' premiere recordings of Missa Nasa' la gioja mia and Missa
Batedicta es amply prove. Although these
are perfectly competent works, they are
not up to the justly famous Missa Brevis,
compact as its title su 14:ests and gorgeous in its vivid harmonies, or the
equally well-known Missa Papae Marcelli,
where the emphasis on textual content
clearly proclaims Palestrina as achild of
the Counter-Reformation.
There is, however, one previously
Stereophile, June 1998

unrecorded work that deserves being
committed to disc. Missa Nitra sum,
based on amotet by Jean LhÉritier with
text from The Song of Songs, shows
Palestrina's skill at its best. Smoothing
out the pattern of his original, he is able
to use its musical structure to emphasize
specific words or phrases, while at the
same time producing considerable
dynamic contrast. Especially in the
description of Christ's death and resurrection, Palestrina's emotional power is
clearly evidenr, it is impossible to mistake Missa Mgra sum for the work of any
other composer of his century.
Oddly enough for aquintessentially
English choir, the Tallis Scholars made
much of their reputation in Continental
works. These performances demonstrate why: Without losing their essential character, the Scholars are able to
move fluently through many different
styles, depending on the sheer power
and precision of their singing, as well as
their meticulous preparation, to carry
them through. Nevertheless, I must
admit that Ifound The Tudor Collection to
be the real gem in this group. While the
so-called Tudor period of English history is now celebrated in the popular
imagination as an age of peace and plenty, it was also atime of intense religious

Reviews

struggle and internal conflict. When
most people say "Tudor," they actually
mean "Elizabethan," seeing in the exuberance of Shakespeare, Drake, and
Raleigh the entire spirit of the age and
forgetting the long tumultuous days that
lent the Pax Eliziana its glory.
The Counter-Reformation never quite
reached England (some Low Church types
argue that this is because the Reformation
never quite got there either), but there is
nonetheless aprodigious deal of contrast
between the florid style of William
Cornysh (d. 1523) and the restraint of
William Byrd (1543-1623). Between
these, musically as well as chronologically, come John Taverner (1490-1545) and
Thomas Tallis (ca 1505-1585). All of
these Englishmen were essentially
Catholic, both in religious profession
and compositional style, but Tallis and
Byrd were also forced to bend with the
winds of reformation —and were much
the better for it! I was particularly
reminded, hearing Tallis's English
Anthems after the ornamental excesses of
Cornysh and Taverner, how I "doe
much detest and abhominate all mannere of Popish ydolatrie." Seriously,
there is asimplicity —and above all, a
humanity —to the Protestant works that
seem to have escaped the Roman
Church for some time. It is this spirit
that informs the glorious Mass settings
of William Byrd, written in secret for an
aristocratic circle of recusants protected
by wealth and comforted by tradition.
In my less-than-humble opinion, no
one performs this music as well as the
Tallis Scholars. This is their home turf,
as it were, and they have so far successfully challenged all comers. It may be
impossible, without the texts before
you, to understand the words of Cornysh or of Tallis's Latin motets; but the
glory of their sound is manifest in these
performances. In particular, the famous
40-part Spent in ninon (Tallis) receives a
reading of such perfection, with recorded sound to match, that it is fairly ravishing. At the same time, the simplicity
of the English Anthems, along with three
actual secular (!) works by Cornysh,
receive their just dues as well.
To demonstrate that they have not
lost their touch, the Scholars have
released afine new disc of the works of
Alonso Lobo (1555-1617), afit companion to their other recordings of the
Spanish school. Lobo is askillful and
inventive composer, particularly in his
use of complex canons and in his ability to, like Palestrina, put the stamp of
his own style on themes by others.
This is amply demonstrated in his
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Missa Maria Magdalene, which is based
on a motet by Francisco Guerrero
(who may have been Lobo's teacher).
The Mass follows the motet closely in
its basic melodic structure, but Lobo's
canonic figures and rich harmonies
build it into something different and
beautiful. The perfection of his technique, however, is found in the glorious motets 14»rsa est in harem and AVe
Maria, which compare well with similar contemporary works. In fact, my
only real quibble with this disc is the
wish that someone had done abetter
job of proofreading the booklet!
Audiophiles who enjoy early sacred
music (there are afew of us) will especially want The Tudor Collection, which
provides an interesting opportunity to
hear three different engineers — all
masters of the craft—recording the
same performers in the same or similar
surroundings. Igive my own nod to
the venerable Mr. Bear (Clements),
but you may decide otherwise. In any
case, these discs belong on the shelves
of any serious student of Renaissance
music.
—Les Berkley

It's lightweight compared to stone
classics like Guitar Town and I'm Ain:gilt,
but these erstwhile singles from the
early '80s — nine originals, and five
covers so well chosen they sound like
Earle's own — almost hang together as
areal album.
'What you hear here is one unreconstructed hick who hasn't yet groklced
just how talented he is, whose dyed-inthe-denim sexism is intact, but so
endearingly earnest and self-parodic
that it dares you to disapprove. These
are uncomplicated songs about basic
subjects: devotion ("Nothin' But You,"
"If You Need a Fool"), hominess
("Annie, Is Tonight the Night"), escape
("Continental Trailways Blues"), and
romantic bullshit (all the guaranteed-tobe-broken promises of "Open Up Your
Door"). The basic chunka-chunka rockabilly backup of two guitars, bass, and
drums is just as simple, elemental, and
insistent, and as fresh and bouncy as
Buck Owens —a study in how you
don't need guitar solos if your rhythm
guitarist (Earle) stays solidly in the Zone
of Choogle.
The sound is boxy, limited, and
compressed, which suits the tight little
slap-back echo on Earle's vocals.
Anyway, it sounds better than the original Epic LP. That album clocked in at
STEVE EARLE
ameager 25:24; this one is fleshed out
with four previously unreleased tracks,
Early Tracks
recorded by Earle and the just-formed
Koch KOC-CD-7903 (CD). 1987/1997. Roy Dea, Pat
Dukes in 1984. Their ambience is alot
Carter, prods.; Al McGuire, Danny Dunkelberger,
more spacious, and Earle sounds alot
engs. AAD. Ti': 36:56
Performance ****
closer to the Earle of Guitar Town, even
Sonics ***
if the songs aren't quite up to that
remarkable level.
teve Earle's Early Tracks, briefly
in print 10 years ago and now
But there is ahint here of the greaton CD for the first time, holds a ness to come: Earle's first recording of
lot more than mere historical interest.
his "Devil's Right Hand," which he's
since re-recorded twice.
In amere 2:58 the song
paints aportrait of the
childhood, maturity,
career, trial, death, and
life contradictions of a
mid-19th-century gunslinger — a small gem
of narrative concision
and deadpan drama.
But then, every one
of these songs is agem,
and only one of them
breaks three minutes.
It's the most fun Earle
record there is ... and
damned if it doesn't
sound awhole lot better with the mono button punched.

rock

5

—Richard Lehnert
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CHERI KNIGHT
The Northeast Kingdom
E-Squared 1057 (CD). 1998. The Twangtrust (Steve
Earle, Ray Kennedy), prods. 8. engs. AAD? TT: 51:35
Performance ****
Sonics ****

I

tsounds like a marriage made in
Americana heaven. Steve Earle, fresh
and restrung following the release of
two consecutive twang-infested rock/
country masterpieces (I Feel Alright, El
Corazón), teams up with Cheri Knight,
the talented New England—based songwriter. In two weeks at Nashville's
Room & Board Studio, they recorded an
entire album with assistance from some
of Knight's old friends, including Jimmy
Ryan (mandolin), Mark Spencer (guitar), and Will Rigby (drums), as well as
Emmylou Harris and ubiquitous Music
City fiddler Tammy Rogers.
Knight, who sings and plays bass as
her primary instrument, has built areputation as asharp, introspective songwriter whose rugged rural perspective
gives her songs some country flavor. But
she remains steadfastly unconcerned
with fitting into pre-set musical categories. As amember (with Ryan and
Spencer) of Blood Oranges —a group
once aptly described as something of a
Buffalo Springfield of alternative country —Knight was writing and performing rootsy confections that straddled
rock, country, and bluegrass long before
the term "Americana" was coined to
give ahook to such music. After recording two acclaimed albums with the
Oranges, Knight stepped out on her
own. In 1995 she delivered The Knitter
(ESD), an Eric Ambel—produced treasure trove of edgy but often sweet modern country that, unlike mainstream,
major-label stuff, brimmed with livingroom warmth and spontaneity.
While producers Earle and Kennedy
have created amore densely textured
backdrop for The Northeast Kirrgdorn,
there's still an abundance of warmth
and spontaneity here, and Knight's
singing and writing have grown appreciably. Often recalling the haunting,
spine-tingling purity of Sandy Denny
(both with Fairport Convention and
solo) and Emmylou Harris, Knight's
voice shimmers as it evokes jealousy,
yearning, and lovelorn resignation
against alandscape of open fields and
nature's abundance and mystery.
This couldn't be more natural for
Knight, who leads a second life as a
fanner in rural western Massachusetts.
The bond between the earth and her
songs is imperishable, and doubleentendre references like "working in
203
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was in the midst of an artistic and commercial comeback when he was felled
by aheart attack in 1988.
Roll over, Roy, 'cause your legacy has
been tarnished for an all too familiar
reason — greed. The producer of these
two albums, Orbison's widow, Barbara,
has done his tender legend no good
with their release, though her bank
account is sure to grow courtesy of
Orbiphiles and collectors of chic Celtic
nap-inducements.
Roy Orbison Combo Concert: 1965 Holland
is worth picking up only if you've got afew
bucks you don't need and you're curious
about how Orbison sounded at the peak of
the rain" and "I'll have to plow you his early success. The recording is fair —
under" abound throughout The North- Roy's tenor is heard dearly, though his
east Kingdom. In the hands of Patty backing band is muddy. Unfortunately,
Loveless or the Mavericks, such jangly Orbison wasn't in top form that night He
honky-tonkers as "Rose in the Vine" sounds emotionally flat, and shies away
and "White Lies" would be sure-fire from his signature upper register in "Only
the Lonely," among others. When he
country radio hits.
But Knight's writing covers much reaches for his famous falsetto in
territory, from the infectiously folky "Crying," he slips badly with acringing
"All Blue" to the denser, downright warble. The disc includes his hits (all of
spooky "Dead Man's Curve," where which are better remembered via various
the singer looks down, presumably greatest-hits packages), and forgettable
from the gates of heaven, at the car "bonus" tracks from aParis concert.
Celtic Passion: The Songs ofRoy Orbison is
wreck that has just killed her but not
her traveling companion. One of the part of two musical trends gone amok —
ghostliest story lines since Bloodrock's it's another of the seemingly endless
"D.O.A." is cloaked in Knight's hypnot- "tribute" albums, and ahollow addition
ic, soothing voice and a deceptively to the proliferation of "soothing, wistful"
catchy melody. Then there's "The aural visits to Ireland. Like all-star bands,
Hatfield Side," chronicling an age-old superstar duets, and chanting monks, the
rift between her hometown of Hatfield Celtic tide has turned against itself. It's
and Hadley, its often bitter rival just no longer about celebrating culture, it's
across the Connecticut River. Nobody about milking money from indiscrimiknows, or says, how all the bad blood nate followers of fashion.
The musicians collected here by
started, but no one wants to kiss and
make up either, Knight keenly captures Barbara Orbison are determined to be
the futility and irony of such an pensive and pacifying. Instead, they parunneighborly predicament. That kind alyze with lifeless renditions of Roy's
of vision permeates The Northeast melodramatic classics. Passion is noKingdom, and is what makes it such a where to be heard, and the entire stupefying mess is about as genuinely Celtic as
fascinating place to visit and linger.
Larry Bird. Is it worth decreasing your
—David Sokol
bank account to increase Barbara's?
Only in dreams.
-Michael Metzger
ROY ORBISON
Roy Orbison Combo Concert: 1965 Holland
Orbison HCC1965D (CD). 1997. Barbara Orbison,
prod.; Glenn Meadows, remastering eng. AAD?
TT: 37:21
Performance **
Sonics **
Celtic Passion: The Songs of Roy Orbison
Orby OP91249D (CD). 1997. Bobby Blazier, Barbara
Orbison; prods.; Keith Compton, eng. AAD?
Tr: 43:08
Performance 0
Sonics ***

T

osay that Roy Orbison is amajor
figure in rock'n'roll history is to
state the obvious. The pioneering
balladeer was not only anotable influence (Chris Isaak, k.d. lang, et al), but
Stereophile, June 1998
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statement. The story went like this: the
unwitting and unwilling creators of a
whole school of Chicago jazz/techno/ambient/prog rock bands —"experimental," or perhaps "atmospheric," is
probably closest to the truth — this loose
quintet, all of whose members are
famous for being involved in several side
projects at once, de-emphasized their
other bands (The Sea and Cake, Red
Krayola, 5ive Style, Uptighty), tightened
together as Tortoise, and made their
most focused record yet But was it good
enough to equal or better their now-legendary 1994 self-titled debut?
Call me acritic, but the very undefinable nature of this stuff is what draws
me in. Abject noodling with lots of help
from their new computer system, or
cross-genre, freeform genius? TNT is in
there somewhere. It just takes patience
and an open mind to find the answer.

Contrary to rumors, electronics does
not dominate this disc. Most of what's
here is acoustic instrumental music. Oh,
there's the occasional tape loop and
electronic blurp and blurble, as in the
itchy-rhyduned "Jetty" or the gorgeously titled "in sarah, mencken, christ and
beethoven were men and women." But
most of this is jazzy, ambient, at times
almost loungey music whose pick-andchoose aesthetic makes for adisc that is
low-key and pleasant. Background
music doesn't get any better than this.
TORTOISE
The opener, "swing from the gutTNT
ters" (now that's asong title!), is anumber that's all busy jazzy drumming
Thrill Jockey 050 (0). 1998. John McEntire, prod.,
eng. DDD. TT: 64:53
behind asimple guitar figure, easy keyPerformance ***1/2
boards, and some very Miles-like lines
Sonics ****1/2
on cornet and trombone. While the
hen it comes to potent giant- next track ("ten-day interval") is uneasy
killers, the phrase "long- and uncentered, the short third cut ("i
awaited" ranks right up there set my face to the hillside") is aTubular
with "The New Dylan": Attach it to a Bells kind of repeated figure over which
project and you're doomed. To say that a piano plays an every-other-bar
the new Tortoise disc was ... well, you descending progression. It's the kind of
know, anxiously anticipated, is an under- thing that's made Tortoise... whattaya
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Record
call it? Oh yeah... famous.
Then comes "the equator," which,
because of its easy flow and harmonicalike keyboard, could be an outtake
from the incidental music to Midnight
Cowboy. Next up, "a simple way to go
faster than light that does not work," is
dancey electronica.
and so it goes. as — Imean, As (the
k.d. lang lower-case thing is infectious)
with all computer-assisted "atmospherica," sound quality is layered and pristine
to the point of iciness.
Contentwise, again, TNT is either a
sly joke (Tortoise has nothing to say
and can't play anything but acomputer) or, more likely, areally interesting,
open-ended foray into melding computers and acoustic instruments. Door
number two gets my vote. Better try it
out at the listening station first, though.

he also cites famed Nashville producer/songwriter Billy Sherrill as his chief
influence. At its best, Learning How to Live
is none-too-fancy guitar pop with loping
melodies ("Bi 14:est Torch in Town") and
flashes of Buck Owens twang ("Headed
for aFall," which starts with an honestto-God high-lonesome howl from
Ireland). Ireland's got more of avoice
than most performers in this genre, at
times sounding like Dwight Yoakam.
And he knows how to experiment:
"Christmas Past," with its glockenspiel
and unobtrusive string arrangements,
hints that he may have more songwriting range than most of his ilk.
—RB
a

jazz

— Robert Baird

JACK DEJOHNETTE

short takes
THE DERAILERS: Reverb

Deluxe

Watermelon/Sire 31004-2 (CD). 1997. Dave Alvin,
prod.; Stuart Sullivan, eng. Heinz Geissler, John T.
Kunz, exec. prods. MD? Tr: 47:47
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

"I think what's happening with us is
similar to what punk rock was in the
'70s. It's avery underground kind of
music that isn't worried about where it
fits" —Tony O. Villanueva. How many
"nouveau honky-tonk" bands would be
openminded enough to compare themselves to that old devil, punk rock? As
you might have guessed, the Derailers
aren't just any band — they're one of
the best. While these guys get their
mail in Austin, their hearts are in
Bakersfield. With the harmonies of
Tony Villanueva and Brian S. Hofeldt
leading the way and a newly solid
rhythm section driving things along,
they're headed straight up. (Be aware of
the hidden ghost track here, aversion
of Prince's "Raspberry Beret.")
—RB
MIKE IRELAND &HOLLER:
Learning How to Live
Sub Pop/Sire 31021-2 (CD). 1998. Marvin Etzioni,
Mike Ireland, Michael Deming, prods.; David
Vaught, eng.; Michael Landolt, asst. eng. MD?
TT: 43:35
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

The whole "No Depression" mystique
has now spread to the old ground zero of
grunge, Seattle's Sub Pop Records. Mike
Ireland states right out front that he
"grew up hating country music," which
seems appropriate for aSub Pop act. But
Stereophile, June 1998

Oneness
Jack DeJohnette, drums, percussion; Jerome Harris,
electric guitar, acoustic bass; Michael Cain, piano;
Don Alias, percussion
ECM 1637 (CD). 1998. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Tom
Mark, eng. DDD. Tr: 63:15
Performance *****
Sonics ****

Reviews

Sonic stereo purists might object that
this recording doesn't have a"realistic"
soundstage. It doesn't —not in the sense
of reproducing the sound that this
group might have on stage. But the
sound of the individual instruments is
honest and ungimmicked, which is rare
enough these days, and the use of separation in the studio contributes tremendously to the sense of the suspended
moment that haunts me long after the
music has ended.
—wes Phillips
TOM HARRELL
The Art of Rhythm
Tom Harrell, flugelhorn, trumpet; Greg Tardy, tenor
sax, clarinet; Dewey Redman, tenor sax; David
Sanchez, soprano sax; Duduka Da Fonseca,
drums; Mike Stern, electric guitar; Romero
Lubambo, acoustic guitar; Regina Carter, violin,
Ron Lawrence, viola; Akua Dixon, cello; Gary
Smulyan, bass clarinet; Bryan Carrott, marimba;
Andy Gonzales, Ugonna Okegwo, bass; Leon
Parker, gran cassa; Yoron Israel, snare drum &
suspended cymbals; David Finck, bass; Valtinho
Anastacio, congas; David Kassoff, oboe; Danilio
Perez, piano.
RCA 68924-2 (CD). 1998. John Snyder, prod.;
Stephen Gates, exec. prod.; Jay Newland, eng.;
Jason Standard, Glen Tarachow, asst. engs. DDD.
TT: 65:35
Performance ***
Sonia ****

0

wing to his work both as astellar sideman and an increasingly
confident leader (despite some
fours is an age of doubt and uncertainty, then Oneness could be its debilitating psychological problems),
soundtrack. It possesses an air of flugelhomist/trumpeter Tom Harrell's
mystery —or, perhaps Ishould say, a star has risen. With an endlessly imagisense of secrecy. The songs are hushed, native, idea-filled style and atone that's
tentative, sounding as if the musicians been influenced most audibly by Clifknow something we don't —and while ford Brown, Miles Davis, and Kenny
they won't be upset if we figure it out, Dorham, among others, Harrell is now
they sure aren't going to come right out an extraordinary jazzman at the top of
and tell us.
his game. He's such aforce that, if you
Part of this feeling of being ever so haven't heard him, it's time you sat
slightly off-balance stems from the down and gave one of his discs —Sail
unusual instrumentation: drums, per- Away, or 1996's Labyrinth — achance.
cussion, piano, and bass or guitar is by
That said, this is not Harrell's
no means your typical jazz quartet. Not strongest session. What we have here is
your typical jazz quartet? Now there's a some great playing and some great playmouthful — these four musicians are all ers — most notably guitarists Mike
incredible technicians possessed of Stern and Romero Lubambo, and
tremendous chops, but you'd look in Harrell himself— wasted at least in the
vain here for the stanza-chorus-solo- beginning on formless, mid-tempo,
solo-solo-solo-chorus structure that latin jazz-lite originals that have some of
passes for "improvisation" in other quar- the necessary spirit but fail to engage the
ters. The five songs here are all con- listener. The opener, the drumless
structed as ensemble efforts, where "Petals Danse," has some lovely playing
atmosphere rather than the solo line by Harrell, but is ultimately just abad
predominates. A mood — ascene —is imitation of bad Brazilian ballads. The
established, and individual instruments same goes for "Madrid" and "Caribe" —
cleave through the sound, demand our real ordinary.
attention, then submerge back into the
Fortunately, The Art of Rhythm begins
group. This structure takes some getting to stir on track three, "Oasis." With its
used to, but when performed as adroit- insistent Afro-Cuban rhythms, which
ly as it is here, it pays huge dividends in Harrell darts around, this tune has weight
tonal color, true group improvisation, and form. Later, on the smoky, bassand, yes, atmosphere.
driven "Recitation," the straight-ahead

I
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that takes you there
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solos by Harrell and tenor player Greg
Tardy dig in and stretch, unlike almost
everything else here; it's arelief, even if
the tempos do stay nearly the same. On
"Las Almas" (track 8out of 10), Harrell
picks up both the tempos and his soloing
a notch, while drummer Duduka Da
Fonseca adds animble solo. Ditto for the
closer, "Samba Do Amor," in which
another quality tenor player, David
Sanchez, finds room to cut loose and run.
Sonically, the soundstage is broad and
deep, with Harrell's horn slipped modestly into the center of the mix.
Perhaps it'sjust that this disc's "rhythm"
—the oP start-slow-and-build-to-a-convincing-conclusion theory of making
records—eludes me. Or maybe the
sequencing is faulty. Either way, Tom
Harrell has played elsewhere with infinitely more passion and "connectedness"
(a term used in the liner notes). Despite
his heritage, which includes astint in the
latin jazz/rock band Azteca, many of these
originals have no spice.
—Robert Baird
JAZZ UNDERGROUND
Live at Smalls
Orner Avital Group, Charles Owens Quartet, Jason
Lindner Big Band, Zaid Nasser Quartet, Across 7th
Street, Frank Hewitt Sextet
Impulse! IMPD-245 (CD). 1998. Steve Backer, Mitch
Borden, prods.; David Baker, eng. DDD? TT: 65:36
Performance ****
Sonics ****

Once the exclusive domain of men, the jazz piano is now an equal opportunity instrument thanks to
women like Renee Rosnes.

called "Kentucky Girl." Joel Frahm goes
gradually berserk on tenor sax while the
album I've found so far in '98. It is
band riffs and kicks.
an hour of compelling music, but
In fact, every group here contains at
it is also an objet d'art that includes inleast one hot new saxophonist.
the-moment photography by Dwayne
Charles Owens on tenor drives his
Rogers, in-the-know liner notes by Jim
own quartet with reckless, catapulting
Mamie, and successful on-site engiabandon on "Scenic Roots." Zaid
neering by David Baker. The whole is
Nasser on alto (son of bassist Jamil
an immersion in ascene, amilieu with
Nasser, who played with Ahmad
historical resonance.
Jamal) creates asinging, poignant, delSmalls is atiny cellar joint in West icately filigreed "Everything Happens
Greenwich Village. Every night, about To Me." Other promising new reed
70 of the faithful pay the $10 cover and
voices are Chris Byars, Myron
pack the place, spoon-fashion. ft rarely
Walden, and Grant Stewart. (Stewart
books "name" acts like its famous
rolls like a bowling ball through
neighbors, the Village Vanguard and
Omer Avital's ironic arrangement of
Sweet Basil, but the young bands who
"I've Never Been In Love Before.")
play Smalls contain adisproportionate
There arc also two raunchy, diverse,
percentage of New York's strongest sophisticated, headlong numbers from
emerging jazz talent. They teach and
a big band led by 24-year-old
inspire one another and play in one
pianist/composer Jason Lindner.
another's bands, and the electricity of
The music was recorded over three
discovery is in the air.
July nights in 1997 by David Baker. He
Live at Smalls presents six different comes in close enough to get the snap of
groups and nine tunes. The opener is a Avital's bass strings and the bright overkick-ass original by the Omer Avital
tones of Nasser's alto, but he also gets
Group (bass, drums, four reeds). Avital,
the room around them.
a quick-on-quick bassist/storyteller
On my next trip to the Apple, Iknow
from Tel-Aviv, offers up a cunningly
exactly where I'm going my first night
controlled countrified banshee wail
in town.
—Thomas Conrad

L

ive at Stnalls is the most fun jazz
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RENEE ROSNES
As We Are Now
Renee Rosnes, piano; Chris Potter, tenor 8. soprano
sax; Christian McBride, bass; Jack Delohnette,
drums
Blue Note CDP 8 56810 2 (CD). 1997. Don Sickler,
prod.; Renee Rosnes, asst. prod.; Rudy Van Gelder,
eng. TT: 60:09
Performance *****
Sonics

.....
T

he title might mean anything. I
like to think it refers to how players who grew up in the jazz mainstream — bebop-and-beyond—based
players like Canadian-born Renee
Rosnes — approach their music today.
The program, mainly Rosnes originals, is deftly balanced between demanding and more accessible material.
"Black Holes" is one of the former, with
thematic motifs delivered by bass and
piano, then tenor and piano, atack that
makes the band sound bigger than it is.
Solos follow at amedium uptempo clip,
with Rosnes splendidly astute as she
navigates the harmony, while Potter
dances freely over aone-chord vamp.
The piece closes with an exhilarating
DeJohnette solo, surrounded by band
shouts. Walt Weiskopfs "Non Fiction"
is another heady tune.
More in the '90s hard-bop mode are
209
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"Bulldog's," a swinger with its own
brand of funk, and "Mizmahta," a 17bar cooker. On the former, McBride's
solo is chock-full of choice statements,
showing why he's so highly touted by
his fellow players.
Rosnes showcases tunefulness on the
title track, where we hear the influences
of both Bill Evans and Herbie Hancock
in acontemporary, winsome jazz ballad;
on the lilting "Land of the Five Rivers,"
where Potter's soprano sings; and on the
introspective "Abstraction Blue," with
its alluring rubato piano-bass opening.
The sound is dynamic, with crisp
details, accurate tonal reproduction, and
a nice, horizontal soundscape. The
instruments don't overshadow each
other, so the richness of their commingling tones can be easily deciphered
and enjoyed.
As We Are Now is one of the finest
contemporary jazz albums in recent
memory, a state-of-the-art document
that shows how the melody-and-swinging-imbued Rosnes has enlarged her art
via new compositional forms and selective dissonances to give her music a
most modern groove. And by always
returning from adventurous moods (as
in "Black Holes") to those that are
tamer — be it the righteous rhythmic
throb of "Bulldog's Chicken Run" or
the serene title track —Rosnes encourages us to trust and follow her. Listening
with defenses down, the music pours in,
and we are expanded too. -Zan Stewart

etc.
THE DANCE OF
HEAVEN'S GHOSTS
Contemporary Greek Music
Hemisphere/EMI 8 55644 2 (CD). 1998. Various
prods., engs. AAD? Tr: 53:04
Performance ****
Sonics ***

A

shas been pointed out in these
pages, there is really no such
thing as "pure" music, uncorrupted by outside influences. The classical Indian santoor came to Greece by
way of the Arabs or Byzantines, becoming the santowi, which Nikoletta Mazaraki uses on track three of this compilation. Moving on, the santouri stopped
for abit in Hungary, where it is called
the cymbalom. Eventually it reached the
British Isles (the Irish named it tiompan)
and then America, so Icould go down
to the Philadelphia waterfront to hear
Jim Couza play Bach fugues on his
hammered dulcimer.
210

The Dance of Heaven's Ghosts is acollection of modern Greek music (only
one of its tracks is atraditional tune),
and as such reflects the long history of
contact between Greeks and the people they once quaintly referred to as
"barbarians," as well as the fact that
every village in Greece has radios and
cassette players. In spite of this, every
song on this disc is clearly and unmistakably Greek.
Hemisphere has chosen afine set of
songs to represent modern Greece, covering the major popular styles: Middleeastern-influenced dimotiko; the ubiquitous laiko, which is featured in every
souvlalci joint in America; rembetiko, a
blues in olive oil that uses harmonica
and guitar, and nissiotiko, the music of
the islands, less influenced by the
Turkish occupation. Some of the singers
(Haris Alexiou, Eleni Vitali, Yannis
Parios) arc household names in their
own country, while others are relative
newcomers. All sound pretty good,
especially Nikoletta Mazaraki (see
above) and the token traditional singer,
Hronis Aidonidis. Most of the instruments are those we associate with
Greece: the oud and, of course, the
bouzoulci, along with anice selection of
percussion. There are also a few keyboards, but they don't get in the way.
There isn't much Western-style production here eithe so you can hear what the
instruments and voices sound like.
Don't be embarrassed if your entire
experience of Greek music consists of
soundtracks of Mikis Theodorakis or
background music from your favorite
saganaki place; Hemisphere has provided agreat way to broaden your musical
experience —even if one of these songs
makes fun of Americans. Iwould not,
however, attempt to deepen this experience by drinking the native Greek beverage, retsina. That stuff has got be ajoke
they play on tourists.
-Les Berkley
WOLFSTONE
Pkk of the Litter
Green Linnet GLCD 1180 (CD). 1997. Phil
Cunningham, Chris Harley, orig. prods.; Paul Riley,
Torn Rouge, compilation prods.; Jon Turner, Brian
MacNeil, Robin Rankin, engs. AAD? Tr: 67:58
Performance ****
Sonics ****
This Strange Place
Green Linnet GLCD 1188 (CD). 1998. Ivan Dreyer,
Wayner MacKenzie, prods.; Peter Rawson, eng.
MD? Tr: 42:01
Performance **
Sonics *.**

F

ive years ago, Celtic-music fans
everywhere were whispering and
nodding to the name "Wolfstone." A brash, and at times genuinely
rocking mix of heavy rock guitars meld-

ed with Scottish trad-band elements like
pipes, whistles, and bouzoukis, Wolfstone definitely pushed the Celtic envelope afold or two. And because they
were asort-of Kansas of Celtic music (I
mean that in agood way), prog-rock
fans who recognized many of the flourishes also flocked to the band's standard.
Pick of the Litter culls 15 tracks from
the band's first five discs, all but one of
which was produced by former Silly
Wizard founder Phil Cunningham.
Unfortunately, this "thistle up the kilt of
Celtic music" (ouch!) has now lost its
burrs. Suddenly the brothers Eaglesham, Stuart, and Struan are gone, and
another of the founding quartet, fiddler
Duncan Chisholm, is now listed fourth
in the pecking order of personnel on the
band's latest disc This Strange Place. The
fourth founding member, singer/guitarist Ivan Dreyer, who's always been
the band's main songwriter, is now in
control, having written six of the ten
tunes, provided all the lead vocals, and,
for better or worse, steered the group in
a new direction. Sappy ballads like
Drever's "Till ISleep," with its chorus of
"I'll ride this horse into the wind /I'll
take you with me when Igo /My song
is precious can't you see /I'll sing it till
Isleep" are enough to make Michael
Bolton blush. Original instrumental
numbers like "The Arab Set" are soft
and ambitionless. And let's not even discuss the two-part "Kazakhstan," which,
last time I looked, wasn't north of
Hadrian's Wall.
Overall, Ican sec the plan, and there's
nothing wrong with it: Junk the electric
guitars and rock drumming and stretch
out as amodern folk band. History is
the only dragonfly in that ointment:
Fans remember the old snap and power.
Perhaps it's time for an all-new project.
Just as Silly Wizard did not outlast the
presence of the brothers Cunningham,
perhaps this wolf, sans the Eagleshams,
should not survive.
-Robert Baird gl
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Manufacturers'
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7
1,11101:
When Henry T. Ford conceived the idea
of mass production, he envisaged aworld
of plenty — of unlimited resources,
wealth, and boundless opportunity to create profit. In time, however, we have witnessed mass production stimulate mass
consumption to the point where our lives
have become dictated to by aworld of
epic commercialism that has overrun all
other meaning.
In our heated homes we are insulated
from cold, light, wind, rain, and much of
the feeling of being "alive." We have
become creatures of an unreal, robotic
world, denying our true nature, and it
seems to be bringing us little other than
anguish and confusion. Our modern factories consume resources at one end and produce an endless stream of products at the
other. Each new product is remorselessly
designed to allure us with its advertised
essentiality, thus perpetuating the whole
destructive system. And though we know
that this syndrome cannot be sustained, we
seem unable, or unwilling, to face reality
and search for amore realistic, satisfying,
and responsible means of existence.
In this world of mass-manufactured
items, all aspiration toward excellence in
craftsmanship has been discarded in favor
of the predictability of the robor, the
desire for quality has given way to the
demands of quantity and price; and the
quest for profit has consumed almost
everything in its wake. It is an evolutionary process that is destroying not only our
physical world, but our spiritual wealth
also. The emphasis on science as the sole
driving force of our modern society has
led to the wholesale abandonment of concern for the nourishment of the inner or
spiritual self. The accumulated wisdom of
preceding generations has been arrogantly
discarded in favor of the blind pursuit of
an "instant science" that leaves us without
beliefs, feelings, or understanding.
Ihave great admiration for the high
principles of our forefathers; for their
undoubting vision and respect for preceding cultures; for their great cathedrals and
works of arr, and for their perfectionist
attitude. One needs only to examine
closely the everyday products of our modern society to conclude that the technological ground we have gained since their
time has been largely at the expense of the
human satisfaction they seem to have
enjoyed. So many of our modern products
212

Comments

are unfulfilling in terms of design, manufacture, and ownership: they meet daily
needs in aperfunctory, businesslike manner, but fail to stimulate our inner sense of
beauty, feeling, and understanding. In
short, they fail to satisfy our true humanity, and accordingly cost us dearly.
Our world is abrim with ordinary products meeting ordinary needs. This is mediocrity, and in my view, mediocrity is our
greatest sin: it belittles us and our achievements, and discredits our intelligence and
greater wisdom. It is my desire to produce
only the very best that Iam capable of. I
aspire toward excellence, for it is my belief
that only through such an approach can
true meaning be found. And surely it is
the search for meaningful experiences that
is the very essence of humankind. Of
course, in business it is necessary to make
aprofit, but there must, for me, be something greater than asimple financial goal:
adesire to create art that steps beyond the
daily reality of our lives, that reaches into
and stimulates our inner selves. An art that
has respect for the music and culture it
serves, and that seeks, genuinely, to
enhance others lives.
Building musical instruments (for that
is how Iconsider my work) is an important and serious business. Ido not view
these creations as mere products: they
embody aphilosophy that is important to
me. Itherefore continue to strive toward
the design and construction of real musical instruments better able to help people
experience their emotional selves more
honestly, and to encourage adeeper and
more rewarding relationship with the
wonder and passion of our musical inheritance. For within this musical history is
contained all the hope, pain, joy, wonder,
desperation, and inspiration of our species.
Perhaps more succinctly than all other
forms of human expression, it is music
that most honestly reflects our true
humanity.
The purpose of Simon Yorke Designs
is thus to offer ameaningful alternative
to the vain, destructive, and often nihilistic rationale of the modern "fast-moving-consumer-goods"-led society: to
mingle philosophy with craftsmanship
and art with engineering, and to present
the refreshingly simple ways of Zen as
best Ican, in reverential sculpted form. It
is my hope that, through this work, Ican
be of some value to our world.
Simon Yee
Simon Yorke Designs

AcousTech Electronics PH-1
Editor:
Wes Phillips is to be commended for
conveying the essence of the PH-1
phono preamplifier to Stereophile readers. When he stated that "the PH-1 is a
love letter to analog posted by Chad
Kassem and Ron Sutherland," he
revealed the character and passion we
worked so hard to express. With each
and every PH-1 shipped, we know there
is going to be an excited music lover
filled with anticipation and high expectations at the receiving end. We consider it a privilege to contribute to the
musical enjoyment of like-minded people around the world.
We were very pleased that the PH-1
performed so well with Wes's all-Linn
front-end (LP12 turntable, Lingo power
supply, Cirkus suspension, Ekos tonearm, and Linn Arkiv cartridge). In that
particular environment it would be
expected that the Linn Linto would have
been optimized and have significant performance advantages. Not only will the
PH-1 perform well in aLinn system, it is
also outstanding with other first-class
front-ends.
In a comparison with the Linto, it
should be noted that the PH-1 offers the
option of use with amoving-magnet cartridge. Also, the PH-1 is designed as an allanon environment with passive multistaged
RC filtering. The purity of an all-analog
topology is consistent with the classic
high-end values of the PH-1. Locating a
digital-switching power supply within a
high-gain phono preamplifier is... (I'm at
aloss for words here).
Technically, the "Measurements" section indicated some discrepancies from
our published specifications. These can be
attributed to the 25 ohm source impedance of the Audio Precision generator
interacting with the 100 ohm load of the
PH-1 in the moving-coil configuration.
Note that specifications are in agreement
when MM tests are performed, where
the 25 ohm source impedance is insignificant with respect to the 47,000 ohm MM
load. John and I are discussing these
issues, but adeadline crunch just doesn't
permit getting acomplete resolution.
Chad and Iare grateful for the opportunity to participate in and contribute to
the enjoyment of vinyl.
Best wishes from the Great Plains of
Kansas,
Ron Sutherland
AwusTech
Stereophik, June 1998
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Lions, they were ineffective or actually
degrading to the sound. In our experience,
We greatly appreciate the continuing
these materials universally over-accentuatinterest by Stereophile in the line of Black
ed the midsections of the frequency specDiamond Racing products, not only in the
trum while rolling-off both the top and
current review by Mr. Scull, but in past
bottom extremes. Other factors, such as
reviews and conunents. This reflects the
load capadty, are also considerations.
growing awareness of the significant
However, it is not unusual for audioeffects of vibration on system perforphiles to combine systems on occasion,
mance and the benefits of the proper
even our own. Many people feel the best
approach to vibration control. We are
combination of Cones is to mix Mk3 and
pleased, but not surprised, that J-10 perMk4 Cones together. In the case of a
ceived our products' performance to be so
turntable on aspongy floor structure, for
positive after his series of reviews of simiexample, it may well be appropriate to use
lar products.
an air-bladder type of structure as an iniWe find it rewarding to have the Black
tial interface, with Black Diamond Racing
Diamond Racing products compared to
products on top. We have made many
items of significantly greater cost, such as
platforms for use in conjunction with the
the $470/4 Hannonix RFS-66 and others.
Vibraplane. There have even been afew
It is not unusual for our products to be
instances where people have used other
preferred in these comparisons. Many
feet or Cones with our carbon-fiber plathave found that the best investment in
forms, although to be frank, it is rare. We
their system is proper vibration control, as
have spared no effort or expense in develit allows the components to perform to
oping products for effective vibration contheir true potential. It is frequently considtrol for a virtually unlimited range of
ered the most cost-effective means to
applications and equipment. There is no
improve system performance. As J-10
single item that is best for everything; that
mentions in his review, our products have
is why we have two versions of most of
proven beneficial under avariety of comour product line.
ponents. Black Diamond structures have
The bottom line is trust your own ears.
been successfully utilized in isolating a
DJ Casser
wide array of equipment, including but
Preçident, Black Diamond Raciw
not limited to power supplies, line conditioners, video equipment, fluoroscopes,
Accuphase DG-28
computers, scanners, monitors, equalizers,
1,hL
and speakers, as noted below.
Once again, my appreciation to Steven
The introduction of Those Things and
Stone for his time and effort in reviewing
The Pits has made an inexpensive yet
the Accuphase DG-28 Digital Voicing
sophisticated isolation system available to
Equalizer. Because of time constraints,
the audiophile consumer. These products,
Accuphase was not able to prepare their
used in combination with the Pyramid
manufacturer's comments, so please look
Cones (as in the Von Schweikert Research
for it in next month's issue of Stereophile.
VR6s and VR8s, for example), have
Arturo Manzano
proven effective in controlling vibration
AXISS Distribution Inc
even in the extreme environment of a
two-box speaker system. This combinaVTL MB-1250 Wotan
tion will provide about 70% of the perforlilti
mance of The Shelf, and can also be utiIam truly honored that Jonathan Scull
lized in conjunction with The Shelf or
feels that Bea and Iare to be congratulatThe Source. It is asystem designed to work
ed for the achievement of our supertogether, and can be built or expanded as
amplifier. I think it's fair to say that
your needs or budget allow.
Jonathan and Kathleen provided much
Our years of testing detennined that it is
encouragement and constructive criticism
the combination of high rigidity, along with
in the original review almost two years
high damping rates, that provides the most
ago. Ultimately, that helped to shape the
effective means of vibration control, as it
Wotan from its rather rudimentary beginresults in astructure that is not only very
nings into what it is today. Having the
resistant to resonance in the first place, but
foresight to recognize aproduct with the
will dissipate the vibrations to which it is
potential to perhaps one day become a
exposed. Our extensive research and
statement product, seeing it for what it is,
development program into abroad range
and taking the time and effort to carefully
of materials and systems concluded that
analyze and report on it in their reviews,
this approach is the most efficient in the
evenhandedly illuminating its positive
broadest range of applications. Materials
traits and its shortcomings, and then prosuch as casting compounds, metals, visco- viding the system for the amplifier to fully
elastic polymers, or pneumatic suspension
come into its own —this is what the truly
by definition do not have these charactergreat critics do for our industry. We manistics. We extensively explored these alterufacturers would be woefully shortsighted
natives in developing the Black Diamond
were we to take this lightly.
products, and found that in most applicaFor the VTL Wotan is now truly the

remarkable home theater

Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones
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statement product in our range of veryhigh-powered pure tube amplifiers —at
1250Wpc, it must be one of the highestpowered tube amplifiers in current, continuous production. That such a huge
amplifier performed flawlessly in such a
demanding system as the Sculls' is areal
testament to the capabilities of the VTL
production and engineering teams. We
now have the technology to do this reliably
and repeatably — what we have learned in
developing the VTL Wotans has helped us
to achieve similar reliability with all of the
other products we manufacture.
We submit that we are making asolid
case for the viability of vacuum tubes in
audio amplification today, as evidenced by
Jonathan's description of the VTL Wotans:
"I've never heard any other amp — tube,
hybrid, or solid-state — that dishes the
bass like the Wotans managed in our system.... Midrange magic? Nothing but
the best! Sweetness and extension in the
highs? Never better! Integration of initial
transients and follow-on harmonic bloom
and decay? Perfect!"
Couple all this with the fact that "...
the Wotans held their bias quite well...
needing very little attention..."
What more could atube guy possibly
ask for?!
Thank you for the opportunity to comment, and thanks to you and your staff for
your ceaseless (and evidently tireless)
work in providing this forum for the
exploration and reporting of the High
End.
Luke Manley
VTL
Audiofile 3.2 database
IIto':
Congratulations on giving recognition to
the Audiofile database in your March
issue [Vo121 No3, p.81]. Many of Stereophile's readers have problems managing
their album collections. Album-management software that eliminates typing, is
intuitive to use, and solves problems,
enhances the enjoyment of an album collection. To understand the benefits, imagine having alibrarian dedicated to addressing any question pertinent to your collection. Or asecretary who creates reports
used while shopping, or to document the
appraised value of your collection.
As your article mentioned, the requirements for managing classical-music collections differ from managing other types of
music. Essential areas of interest include
composers, compositions, conductors,
orchestras, solo artists, and other items
applicable to the classical repertoire, music
collector, and audiophile.
As storing albums in away that tracks
each of these factors is impossible, collectors typically file their albums by composer name, album label, or amusical category. Outside of knowing where most of the
1
)vorák recordings are filed, such asystem
precludes locating albums that contain

other details. Some albums, therefore, are
never played, solely because they're filed
in amanner that impedes their selection.
For example, if albums are filed by composer, it's impossible to locate all performances conducted by Stokowski, or all
chamber-music recordings on RCA that
have luscious violin tone. Collectors may
even overlook their only recording of
Dvorák's Cello Concerto if it's filed under
the album's other composer.
To master their problems, classical collectors must use software engineered to
address each of their unique requirements.
Soon to be released is asoftware database
fine-tuned for classical-music collections.
Freed of the necessity to manage other
musical formats, forms have greater comprehensiveness, readability, and contain
functions unavailable in other software. At
present, I'm gauging interest in providing
pre-entered descriptions of hundreds of
LPs on Mercury, London, RCA, and other
labels. Should your readers wish to respond
or receive more information, please have
them contact me at WizPub, 1449 Casa
Buena Drive, Suite 6, Corte Madera, CA
94925, or via e-mail.
Ian
ianfeaoLcom
Grado Reference
It is always apleasure to read about Grado
products in the pages of Stereophile, especially when nice words come from
Michael Fremer himself ("Analog Corner,"
March '98, p.59). Michael's claim that
Grado's The Reference is the finest fixedcoil cartridge is quite a statement. The
overall portrayal of The Reference's bass
dynamics and pitch was the best he had
ever heard from any cartridge. The
Reference also scored over 90% in the allimportant midrange: rich, complex, and
believable. String sound was glorious; male
and female vocals sounded right: plush and
"cushiony." It was amidrange sound he
sank into and did not want to leave.
However, Michael did have some frustrations that Iwould like to answer directly. He seemed to have some problems setting overhang correctly in the Graham
tonearm. This was asurprise to us, so we
sent a Reference cartridge off to Bob
Graham. Bob reported back that, although
the cartridge had to be pushed back some
in the headshell, he had no problem setting
it up to specification. We thank Michael
for bringing this to our attention, and will
move the screw holes 50 thousandths of an
inch to give more clearance.
There was also aquestion about thread
pitch. Grado has been using the same /
3
48
thread since 1953. If anyone has moved
away from the standard, it is all the other
manufacturers who have gone to producing their products overseas. We at Grado
are determined to keep our American
standard of thread.
Getting back to the sound, Michael
Stereophile, June 1998

wrote of 'The Reference, "what it did in
the middle was so pure and right, and
what it did on the bottom so dynamic and
note-perfect (if not the last word in lowbass extension), Ifound myself listening to
record after record long after Ishould
have stopped to start writing this." This, I
feel, is the most important line he wrote:
He forgot everything and enjoyed the
music. This is what the industry is supposed to be about: THE MUSIC!
In aphone conversation with Michael,
he questioned how Grado could offer a
cartridge with the quality of The
Reference for such areasonable price. The
answer lies in Grado's almost 50 years of
experience in designing phono cartridges,
along with our tradition of continually
giving value for the buck. This is atradition we intend on keeping alive.
John Grado
President, Grado Labs

ing the fact that Rogers was using borrowed
Exposure Electronics to drive Rogers
Speakers' LS3/5A and AB1 subwoofers.
Since Rogers was the official CES
exhibitor (Suite AP2061) and Exposure
was not, this should have been acknowledged. Rocelco, Inc., is the new North
American 1)istributor for Rogers Speakers.
At any rate, your Muse ICastanovich
thought the Rogers Monitors sounded
terrific.
Norman Yeager
President, Rocelco
ASC Tube Traps at CES

I
kil(01:

While reading through the CES 1998
Show Report in the April Stereophile, I
began to wonder what so many of the
manufacturers getting rave reviews might
have in common. All of them have great
engineering departments to ensure ahighquality product. They are all staffed with
bright marketing and sales personnel.
Samsung, 192kHz, & DVD-Audio
When setting up their demo rooms, they
,iitoi:
make sure that they are using the best posIread John Atkinson's March 30 article on
sible equipment in conjunction with their
the proposed DVD-Audio format on the
own products.
Ithought about what components they
Stereophile web site [also the basis for the May
issue's 'As We See It"— Ed.] with interest as I had in common. A couple of rooms were
was responsible for Samsung's world-preusing Avalon speakers, a couple were
miere 192kHz recording in 1997. Iappreusing ESP, some Joseph Audio, etc. MIT,
Cardas, and ICimber ICable will do as
ciate your efforts to let DVD-Audio be
many as 10 rooms at aShow. Some amplimore widely known.
fiers were popping up two or three times;
However, there is apoint to correct:
stereo linear PCM (LPCM) digital audio
the same with digital front-ends. But soon
one thing became clear to me: Over 30 of
with sample rates of 192/176.4kHz and
16/20/24-bit quantization was incorpothe best demo rooms were treated with
rated in the I)VD-Audio version 0.9 speciASC Tube Trap products like the Tube
fication in November 1997. Thus, 192/
Trap, Cube, Tower Trap, and Flutter Stix.
176AkHz super-high-quality stereo LPCM
What asurprise!
It may well be that our products have
is part of the mandatory portion of DVDAudio, not an option to be discussed, as JA
become such astandard in the industry that
suggested.
Jaehoon Heo
it goes without saying that to have asucSamsung Electronics
cessfid show, you have to contact ASC
beforehand. At CES '98 we supplied prodHales Revelation One at CES
uct in the demo rooms of Avalon Acoustics,
Liam:
Classé, Spectral Audio, ESP, Joseph Audio,
There is an error in Stereophile's CES
Martin-Logan, ProAc, BAT, Sonic Frontiers,
'98 report in April. On p.68, Bonnie
Dynaudio, Bryston, and many others. Some
McKenzie lists our Revelation One
of diese companies have even made it clear
speaker at $1995/pair. The actual price is
that they will not participate in a show
$995/pair. Quite asaving! L Paul Hales
unless ASC treats the room first. Perhaps it's
iphales@ix.nettorn.com
because our products blend into the decor
of the room so well.
Music Hall MMF-2 at CES
We know most Stereophile reviewers use
Editor:
various ASC treatments in their own
Thank you for the marvelous mention of
rooms, and we thank them for doing so
the $299 MMF-2 turntable in the April
and commend them for wanting their
Stereophik's "Analog Corner" (VoI21 No.4,
rooms to be as accurate as possible in
p.51). However, Iwould like to point out
order to do justice to the products they're
that the MM F-2 is aMusic Hall product,
reviewing.
not aCreek product as listed in the caption
We will again be treating a slew of
to the photograph.
Roy Hall
rooms at HI-FI '98. For the last two years
Music Hall
over half of the rooms listed in the Best of
Show column were treated by ASC, and
Rogers at CES
I'm sure that will again be the case. We'll sec
Editor:
you there in June. Hopefully, you'll see us.
We note that in Stenvphile's April coverage
Christopher Klein
of the 1998 CES, Lonnie Brownell menSales Manager
tions the Exposure amplifier (p.77), ignorAcoustic Sciences Corp.
stereophile,
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Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000

Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(619) 776-1616
Redding
Pro Electronics
(916) 222-5933
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
S. San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
110. Distribution Services
(619)481-5928
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Soundscape
(707) 578-4434
Studio City
Dave's Video, The laser Place
(818) 760-3472

Stereophile

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740

COLORADO
Boulder
Fads News &Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Audio Visionaries
(719) 532-1518
Listen Up *3
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Listen Up *2
(303) 444-0479
MoonDance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970)259-6722
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Pueblo
Chorus Audio Video
(719) 542-1980
Thornton
SoundTrack, Ultimate
Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(860) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575

Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA
Auburndale
Blow It Out Your Amp
(941) 967-0202
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(561) 338-8898
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD &DVD
Exchange
(941) 377-4419

GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Norcross
Hi Fi Exchange
(770) 242-6644
Roswell
AV1 Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
Home Theater &Sound
Concepts
(770) 642-5557
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio .6 Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134

Chicago
Avant Garde Home
Entertainment
(773) 248-1104
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100

Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Superior Audio Systems
(312)226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Franklin Park
Mobile Hi -Fi
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Lisle
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rock Falls
Sterling Electronics
(815) 626-4200
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Ft. Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Media Room
(317) 466-0116
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Portage
Who's Your Entertainment
(219) 762-7027
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(116) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Wichita
Custom Sound
(116) 681-3555

KENTUCKY
Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-2216

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
15 Audio
(301)989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Sounchvorks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Rockville
Needle Express
(301) 279-5511
Silver Spring
Graffiti Audio-Video
(301) 589-3444

Dealers interested in selling Stenvphile, please call (800) 446-3563. Strreophik is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. US National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.
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Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Myer Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc Stereo 8Video
(617) 648-8111
Cambridge
Audio tab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Lawrence
MaIto Electronics
(508) 685-4383
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
Troy
Satellite City
(248) 528-2383
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

MISSISSIPPI
Ripley
Extreme Sound Lab
(601) 837-2345

MISSOURI
Columbia
Sound by Johnston
(573) 449-6600
Cool Valley
Pirtles Custom Sound
(314) 524-1311
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Gladstone
Buzzz's Hi Fi
(816) 453-3808

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727

Joplin
Fowler's Magnavox Home
Theater
(419) 394-5316

Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737

Sedalia
Reference Audio
(816) 826-8280
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8 Design
(402) 483-4511

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY
Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Jersey City
Worldwide Distribution Services
(201) 332-7100
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen 's
(201) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

NEW YORK
Binghamton
J.S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
[die's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Upgrade A/V Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707

Stereo Advantage
(513) 321-0083
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434

Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381

OREGON

Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 439-1980

Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101

Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595

Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Stereo Shop
(716) 424-1820
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191

Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet (The)
(215) 886-1650
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115
Scranton
Heart 8Soul Audio
(717) 346-0222
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

STORADISC'
Fine•furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

available.

Write

sizes
or

and

call:

finishes

also

I
-800 -848 -9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company

555 Whitehall Street Atlanta. Georgia 30303
(404) $2 4-4 334 fan (404) 659.50 4

Straight talk,..

39 veal..

One of America's

Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
W e stock 106 Brands of Audio.
Video and Car Stereo. Only a few
stores in America can make
statement and
virtually all of us
are located

in college towns

adjacent to hi-tech Universities.
AUTHORIZED DEALER
for
Floor Tower Speakers
Ctr Channel Speakers
Subwoofer Speakers
Bookshelf Speakers
Receivers / Audio
Video /TVs / VCRs
Projection TVs / DV D
CD Players / Changers
Laser Disc /Tape Decks
Home Theater Systems
Visit our 14 Showrooms
Featuring 106 Quality Manufacturers
KIEF'S AUDIO/VIDEO
2429 Iowa SL, Lawrence, KS 66046
td-T-W-T látm-Kpm.
I--S I
Oarn-6pm

http://www.kiefsay.com/

i um()/vii)v()
785-842-1811
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Where

to

RHODE ISLAND
Portsmouth
Paul's Ultimate Audio/Video
(4011 683-4400

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949

TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Johnson City
Mr. Toads Stereo
(423) 929-1121
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Modern Music Audio 8Video
(901) 682-6557
Opus 2Audio 8Video
(901) 684-5461
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Arlington
Pioneer Television 8Audio
(817) 640-3018
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Audio Partners
(972) 930-9862
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Extreme Audio
(806) 747-0667
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Buy

Stereophile

Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions/Stereo Trading
Post
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(5091 A-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Classic Audio
(206) 706-1561
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(4)4) 281-1803
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Monroe
Fuzzy's Audio 8Lighting Co.
(608) 325-2077
Sheboygan
Gene's Sound 8Camera
(414) 458-2141
Wausau
Electronics World #1
(715) 845-4504
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Dist.
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Chantilly
Sight 8Sound Consulting
(703) 802-6443
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
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ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay I
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NEW BRUNSWICK
Monkton
Ernie's Newsstand
(902) 454-8381
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Moms St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W #2
Kingston
lust Hi -Fi
239 Princess St

QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Déearie
Son Or/Fihronique
9343 Lajeunesse
Quebec
CO.RA.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
Ri. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel: (617) 3368-3566
Fax (617) 3368-3813
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688
BENELUX
National Distributor
Dumb Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel: 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax: 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifninkel
Tel: 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax: 31 (0) 40 211 7714
The Hifishop
Tel: 31 (01 13 544 3444
Fax: 31 (0) 13 612 5698
De Flifistudo
Tel: 31 (0) 591-611111
Fax: 31 (0) 591-612345
BRAZIL
Blumenau, SC
Sound Image
Fax (047) 322-0305
BRUNEI

London
London Audio
716 York St

Jalan Gadong
Auvisual Haven
Fax: (011) 024-48841

Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd

COSTA RICA

Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 fading Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Songe St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thomhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Songe St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3

Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

Whitby
American Sound VVItitby
233 Brock St S

Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 21-343-213
Fax: (385) 21-40-376
CZECH REPUBLIC
Borivojova
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel/Fax: 42-2-90001181
DENMARK
Norager
Hi Fi Klubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
HihMesta Oy
Tel: (3581 2-2504-888
Fax: (3581 2-2504-808
FRANCE
Pans
Renaissance Sarl
Tel/Fax: (331) 6004-6006
GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel: (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067

GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax: (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (852) 2392-6368
Fax: (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax: 6221-625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-M77
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

Esotenca
Tel: (095) 917-4385
Fax: (095) 917-8762
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (095) 233-1442
Fax (095) 248-3352
SAUDI ARABIA
Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax. (99) 62-68-24-098
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelpht
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: 6533 42 106
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
Anus Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

Stockholm
Art
Tel: (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (46) 8-660-2207

MACEDONIA
Skopje
T.P. Kodr Export-Import
Tel/Fax (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4)88
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 42 71 00
Fax: (596) 57 % 39
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
Notional Distributor
City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93
POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio
Tel(Fax (48) 22-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Amadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
RUSSIA
Notional Distributor
Moscow
RG Sound
Tel: (095) 256-5091
Fax: (095) 259-2742
ATTrade
Tel: (095) 291-5086
Fax (095) 291-5871

SWEDEN
National Distributor

SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
National Distributor
Music World Co.
Tel: (662) 276-5190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch Bectronix
Tel: (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel: 0115 928 4147
Fax: 0115 925 0625
Berkshire
Audio T
Tel 01734 585 463
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Sound Organisation
Tel: 0171 403 2255
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel: 01865 790879
Suffolk
Bury Audio
Tel 01284 724 337
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Show Room
Tel/Fax: 848651868
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689
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ATTENTION QUAI) ANI ) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, awe, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates. stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details. contact Mike or Randy,
QS&D, 33 MdIlia Loop *108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406.
(540) 372-3711,Jax (540) 372-3713.

FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Web site at hup://wititili4nwiti .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14). plus tips on improving FM
reception. Download our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Steno Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637, also (716) 683-5451, or lax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infiehnhrexotti ,or write to Fanfare FM, Box
455, Belo, NY 14225-0455.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad. Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Revolver, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.

ACTIVE COMPONENTS: M..de-to-order crossovers, subsonic filters, summers, and boost-amps with
optional level controls, for hi-, tri-, and quad-amp configurations. Includes power supply. For brochure:
DeCourey Engineerimz Lab, 11828 Whijilson Blvd, Culver
City, CA 90230. (310) 397-9668, fax (310) 397-8498,
impchurch@aolcorn .

"SOUNI) YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classe Audio, Fanfare FM, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dytulab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage. MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hui, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio &yellow,
Livapool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC/ArnEx/Discover.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Actin's, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, 13&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Runco, Spica, TARA, Thiel, Totem Vandersteen,
Von Schweikert, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toncann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Senes "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archind Supplia® P.O. Box 187,
San Anadino, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nak.unichi, Acurus. Kimber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions. Spendor, Target,
Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Steno,
591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.
HI-FI EXCHANGE — Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or visit our
showrooms at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Lade Neck, NY 11363.
MBC AUDIO: Klync, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver. CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 .fax, Sonde
AUDIO UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Craft, Audio Note, Basis, BenzMicro, Chang, Coda, Ensemble, Fanfare, Graaf,
Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Magnum Dynalab,
Meret, Micromega, Micro-Seiki, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, ()nix, Rega, Sainaclhi Acoustics.
Spendor, Symphonic Line, Systemdek, Tannoy, Totem,
Transfiguration. Wheaton Triplanar, XLO, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call/fax_klus Bonus at (303) 6913407, 2341 W Yale Ave, &domed, Co 80110.
STAX NOVA SIGNATURE AMP, 51250; AudioTechnica AT-RC9, $199. All unused. (212) 966-1355.
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SIGNAL GUARI) RESONANCE-ATTENUATION PLATFORM. Dimensions, 19" by 16" by 3";
weight. 27 lbs; supports 200 lbs. Wide-band attenuation, 14Hz-55khz, $349. Shannon Dickson's review
upcoming in Stenvidtde. Unequaled build quality, elegant aesthetics. Call for information, dealer nearest you,
or order factory-direct to open areas. (914) 496-1067
Ikaler inquiries invited.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. lice Audio
Products, rd. (561) 575-7577 fax (561) 575-0302.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —New! Floorstanding indoor FM antenna with increased bandwidth over
standard whip models. Elegant in appearance, with real
cherry cndcaps, solidly engineered for maximum performance. Also new: APS-9 75 ohm outdoor antenna.
Better antenna, same price! AI'S, (860)643-2733; ,"nail:
antmetimmo ,uneavantomaperlOrmancecom .
NEW AGE AUDIO —offering the best in high-end
audio for Georgia and the Southeast. Accuphase, Audire,
AudioPrism, Musical lksign, Music Reference. Presence,
Musc, Cary Audio, Rogue, Quicksilver. Sim Moon Series, Altis, Musical Concepts, Timbre, G&I) Transforms,
Rega, EAD, Alón, Clements. ESP speakers, Fuselier,
Green Mountain, PUN Montana, Merlin, Quintessence,
TOICI11. Music Metre, Synergistic Research, TARA Labs,
XLO, Osiris, Chang, Audio Magic. (770) 487-0103.

RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial. $4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all
commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or
more characters with aspace, dash, or slash
on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads
must be prepaid with order, either by check
or credit card: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. FAX: (505) 983-6327. ONLINE:
classifieds@stereophile.com .DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month,
two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want
your ad to run in the August 1998 Stereophile, you must submit it by June 1, 1998.
Please Note: Phone-in ads are not accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads
on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter.
Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 4578748 klOrr 10pm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF1! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 and
up), power-line conditioners ($85 and up). Alternative
to the Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode,
1Old Guram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETE AUI)10 PREAMPS. The most transparent
available today. Uses only the finest Vishay® S-102
resistors in all signal paths, including the 128-step volume control. Full 1R remote control. Passive or
buffered. Five line inputs plus two tape decks. Custombuilt for your system. Front $2000. No-risk trial. Call
(208) 342-6141 fia details.
PLACETE AUI)10: available now, 126-step remotecontrolled dual-mono line-level attenuators that use
only Vishay* S-102 resistors. From $1000. (208) 3426141, or Placere@aol.com .
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vanderstcen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richnrond, VA.
Krice/Jax: (804) 358-5300.
DIGIFLEX END CABLE KIT, featuring the Digiflex
Gold I. "...my first choice in adigital cable at any
price." — Corey Greenberg, Stenvphile, Vol.16 No.Z
July 1993. And Vidiflex Gold-S professional S-video
cable. Special price for both, $114.95. Also: Plus Series
analog interconnects, video projector and speaker
cables, and more. Free catalog from your Canare
source: Sound & Video, (518) 822-8800.
REFERENCE 3A MODEL M-2 loudspeakers, black
lacquer, mint, $975. (503)257-0035.
McCORMACK AMPLIFIERS go from good to fantastic! Steve McCormack (their original creator) has
developed upgrades that transform the DNA series. If
you're an owner — or have been searching for an outstanding amplifier — contact SMc Audio at (760) 7320352 (9-6 PST M-F), SMcAudio@aol.corn
WE'RE HERE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, Diapason, JMIab, MS,
ProAc, Townshend, Wilson 13enesch, WireWorld,
more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter! Arizona Tube
Audio, (602) 921-9961. narnatubeatidiacom
CLASSICAL WOODSTOCK '98 —Ile first fullfledged international record show featuring collectors
and dealers in the bucolic setting of Woodstock. NY,
just two hours from New York City. Saturday. August
8, 10am-5pm. For further information, contact
Lawrence O'Dok at (914) 679-1054 (phone and .krx), taravis@tilsternet, or wwwraravis.rom
REVOX ON THE INTERNET at www.revoxxh
See our latest generation of fine Swiss audio products.
Need service or parts? Call us for the lowest prices in
10 years at (708) 343-1524, (708) 343-1562 .1;1x. E-mail
œvoxatedio@aotcom or write to BTS, Inc, 4300 W North
Am, Stone Park, IL 60165.
MOVING SALE (Class A components into Class C
honte): Dunlavy SC-1V, cherry finish, $4600; Classe
M-1000 monoblocks, ($10,000) $4500 0130. John,
(303) 306-6330.
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AUDIO RESEARCH VT130, $2500; Audio Research
LS2B Mk.II with remote, $1700; Theta Data Basic
transport, $1100; Theta Pro Prime DAC, $500; Thiel
3.6 speakers, $2500. (801) 451-5728, (801) 451-5749.

PURE SILVER INTERFACE CABLES. Ky Technologies is proud to introduce AG-Ill, acable painstakingly handcrafted using only the finest hand-polished,
solid-core silver conductors and Teflon dielectrics. A
new benchmark for transparency and value. Enjoy!
$129/meter pair. Ky Techno4ies, (813) 521-9836.
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
($7895) $5500; Reference Line Silver prcamp, ($2095)
$995; Mango 8.8 interconnect, 3m, ($1195) $450; Marigo 8.8 interconnect, 1m, ($495) $175; Reference Line
silver interconnects, 1/2m, ($250) $95; Reference Line
double-run silver speaker cable, 5', ($2200) $695; Encore Pyramid DAC, ($3995) $1395. Call (615) 650-3418.
LAKESIDE ACOUSTICS IS PROUD to introduce
the MV-250, afull-range two-way designed by Ron
Nelson. It compares favorably with his highly regarded
NR 8-04. Featuring stunning dynamics, 92dB efficiency, and anominal 8 ohm impedance. Factory-direct,
30-day home audition program and fire shipping.
Lakeside ACOILeS, 5679 Oper-Lentz, Currire, OH 43412.
(888) 248-6032 epergne.
FOURIER SANS PAREIL 160Wpc OTL monoblock, $1800 OBO. (914) 621-3551.
BRUCE MOORE M125 tube monos with 6550s,
used 4months, ($6600) $2800; Magnum Dynalab FT101A, $475. Bob, (608) 271-9098.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDMON with warranty: Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Conrad-Johnson,
Gershman Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, Martin-Logan,
mbl, MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia,
and many more high-end components. Call for inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Sr,
Fhishing, NY 11358. Tel. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530 11itA End Audio.

XLO SIGNATURE 5.1, 2sets. (973) 628-8141.

SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2, new tubes, $1950; Sonic

CARVER C4000 PREAMPLIFIER, charcoal, mint
condition. (319) 366-4844.

Frontiers SFS80, $1250; Sonic Frontiers SFP1 Signature, $780; Proton 1)540 integrated amp, $200;
Nakamichi ZXZ less than 30 hours' use, $450;

MONARCHY 22A DAC, $475. (630) 302-1822.
CELLO GRAND MASTER, ($60,000) $16,000;
Performance II, ($25,000) $14,000; Palette preamp,
($8500) $3900; 8.1 DAC, $2900; cables. Wayne, (310)
377-0056.
JA1)IS DEFY-7 II AMP, $3500; Jadis DPL preamp,
$2300; both mint, $5000 for both. Consider trade for
high-quality amp. Sandy, (352) 742-2021.
AUDIOPHILE LOUDSPEAKERS arc practically unaffordable, right? Nonsense. (906) 789-0516 for derails.
WATT 6/PUPPY 2, Transparent Reference 8' speaker cable —as system, ($20,800) $10,500; Theta Gen.
VA, balanced, Theta Data III, Theta "Link" —as system, ($12200) $6500. All mint, original boxes, plus shipping. Weekdays, (516) 654-5600; manses, (516) 475-9513.
GOLDEN TUBE SE-100, six months old, $1100.
Brian, (920) 426-5950.
JEFF ROWLANI) SYNERGY PREAMP, perfect
new condition, silver finish, fully balanced, low hours,
($5000) $3800; Yarnamura 5000 balanced interconnect, 3m, mint, ($1950) $650; 15m, balanced, mint,
($1185) $550. (212) 721-7746.
LEVINSON NO333, MINT, original packing,
$5200. (203) 294-1687 after 5pm EST

WARNING !!!

Audio Catalog!

WATT 3/PUPPY 1, Puppy Tails, Puppy Claws,
$5000; POW WHOW model 2 subwoofer, $5000.
Call Greg, (714) 650-5398.
CABLES, PAIRS, ALL 50% or more off list. Wire
World: Atlantis II, RCA, 1
m, $45; 2m, $60; Polaris II,
XLR, Ins. $90; 15m. $110; 3m, $150; Polaris 11 speaker, 1m, $145. AudioQuest Ruby, XLR, 15m. $75.
Madrigal AES/EBU, 1m, $145. Cardas AES/EBU,
1m, $100. Kimber Hero, XLR, 0.5m, $50; lm, fin
Also various RCA-to-XLR specialty cables, Canare/
Belden digital. NAD 412 tuner, $199. (804) 378-3786,
5-9pm EST only phase!
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 tube preamp, mint condition, box, manual, $800. (914) 336-7026, NY
MARK LEVINSON NO-36S processor, mint condition
with box and manual, $3900. (I'll split shipping charges.)
Gary, (303) 778-6752 days, (303) 838-74% evenings.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2 prcamp, new tubes,
mint, $1450; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II, new tubes,
mint, $2250; Sonic Frontiers, SFT-1 transport, as new,
$1150; Panasonic SV-3800 DAT, as new, $700; Illuminati Orchid, $300; Energy Ventas 1.8, mint, $1800.
Sonic items negotiable. (305) 883-4496.
AUDIO RESEARCH D240 Mk.II amp, 120Wpc,
solid-state, ($3000) $1150; LS3 ptrarnp with remote,
($2000) $950. Both black, mint, $2000 0130 for both.
New York City area. Elite, (201) 567-1654.

Be carclid wall mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

FREE High-End

AudioQuest Emerald SE interconnects, 1m. $100. All
excellent, mint. Frank, (415) 456-6047.

AUDIO RESEARCH REF-1 PRE/313,
1P, "latest version," ($8500) $5000. Call (914) 429-6469.
KRELL AUDIO VIDEO STANDARD, $7500. Tom,
(21X1 A34-AA79 mwhom
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Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!

amihdee .11.6..4

'en

Huge Selection At Low Prices. Hundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Cet complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Call Now!
1-800-451-5445
Estaolishecl iv 19E10. Audio Advisor. Inc.. is the worlds
largest seller of high-end audio products by direct marl
Address: 4649 Danvers Drive SE Kentwood. MI. 49512

AUDIO
ADVISOR

Phone: 616-975-6100 Fax 616-975-6111
Uwe 1996 k17
hflplAvww.audioadvisor.corn
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McINTOSH MC275 COMMEMORATIVE amplifiers, matched pair available, absolutely mint, $3150
each. (810) 977-3759.
1)0 YOU HAVE A CLASSIC THORENS TURNTABLE? Bring it back to tip-top working order. We
have acomplete inventory of parts for all models from
the 11)124 series to present. We also have upgrade
parts made of RDC acrylic for models TD318, 11)320,
11)520, 11)2001, and 126 and Ill series. RDS acrylic
platter, RDS acrylic HI) shell, IU)S acrylic main bearing for 11)320 and 2001. RDS acrylic arm-mounting
collar for TP90 ann. Call or e-mail for prices. 71;oretts of
America (718) 847-4289, or e-mail: thonmstua@aol.rom .
Also, check out our line of current turntables and electronics on the web at audiolit.com/thorens
MUSEATEX CD-I) MELIOR TRANSPORT, black,
remote, former Class B, ($1900) $395; Fosgate Model
4surround-sound pit-amp, black, remote, $295. (609)
488-2425, EST
WILSON WATT 5 with Gibraltar stands, ($9000)
$5500; Meridian 508, 20-bit, ($3000) $2000; ConradJohnson PVL2 preamp, ($2000) $1200 OBO. All perfect. (206) 286-3992.
THRESHOLD FET 10E, $1250; Theta Basic II,
$1150; Ikfinitive BP-2, $400/pair, Snell TED( SUR500, $950/pair; Snell Q. $500/pair, Factech Digital
Sound Level Meter (2), resolution to 0.1dB, ($220)
$110 each; Wilson Puppy Wheels, $40/4 pairs; Laser
Level for speaker setup, $100 each. (732) 938-4668.
SPECTRAL DMC-20, ($7500) $3900; DMC-20 II,
$4995; MIT 770 CVTenninator twin speaker cables,
($2495) $1375; Genesis 11.5 speakers with 800W servo
amp, ($22,000) $9500. All mint. (425) 881-5188.
STEREOPH1LE, VOLS.11-20, $250 plus shipping.
(732) 739-3317
MELOS MA333 PREAMP, 3pieces plus phono stagc,
balanced out with remote, mint, ($5500) $3000. Lem,
(212) 677-9390.

QUANTUM LEAP.
A UDIO

V IDEO,

LTD .

NEW 1998 CATALOG. Vacuum-tube preamplifiers
and power amplifier kits, passive line-stages, phono
stages, power conditioners, and more. DIY components from Hovland MusiCaps, MultiCaps, Jensen oils,
Kimber ICap, Solen, Wima, Elna Cerafines; Caddock,
Holco, Mills, Resista; KR Enterprise, Svetlana, Sovtek,
Western Electric; Cardas, Ncutrik, DH Labs, !Camber
!Cable, Vampire; Alps, Noble, Grayhill. We also have
enclosures, books, software, and circuits. Order our
200-page catalog, $12 (US/Canada), $18 (International). Visa/MasterCard. Call Wilbonte Labs at (303)
470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. E-mail wiabs@Evit(trom.
corn. Website: http://tmowwelbornelabs.rom .
KRELL KSA-100S, excellent condition, $2800. (319)
393-8279.
PLIN1US SA-100 POWER AMR silver, $2700; Voce
Divina Soprano speakers, burlwood, $2800/pair, Voce
Divina Tenore monitors, piano black. $3500/pair. Voce
1)ivina Basso subs plus Pa.sso crossover, piano black,
$3000/pair, Sound Lab AS electrostatic speakers, black
spandex, walnut, $3200; ESS AMT IA speakers widi
Heil transformers, $550/pair, Acoustat Spectra 33, black,
$1000/pair, Nalcamichi 1000 tape deck, $550; AlphaCore Gomm Sapphire (silver) RCA interconnect, 15m,
$300/pair; Alpha-Core Gotta AGI Tiffany (silver)
speaker cable, 15', $800/pair. Call (860) 848-1300.
MAGNEPAN 2.6 SPEAKERS, MINT, $975. (701)
222-4140.
KOMURO 845 SINGLE-ENDED mode amp, birdseye maple, very rare, 200 hours, ($8000) $5000;
Reference 3A Suprema speakers, walnut, mint,
($10,000) $5000. Steve, (310) 301-1999.
PROAC RESPONSE 2.5, yew-wood finish, 9months
old, ($5050) $3495 OBO; OCOS speaker cable, 17'
pair, ($430) $180; Muse model 22 subwoofer, oak finish, ($1545) $795. (301) 890-6611, 7pm-11:30pm EST
BRYSTON 411 AMP and PREAMP, trade for your
tube gear. (718) 463-4936.

e

Profflufica

AUDIO /KCIALI/T/

"Ultimate and High-End

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.

Home Entertainment
Systems"
Authorized Dealer
huit IRite,
Black Diamond Racer
Electragliile
Fanfare Intl [Metronome Digital.
VIVA tubes]

Meadowlark

Swink°

Nairn

Sunfire

B.A.T.

Paradigm

Symphonic

C.E.C.

ProAc

TDL

Cambridge

Rega

Target

Celeste

Rok son

Theta

Chord Co.

Spendor

Vandersteen

Creek
CWD
Dunlayy

Merlin Music Systems [speakers]
OSIRIS stands/isolation
pARTicular contemporary i "At

Angstrom
Arrant

GoldenTu be
Grado
H/K
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138/W 801 SERIES 3, 2 months old, with Sound
Anchor stands, (WOO $4000; Krell A/V Standard, 3
months, ($12,500) $8500; Krell KSA-300S, $6000;
Acurus 200 X3, ($1200) $700; MFT 350 CVTerminator Proline, balanced, 1m. 1600; MIT 350 Terminator, 1
m, RCA, $600. COD with shipping prepaid.
Call Demos, (352) 854-9545, 10am-7pm, FL.
THE ABSO!UTE SOUND is back and better than ever.
Many of the writers you have come to trust over die years
are back, ensuring the excellent journalistic integrity you
have come to expect from The Aleut( Sound. Subjects
to be covered over the coining months include: the new
diidtal hardware and software, DA1), changes in speaker
technology, cartridge design, and, of course, our thorough
perspective on music. Subscribe today by phoning (888)
732-1625, «go to ow web page at loww.theabsolta‘wtauttotn .
YANKEE MODEL 72 Mk.111 ribbon speakers;
Koetsu Pro IV cartridge, new; Stax Quattro II CD player, mint. (973) 746-2794.
AUDIO RESEARCH CA50 integrated, $2250; MAD
1300 preamp, $200; Thiel 12, black laminate, $450;
Linn LP12, $450. (212) 721-7788.
CONRAD-JOHNSON: PV12L preamplifier, ($1895)
$1250; MV55 power amplifier, ($1995) $1350. Both
mint. (301) 907-6629.
CONRAI3-JOHNSON PV12AL, ($1895) $895; C-J
PV1OAL, ($995) $495. Gold- and black-finish units
available. (703) 685-6659.
SPECTRAL DMA-150, $4300; MIT MH770 CVT
Reference speaker cable, 8', $1300; both 6months old.
META Laser II, ($4900) $1900; VAC PA90C, ($7000)
$3000; VTL MB-600, ($12,000) $5500/pair. ARC
SP11, $1900; Sony CDP-R1 plus DAS-R1, ($8000)
$1900; Conrad-Johnson Premier 5, ($7500) $3300;
Genesis Lens, $1200; McIntosh MR77, $450; MR7082,
$750; Merlin VSM Basic, latest, ($4600) $2300; PS
Audio Lambda II plus Ultrafink II, ($4300) $1600.
(909) 627-3869.

FREE CATALOG
If you like
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

Holes
Mrsis

Plinius
Siltech
illPTC11'11 ir

ELECTRONICS & MORE

Research

CALL TOLL FREE

& many more brands coming...

Owned and Operated by a Medical ¡Jactar

(517) 337-8362
Fax (517) 351-3508

Stereophile, June 1998

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N CLARK CHICAGO,IL 60614 773 883 9500

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE, SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.
Springboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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ECHO BUSTERS decorative acoustical treatments!
Your room is acomponent too. Upgrade the only component that works with any equipment — your mo-m!
Absorption, Diffusion, and Bass control packages tame
acoustical problems attractively! For best results, "Echo
Bust" your room. (888) ECHO BUST ErhoBuster@aol.
rom ,unmerholmorrs.corn
MUSEATF.X CDD1 TRANSPORT, ($1750) $550;
Audio Alchemy 1)71 Pro and P53, $300; Adcom GDA600, ($750) $250; all, $850. Roman, (847) 465-0715.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE turntable with vacuum
pump, line conditioner, clamp; includes Premier FT3K toncarm, $985. Gary, (407) 658-6213.
McINTOSH MC2205 AMP and MX117 Kemp/
tuner, in boxes, $1950 for set OBO. (850) 438-0909,
e-mail cera@gulfnet
KRELL KRC-3 PREAMP, ($3200) $2100; Oracle
Premier turntable, silver, clear Plexiglas with stand,
($4500) $1795; Wadia 6CI) player, ($4000) $1750. All
mint, boxes. Frank, (770) 998-1811.
KRELL SYSTEM: M1)-10
KRC preamp, KSA2005 amp, studio converter. Celestion speakers and
cables, Mint, $12,500 OBO. (805)252-2109, saintevrs@
earthlink.net.
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS speaker cable, 10'
biwire, spades, excellent condition, $1085 (50% of list).
Art, (650) 591-2057
ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 22 electrostatic loudspeakers, excellent condition, minimum power 200Wpc,
half original price plus shipping. (650) 341-0835.
QUANTUM LEAP AU1)10 VIDEO, LTD., East
Lansing, Michigan. Billy Bap, Black Diamond Racing,
Electraglide, Merlin Speakers, Metronome Digital,
Osiris, pARTicular Contemporary Design, Plinius,
Sitwell, Synergistic Research, Viva tubes (Fanfare
International), many, many more coming! (517) 3378362, 11 am-9pm EST:private appointments.

You are invited to audition

The Goldmund
Components

WEBSTER-CHICAGO WIRE RECORDER, model
180-1, ca 1940, operable, recordings included, 13RO; Sony
MI)P-500 lascrdisc, $250; Adcom GC1)-600 (skips),
$125. Dean, (978) 557-9122, dzolubos@tvorldnet.attnet
WILSON AUDIO WAMM 7 with subwoofcrs,
$49,000; Goldmund Apologue, $33,1)00. On-site installation possible. Station 2001, 14 Rue du Moldier, 78200
Fontenay
hance. livc (33) 134 76 56 48; e-mail
MKHg@aottont
BAT VK-3i, remote and VK-200, mint, $3850/pair,
Von Schweikert Research 4.5, light cherry, mint, $4250;
Mesa Baron, low hours, mint, $2000; MEA 200A
monoblocks, mods by S. Frankland to beyond 2001)s
with new GE 6550s, excellent condition, $2800; MFA
Magus C, mint, $750; Audible Illusions Modulus 3,
excellent condition, $835; Scquerra 7.7 speakers, as
new, $675; Onkyo T-4055 tuner, $80. All plus shipping.
J
,
)!. (248) 583-5305.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Elisa, Nichicon, Vishay, Gidclock, Hole°, Mills,
Kiwame, Yama llllll a, etc. capacitors and resistors. All
types audio connectors, chassis wires, custom cables,
Alps, Noble. TM), Heicfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators. Deflex
panels, hospital-grade AC connectors. tools, accessories. Free catalog! Michael Pem; Box 526, Inverness, Cl
94937 (415) 669-718Qix (415)669-7558.
BAT VK-60 AMR Sterrophile Class A, ($5000) $2800;
Kimber KCAG, 4.5m, RCA, ($1500) $750; MIT
Digital Reference, Ins, RCA, ($325) $200. Grin (610)
767-8875.
LEXICON I)C-1 with THX, Dolby Digital, DTS,
scaled, $2990. (303) 674-1133.
SNELL TYPE CV, $1500 OBO; Sonic Frontiers SEL1, $750; KEF 1042 with Kubc, $1100; REF Q-80, $250;
Nakamichi MB25 CD player, $250. (908) 322-9171.

/
ALNPINN'\E
AUDIO
Audio and Home Theatre
• Real

c og,

Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
630-789- I
990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

We also Feature:
Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Eg,gleston,
Magnepan, Mark
Levinson, MartinLogan, Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Revel, Sonus Faber,
Thiel, Threshold,
Well Tempered,
Z Systems, and many
more.

am() consul:ran-1
s
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 1967
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THIEL CS3.6, BLACK, $2080. (303)674-1133.
JOULE ELECTRA OPS1 Mk3 phono stage, $1500;
Sonic Frontiers SFP-1, $600; van den Hul MC10, $400.
(303) 665-6463.
USED AND DEMO SALE: Adcom GI)A-600;138cW
Signature 30, CDM-7; Classé CA-100, Cl'-45;
Convergent Audio SL-1, JL-1; Conrad-Johnson PF2;
Counterpoint SA200; EA» DSP-7000; Hales Concept
2; Infinity Beta; I(rell SI)P-32; Mark Levinson No.31,
No38, No20.6; McIntosh MC7300; Proceed Pl )P 3,
PCD 2; Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 Mk2, SED-2 Mk2;
Theta Pro Genii': Symphonic Line Kraft 400;
Velodyne ULD-18; Wadia 8; more. Audition Audio,
(801) 467-5918, fax (801) 467-0290.
WILSON CUB SPEAKERS, "like new," ($6000)
$3900; Sound Anchor stands, ($600) $350. Call (914)
429-6469.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 preamp, "like new,"
($3000) $2000. Call (914) 429-6469.
LEVINSON No36S 13/A CONVERTER, ($6500)
$3700; Levinson No37 Cl) transport, ($4000) $2700;
Genesis Lens, ($1800) $1100; Orchid balanced digital
cable, 1.5m, (me) $300; Illu lll i
ll ati D-60 digital cable,
1.5m, ($377) $150. Call (914) 429-6469.
ENJOY THE FINESSE, fine focus, and micro-detail
of I) Lins Fine Silver high-fidelity audio cables riskfree with a30-day trial period! Cables start at 5150/
0.5m. Sec us at HI-El '98, mom 643! Visit our popular
and infirmative websitc at unowSilverAndiosom to learn
about our "holistic" approach to cable design. (602)
996-8901, 10am-6pm PST Vise MC/Amex/ Discover.
24-hourfar, (602) 996-8779, Dlin@SilverAtulio.rom
THETA DATA III UNIVERSAL transport, less than
20 hours' playing, ($4500) $3000; Stax S, SI headphones with amp and equalizer, $1200. You pay
freight. Call Ben, (714) 459-8781, or car phone (714) 6129484, or voice mail.
THETA »ATA BASIC transport, black, excellent condition, AES/EBU, (519(0) WO; Janis pair WI 15"
subwoofers with IA crossover/amplifiers, oak, ($3500)
$1400. (412) 268-2313.
AUDIO RESEARCH IS2B with remote, $1550;
Audio Research CASO, $22 50; Chord SPM 600, $1495;
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, $1495; (423) 928-3256.
KRELL SPIKES, (AMF)s, $200) $115; 'Umber 8AG,
8', (53400) 51900; First Sound Passive Reference II,
s/#15992948, ($2200) $1000; Genesis V, ($15,000)
$6900; Cello Encore preamp with phono, ($10,000)
$4300; ListenUp MatighanIxix for B8eW 801, ($1500)
$499; Dzurko Jaguar, cherry, with stands, ($5600)
$2400; ML 23.5, (57500) $3900; Genesis Time Lens,
s/#111246, small scratch, ($1800) $1300; Sonic
Frontiers black Processor 3 ($7000) $4 500; Lexicon
CP-3+, ($3350) $999; NBS 6-outlet power strip,
($800) $400; NliS 6-outlet power strip, ($800) $400.
COD with shipping deposit, Ventura, CA. Brian, (805)
527-9739, fax (805) 527-9808, e-mail: helloInfi@aotrom
THE GOOD BOX. If you own or are considering
acquiring avintage amp, you definitely must have The
Good Box by Ralph Baker design. It will allow use of
large high-end speaker cables! Model ST-1, $109.95;
Model MO-1, $129.95; plus shipping and handling.
Ralph Baker Design, Westfield, MA, USA, phorte/fax (413)
562-8438, 11 11 11 411dielrIl.(0111
,

,

,

ELECTRAGLI DE/REF EREN CEGLI I)E powercord demos: save US. Tad (Bybee) power purifier,
($1100) $695. (517) 337-8362, 10am-lOpm EST
PLIN1US SA100/11, 100Wpc pure class-A amp, &env-

phile Class A (April 1998), demo, full warranty, ($4000),

ABINGDON, VIRGINIA 24210

$2895; Plinius M16 Rremote line-stage preamp, demo,
full warranty, ($4250) $2695; Plinius pair, ($8250)
$5250; Platinum Reference 1speakers, ($4000) $2295;
Classé CDT-I transpon, ($2500) $1350; Meridian 500
transport, ($2200) $1095. Acoustic Energy AE2 reference speaker stands, 24" high, ($1600) $395. Offers.
(517) 337-8362, 10am-10pm EST

(54 0) 628-3177
•local market only
email: ratlifferpreterred corn

MIT MH77OUL 8' bisviri speaker cable, $2100; Aerial
IOT speakers with
52900. (423)670-4209.

A

DEMO AND USED MODELS
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
323 WEST MAIN STREET
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Audio
TRANSPARENT CABLES/INTERCONNECTS,
Ultra, Super, Plus, misc., 40-75% below retail! (517)
337-8362, 10am-lOpm EST
MAGNEPLANAR MG20s, oak. $4600; Bryston
7BNILB inonoblocks, $2000/pair, Bryston 1013 balanced crossover, $650. (352) 521-0687, leave message
AUDIOPRISM DEBUT, ($1995) $899; EAD DSP7000/1-11)CD Mk.III, ($2495) $799; both Stenvphile
Class 13, April 1998. Aragon 4004 Mk.11, ($1800) $799;
Rotel RCI)-990/H1)CI), ($1499) $850. Threshold:
12, ($5750) $2395; 1-3, ($2590) $1295; 1200 ($4650)
$2695. Forte Model 55, ($1390) $835; Model 44.
($1350) $850; Citation 70, ($3995) $1950. PS Audio
1)elta 200, ($1995) $995; B&W 805, ($1600) $899.
AudioQuest Opal, RCAs, 1in. ($250) $125; Emerald,
balanced, ($495) $150; Kiinbcr Hero, RCAs, lm,
($120) $60. All mint plus shipping. Alm (801) 861-5989
days, (801)423-2176 evenings MST
PASS ALEPH 12, $8300; ALEPH P REMOTE,
$2800; Aleph 5, $2600; Cary 300SE Signature, latest,
Western tubes, $3150; 805C, latest, $5900; Voce Divina Tenore floorstanding monitors, ($8350) $5500.
(801) 226-1018.
KLIMO KENT, 30Wpc tube mono amp, $1250;
Sequerra Power Station with RadioShack 3400,
scaled, $550; Melos headphone amp, $395. Call Hart,
633-1151.
ENHANCE THE SOUNI) of your compact discs
with our CI) Cleaner/Sound Enhancer. lksigned to
widen and deepen soundstage presentation, improve
clarity and imaging, while removing dirt and fingerprints from your Cl)s. Only $14.95 plus $4.50 shipping. Kan Products, e-mail alathance@inetatena.com .Web
site: haplitinvuudenhance.com .
IMPULSE (UK) H2 LOUDSPEAKERS (similar to
Ta'us), 94d13, 8ohm, full-range, mint, mahogany, pair,
asking $2000 plus shipping. Brno.; (518) 577-6546 e
blayton@hotmailiont.

AMPS: AUDIOLAB 8000PX, new, $850; Mondial
Palladium II monoblocks, 1.5 weeks, $3500; PS Audio
200 1)elta,$950; Tandberg 3009A monoblocks, $1200;
VTL 50/50, $600. Preamps: Audiolab 8000Q, remote,
new. $1000; Audio Research PH2, phono, $1100;
Conrad-Johnson PV1OAL, $600; Spectral DMC5a
with phono, $750. A/V: Rotel RSP-980, $750.
Processors: Audio Research 1)AC2, $1100; EM) DSP1000 Series III, 5550; Genesis Digital Lens, $1300;
Sonic Frontiers SIFI)-2 II, $2700; Theta DS Pro Gen.V,
balanced, single mode, ($6100) $.3400; TLC and
Supply, $245. Transports: Forsell Reference III, $4500;
Theta Data Basic, balanced, $800; Ihta III Universal,
single mode, ($5000) $2800. Players: Audiolah 8000
CI) player, new, $1150. Tuners: 1)ynalah MI, $325.
Speakers: Akin Petite, rosewood, 6 months, $720;
Dunlavy SC-IV, $3600; Dynaudio Contour 2.8, 1.5
months, $3700; Linn !Ceilidh, $700; Mach 1Acoustics
DM 10 Signature, ($18.000) $8000; Wilson Watt/
Puppy 2, $5200. Miscellaneous: Audio Alchemy PS3,
$140; Chang 9600 ISO, $500. Please see previous issue
and call for more equipment and cables. Trevor, (302)
737-2606, oaks@voicenet.com .
NOT JUST ANOTHER MAGAZINE...The Ultimate Audio magazine. Each issue features the hottest
new state-of-the-art audio equipment and recordings.
The talented ensemble of leading writers includes:
Myles Astor, Lisa Astor, Sid Marks, Elliott }Callen,
Richard Foster, Dan Davis, Dayna B., Scdrick Harris,
Matt Wimmer, and Steve Rocklin. Subscriptions
payable by check, money order, or credit card
(Visa/MC/Amex/Discover). Half year (3 issues),
$7.95; full year (10 issues), $14.95; two years, $29.95.
Canada, $24.95; overseas, $39.95. Ultimate Audio, 1NY
Plaza, Suite 214, New York, NY 10004. (718)796-2825.
BRYSTON 4B-NPB, excellent condition, 15.5 years
left on fully transferable warranty, $1150. Rohm, (208)
336-4903.

Once Is Not EnollLh...

www.gcaudio.com
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FRIED STUI)10 5, $1495; Gradient Revolution,
$2950; Joseph 11.M20, $750; Metaphor 5, $1800; Von
Schweikert VR 1000, $650; ARC LS 1, $795; ARC LS3,
$825; Golden Tube SEP 1, $550; Mod Squad Duet,
$1295; Golden Tube 5E40, $695; Micromega Stage 1,
$450; Linn LP12 with Valhalla tramp and Wok, $1250.
Audio Conneaion, 615 Bloomfield Ave, Krona, NJ 07044,
(973) 239-1799, fat (973) 239-1725.
THE WORLD'S BEST SUBWOOFER SYSTEM —
Genesis 800 servo-driven subwoofers: 4of the sanie
12" aluminum drivers used in the $100,000 Model 1
Bass Towers. Housed in two cabinets in adipolar configuration; includes 800W class-A/13 amplifier that
includes volume control, high/low-pass filter (16Hz100Hz) and absolute phase adjustment (0-180* in 1dB
increments') with remote control. Connected by a30'
pair of handcrafted AudioQuest cables with Neutrik
connectors. Still packed in boxes, never used, ($8000)
$4500. Sonic Frontiers Line 3 preamplifier, most
recent model, never opened, still sealed from manufacturer, ($5000) $4000. Zoethecus iI FX rack, 8"
between 5shelves in black with 3 Slabs and 2 Pods,
still shrinkwrapped from Zoethecus, shelves never
opened, ($2200) $1800. Call Ron, (410) 243-8722 anytime, leave mesutoe.
ESP Concert Grand speakers, one year old, excellent,
($16,000) $8250 0130. &Wit (773) 929-1199.

J
C

Sneakers
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan
Martin Logan •Definitive Technology
Vienna Acoustics •Verity Audio
Celestion •Mordaunt Short
Turntables
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project
Subwoofers
Rel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology
ygei2
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer
Sony •Proton •Sony DSS
Accessories
Transparent Audio •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Goertz •Ocos •Audioguest
Niles •Sound Anchors •Sanus •Lovan
Plateau •Panamas •Sumiko •Tice

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106
Tustun, CA 92780

SiOPPE

21 N. Markel Si. Selrnsgror PA •717 374 0150

Stereophite, June 1998

CALL FREE (888) 427-8124 FOR SPECIALS, brandS:
Krell, Sonic Frontiers, Wyetech, Magnum Dynalab;
Sunfire, $1595; Meridian 50824, $2850; Polyfusion
920805, $4550; Tammy 1)700, $3975; B&W; Pass Labs
Aleph 5, $2550; Aleph P, $2650; Dynaudio; Nordost
SPM, $750; Linn, Mesa; Plinius SA100, $2925; and
dozens more ...just Scall.

Electronics &
Surround Processors
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon
Acurus •Adcom •Johda •Angstrom
Ayre •Lexicon •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab

-Calen Carol

PO Box 17562 Son Antonio, TX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
email: galen©gcaudio.com

MARK LEVINSON NO.333 amp. St(Ttophilc Class
A (April 1998), ($9000) $5750; Transparent Musicwave Reference, 10', ($5000) $2750. (847) 864-791Z
have messae.

AudioNideo Systems

Ireally am not interested in making
the quick, one time sale. Rather,
Iwant you as along-time repeat
customer. Earning your confidence
is the key to this philosophy. Ido
this by offering honest, knowledgeable
service tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the equipment
occupying space on the floor.
Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Pass, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, EAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight, Celeste,
Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Conrad-Johnson, Cary,
Alan, Von Schweikert, VP!, Meridian, BEL, Accuphose,
Audible Illusions, Graham, Basis, Encore, Arum, CAL
Rego, Merlin.., and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines as well!!

Mart

(714) 544-7903
e-mail

hifi@digitalear.com

www.digitalear.com
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AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE ONE preamp,
black, mint condition, ($8500) $5200; Transparent XL
Reference interconnect, 15m (SS), ($4400) $2000;
Transparent XL Reference interconnect, 10' (SS),

VMPS SPEAKERS —Dealer for entire speaker line,
including the FFb. FF‘, and the "special ribbon edition
ST III." Ihave the FFI ,on hand for audition on Long
Island, NY Prices arc lowest available. (516) 826-3791.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OToole, P.O. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409, tel/fax (914)
679-1054.

($5000) $2300; Shun Monk Ultra Diamond resonators,
($800) $400; Hamionix RFS-66 Tuning Feet, ($470)
$225. Wanted: Current Goldmund equipment, trades
considered. Ken, (212) 691-2641.

VMPS FFI SPEAKERS, brand new, piano-black finish,
($7400) $5500; tri-state area. (516) 826-3791, fax (516)
826-5870.

WANTED: UNOPENEI) OR MINT-condition classical LPs, $1 to $2 rnuinium. Will buy store or radio
station sell-outs or collections. (207) 567-3219, lorinh@
aotrom

PARASOUND DSP-1500 AV processor/preamplifier,
brand new in box, ($1700) $1000. (516) 826-3791.

MIT 330 TUBE TERMINATOR, 1m, RCA, in box,
($375) $210; Mullard MCC, 4 tubes, matched set,
$125. (847) 949-3971.

EARMAX TUBE HEADPHONE amplifier (optional
PakMax), Earmax Pro (introduction at HI-FI '98; come
see us at Booth C-43). Headphones by Etymotic,
Sennheiser, Sony. May.Line tube electronics, Minch
tonearms, Verdier turntable and 300B amplifier, Top
Hats, European LPs/CDs! Audio Adturuements, Box 100,
Lincoln Park, NJ 07035. (973) 633-1151. Sales, toll-free:
(888) 59 Musik.
MARANTZ 1, $3200; Aerial CC3 Center SP, $800;
McIntosh MC-3500, $14,000; Denon DCD-S1 CD
player, $2600; Runco THX LD player with D/A,
$1700; Threshold T200 class-A 100W amp with meter.
(212) 226-4543.

NAIM NAP 250, $1500. (516) 334-1111.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffis bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681, five (212) 4960733. Harvey Gibnari, 243 W 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.
WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.
Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270. Tel./
fax (888) 872-6929.

APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURES, taupe, boxes,
special feet, netting slightly tom by late cat. (212)
941-7423.

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD & LP collections. No
collection too large! Classical, Opera, Jazz, Rock,
Alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD), more.
150,000 titles in stock. Free brochure! Ptineon Rryord
&dune; 20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 9210881, httrewww.prex.com

CAT SL1 SIGNATURE line stage #5934, perfect,
new tubes, 12500; Audio Research Classic 60, new
tubes, $1500. Vincent (203) 881-3431.

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS: new, sealed,
out of print CDs. SASE to Schultz, 3049 Biber #T6, East
1.a.ing, MI 48823 (no calls).

NAIM NAT 03 tuner, $900 OBO. (516) 432-4588.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW 1998 RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Co llllll ercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on
all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either
side. (Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWV/ addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stamp/de, Classified Ad
I)epartment, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-632Z or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if ).•ou want your ad to run in the August 1998 Stenvphile, you must submit it with
payment by June 1, 1998. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard L./ American Express
My card # is

Exp. date

WANTED: TECHNICS PREAMPLIFIERS: SUA6; SU-A4, SU-A6 Mk.II, SU-A4 Mk.II. SU-A80.
Integrated: SU-V98, SU-V78. (916) 354-1990.
COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tannoy, JUL Altec, old tube Marantz,
McIntosh, Leak, Futtemun, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson,
ARC, turntables, amis, etc. Also used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Redo. etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, midwest and east coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.
COLLECTOR WANTS: Sequerra FM-1, Tandberg
3001A, 3014A, old Tannoy; tube Marantz 1, 2, 9, 10,
1013, 6, 3 (crossover); McIntosh MC-3500, MI-350;
Nalcamichi M-700, 1200 Mk.II; Becker car stereo.
Working or not, mono/stereo. For trade in order to
match: Tannoy black/silver, ReVox A770 (reel),
Nakamichi Dragon (cassette). (718) 384-4667
WANTED: AUDIO RESEARCH and Marantz tube
equipment, Sequerra tuners. Top prices paid. (818) 2413344, Jax (818) 242-4433.
WANTED: SEISMIC SINK No2, AQ Sterling and
Clear "Plus." (973) 628-8141.
WANTED: FOSGATE 101A surround processor, also
called TATE II, working or not. Finder's fee. Call Toni,
(619) 485-2614.

WANTED: LEVINSON NO39 or Wadia 27. Greg,
(610) 767-8875.
WANTEI): CELESTION DLP 600. (610) 650-0199,
swampspammenun.com

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
U General

WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/niaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, ElectroVoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, ConradJohnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar
amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest
City, OK 73110. (405) 737-3312,Jivc (405)737-3355.

WANTED: SAM CORDANE CD, title Scions Leisure,
will pay top dollar. (703) 685-6659.

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

Category heading:

Wanted

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Employment
MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES has long
been aleader in high-end audio/video consumer electronics. We have adynamic work environment that
appreciates the importance of enffineering development. Our continued growth and expansion have created opportunities for afew technical professionals. We
have insmedsate openings for the following positions,
each requiring aBS in Engineering:

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Jr. Design Engineer: will be involved in hardware
design of digital audio products, including FPGA
design, embedded controller design including lowlevel S/W drivers, data conversion, and schematic captore and board layout.
Senior Software Design Engineer: Will design and
implement software systems. Requires experience in
the following areas: structured software system design,
embedded control systems, user interface design.
Naine

Company

Street
Sute

224

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

Madrigal Audio Laboratories offers competitive wages,
health/dental insurance, 401K retirement plan, childcare voucher program, and more. Send resume to: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Attn: Personnel, P.O. Box 781, Mid&town, CT 06457 For more irtformatiora, call (860)346-0896
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Advertiser
AudioQuest
Audio Solutions
Audio Trading Times
Audio-Video Logic
AudioWaves
Avance
B&W Loudspeakers
Balanced Audio Technology

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered are accurately described,
and arc available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader
encounters noncompliance with
these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio
Bryston
Burmester Audio
Cable Company
California Audio Labs
Cardas Audio
Cary Audio
Cherry Creek Audio
Cisco Music
Classic Records
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
David Lucas
Davidson-Whitehall
Digital Ear
Dynaudio
Electrocompaniet
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Fairport Soundworks
Fanfare
Freehold Stereo Video
Front Row Center
Galen Carol Audio
Gallo Acoustics
Gershman Acoustics
G-Fakt
Goodwins
Hales Design Group
HCM
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm

A&J Audio
155
Accutronics
208
Acoustic Image
188
Acoustic Sciences
118
Acoustic Sounds ...146,172-173
Adcom
18
Alpha-Core/Goertz
78
Alpine Audio
222
Ambrosia Audio
186
Analog Shop
162
Anthem
38
ARS Electronics
192
Artemis Systems
151
Audience
118
Audio Advisor
132,204,220
Audio Alternative
200
Audio Connection
190
Audio Consultants
222
Audiolab
181
Audiolab Stereo & Video Center
178
Audio Magic
116
Audio Nexus
174
Audio Outlet
158
Audio Plus (Cambridge Audio)
10
Audio Plus (.1Mlab)
14

228
213
215
211
214
Ill
21

34
151
211
58
23
156
2
68
4-5
198
198
120
28
188
166
89
217
178,223
76
32,86
128,194
40
206
64
.167,184
192
223
48
131
167
154
46
182-183
168-169
208

Holm Audio
Home Theater Shop
Impact Technology
Innovative Audio
Joseph Audio
JPS
JS Audio
JVC Music
KEF Electronics
Kharma
Kief's
Kimber Kable
LAT International
Legend Audio
Lyle Cartridges
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Marantz
Masterpiece Audio
McIntosh
Meniscus Audio Group
Mobile Fidelity
Mondial
Muse Electronics
Music Direct

Index
196
213
121
200
116
86
206
130
16
109
217
57
204
84
65
79
149
56
176
42
137
126
50
116
148

Musical Surroundings
82
Needle Doctor
164
Northstar Leading The Way
.52
Nova Audio
118
Now Hear This
24
Omni Audio
155
Overture
139,141,143,145
Paradigm
8
Parasound
26
Parts Connection
109
Parts Express
221
Pass Laboratories
82
Platinum Audio
68
Platinum Entertainment
..202
Premier Audio Video
211
Proceed (Madrigal)
44
Progressive Audio
202
Pro Musica
221

PSB
Quantum Leap Audio Video

122

221
Quintessence Audio
190
Reference Audio Video
206
Reference Recordings
196
Revel
60
Rotel
13
Seneca Group
109
Sim Audio
100
Sonic Frontiers
38
Sound by Singer
90-91
Sound City
134
Sound Connections
137
Soundex
152
Sound Images
214
Sound Seller
206
SoundWorks
150,160
Stereo Center/Front Row ...184
Stereo Exchange
170
Stereo Shoppe
223
Stereo Shoppe (The)
211
Stereo Trading Outlet
215
Straight Wire
30
Sunshine Stereo
186
Tannoy
80
TARA Labs
22
Theta Digital
54
Thiel
36
Tice Audio
88
Totem Acoustic
100
Toys From the Attic
208
Transparent Audio
113
Tubes by Design
84
Twisted Pair Designs
155
Van L. Speakerworks
208
Vandersteen Audio
64
VTL
80
Wadia
227
WAVAC Audio Lab (thm audio)
88
Western Electric
142
Wisdom Audio
204
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The

Final

Larry

Archibald

tyou've just read "Letters" but not
"Industry Update," rush over and
check it out. The two sections of this
issue of Stereophile make for a great
counterpoint on the subject of high-end
dealers. The younger-than-baby-boomers
(so Idon't have to call them GenerationXers — where did that term come from?)
in "Letters" are obviously not getting the
attention they'd like when they visit highend stores, while Stereophile's more traditional audience of 35-to-55-year-olds is
quite abit happier (68% "absolutely" or
"pretty much" liking their local dealers).
I'm just back from the annual PARA
conference in Hilton Head, South Carolina, and am struggling to integrate the
dealer realities Iran into there with the
results of our web-site retailer survey, as
covered in "Industry Update." The positive news is that the consumer-electronics
business is beginning to heat up, particularly in communities where the high-tech
revolution has its origins. There are alot of
newly wealthy people in this country, and
one of the things they're doing is buying
very fancy custom installs, home theaters,
and even two-channel music systems.
In fact, though PARA was focused just
about exclusively on home theater and
custom install, the retailers Italked to
were doing satisfactory two-channel business as well. It just isn't the hot part of their
business. I've been talking repeatedly
about the upcoming explosion in consumer electronics, but even Iwas surprised to see it happening this soon.
There is at least acertain coalescence of
opinion on new formats and media: DVD
will be abig success; DVD-Audio will happen in some format or other, or perhaps
many at once (see "As We See It" in this
issue); HDTV will happen, and will look
great, albeit at acost high enough to exclude
almost everyone for the first year or so.
The fact that you can actually buy much
of this stuff, or will be able to injusta couple of months, seems to be releasing a
wave of consumer electronics buying.
Good news for this industry and good
news for you, because all these media
come with adistinctly higher-performance
flavor. And the more people who buy into
it, the cheaper it becomes. We're just going
to have to get over the mass-market paranoia that comes with liking something that
226

Word

Theater, you know that the January trade
many people may end up buying!
show saw only preliminary versions of
The most amazing thing Iheard at
most HDTV sets. It's five months later
PARA fits right in with what our younger
now, and what you'll see will be much
readers have experienced: aretailer who
closer to the products likely to show up on
currently turns away customers willing to
dealers' shelves this fall.
spend "only" $5000 because of the
Plus, there will be tons of new audio
$150,000 system sale he might miss while
product. B&W will be using HI-FI '98 for
waiting on that low roller. Don't let that
their consumer launch of the Nautilus
turn you off from PARA retailers in general — other PARA members see even a 800 series of speakers, which includes the
Nautilus 801, 802, 803, 804, and 805
HI-Fl '98 will be
(essentially replacing their Matrix series of
the same products). It's their largest prodan extraordinary event
uct introduction in 20 years, and the
speakers are said to sound great — Iget to
for new products
hear them next week in New York.
Pioneer will demo afabulously innovaand technologies,
tive new speaker designed to fit ergonomically and aesthetically with their largerthe best of any HI Fl Show
screen projection TVs — with new driver
that we've put on.
technology also said to sound great.
Martin-Logan will be at HI-FI '98 with
the most recent update of the Statement,
fraction of $5000 as asignificant sale, espewhich has been their flagship product
daily when that buyer comes back two
since back in the late '80s. But there hasn't
years later with much more to spend.
Even if Iwere as busy as that retailer
actually been aStatement for sale during
the last three years. Prior to the Show, the
apparently is, Iwould counsel adifferent
new Statement will have been available to
tack. At truly high-end restaurants they
treat you like aprince even if you're shabthe trade only at CES (see our CES wrapup in April) and to the public only at
bily dressed. After all, you never know.
retailer Overture, in Delaware.
Plus, it just doesn't do to treat acustomer
Thiel will be showing the CS23 and
with something less than utmost respect.
C572 speakers that Stereophile writers were
My real subject for this column is HIdrooling over at CES; the 2.3s have been
FI '98, but Inote that John Atkinson has
shipping for awhile, but the 72 isn't quite
scooped me on most of the audio-related
shipping as Iwrite this. If everything goes
DVD news. Echoing him, this opporwell, the brand-new 72s will be on display
tunity to hear multiple versions of highin the Christopher Hansen 2room.
bit-rate sound in many demonstrations
And the NXT flat-panel speakers freshould not be passed up: the differences
quently written up in "Industry Update"
between 24-bit/96kHz and 16/44.1 CD
(but never available for public audition)
are not subtle.
will be on demo in aDTS home-theater
HI-FI '98 will be an extraordinary
display. First time ever.
event for new products and technologies,
Cary will have single-ended triodes at
the best of any EI I
-FI Show that we've put
opposite ends of the price spectrum
on. HDTV will be on display for the first
($2500 and $30,000) to excite those of you
time in amajor public demo, with Zenith,
with efficient speakers. (I just visited Cary
Sony, Pioneer, and SharpVision all showing their latest efforts. If you followed our
in Cary, North Carolina, and got sucked
into SET fever just as others have been.)
CES coverage in Stereophile Guide to Home
And ahuge amount more. We'll all be
tStereophile —IUD No.6, June 1998, Issue Number
at HI-FI '98 just to see you, June 12, 13,
221. Stereophile (ISSN 410585-2544) is published
and 14. This is one show not to miss. If
monthly, $35 per pm by US residents, by Stereophile, Inc,
208 'Arad°, Santa Fe, NM 87501. Periodical postage paid
you're not from LA, the Westin Los
at Santa Fe, NM and al additional mailing offices. POSTAngeles Airport Hotel is, obviously, right
MASITR: Said addres«harrees to Strreophile, 110. Box
at the airport — but it's anice airport hotel.
469027, Escondido, CA 92046-9027
Printed in the U.S.
Sec you there.
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A Powerful
\\ 1-2 Combination For
Your System

\;\

I

t's so hard to discuss only two AudioQuest
cables. We make such awide range, from /inexpensive on up, from speaker cables to 1
/interconnects for audio, video and digital. /
Actually, they're all inexpensive. In an appro- (Pi
priate system they all make the most differ-'
ence for the least money. Here are two
extremely sophisticated, yet highly affordable examples of what we are all about.
Type 6SST
AudioQuest's fine tuned technology is on display in Type 6.
Our classic Hyperlitz construction employs a circle of solid
Long Grain Copper (LGC) conductors, aregular fixed geometry
which provides significant magnetic isolation
between the conductors. All conductors are solid in
order to avoid strand interaction, the single greatest
source of cable distortion. Spread Spectrum Technology
(SST) is evidenced by the use of three different sizes of
conductors. SST defocuses the sonic signature of any single
size of conductor, providing amuch greater sense of power
and transparency than ever before. The cable just plain gets out of
the way, which is all any good cable ever should do. In addition to being an ideal full range cable, Type 6is also biwire friendly.
Different preparation techniques allow it to be used as an ideal single-biwire cable for high or low crossover speakers.
Topaz Audio Interconne
Low level cables don't have to transfer the large magnetic fields that cause so many of the problems in speaker cables. Interconnect cables don't carry power, they carry information, delicate information
TOPAZ
which would also be damaged by strand interaction or inferior materials. MATERIAL QUALITY -COPPER GRAIN STRUCTURE
the-l• e

FPC
OFHC
Topaz employs Double-Balanced construction. Unlike normal cables, the
positive and negative conductors are identical. The 100% coverage
shield is only connected at one end, insuring that it will not be used as
an inferior conducting path. All metal conductors are actually made of
pieces called "grains". Normal high-purity copper has 1,500 such grains lengthwise in a
single foot of conductor. OFHC copper has 400 grains per foot. Topaz's exceptional FPC
copper has single grains which are 700 feet long. What you hear is far cleaner, more realistic and less fatiguing. Properly plated
connectors and the finest solder are acouple more reasons why Topaz provides such extraordinarily high performance.
These are just two of the many AudioQuest cables which will help your system deliver its best one-two combination.

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA. Tel 714-425-1110. Fax 714-425-0101. info@audioquest.com

aucJioquest

